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The Governors of the Postal Service have acted on
recommendations from the Postal Rate Commission to
change domestic rates and fees for various classes and
services, to change a number of mail classifications, and
to add a number of new classifications. The Board of
Governors has directed that these changes be imple-
mented at 12:01 a.m. on Sunday, January 7, 2001.

This special Postal Bulletin contains information about
implementation resources that are available to customers
and employees; new domestic postal rates, fees, and
classifications; the revisions to the Domestic Mail Manual
(DMM) necessary to implement them; and copies of re-
vised postage statements. Changes in this Postal Bulletin
revising the DMM will be incorporated into DMM Issue 56,
effective January 7, 2001.

International mail categories and most postage rates
and fees for special services also are changing on
January 7, 2001. Employees should refer to Postal
Bulletin 22038 (11-30-00), which contains new interna-
tional classifications, rates, and fees.

New Rates and Fees Effective January 7, 2001
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Implementation Resources
Implementation Kit

A complete implementation kit for R2000-1 appears in the
back of this Postal Bulletin.

Special Postal Bulletin

This Special Postal Bulletin is available to customers and
employees via www.usps.com. Additional copies were
mailed to each district manager of business mail entry.

Domestic Mail Manual

Domestic Mail Manual Issue 56, which contains all of the
rate and classification changes included in this Postal
Bulletin, will not begin arriving at post offices until early
March. DMM Issue 56 also will contain all revisions pub-
lished in the Postal Bulletin since the publication of Issue 55
(January 10, 2000).

Electronic versions (PDF and HTML) of DMM 56 will be
posted on the Postal Explorer Web site (http://pe.usps.gov)
in the first week of January. Employees are encouraged to
share this information with customers so that they can pre-
pare for the new rate and classification changes.

DMM 56 will be included in Postal Explorer 11.0
(CD-ROM and LAN versions).

Postage Statements

Complete information about new postage statements be-
gins on page 153 of this Postal Bulletin. Reproductions of all
of the new postage statements appear on pages 161–237 of
this Postal Bulletin.

Who to Contact With Questions

If you have questions about rate implementation that are
not answered by this Postal Bulletin or by other materials,
please contact your District Implementation Coordinator. A
list of coordinators appears as part of the Implementation Kit
included at the end of this Postal Bulletin.

What to Do With Extra Copies

If your postal facility receives too many copies of any im-
plementation resource (this Postal Bulletin, postage state-
ments, Domestic Mail Manuals, or other publications),
please forward them to your district marketing manager or
district manager of business mail entry. Those managers will
distribute your extra copies to customers and employees. Do
not send extra copies back to USPS Headquarters. Doing so
clutters the mailstream and does not help to get implementa-
tion resources into the hands of those who need them.

However, we are interested in knowing if we’re sending
the right number of materials to our field offices. If you have
comments about the quantity of implementation materials
you’ve received, please send a cc:Mail to:  RATESINFO. In
the subject line, type “Quantity.” In the body of the message,
include the size of your office (CAG and level), the title of the
publication, the quantity you received, and the quantity you
would like to receive in the future.
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Mail Acceptance
Acceptance Periods and Policies
Business Mail Entry Units

Mailings presented to business mail entry units (BMEUs),
detached mail units (DMUs), or other acceptance locations
will be verified for rate eligibility and mail preparation in accor-
dance with existing procedures established by the office of
Business Mail Acceptance.

Pieces Metered at Old Rates

Metered license holders may have pieces on hand that
bear postage at the old rates. The Postal Service will accept
these pieces for mailing until February 6, 2001, provided that
the mailer pays the difference between the meter postage af-
fixed and the applicable new rates and fees (as described
below) before the mailing is entered into the mailstream.
When dates are required as part of the meter impression,
they must appear as shown in DMM P030.4.0.

Postage Difference — Individual Pieces

The difference in postage may be paid on individual
pieces (single-piece rate or presorted rate) by affixing a me-
ter impression or meter strip in the correct amount to the mail-
piece. Dates in the meter impression must appear as shown
in DMM P030.4.0.

Postage Difference — Presorted Pieces

The difference in postage for all pieces in a single mailing
claimed at a presorted rate may be paid by affixing postage
stamps or a meter strip to the accompanying postage state-
ment in the amount of the total postage difference for all
pieces in the mailing, rounded to the full cent. Acceptance
personnel must verify the computations on the postage
statement to ensure that the proper additional postage is af-
fixed. If the mailer uses postage stamps on the postage
statement, the postal acceptance employee must cancel the
stamps. As an alternative to applying postage, the total differ-
ence in postage may be paid through an advance deposit ac-
count and reported on an additional postage statement as
described in section 723 of Handbook F-1, Post Office
Accounting Procedures, until February 6, 2001.

Actions by Postmasters Not at Origin Office

Postmasters at offices other than the office of origin who
find metered pieces in the mailstream up to February 6,
2001, bearing either the old presort rates or precanceled
postage are to assume that the difference in postage was
paid at the time of mailing.

Postage Statements

A series of revised postage statements have been is-
sued. The revised postage statements do not list the different
types of containers (MM trays, EMM trays, #3 sack, etc.) in
the box labeled “Number of Containers.” Nevertheless, mail-
ers are still required to declare (in that box) the specific num-
ber(s) and type(s) of containers used to prepare the
mailpieces reported on the postage statement. This informa-
tion is required for the mail verification and acceptance pro-
cedures performed in the business mail entry unit (BMEU).

Plant-Verified Drop Shipment

Plant-verified drop shipment (PVDS) mailings will be veri-
fied and accepted by postal employees as follows:

a. PVDS mailings verified and paid for before January 7,
2001, will be accepted into the mailstream at destina-
tion entry postal facilities through January 20, 2001, if
presented with appropriate documentation of verifica-
tion and payment (PS Form 8125).

b. PVDS mailings may be verified and paid for beginning
December 9, 2000, under the rates and preparation
standards that take effect January 7, 2001, provided
the shipments are not deposited at destination entry
postal facilities until January 7, 2001, or later.

Nonmachinable Surcharge — Manifest Mailings

Effective January 7, 2001, the nonmachinable surcharge
now applies to pieces sent at the Parcel Select-DBMC Parcel
Post rates. Mailers using these rates in conjunction with a
manifest mailing system must identify each piece subject to
the nonmachinable surcharge on their manifests. The appli-
cable sections of Publication 401, Guide to the Manifest Mail-
ing System, will be updated with the next printing of that
publication.

— Business Mail Acceptance, 12-21-00
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Post Office Boxes
Effective January 7, 2001, the Postal Service is restruc-

turing post office box fee groups and has established new
fees for each of those groups. The Postal Service also is im-
plementing a new nonrefundable $4.00 fee for each key,
over the two given when service begins, requested by a cus-
tomer. In addition, the Postal Service is implementing a
$10.00 lock replacement fee.

In an attempt to better align fees with the actual cost of
providing post office box service, the Postal Service has
changed the fee structure for post office boxes. Currently,
post office box fees are based primarily on the type of carrier
delivery at a particular postal facility.

The Postal Service has undertaken a major project to
align post office box fees with actual costs by 5-digit ZIP
Codes. In other words, post office boxes that have similar
costs will be grouped together and have the same fee. These
“actual costs” include estimated rental value of the space
used to provide post office boxes.

Each 5-digit ZIP Code has been assigned to one of six
cost-based groups based on the estimated cost per square
foot of the postal facilities within that ZIP Code. All facilities
with post office boxes in the same 5-digit ZIP Code are in the
same cost group and will charge the same fees for post office
boxes. Therefore, it is possible that postal facilities in the
same city or town that are in different ZIP Codes may be as-
signed to different cost groups and charge different fees for
the same size post office box.

The Postal Service believes that this post office box re-
structuring will result in fairer, more equitable post office box
fees for all customers because the fees will more accurately
reflect the true costs of providing that service.

Fee Group Assignments

A complete list of 5-digit ZIP Codes and fee group assign-
ments are included in new Publication 431, Post Office Box
Fee Restructuring. This publication is being mailed to every
postal facility and will arrive before implementation of new
post office box fees. Employees and customers also can ac-
cess the fee group list on the Postal Service Web site
(www.usps.com).

Fee groups will change only during an omnibus rate case.
Interim changes (such as when a new facility is opened or
when ZIP Codes are changed or realigned) will be published
in the Postal Bulletin.

Free (Group E) Post Office Box Service

There are no changes to “free” (Group E) box service.
Customers who currently qualify for free post office box ser-
vice could continue to receive that service. It is important that
postal employees review the eligibility requirements for free
box service in DMM D910. Any customer who qualifies for
free box service should be informed of such by the postmas-
ter. Postmasters must not charge box fees to customers who
qualify for free box service.

Customers who receive free (Group E) post office box
service must pay the key deposit. If necessary, they also
must pay the additional key fee and the lock replacement
fee (see below).

Effective Date of New Fees

The new fees that are included in this Postal Bulletin are
effective on January 7, 2001. However, current post office
box customers will not pay the new fees until they renew their
box service for another 6-month period.

Postmasters and facility managers must ensure that they
are charging the current and correct fees for post office box
service.

Key Deposit

There are no changes to the $1.00 key deposit. When a
customer begins post office box service, they receive two
keys and pay a refundable $1.00 deposit for each key. The
deposit also must be paid for additional keys requested (see
below). When post office box service is terminated (either by
the customer or by the Postal Service), the $1.00 deposit is
refunded for each key (including additional keys) turned in to
the Postal Service. Customers who receive free post office
box service must pay the key deposit.

Additional Key Fee

Effective January 7, 2001, the Postal Service will charge
$4.00 for each additional key requested by a post office box
customer. This fee is not refundable and only applies to addi-
tional keys (over and above the two given to the customer at
the start of their post office box service). The $1.00 key de-
posit applies to these keys; therefore, the total cost to the
customer for each additional key is $5.00. The additional key
fee does not apply to worn or broken keys, which are re-
placed without charge.
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Lock Replacement Fee

Effective January 7, 2001, the Postal Service will charge
$10.00 to replace a post office box lock when that service has
been requested by the primary box holder. This fee is not re-
fundable and applies to all kinds of post office box locks (in-
cluding combination locks). If customers turn in the keys to
the “old lock,” then the key deposit is refunded. Customers
are given two keys with each “new lock”; they must pay the
key deposit for those keys and the key fee for any additional
keys requested.

Caller Service

Under the same restructuring effort, caller service fees will
no longer be broken out according to post office fee groups.
Every postal facility will charge the same fee for caller service
(see DMM R900.5.0).

— Mail Preparation and Standards,
Pricing and Product Design, 12-21-00

Other DMM Changes Effective on January 7, 2001
Employees are reminded that there are five other DMM

revisions that are not related to the rate case but are effective
on January 7, 2001. These revisions have been published in
previous issues of the Postal Bulletin as noted below. In
some cases, these articles did not contain a firm effective
date but were to be effective on the same day as rate case
implementation. This article serves as notice to employees
that these revisions are effective on January 7, 2001.

1. “Periodicals Mail Preparation Changes,” published in
PB 22030 (8-10-00). Packages of basic enhanced
carrier route Periodicals must be in line-of-travel (LOT)
sequence. Mailers are required to use the Postal Ser-
vice LOT product to sequence their mail no more than
90 days prior to mailing. The LOT product is available
through the National Customer Support Center
(http://www.usps.com > Address Quality > Address
Information Systems (AIS) Products, or
1-800-238-3150). Customers also may use the stan-
dards in DMM A920 to submit cards for carrier route
sequencing. Also, for Periodicals carrier route mail
prepared in sacks, the changes require direct carrier
route sacks to contain a minimum of 24 pieces and re-
quire the preparation of 5-digit scheme carrier route
sacks using DMM labeling list L001. All other sack
sortation criteria remain unchanged. For Periodicals
prepared in packages and bundles on pallets, the
changes require preparation of 5-digit scheme pallets
using DMM L001.

2. “Preparation Changes for First-Class Mail, Periodi-
cals, and Standard Mail,” published in PB 22036
(11-2-00). These revisions make required changes to
mailing standards for all palletized Periodicals, Stan-
dard Mail, and Package Services except for Parcel
Post BMC Presort and Origin BMC Presort, and Parcel
Select DSCF and DDU rates. They make required re-
visions to sacking Standard Mail machinable parcels.

The new DMM provisions also add optional traying
provisions for flat-size First-Class Mail and add option-
al sacking and/or palletizing provisions for nonletter-
size Periodicals and flat-size Standard Mail. These
changes are effective and may be used beginning De-
cember 15, 2000, but are mandatory on January 7,
2001.

3. “Preparation Changes for Periodicals Nonletter-Size
Mailing Jobs,” published in PB 22039 (12-14-00). This
revision requires Periodicals nonletter-size mailing
jobs prepared in sacks that include both an automation
flats mailing and a Presorted flats mailing to use the co-
sacking method in DMM M910. Under this co-sacking
method, packages of automation flats and packages
of Presorted rate mail that are part of the same mailing
job are sorted into the same sacks for all sack presort
levels. Standardized documentation or documenta-
tion produced by PAVE-certified software must be
used. In addition, the sacks must be prepared with bar-
coded sack labels.

4. “Priority Mail Drop Shipment,” published in PB 22039
(12-14-00). This revision changes and clarifies proce-
dures for Priority Mail drop shipments to improve han-
dling. An accompanying article in this same Postal
Bulletin revises Tag 159, Priority Mail Drop Shipment,
which is used with Priority Mail sacks.

5. “Payment Period for Fee Renewals,” published in PB
22039 (12-14-00). This revision allows customers to
renew fee payments at any time during the last 60 days
of the current service period. This expanded time peri-
od applies to payment of annual permit fees, annual
accounting fees, the presort mailing fee for First-Class
Mail, the mailing fee for Standard Mail, and all mailing
fees (including destination entry mailing fees) for
Package Services.
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IRT/POS ONE Information
IRT Coordinator Procedures

Rate change diskettes for all types of IRTs will be distrib-
uted in the same manner as all other IRT software updates.
They will be sent to district IRT coordinators in bulk via
Express Mail. IRT coordinators will be advised via cc:Mail of
the expected mailing date.

IRT coordinators who do not receive their diskettes by the
expected date or who receive an insufficient quantity of dis-
kettes should call the appropriate IRT hotline (see telephone
numbers below).

Each shipment will include release notes, which provide
software installation instructions and a summary of what has
changed in the software. The IRT coordinator will send one
diskette and one copy of the release notes to each IRT site.

IRT Retail Site Procedures

Each retail site will install the IRT update after close of
business on Saturday, January 6, 2001, or before opening
for business on or after Sunday, January 7, 2001. Sites that
do not receive update diskettes by Friday, January 5, 2001,
should contact their district IRT coordinators for guidance.

Sites that have difficulty installing the update should con-
tact the appropriate IRT hotline. Any site that discovers at the
last minute that its update disk is faulty should consider bor-
rowing an update disk from a neighboring retail unit. This will
be faster than waiting for a disk to be mailed out by district or
hotline personnel.

The toll-free IRT hotlines are:

� MOS hotline:  1-800-346-0902

� Unisys hotline:  1-800-247-6478

POS ONE Software Updates

IBM and NCR will distribute new software for the rate
change via download over the network. The changes will
have an effective date of January 7, 2001, but downloads will
occur in advance of the implementation date. More details
will be provided to POS ONE sites as well as to area and dis-
trict POS ONE coordinators prior to the rate change. Help
desk support will also be available, if necessary, at the follow-
ing number:

� POS ONE help desk:  1-800-USPS-HELP
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Summary of Changes by Class of Mail
Express Mail

a. Express Mail Rate Highlights

Overall, Express Mail rates will increase by an average
of 3.6%. Moderate increases will occur for all Express
Mail rates, except for a $0.30 decrease in the
1/2-pound rates for Custom Designed Service and for
Next Day and Second Day Post Office to Post Office
Service. The fee for pickup service will increase from
$8.25 to $10.25 per occurrence. The fee for delivery
stops (Custom Designed Service only) will increase
from $8.25 to $10.25. The fee for every $100 incre-
ment of additional insurance desired above the stan-
dard $500 of coverage will increase from $0.95 to
$1.00.

b. Express Mail Rate Structure

There are no changes to the rate structure of Express
Mail. Same Day Airport Service is still suspended.

c. Express Mail Preparation Changes

There are no changes to mail preparation require-
ments for Express Mail.

Priority Mail

a. Priority Mail Rate Highlights

Overall, Priority Mail rates will increase by an average
of 16%. The fee for pickup service will increase from
$8.25 to $10.25 per occurrence.

b. Priority Mail Rate Structure

(1)One Pound or Less Priority Mail Rate

A unique Priority Mail rate has been implemented
for pieces weighing 1 pound or less. Prior to this
change all Priority Mail pieces weighing 2 pounds
or less were charged the 2-pound rate. Mail that is
placed in a Priority Mail flat-rate envelope will con-
tinue to be charged the 2-pound rate regardless of
the actual weight of the piece.

(2)Keys and Identification Devices

Keys and identification devices that weigh more
than 13 ounces but not more than 1 pound will be
eligible for the new 1-pound Priority Mail rate plus
the fee. The fee for keys and identification devices
will increase from $0.30 to $0.35.

c. Priority Mail Preparation Changes

There are no changes to mail preparation require-
ments for Priority Mail.

First-Class Mail

a. First-Class Mail Rate Highlights

Overall, First-Class Mail rates will increase by an aver-
age of 1.8%. The single-piece first-ounce letter rate in-
creases by only one cent, from $0.33 to $0.34, and the
rate for each additional ounce reduces by one cent
from $0.22 to $0.21. The single-piece card rate re-
mains at $0.20.

The first-ounce letter rate for Qualified Business Reply
Mail (QBRM) increases from $0.30 to $0.31, and the
card rate for QBRM reduces from $0.18 to $0.17.

The nonstandard surcharge for single-piece rate mail
weighing 1 ounce or less will remain the same at $0.11.
The nonstandard surcharge for Presorted rate and Au-
tomation rate pieces will remain the same at $0.05.

The basic automation flat rate will increase from $0.30
to $0.31 for the first ounce. The combined 3/5-digit rate
category for automation flats will be eliminated. New
and separate automated rate categories for 3-digit au-
tomation flats and for 5-digit automation flats will be im-
plemented. The annual presort mailing fee will
increase from $100 to $125.

b. First-Class Mail Rate Structure

The current automation flats 3/5-digit rate will be split
into two separate rates:  a 3-digit automation rate and
a 5-digit automation rate.

c. First-Class Mail Preparation Changes

(1)Maximum Weight Limit for Automation Heavy
Letters (C810.2.3)

The maximum weight for heavy letters that may
qualify for automation letter rates also will be 3.3
ounces (.2063 pound).

(2)Automation Flats (DMM M011, M030, M033, M820,
M910)

The Postal Service will change the standards for
the preparation of 5-digit packages and 5-digit trays
of automation flats under DMM 820 from required
levels of sortation to optional levels of sortation.
This is supported by the new rate structure that pro-
vides separate 5-digit and 3-digit rates for automa-
tion flats. All other current mail preparation
requirements will remain the same.

The Postal Service will also add a new tray-based
presort option for automation flats. When using this
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option, mailers will not need to prepare automation
flats in 5-digit, 3-digit, ADC, and mixed ADC pack-
ages. Instead, mailers will prepare flat trays to
5-digit (optional), 3-digit, and ADC destinations
whenever there are 90 or more pieces to a presort
destination, and place remaining pieces in mixed
ADC tray(s) that have no minimum tray quantity.
Ninety is the average number of pieces that fills a
flat tray up to the bottom of the handholds when at
least a single stack of mail is lying flat on the bottom
of the tray. When there are 90 or more pieces for a
presort destination (other than mixed ADC), mail-
ers will be required to physically fill flat tray(s) for
that destination and will be allowed one less-than-
full tray or one overflow tray per 5-digit, 3-digit, and
ADC destination. Preparation of 5-digit trays also
will be optional under this tray-based preparation
option. Rates will be based on the sortation level of
the tray to which a piece is sorted. Mailers choosing
to prepare their mail using this option will not be eli-
gible to prepare their mail as outlined in new M910,
which also is effective on January 7, 2001. (M910
will permit co-traying of packages from automation
rate mailings and packages from Presorted rate
mailings that are part of the same mailing job and
meet other criteria.)

(3)Tray Containers (DMM M033)

For clarification, new information has been added
to M033.1.2 to show that the lids required to be
placed on First-Class Mail flat trays must be placed
on the tray green side up prior to strapping under
M033.1.5b.

(4)Application of two POSTNET barcodes for
Automation Flats (DMM C840.3.0)

Mailers have requested the ability to qualify flat-
size mailpieces that bear two POSTNET barcodes
for the automation flat rates. Mailers indicate that a
mailpiece bearing a barcode that is not CASS-certi-
fied can in some instances be upgraded to contain
a second delivery point barcode that meets the
CASS- or MASS-certification criterion for eligibility
for automation flat rates if it is subsequently pro-
cessed through an MLOCR or other barcoding
system.

However, unlike automated processing of letter
mail, FSM barcode readers will read the first bar-
code it recognizes. Therefore, which barcode is
read depends on the orientation of the mailpiece
when fed through the flat sorter and the location of
the barcodes on the mailpiece.

A cooperative effort between the Postal Service
and MLOCR vendors led to the development of
standards that will allow mailers to submit mail-
pieces that bear two POSTNET barcodes to qualify
for automation flat-rates. The Postal Service be-
lieves these standards meet both the interest of the
mailers in qualifying for the most advantageous
postage rate discounts at the lowest possible mail-
ing costs and the interest of the Postal Service to
generate more barcoded flat-size mailpieces. In
addition, MLOCR vendors plan to offer FASTfor-
ward to their clients in the future to meet the First-
Class Mail requirement for move update in DMM
E140.

The Postal Service will allow the application of two
POSTNET barcodes on the addressed side of flat-
size automation rate pieces providing certain re-
quirements are met. The presence of two
POSTNET barcodes on a flat-size mailpiece will be
permitted only when the first barcode is applied in
the address block and that barcode is either a 5-dig-
it barcode or it is a ZIP+4 or delivery point barcode
that is not CASS-certified. The second barcode
must be a delivery point barcode and must be
CASS- or MASS-certified. It is preferred, but not re-
quired, that the second barcode be applied in the
lower-right area of the mailpiece parallel to and in
the same direction as the delivery address. A great-
er than 1-inch separation between the two bar-
codes is required. The second POSTNET barcode
must not be placed near the return address. A no-
spray clear zone of at least 1 inch below the return
address is required. This is because OCRs on
Postal Service flat sorting machines use the loca-
tion of the POSTNET barcode to determine the
location of the destination address block. If a
POSTNET barcode is applied close to the return
address and is scanned first, it is highly probable
that the OCR will encode the return address and in-
advertently return the mailpiece to the sender. The
preferred location of the lower-right area of the mail-
piece will increase the likelihood that the CASS- or
MASS-certified delivery point barcode is the first
one read by the FSMs.

The application of two POSTNET barcodes is a
temporary solution and may be revised subse-
quent to implementation of PLANET codes and/or
testing and implementation of other options. At that
time, MLOCR vendors and/or mailers will be given
a 90-day transition period to comply with the new
requirements.
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Periodicals

a. Periodicals Rate Highlights

The overall proposed average rate increase for Peri-
odicals decreased from 12.7% to 9.5%. Outside-
County Periodicals will have an average increase of
9.5% while Within-County Periodicals will have an av-
erage increase of 6.8%. Regular, Nonprofit, and
Classroom Periodicals will have average increases of
9.9, 7.2%, and 9.6%, respectively.

Two of the preferred subclasses (Nonprofit and Class-
room) will be combined with the Regular subclass to
form an Outside-County subclass with one set of rates.
Nonprofit and Classroom publications will receive a
5% discount on total Outside-County postage, exclud-
ing the postage for advertising pounds. The Within-
County subclass will remain a separate subclass with
a separate set of rates.

The nonadvertising percentage per piece discount,
the delivery unit (Outside-County and In-County) per
piece discounts, and the SCF per piece discount will
increase. The Outside-County (except delivery unit,
which decreases), Science-of-Agriculture (except de-
livery unit, which decreases), and In-County pound
rates will increase along with all per piece rates for both
subclasses (Outside-County and Within-County). See
DMM R200 for individual rates and discounts.

The fee for original entry will increase from $305 to
$350. The re-entry and newsagents’ fees will de-
crease from $50 to $40. The fee for additional entry will
remain unchanged at $50.

DMM changes will provide for DDU rates for Periodi-
cals entered under exceptional dispatch authoriza-
tions. The change will limit DDU rates under
exceptional dispatch to mail destined to zones 1 and
2 and will generally restrict eligibility to publications
with circulation of 25,000 and under.

b. Periodicals Rate Structure

Regular, Nonprofit, and Classroom publications will
use the same Outside-County rate schedule. Nonprof-
it and Classroom publications will receive a 5% dis-
count on total Outside-County postage, excluding the
postage for advertising pounds. The 5% discount
does not apply to commingled nonsubscriber copies
in excess of the 10% allowance provided under DMM
E215. In-County rates will remain a separate rate
schedule.

c. Periodicals Mail Preparation Changes

(1)Bundles on Pallets

The current DMM describes a “bundle” as a group
of packages secured together as a unit that
equates to a sack. The current DMM provides both

for preparation of packages on pallets under DMM
M045.2.0 and for preparation of bundles on pallets
under DMM M045.3.0. The Postal Service is not
aware of any mailers that currently opt to prepare
bundles on pallets. Accordingly, the Postal Service
will delete the option to prepare bundles on pallets
under current DMM M045.3.0. The provisions for
preparing packages on pallets will remain in DMM
M045.2.0.

(2)Maximum Weight Limit for Automation Heavy
Letters (C810.2.3)

The maximum weight for heavy letters that may
qualify for automation letter rates also will be 3.3
ounces (.2063 pound).

(3)Other Published Revisions

Employees are reminded that three Postal Bulletin
articles were published that set forth required and
optional preparation requirements for Periodicals
that also will be effective on January 7, 2001. These
are:

1. “Periodicals Mail Preparation Changes,”
published in PB 22030 (8-10-00).

2. “Preparation Changes for First-Class Mail,
Periodicals, and Standard Mail,” published in
PB 22036 (11-2-00).

3. “Preparation Changes for Periodicals Nonletter-
Size Mailing Jobs,” published in PB 22039
(12-14-00).

Standard Mail (formerly Standard Mail (A))

a. Standard Mail Rate Highlights

Regular rates will increase by an average of 8.8%.
Rates for commercial Enhanced Carrier Route (ECR)
mail will increase by an average of 4.5%. Rates for
Nonprofit mail will increase by an average of 4.8%.
Rates for Nonprofit Enhanced Carrier Route will in-
crease by an average of 18.3%.

Discounts for destination entry rate mail (DBMC,
DSCF, and DDU) have increased. The annual presort
mailing fee increases from $100 to $125.

b. Standard Mail Rate Structure

All Standard Mail letters and nonletters are subject to
a weight limit of 3.3 ounces (.2063 pound) for the mini-
mum per piece rate.

A new machinable parcel barcoded discount of $0.03
will apply to Standard Mail machinable parcels that are
subject to the residual shape surcharge and that meet
other preparation requirements. This machinable par-
cel barcoded discount is available only for the Regular
and Nonprofit Standard Mail subclasses (it will not be
available for pieces mailed at the Enhanced Carrier
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Route and Nonprofit Enhanced Carrier Route
subclasses).

There are two different residual shape surcharges:
Enhanced Carrier Route and Nonprofit Enhanced
Carrier Route mail have a residual shape surcharge of
$0.15, and Regular and Nonprofit mail have a residual
shape surcharge of $0.18.

Return receipt for merchandise, bulk insurance, and
electronic option Delivery Confirmation are available
for Standard Mail parcels that are subject to the residu-
al shape surcharge.

c. Standard Mail Preparation Changes

(1)Name Change and DMM Restructuring

The name of the mail class “Standard Mail (A)” will
change to “Standard Mail.” Throughout this Postal
Bulletin, “Standard Mail” is used consistently in the
DMM text to indicate the class formerly known as
“Standard Mail (A).” For brevity, not all DMM sec-
tions for which only name changes apply are repro-
duced in this Postal Bulletin. This change will,
however, be implemented throughout all of DMM
Issue 56, which will transmit the final implementing
rules for R2000-1.

DMM sections C600, D600, E600, M600, P600,
and R600 now contain standards for only Standard
Mail. Matter in these sections that formerly con-
tained standards for Package Services mail have
been moved into new sections under C700, D700,
E700, M700, P700, and R700. (Former P700,
which contains information on special postage pay-
ment systems, is renumbered as P900.)

Matter pertaining only to Standard Mail in former
E611 and E612 is consolidated and reorganized
into new E610. DMM E620 and E630 are reorga-
nized so that E620 pertains to Presorted rate Stan-
dard Mail and E630 pertains to Enhanced Carrier
Route Standard Mail.

(2)Sack and Pallet Labels (DMM M031, M032, M045,
M600)

Currently, the contents line of sack and pallet labels
for irregular parcel and machinable parcel mailings
must show “STD A” or “STD B” as applicable for the
class being mailed. Because of the name changes
of “Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard Mail” and “Stan-
dard Mail (B)” to “Package Services,” the use of
“STD A” on “Standard Mail” sack and pallet labels
for irregular parcel and machinable parcel mailings
is changed to “STD” (Package Services labels will
use “PSVC”).

(3)Dimensions for Machinable Parcels (DMM C050)

The minimum dimensions for a machinable parcel
in DMM C050.4.1a are changed to not less than 6
inches long, 3 inches high, 1/4-inch thick, and 6
ounces in weight. (A mailpiece exactly 1/4-inch
thick is subject to the 3 1/2-inch height minimum un-
der C010.) Some parcels may be successfully pro-
cessed on BMC parcel sorters even though they do
not conform to the new machinability standards in
DMM C050.4.1. If this is the case, a BMC plant
manager may authorize a mailer to enter such par-
cels as machinable parcels if the parcels are tested
on BMC parcel sorters and prove to be machinable.
Such an authorization will apply only to mail that is
both entered at a post office within the service area
of the authorizing BMC and is for delivery to an ad-
dress within the service area of that BMC. These
changes also apply to Package Services mail.

(4)Preparation of Bundles (DMM M045, M600)

The current DMM describes a “bundle” as a group
of packages secured together as a unit that
equates to a sack. Because the Postal Service is
not aware of any mailers that currently opt to pre-
pare bundles on pallets, the provision in M045.3.0
that contains an option to prepare bundles on pal-
lets is removed. The provisions for preparing pack-
ages on pallets will remain in DMM M045.2.0.

The current DMM also provides for preparation of
bedloaded bundles of Presorted and Carrier Route
rate mail under DMM M610.6.0 and M620.6.0, re-
spectively. Such preparation requires Rates and
Classification Service Center (RCSC) authoriza-
tion. The records of the Postal Service currently in-
dicate that there are no mailers authorized to
prepare bedloaded bundles in the manner de-
scribed in the DMM. Because of this, and because
bedloaded bundles are generally not cost-efficient
for the Postal Service to handle and process, the
Postal Service is removing the options to prepare
bedloaded bundles under DMM M610.6.0 and
M620.6.0.

(5)Machinable Parcel Barcoded Discount (DMM
C850, E610, E620, P600)

The new machinable parcel barcoded discount of
$0.03 will apply to machinable parcels (as defined
in DMM C050) for which the residual shape sur-
charge (RSS) is paid and that bear a correct, read-
able 5-digit barcode under C850 for the ZIP Code
shown in the delivery address and are prepared as
machinable parcels under M045 or M610. Machin-
able parcels prepared in 5-digit sacks or on 5-digit
pallets entered at DSCF rates may qualify for the
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barcoded discount even though such pieces will
not be processed using BMC barcode scanning
equipment. Otherwise, rates for 5-digit sorted ma-
chinable parcels entered at DSCF rates could be
higher than for BMC sorted machinable parcels that
were entered at DBMC rates and which also quali-
fied for the barcoded discount. Machinable parcels
entered at DBMC rates may claim the machinable
parcel barcoded discount only if they are entered at
a BMC. An exception is that properly prepared ma-
chinable pieces of DBMC rate mail entered at the
Phoenix, Arizona, ASF may claim the barcoded
discount because that facility uses barcode scan-
ning equipment. The machinable parcel barcoded
discount is not available for pieces mailed at the En-
hanced Carrier Route or Nonprofit Enhanced Carri-
er Route subclasses.

If all pieces in a mailing are eligible for the machin-
able parcel barcoded discount under E610 and
E620, then the mailing may be paid with meter
stamps, permit imprint, or precanceled stamps un-
der the applicable standards. If fewer than 100% of
the pieces in the mailing are eligible for the machin-
able parcel barcoded discount, then payment with
precanceled stamps is not permitted; use of me-
tered postage is permissible only if exact postage
is affixed to each piece in the mailing; and use of
permit imprints is permitted only under a manifest
mailing system (P910).

(6)Special Services with Standard Mail (DMM E610,
P600)

Standard Mail that is subject to the residual shape
surcharge (pieces prepared as parcels or that are
not letter-size or flat-size as defined in DMM C050)
may receive the following additional special ser-
vices upon payment of the appropriate fees:  bulk
insurance, return receipt for merchandise, and
electronic option Delivery Confirmation. Other
Standard Mail is not eligible for any special ser-
vices. Mail prepared with detached address labels
under A060 and mail using Bulk Parcel Return Ser-
vice (BPRS) also are not eligible for any special
services.

Mailpieces for which one or more of these special
services are requested must bear a return address
under A010 and must bear an ancillary service en-
dorsement that results in return of the mailpiece to
the sender if undeliverable as addressed (Address
Service Requested, Forwarding Service Re-
quested, or Return Service Requested).

Mailings for which bulk insurance is requested
must pay postage and fees through a manifest
mailing system (P910).

For electronic option Delivery Confirmation, the fol-
lowing postage payment requirements apply. If
electronic option Delivery Confirmation is re-
quested for all the pieces in the mailing and the
mailing consists of pieces of identical weight, then
postage may be paid with metered postage or per-
mit imprint under the existing standards in P600.2.0
and P600.3.0 (as restructured in this final rule).
However, if Delivery Confirmation is not requested
for all pieces in the mailing, or if the pieces are not
of identical weight, then either the exact metered
postage must be affixed to each piece or a manifest
mailing system must be used for permit imprint mail
under P910. Precanceled stamps may not be used
for postage payment on pieces with Delivery Con-
firmation (see DMM S918.1.5).

If return receipt for merchandise is requested for all
the pieces in the mailing and the mailing consists of
pieces of identical weight, then postage must be
paid with metered postage or permit imprint under
the applicable standards in DMM P600.2.0 and
P600.3.0. If return receipt for merchandise is not re-
quested for all of the pieces in the mailing, or if the
pieces are not identical weight, then either the ex-
act metered postage must be affixed to each piece,
or a manifest mailing system must be used for per-
mit imprint mail under P910. Precanceled stamps
are not permitted for use with return receipt for
merchandise.

(7)Maximum Weight Limit for Automation Heavy
Letters (DMM C810.2.3)

The maximum weight for heavy letters that may
qualify for automation letter rates also will be 3.3
ounces (.2063 pound).

(8)Barcodes on Automation Flats (DMM C840.3.0)

DMM C840.3.0 has been revised to allow applica-
tion of two POSTNET barcodes on the address
side of flat-size automation rate pieces provided
certain conditions are met.
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(9)Permissible Use of Electronic Option Delivery Con-
firmation with Standard Mail Parcels Enclosed in an
Express Mail or Priority Mail Drop Shipment (DMM
S070 and S500.3.0)

DMM S070 and S500.3.0 are amended to provide
for use of electronic Delivery Confirmation with
Standard Mail parcels enclosed in Priority Mail
Drop Shipment or Express Mail Drop Shipment
mailings.

Package Services (Formerly Standard
Mail (B)) — General

a. Name Change and DMM Restructuring

The name of this mail class will change from “Standard
Mail (B)” to “Package Services.” Package Services in-
cludes Parcel Post (including Parcel Select), Bound
Printed Matter, Media Mail (formerly Special Standard
Mail), and Library Mail.

The standards in current DMM sections C600, D600,
M600, E600, P600, and R600 that pertain to Package
Services have been moved to new sections under
DMM C700, D700, E700, M700, P700, and R700. For-
mer P700, which contains information on special post-
age payment systems, is renumbered as P900.

The standards for Package Services contained in cur-
rent DMM E611 and E613 are consolidated and reor-
ganized into new E710. Current DMM E630 and E650,
which contain eligibility standards for Package Ser-
vices, are moved into new DMM E700. Each of the four
subclasses of Package Services mail has its own eligi-
bility sections:  DMM E711 for Parcel Post; DMM E712
for Bound Printed Matter; DMM E713 for Media Mail
(formerly Special Standard Mail); and DMM E714 for
Library Mail. Information pertaining to eligibility of
Package Services mail for destination entry rates is
moved to DMM E750. Current DMM M630 is moved
and reorganized into new DMM M710 for Parcel Post,
DMM M720 for Bound Printed Matter, DMM M730 for
Media Mail, and DMM M740 for Library Mail.

b. Combining Different Subclasses of Package Ser-
vices to Qualify for DSCF and DDU Rates

New provisions are added in DMM E753 that allow
mailers to combine different subclasses of Package
Services machinable, irregular, and nonmachinable
parcels in the same 5-digit sack or on the same 5-digit
pallet to qualify for DSCF and DDU rates. For sack
preparation, 10 or more parcels of any combination of
Package Services subclasses, except for mail at Car-
rier Route Bound Printed Matter rates, may be placed
in the same 5-digit sack and entered at destination
SCFs or at destination delivery units. For pallet prepa-
ration, 5-digit pallets that contain 50 pieces and 250

pounds or that contain at least 36 inches of Package
Services parcels (any combination of subclasses, ex-
cept mail at Carrier Route Bound Printed Matter rates)
may be prepared and entered at destination SCFs or
at destination delivery units. Any Parcel Post pieces
and any Presorted Bound Printed Matter in such sacks
or on such pallets will be eligible for the appropriate
DSCF or DDU rate provided all other eligibility require-
ments for the applicable destination entry rate are met.
Media Mail and Library Mail pieces are subject to their
respective single-piece or 5-digit rates depending
upon whether the 500-piece minimum quantity re-
quirement for the 5-digit rates is met for each subclass.
Mailers must request authorization to use this prepara-
tion method and pay postage using permit imprints un-
der a manifest mailing system agreement. See E753
for a full description of the requirements and rate
applicability. 

Parcel Post

a. Parcel Post Rate Highlights

Parcel Post rates will increase by an average of 2.7%.
The nonmachinable surcharge for Inter-BMC Parcel
Post will increase from $1.65 to $2.00 per parcel. The
Parcel Post Origin BMC Presort and BMC Presort dis-
counts will increase from $0.57 to $0.90 per piece and
from $0.22 to $0.23 per piece, respectively. The bar-
coded discount for qualifying Parcel Post (including
Parcel Select) machinable parcels will remain at $0.03
per piece. The annual destination entry fee for Parcel
Select will increase from $100 to $125.

b. Parcel Post Rate Structure

Pieces weighing less than 16 ounces are now eligible
for Parcel Post (including Parcel Select) rates. A
1-pound rate is added. The rates for a piece weighing
1 pound or less and the rates for a piece weighing
more than 1 pound but not more than 2 pounds are the
same. A $1.35 nonmachinable surcharge for Intra-
BMC Parcel Post and a $1.45 nonmachinable sur-
charge for DBMC Parcel Select are added.

c. Parcel Post Mail Preparation Changes

(1)Rate Markings (DMM M012 and M710)

There are no changes to the marking requirements
for Parcel Post and Parcel Select.

(2)Sack and Pallet Labels (DMM M031, M032, M045,
M710)

The abbreviation “STD” or “STD B” on the contents
line of sack and pallet labels for Parcel Post (includ-
ing Parcel Select) is changed to “PSVC” (an ab-
breviation for Package Services). Labels for 5-digit
sacks and pallets prepared to qualify for Parcel Se-
lect DSCF and DDU rates are revised to add the
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processing category “PARCELS” to the contents
line to read “PSVC PARCELS 5D.” For containers
of combined Package Services parcels, line 2 will
also read “PSVC PARCELS 5D.”

(3)Dimensions for Machinable Parcels (DMM C050)

The minimum dimensions for a machinable parcel
in DMM C050.4.1a are changed to not less than 6
inches long, 3 inches high, 1/4-inch thick, and 6
ounces in weight. (A mailpiece exactly 1/4-inch
thick is subject to the 3 1/2-inch height minimum un-
der C010.) (The previous minimum weight was 8
ounces unless certain other conditions were met.)
Some parcels may be successfully processed on
BMC parcel sorters even though they do not con-
form to the machinability standards in new DMM
C050.4.1. If this is the case, a BMC plant manager
may authorize a mailer to enter such parcels as ma-
chinable parcels if they are tested on BMC parcel
sorters and prove to be machinable. Such an au-
thorization applies only to mail that is both entered
at a post office within the authorizing BMC’s service
area and is for delivery to an address within that
BMC’s service area. These changes also apply to
Standard Mail.

(4)Machinable Parcel Preparation Requirements
(DMM M045 and M710)

The rules for sacking and palletizing Parcel Post
(including Parcel Select) machinable parcels are
clarified to point out that they are optional prepara-
tion methods for Parcel Post. In addition, the sack-
ing rules are modified to delete the 1,000 cubic inch
option for preparing sacks of machinable parcels.
If Parcel Post mailers choose to sack under the ma-
chinable parcel preparation standards, sacks for a
5-digit, ASF, or BMC destination have a minimum
volume requirement of 10 pieces or 20 pounds.

(5)Postage Payment (P700)

P700 is clarified to indicate that precanceled
stamps must not be used for postage payment of
any Parcel Post or Parcel Select mail, including
matter at single-piece rates.

Bound Printed Matter

a. Bound Printed Matter Rate Highlights

The Postal Service has calculated that Bound Printed
Matter (BPM) rates will increase by an average of
9.8%. New destination entry discounts for Presorted
rate and Carrier Route rate mailings of Bound Printed
Matter are available to encourage the deposit of mail
at the destination BMC, SCF, or delivery unit. There is
an annual destination entry mailing fee for mail en-
tered at destination entry rates of $125. The barcoded

discount for qualifying Presorted Bound Printed Matter
machinable parcels will remain at $0.03 per piece.

b. Bound Printed Matter Rate Structure

The local zone rate category has been eliminated for
Bound Printed Matter. Destination entry rates for Pres-
orted and Carrier Route Bound Printed Matter entered
at destination BMCs, SCFs, and delivery units are pro-
vided. To qualify for destination entry rates mailers
must pay the annual destination entry mailing fee de-
scribed above and meet the preparation requirements
in DMM E752 that are summarized below. There are
no destination entry rates for single-piece Bound
Printed Matter.

Another major change is that pieces weighing less
than 16 ounces are eligible for Bound Printed Matter
rates; however, there are no rate categories for pieces
less than 1 pound for single-piece, Presorted, and Car-
rier Route mail. Therefore, single-piece Bound Printed
Matter that weighs less than 1 pound will be charged
the 1-pound rate (which is the same as the 1.5-pound
rate), and Presorted and Carrier Route Bound Printed
Matter that weighs less than 1 pound will be charged
the full 1-pound rate, plus the applicable per piece
charge.

c. Bound Printed Matter Mail Preparation Changes

(1)Rate Markings (DMM M012 and M720)

There are two changes to the marking require-
ments for Bound Printed Matter. The first allows
mailers to use the abbreviation “BPM” as the basic
(subclass) marking that must appear in the postage
area on each piece. The second prohibits mailers
from using the “Presorted Standard” (or “PRSRT
STD”) marking on Presorted and Carrier Route
Bound Printed Matter after a 1-year grace period.
Because of the renaming of Standard Mail (B) to
Package Services, “Standard” and “STD” are no
longer applicable as class of mail descriptions for
Bound Printed Matter. Mailers will have until Janu-
ary 1, 2002, to discontinue use of the “Presorted
Standard” (or “PRSRT STD”) marking.

(2)Sack and Pallet Labels (DMM M031, M032, M045,
M700)

The abbreviations “STD” or “STD B” on the con-
tents line of sack and pallet labels for Bound Printed
Matter are changed to “PSVC” (an abbreviation for
Package Services).

(3)Address Matching Requirements for Presorted
Bound Printed Matter (DMM E712)

A new requirement is added that all 5-digit ZIP
Codes included in addresses on pieces claimed at
Presorted Bound Printed Matter rates must be veri-
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fied and corrected within 12 months before the
mailing date using a USPS-approved method. The
mailer must certify on the postage statement that
this standard has been met when the mail is pre-
sented to the USPS. This standard applies to each
address individually, not to a specific list or mailing.
See E712.3.1.

(4)Dimensions for Machinable Parcels (DMM M050)

The minimum dimensions for a machinable parcel
in DMM C050.4.1a are changed to not less than 6
inches long, 3 inches high, 1/4-inch thick, and 6
ounces in weight. (A mailpiece exactly 1/4-inch
thick is subject to the 3 1/2-inch height minimum un-
der C010.) (The previous minimum weight was 8
ounces unless certain other conditions were met.)
Some parcels may be successfully processed on
BMC parcel sorters although they do not conform
to the machinability standards in DMM C050.4.1. If
this is the case, a BMC plant manager may autho-
rize a mailer to enter such parcels as machinable
parcels if the parcels are tested on BMC parcel sort-
ers and prove to be machinable. Such an authori-
zation applies only to mail that is both entered at a
post office within the authorizing BMC’s service
area and is for delivery to an address within that
BMC’s service area. These changes also apply to
Standard Mail.

(5)Sortation for Sacked Presorted Rate Bound Printed
Matter (DMM M722)

(a)General. All flats and all irregular parcels that
weigh less than 10 pounds must be prepared in
packages prior to sacking. Machinable parcels
are still placed directly in sacks without packag-
ing, and irregular parcels weighing 10 pounds or
more must be placed into sacks without packag-
ing. Irregular parcels weighing 10 pounds or
more that are placed directly in sacks must be in-
dividually enveloped, be placed in a full-length
sleeve or wrapper, or be polywrapped. The pro-
visions for preparing sacks to a particular pres-
ort destination based on a 1,000 cubic inch
minimum are deleted.

(b)Flats. For flats prepared in sacks, mailers are re-
quired to prepare packages whenever there are
at least 10 pieces or 10 pounds of mail, whichev-
er occurs first, for a presort destination (5-digit,
3-digit, ADC), with remaining pieces placed in
mixed ADC packages. “Whichever occurs first”
means a mailing of identical-weight pieces
weighing 1 pound or less must be packaged us-
ing the 10-piece package minimum, and those
that weigh more must be prepared using the

10-pound package minimum. (See M722 for in-
formation concerning mailings of nonidentical
weight pieces.) The maximum weight of any
package is 20 pounds, except that 5-digit pack-
ages placed in 5-digit sacks may weigh up to 40
pounds. This allows packages prepared in other
than 5-digit sacks to be processed on small par-
cel and bundle sorters (SPBSs). Each physical
package is required to contain at least two ad-
dressed pieces except for mixed ADC
packages.

These packages are required to be placed in
sacks whenever there are at least 20 pieces or
20 pounds, whichever occurs first, for a sack
destination (5-digit, 3-digit, optional SCF, ADC),
with remaining packages placed in mixed ADC
sacks. “Whichever occurs first” means that if the
individual pieces in the mailing weigh 1 pound or
less they must be sacked whenever there are 20
or more pieces to a sack destination, and indi-
vidual pieces that weigh more than 1 pound
must be sacked when there are 20 or more
pounds to a sack destination. (See M722 for in-
formation concerning mailings of nonidentical
weight pieces.)

(c) Irregular Parcels That Each Weigh Less Than
10 Pounds. For Presorted irregular parcels,
mailers are required to prepare the mail in pack-
ages if the individual pieces weigh less than 10
pounds. Packages must be prepared whenever
there are at least 10 pieces or 10 pounds to a
presort destination, whichever occurs first.
“Whichever occurs first” means a mailing of
identical-weight pieces weighing 1 pound or
less must be packaged using the 10-piece pack-
age minimum, and those that weigh more must
be prepared using the 10-pound package mini-
mum. (See M722 for information concerning
mailings of nonidentical weight pieces.) The
package destinations are the same as for flat-
size pieces (5-digit, 3-digit, ADC, and mixed
ADC). Mixed ADC packages may contain fewer
than 10 pieces or 10 pounds of mail.

Sortation to ADCs is made using DMM L004
instead of L603, and mixed ADC sacks are la-
beled using DMM L004 instead of L604. The
maximum weight of any package is 20 pounds,
except that 5-digit packages placed in 5-digit
sacks may weigh up to 40 pounds. Each physi-
cal package is required to contain at least two
addressed pieces except for mixed ADC
packages.
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There is one exception to the packaging require-
ment. Mailers of irregular parcel BPM prepared
in 5-digit sacks may, at their option, prepare
such pieces loose in sacks without physical
packaging provided the number of pieces in the
sack meets the minimum package size and
sack size requirements and the pieces in the
5-digit sack(s) are individually wrapped or
enveloped.

Packages must be placed in 5-digit, 3-digit, op-
tional SCF, and ADC sacks whenever there are
10 or more pieces or 20 or more pounds, which-
ever occurs first, for a sack destination. Remain-
ing packages must be placed in mixed ADC
sacks. “Whichever occurs first” means that if the
individual pieces in the mailing weigh 2 pounds
or less they must be sacked whenever there are
10 or more pieces to a sack destination, and in-
dividual pieces weighing more than 2 pounds
must be sacked when there are 20 or more
pounds to a sack destination. (See M722 for in-
formation concerning mailings of nonidentical
weight pieces.)

(d) Irregular Parcels That Each Weigh 10 or More
Pounds. Presorted irregular parcels that each
weigh 10 or more pounds are not packaged, but
must be placed in 5-digit, 3-digit, optional SCF,
and ADC sacks whenever there are 20 or more
pounds for a sack destination. Remaining
pieces are placed in mixed ADC sacks. Sorta-
tion to ADCs is made using DMM L004 instead
of L603, and mixed ADC sacks are labeled us-
ing DMM L004 instead of L604. Irregular parcel-
size pieces that each weigh 10 or more pounds
are required to be individually enveloped, be
placed in a full-length sleeve or wrapper, or be
polywrapped prior to sacking.

(e)Machinable Parcels. For machinable parcels,
sacks are prepared when there are at least 10
pieces or 20 pounds, whichever occurs first, for
a required or optional sack level. The option to
use 1,000 cubic inches as a minimum sacking
criterion is deleted. The new “whichever occurs
first” criterion means that if the individual pieces
in the mailing weigh 2 pounds or less they must
be sacked whenever there are 10 or more
pieces to a sack destination, and individual
pieces weighing more than 2 pounds must be
sacked when there are 20 or more pounds to a
sack destination. (See M722 for information
concerning mailings of nonidentical weight
pieces.) In addition, an optional ASF sack sorta-

tion level using DMM L602 is added for pieces
that are entered at DBMC rates.

(6)Sortation for Sacked Carrier Route Rate Bound
Printed Matter (DMM M020, M723)

(a)Flats. For flat-size mail, the basic eligibility re-
quirement to qualify for carrier route rates of a
minimum of 10 pieces/20 pounds/1,000 cubic
inches of mail for the same carrier route is
changed to require a minimum of 10 pieces or 10
pounds of mail, whichever occurs first, prepared
in a package or packages for the same carrier
route. “Whichever occurs first” means a mailing
of identical-weight pieces weighing 1 pound or
less must be packaged using the 10-piece pack-
age minimum, and those that weigh more than
1 pound must be prepared using the 10-pound
package minimum. (See M722 for information
concerning mailings of nonidentical weight
pieces.)

In addition, the maximum weight of any flat-size
package is 40 pounds. Each physical package
must contain a minimum of two addressed
pieces. The only exception to a minimum two-
piece package is that the last physical package
to an individual carrier route destination may
consist of a single addressed piece provided
that all other packages to that carrier route des-
tination contained at least two addressed pieces
and that the total group of pieces to that carrier
route meets the applicable Carrier Route rate
eligibility minimum in E712 (for flats, 10 pieces
or 10 pounds, whichever occurs first).

Packages of flat-sized mail must be sacked for
an individual carrier route whenever there are at
least 20 pieces or 20 pounds of mail for a carrier
route, whichever occurs first. The new “whichev-
er occurs first” criterion means that if the individ-
ual pieces in the mailing weigh 1 pound or less
they must be sacked whenever there are 20 or
more pieces to a sack destination, and individu-
al pieces weighing more than 1 pound must be
sacked when there are 20 or more pounds to a
sack destination. (See M722 for information
concerning mailings of nonidentical weight
pieces.)

Remaining carrier route packages must be
sacked in 5-digit carrier routes sacks or, at the
mailer’s option, sacked to 5-digit scheme carrier
routes sacks using L001.
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(b) Irregular Parcels Weighing Less Than 10
Pounds Each. For mailings of Carrier Route
irregular parcels that each weigh less than 10
pounds, mailers must prepare the mail in pack-
ages prior to sacking. A package must be
prepared whenever there are at least 10 pieces
or 20 pounds of mail to an individual carrier
route, whichever occurs first. The new “whichev-
er occurs first” criterion means that if the individ-
ual pieces in the mailing weigh 2 pounds or less
they must be packaged whenever there are 10
or more pieces to a carrier route destination, and
individual pieces weighing more than 2 pounds
must be packaged when there are 20 or more
pounds to a carrier route destination. (See M722
for information concerning mailings of nonidenti-
cal weight pieces.)

The maximum weight of any package is 40
pounds. Each physical package is required to
contain a minimum of two addressed pieces.
The only exception to a minimum two-piece
package is that the last physical package to an
individual carrier route destination may consist
of a single addressed piece provided that all oth-
er packages to that carrier route destination con-
tain at least two addressed pieces and that the
total group of pieces to that carrier route meets
the applicable Carrier Route rate eligibility mini-
mum in E712 (for irregular parcels weighing less
than 10 pounds, 10 pieces or 20 pounds, which-
ever occurs first).

Carrier route packages of irregular parcels must
be placed in direct carrier route sacks when
there are 10 or more pieces or 20 or more
pounds to a carrier route, whichever occurs first.
The new “whichever occurs first” criterion
means that if the individual pieces in the mailing
weigh 2 pounds or less they must be sacked
whenever there are 10 or more pieces to a sack
destination, and individual pieces weighing
more than 2 pounds must be sacked when there
are 20 or more pounds to a sack destination.
(See M722 for information concerning mailings
of nonidentical weight pieces.) Carrier route
packages that cannot be placed in direct carrier
route sacks must be placed in 5-digit carrier
routes sacks. Preparation of 5-digit scheme car-
rier routes sacks for irregular parcels is not
permitted.

(c) Irregular Parcels That Each Weigh 10 or More
Pounds. For mailings of Carrier Route irregular
parcels that each weigh 10 or more pounds, the
mail is not prepared in packages, but must be

placed only in direct carrier route sacks that
each contain a minimum of 20 pounds of mail.
Smaller volumes in a carrier route sack are not
permitted.

(d)Machinable Parcels. Machinable parcels will be
permitted to qualify for Carrier Route Bound
Printed Matter rates if placed in direct carrier
route sacks that each contain a minimum of 10
pieces or 20 pounds of mail, whichever occurs
first. (Machinable parcels prepared on pallets
under M045 are not eligible for Carrier Route
Bound Printed Matter rates.) The new “whichev-
er occurs first” criterion means that if the individ-
ual pieces in the mailing weigh 2 pounds or less
they must be sacked whenever there are 10 or
more pieces to a sack destination, and individu-
al pieces that weigh more than 2 pounds must
be sacked when there are 20 or more pounds to
a sack destination. (See M722 for information
concerning mailings of nonidentical weight
pieces.) Smaller volumes in a sack are not
permitted.

(e)Residual Pieces. The provisions for marking
and sortation of residual pieces that do not quali-
fy for the Carrier Route Bound Printed Matter
rates have changed. Such pieces may no longer
be sorted to carrier routes and may not bear the
“Carrier Route Presort” marking. Such residual
pieces are required to be marked and sorted in
accordance with the requirements for Presorted
rate mailings and will continue to qualify for the
Presorted rates (see M723.1.5).

(7)Preparation of Packages on Pallets (DMM M040
and M045)

Flats prepared as packages on pallets are per-
mitted to use optional scheme sort (DMM L001).
For flat-size pieces prepared in a copalletized mail-
ing job that contains both a Presorted rate mailing
and a Carrier Route rate mailing, separate 5-digit
pallets must be prepared for carrier route mail (op-
tional 5-digit scheme carrier routes and required
5-digit carrier routes pallets), and separate 5-digit
pallets must be prepared for Presorted rate mail
(optional 5-digit scheme and required 5-digit
pallets).

For irregular parcels prepared as packages on pal-
lets, mailers must prepare co-palletized Carrier
Route and Presorted mail on the same 5-digit pal-
let. Scheme sortation is not permitted for packages
of irregular parcels on pallets.
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For flats and irregular parcels, packages are re-
quired to be made to a required package destina-
tion (carrier route, 5-digit, 3-digit, ADC) whenever
there are 10 or more pieces or 10 or more pounds
for a presort destination, whichever occurs first,
except that the last package to a presort destination
may weigh less than 10 pounds. “Whichever oc-
curs first” means a mailing of identical-weight
pieces weighing 1 pound or less must be packaged
using the 10-piece package minimum, and those
that weigh more must be prepared using the
10-pound package minimum. (See M722 for infor-
mation concerning mailings of nonidentical weight
pieces.) When there are at least 10 pieces, but few-
er than 10 pounds for a presort destination, the
pieces must be prepared in a single physical
package.

ADC packages must be prepared using DMM L004
instead of L603. The maximum physical package
size is 20 pounds except as follows. For Presorted
rate mail, 5-digit packages may weigh up to 40
pounds if placed on a 5-digit scheme (flats only) or
5-digit pallet. For Carrier Route rate mail, flat-size
carrier route packages may weigh up to 40 pounds
if they are placed on 5-digit scheme carrier routes,
or 5-digit carrier routes pallets, and irregular parcel-
size carrier route packages may weigh up to 40
pounds if they are placed on a 5-digit pallet. Each
physical package is required to contain at least two
pieces.

When individual pieces weigh 10 or more pounds,
they cannot be prepared as packages on pallets
(except in those instances where 40-pound pack-
ages are permitted as described above). Such
pieces that weigh 10 or more pounds are required
to be prepared either as machinable parcels on pal-
lets (eligible only for Presorted rates) or in sacks un-
der M722 (Presorted rates) and/or M723 (Carrier
Route rates). The new 20-pound package weight
limit for flats and irregular parcels allows the pack-
ages to be processed on small parcel and bundle
sorters (SPBSs).

(8)PAVE Certification and Package Reallocation

A requirement for the use of standardized docu-
mentation or Presort Accuracy Validation and Eval-
uation (PAVE)-certified software for Bound Printed
Matter has not been added to the standards. How-
ever, the Postal Service plans to develop PAVE
tests for Bound Printed Matter in the future. At that
time, standardized documentation requirements
will be developed and a Federal Register proposed
rule to require either use of standardized documen-

tation or use of PAVE-certified software for Pres-
orted and Carrier Route Bound Printed Matter will
be published for comment. Because use of optional
package reallocation to protect SCF and BMC pal-
lets requires use of PAVE-certified software, use of
package reallocation for Bound Printed Matter flats
is not available at this time. Use of package real-
location will be offered for Bound Printed Matter
once use of PAVE-certified software becomes
available.

(9)Bedloaded Bundles (DMM M722, M723)

The provisions for preparing bedloaded bundles in
previous DMM M630.7.0 have been removed. A
“bundle” is described as a group of packages se-
cured together as a unit that equates to a sack. The
Postal Service does not believe that any mailers
are currently preparing true bedloaded “bundles,”
although some mailers do prepare bedloaded
“packages.” The Postal Service is implementing
preparation rules for Bound Printed Matter that are
designed to reduce handling and processing costs.
Bedloaded packages or bundles are generally not
cost-efficient for the Postal Service to handle and
process. Therefore, these final sortation rules elimi-
nate the option to prepare bedloaded bundles and
allow mailers to prepare bedloaded packages only
for mail that is prepared for and entered at the DDU
rates (because DDU rate mail must be unloaded by
the mailer). Such bedloaded packages may weigh
up to 40 pounds each. See M722 and M723.

(10) Destination Bulk Mail Center (DBMC) Rates (DMM
E752)

Destination Bulk Mail Center (DBMC) rates apply to
Presorted and Carrier Route Bound Printed Matter
mailings that are prepared in any permissible sack
or pallet level and that are deposited at a BMC or
ASF, are addressed for delivery to one of the 3-digit
ZIP Codes served by the BMC or ASF where de-
posited that are listed in Exhibit E751.1.3, and are
placed in a sack or pallet that is labeled to the BMC
or ASF where deposited, or labeled to a postal facil-
ity within the service area of that BMC or ASF under
Exhibit E751.1.3.

Flats or irregular parcels in an ADC sack or in a pal-
letized ADC package are eligible for the DBMC
rates if the ADC facility ZIP Code (as shown in Line
1 of the corresponding sack label or the ADC facility
that is the destination of the palletized ADC pack-
age as would be shown on an ADC sack label for
that facility using DMM L004, Column B) is within
the service area of the BMC or ASF at which the
sack is deposited.
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Flats or irregular parcels in mixed ADC sacks quali-
fy for the DBMC rates only if all the pieces in the
sack are  for the service area of the DBMC or DASF
as shown in Exhibit E751.1.3. Mailers who opt to
claim the DBMC rates for mail in mixed ADC sacks
are required to prepare separate mixed ADC sacks
for pieces eligible for and claimed at the DBMC rate
and for pieces not claimed at the DBMC rate (one
set of mixed ADC sacks containing packages quali-
fying for DBMC rates and one set of mixed ADC
sacks for packages that do not qualify for DBMC
rates). For this purpose, DMM E650 and E752
specify that mailers assign ADC packages to the
respective qualifying or nonqualifying mixed ADC
sacks based on the “label to” ZIP Code for the ADC.
For mixed ADC packages, separate mixed ADC
packages must be prepared based on the individu-
al addresses on the pieces. That is, a mixed ADC
package(s) for pieces within the ASF or BMC entry
point must be prepared and a separate mixed ADC
package(s) for pieces outside the entry ASF or
DBMC area (using either Exhibit E650.5.1 or
E751.1.3) must be prepared.

Machinable parcels palletized under M045 or
sacked under M722 may be sorted to destination
BMCs under L601 or to destination BMCs and
ASFs under L601 and L602. Sortation of machin-
able parcels to ASFs is optional but is required to be
eligible for DBMC rates for mail with a 3-digit ZIP
Code prefix within the ASF service area in Exhibit
E751.1.3. Mailers may opt to sort some or all ma-
chinable parcels for ASF service area ZIP Codes to
ASFs only when the mail will be deposited at the re-
spective ASFs where the DBMC rates are claimed,
under applicable volume standards, using L602.
Mailers may also opt to sort machinable parcels
only to destination BMCs under L601. If machin-
able parcels are sorted to only destination BMCs
under L601, then only mail for 3-digit ZIP Codes
served by a BMC as listed in Exhibit E751.1.3
would be eligible for DBMC rates (mail for 3-digit
ZIP Codes served by an ASF in Exhibit E751.1.3
sorted to the BMC pallet would not eligible for
DBMC rates, nor would mail for 3-digit ZIP Codes
that do not appear in Exhibit E751.1.3).

Machinable parcels in mixed BMC sacks or on
mixed BMC pallets that are sorted to the origin BMC
under M045 or M722 are eligible for the DBMC
rates only if both of the following conditions are met:
1) the mixed BMC sack or pallet is entered at the ori-
gin BMC facility to which it is labeled, and 2) the
pieces are for 3-digit ZIP Codes listed as eligible

destination ZIP Codes for that BMC in Exhibit
E751.1.3.

(11) Destination Sectional Center Facility (DSCF) Rates
(DMM E752)

Destination Sectional Center Facility (DSCF) rates
apply to Presorted and Carrier Route Bound
Printed Matter mailings that meet all of the following
conditions:

(a)Are eligible for and prepared to qualify for Pres-
orted or Carrier Route rates.

(b)Are deposited at an SCF listed in L005, except
that machinable parcels prepared on pallets for
the 5-digit ZIP Codes listed in Exhibit E751.6.0
must be entered at the corresponding BMC facil-
ity shown in that Exhibit (not at the SCF) unless
an exception is requested and granted. An ex-
ception to Exhibit 751.6.0 must be requested at
least 15 days in advance of the mailing in writing
from the area manager of operations support
who has jurisdiction over the BMC and SCF. Ex-
ceptions, if granted, will be for a limited time.

(c) Are addressed for delivery to one of the 3-digit
ZIP Codes served by the SCF where deposited
under L005.

(d)Are placed in a sack or on a pallet (subject to the
standards for the rate claimed) that is labeled to
the DSCF where deposited, or labeled to a post-
al facility within the service area of that SCF (see
L005).

Flats in sacks for the carrier route, 5-digit carrier
routes scheme, 5-digit carrier routes, 5-digit,
3-digit, and optional SCF sort levels may claim
DSCF rates under the conditions described
above. Flats on 5-digit scheme carrier routes,
5-digit carrier routes, 5-digit scheme, 5-digit,
3-digit, SCF, and ASF pallets may claim DSCF
rates under the conditions described above.

Irregular parcels in sacks for the carrier route,
5-digit carrier routes, 5-digit, 3-digit, and optional
SCF sort levels may claim DSCF rates under the
conditions described above. Irregular parcels
on 5-digit, 3-digit, SCF, and ASF pallets may
claim DSCF rates under the conditions de-
scribed above.

Machinable parcels in direct carrier route sacks,
in 5-digit sacks, or on 5-digit pallets may claim
DSCF rates under the conditions described
above. Machinable parcels prepared to claim
Carrier Route rates are eligible for DSCF rates
only when prepared in direct carrier route sacks
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(machinable parcels qualify for Carrier Route
rates only when prepared in direct carrier route
sacks). Presorted rate machinable parcels on
5-digit pallets may claim DSCF rates under the
conditions described above. Note that palle-
tized machinable parcels for the 5-digit ZIP
Codes listed in Exhibit E751.6.0 must be
entered at the applicable BMC to claim DSCF
rates.

For mailings prepared for the DSCF rate in pallet
boxes, the height of the pallet box may not ex-
ceed 60 inches (excluding the pallet) as is cur-
rently required for Parcel Select DSCF rate mail
(DMM M041.4.2).

(12) Destination Delivery Unit (DDU) Rates (DMM
E752)

New Destination Delivery Unit (DDU) rates apply to
Presorted and Carrier Route rate Bound Printed
Matter mailings that are addressed for delivery
within the ZIP Code(s) served by the destination
delivery unit and are deposited at the appropriate
destination delivery unit facility.

For flat-size Presorted Bound Printed Matter, DDU
rates may be claimed only for individual pieces that
weigh more than 1 pound. (This minimum weight
may increase in the near future, dependent on
AFSM 100 machinability requirements.) To qualify
for DDU rates, Presorted rate flats must be pre-
pared in 5-digit sacks, or on optional 5-digit scheme
or required 5-digit pallets, or be prepared as bed-
loaded 5-digit packages. The Drop Shipment Prod-
uct must be used to determine the correct
destination entry facility for the 5-digit destination of
the container. If the Drop Shipment Product lists
multiple facilities for a single 5-digit ZIP Code, the
mailer must inquire about the correct drop site
when contacting the DDU to schedule an
appointment.

For flat-size Carrier Route Bound Printed Matter,
DDU rates may be claimed for mail prepared in car-
rier route, optional 5-digit carrier routes scheme,
and 5-digit carrier routes sacks; on 5-digit scheme
carrier routes scheme and 5-digit carrier routes pal-
lets; or in bedloaded carrier route packages. There
is no minimum weight for individual flat-size pieces
to qualify for Carrier Route rate flat-size pieces.
Carrier Route rate flat-size mail must be entered at
the facility where the carrier cases flat-size mail as
shown in the Drop Shipment Product.

For irregular parcels of Carrier Route Bound
Printed Matter, DDU rates may be claimed for mail
prepared in carrier route and in 5-digit carrier routes

sacks. For irregular parcels of Presorted Bound
Printed Matter, DDU rates may be claimed for mail
prepared in 5-digit sacks or on 5-digit pallets. Irreg-
ular parcels prepared as bedloaded carrier route
packages or bedloaded 5-digit packages also are
eligible for DDU rates.

For machinable parcels of Carrier Route Bound
Printed Matter, DDU rates are available for carrier
route parcels prepared in direct carrier route sacks.
For machinable parcels of Presorted Bound
Printed Matter, DDU rates are available for parcels
prepared in 5-digit sacks or on 5-digit pallets.

To claim the DDU rates, both irregular and machin-
able parcels must be entered at the facility that de-
livers parcels to the addresses appearing on the
deposited pieces. Mailers must use the Drop Ship-
ment Product to determine the location of the 5-digit
delivery facility and whether it can handle pallets.
When the Drop Shipment Product shows that par-
cels for a single 5-digit ZIP Code area are delivered
out of more than one postal facility, then the facility
from which the majority of city carrier routes are de-
livered is the facility at which the DDU mail must be
entered, unless the 5-digit ZIP Code is listed in Ex-
hibit E751.7.0 or Exhibit E751.8.0. For ZIP Codes
in Exhibit E751.7.0 and Exhibit E751.8.0, mailers
would use the name of the facility associated with
the 5-digit ZIP Code on the respective exhibit as the
facility at which DDU mail for that 5-digit ZIP Code
mail must be entered. Mailers who palletize ma-
chinable and irregular parcels must also determine
if the 5-digit facility is able to handle pallets using
the Drop Shipment Product. If the 5-digit facility is
unable to handle pallets, and a mailer transports
mail to the DDU facility on pallets, the driver will
have to unload the pallets into a container specified
by the delivery unit.

(13) Destination Entry Mail Preparation   Plant-
Verified Drop Shipment (PVDS) (DMM E752)

Pieces must be part of a mailing of at least 300
pieces of Presorted Bound Printed Matter or part of
a mailing of at least 300 pieces of Carrier Route
Bound Printed Matter to qualify for DBMC, DSCF,
and DDU rates. When Presorted Bound Printed
Matter or Carrier Route Bound Printed Matter mail-
ings are submitted under PVDS procedures, mail-
ers may use the total of all line items for all
destinations on a PVDS register or PVDS postage
statement to meet the respective 300-piece mini-
mum volume requirements. This means that a mail-
er may enter fewer than 300 pieces per Presorted
or Carrier Route mailing at an individual destina-
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tion, provided there is a total of at least 300 Pres-
orted rate pieces and/or 300 Carrier Route rate
pieces for all of the entry points for that single mail-
ing job listed on the PVDS register or PVDS post-
age statement.

(14) Detached Address Label Mailings (DMM A060)

The preparation requirements for use of DALs with
Bound Printed Matter mailings are revised. Mailers
must prepare Bound Printed Matter with DALs ei-
ther on pallets or in sacks as described in DMM
A060.

When prepared on pallets, mailers may enter
Bound Printed Matter prepared with DALs at any
post office provided only 5-digit pallets are pre-
pared and if the following additional requirements
and restrictions are met. The 5-digit pallets must
meet the minimum volume and other requirements
for pallet preparation under M040 and M045, ex-
cept that for flat-size mail, separate 5-digit pallets
for Carrier Route rate and for Presorted rate mail
are not required. The mail must not be prepared on
pallets when the Drop Shipment Product indicates
that the delivery unit that serves the 5-digit pallet
destination cannot handle pallets. The destination
delivery unit is determined using the Drop Ship-
ment Product under the provisions for the DDU rate
in E752. (For delivery units that cannot handle pal-
lets, mail with DALs is required to be prepared in
sacks.) The trays or cartons of DALs must be pre-
pared under A060.3.0 and placed on the same pal-
let as the Bound Printed Matter. In addition, the
Bound Printed Matter and the trays of DALs must
be stretch-wrapped together as one unit on the
pallet.

For mail prepared with DALs in sacks, the matter
must be prepared in 5-digit sacks and must be en-
tered at the destination delivery unit. The destina-
tion delivery unit must be determined using the
Drop Shipment Product under the provisions for the
DDU rate in DMM E752. The DALs must be pack-
aged under A060.3.0 and presented to the destina-
tion delivery unit with the accompanying items to be
distributed with the DALs. The standards for DALs
are amended to clarify that items mailed with DALs
may not be combined with any special services
(new A060.1.7). In addition, the standards for DALs
in A060.4.2 are amended to specify that an undeliv-
erable-as-addressed DAL is disposed of as waste,
and the accompanying item is treated as specified
by the mailer under A060.4.1.

(15) Ancillary Service Endorsements

The handling of undeliverable-as-addressed
Bound Printed Matter pieces that are not mailed
with a special service or an ancillary service en-
dorsement will be the same as for Standard Mail.
Undeliverable-as-addressed Bound Printed Matter
pieces mailed with no special service (e.g., Delivery
Confirmation, insured), and with no ancillary ser-
vice endorsement, will be disposed of by the USPS
as waste at the delivery unit. Mailers of Bound
Printed Matter who want to have their undeliver-
able-as-addressed pieces forwarded and returned
must choose the appropriate ancillary service en-
dorsement and print it on their pieces to obtain such
service. There are no other changes to the treat-
ment of undeliverable-as-addressed Package Ser-
vices mail (except for Bound Printed Matter
prepared with detached address labels under
DMM A060.4.2 as described earlier.)

(16) Postage Payment

DMM P700 is amended to clarify that precanceled
stamps may not be used for payment of Bound
Printed Matter postage.

Media Mail (formerly Special Standard Mail)

a. Media Mail Rate Highlights

Media Mail (formerly Special Standard Mail) rates will
increase by an average of 6.3%. The barcoded dis-
count for qualifying Media Mail remains at $0.03 per
piece. There are separate rate schedules for Media
Mail and Library Mail as the shared rate structure is
discontinued. The annual presort mailing fee for Media
Mail increases to $125.

b. Media Mail Rate Structure

There are separate rate schedules for Media Mail and
Library Mail. 

c. Media Mail Preparation Changes

(1)Rate Markings (DMM M012 and M730)

Special Standard Mail is renamed “Media Mail,”
and the marking that is required to appear on each
piece is changed from “Special Standard” to “Media
Mail.” There is a phase-in period until January 1,
2002, to give mailers time to adjust to this change
and deplete any existing stocks of permit imprints
that may bear the “Special Standard” marking.

(2)Sack and Pallet Labels (DMM M031, M045, and
M730)

The abbreviation “STD” or “STD B” that currently
appears on sack and pallet labels for Package Ser-
vices mailings is changed to “PSVC” (an abbrevi-
ation for Package Services).
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(3)Clarification of Preparation Requirements

Former M630.4.0 provided for preparing Media
Mail as bedloaded bundles under former M630.7.0.
However, former M630.7.0 provided only for
preparation of Bound Printed Matter as bedloaded
bundles, and the eligibility requirements for the Me-
dia Mail rates in former E630.4.0 provided only for
preparation of Media Mail in sacks, on pallets, or as
outside parcels prepared as prescribed by the post-
master of the mailing office. Accordingly, the provi-
sions for preparing bedloaded bundles of Media
Mail are deleted from M730 that contains the re-
quirements for presorted Media Mail.

Former E630.4.0 (renumbered as E713) provided
for preparing 5-digit and BMC bundles of Media
Mail on pallets. The terminology in new E713 is
changed to provide for “packages” of Media Mail on
pallets. Furthermore, the reference in former
M630.4.0 that referred to preparing mail according
to the machinable parcel preparation rules is not
contained in new M730. There were no provisions
for such preparation to qualify for presorted Media
Mail rates in former E630.4.0, and such provisions
were not added to new E713. The option to prepare
sacks and qualify for presorted 5-digit or BMC rates
based on a minimum of 1,000 cubic inches of mail
is deleted; however, the eight-piece or 20-pound
minimum per 5-digit sortation level and the four-
piece or 20-pound minimum per BMC sortation lev-
el is retained.

(4)Postage Payment (DMM P700)

DMM P700 is amended to clarify that precanceled
stamps may not be used for payment of Media Mail
postage.

Library Mail

a. Library Mail Rate Highlights

Library Mail rates will increase by an average of 4.9%.
The barcoded discount for qualifying Library Mail re-
mains at $0.03 per piece. Separate rate schedules are
implemented for Media Mail and Library Mail as the
shared rate structure is discontinued. The annual
presort mailing fee for Library Mail is increased to
$125.

b. Library Mail Rate Structure

There are separate rate schedules for Library Mail and
Media Mail. 

c. Library Mail Preparation Changes

(1)Rate Markings (DMM M012 and M740)

The optional use of “Library Rate” as a rate marking
for Library Mail is being discontinued. Matter mailed

at Library Mail rates will be required to use only the
marking “Library Mail.” There is a phase-in period
until January 1, 2002, to give mailers time to adjust
to this change and deplete any existing stocks of
permit imprints that may bear the “Library Rate”
marking.

(2)Sack and Pallet Labels (DMM M031, M045, and
M740)

The abbreviation “STD” or “STD B” that currently
appears on sack and pallet labels for Package Ser-
vices mailings is changed to “PSVC” (an abbrevi-
ation for Package Services).

(3)Sack Preparation Minimums (DMM M740)

The option to prepare sacks and qualify for pres-
orted 5-digit or BMC rates based on a minimum of
1,000 cubic inches of mail is deleted (see M740).

(4)Postage Payment (DMM P700)

DMM P700 is amended to clarify that precanceled
stamps may not be used for payment of Library Mail
postage.

Special Services and Other Services

a. Address Changes for Election Boards (DMM A910)

The fee will increase from $0.17 to $0.23 for each ad-
dress card. There are no classification changes for this
service. See DMM R900.12.3.

b. Address Correction Notifications (DMM F030)

The manual (hard-copy) fee will increase from $0.50
to $0.60 for each notification. There is no change to the
automated (electronic) fee notification (currently $0.20
each). There are no classification changes for this ser-
vice. See DMM R900.1.0.

c. Bulk Parcel Return Service (DMM S924)

The per piece charge will decrease from $1.75 to
$1.62 for each piece returned under Bulk Parcel Re-
turn Service (BPRS). The annual BPRS permit fee will
increase from $100 to $125. A new annual accounting
fee of $375 will be required for BPRS. This fee covers
the costs of providing BPRS account maintenance
services to mailers and is consistent with accounting
fees charged for other special services. Current BPRS
permit holders will have until February 5, 2001, to pay
their initial annual accounting fee. See DMM R900.3.0.

No special services are available for pieces returned
through BPRS.

d. Business Reply Mail

(1)Business Reply Mail (BRM) (DMM S922)

The annual business reply mail (BRM) permit fee
will increase from $100 to $125.
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The per piece charge for basic BRM (BRM without
an annual accounting fee) will increase from $0.30
to $0.35. This per piece charge is in addition to
single-piece First-Class Mail (or Priority Mail)
postage. The per piece charge for high-volume
BRM (BRM with an annual accounting fee) will in-
crease from $0.08 to $0.10. This per piece charge
is in addition to single-piece First-Class Mail (or
Priority Mail) postage. The annual accounting fee,
required for high-volume BRM, will increase from
$300 to $375.

A provision in the DMCS that required permit hold-
ers to maintain an advance deposit account solely
for the use of business reply mail has been deleted.
Therefore, permit holders will be able to maintain a
single advance deposit account from which post-
age, fees, and per piece charges for multiple items
can be deducted (e.g., BRM, QBRM, merchandise
return service, incoming shortpaid mail, address
correction notices, etc.). If permit holders request
separation of charges, then they must pay an annu-
al accounting fee for each separation.

(2)Qualified Business Reply Mail (QBRM) (DMM
E150, S922)

The discounted automation rate for qualified busi-
ness reply mail (QBRM) letters will increase from
$0.30 to $0.31 as described under the First-Class
Mail Summary. The discounted automation rate for
QBRM cards will decrease from $0.18 to $0.17.
The annual accounting fee, required to participate
in QBRM, will increase from $300 to $375.

QBRM will be split into two categories with different
per piece charges to mirror the current fee structure
of regular BRM. The first category is the existing
classification and will be called “basic” QBRM. The
per piece charge for basic QBRM will remain at
$0.05. This per piece charge is in addition to the
lower QBRM First-Class Mail postage listed in
R100. See DMM R900.4.3.

A new classification, called “high-volume” QBRM,
recognizes that, for large volume users, some
costs are relatively fixed, rather than varying with
marginal volume. High-volume QBRM includes a
lower per piece charge and requires payment of a
new quarterly fee in addition to the annual account-
ing fee. The per piece charge for high-volume
QBRM will be $0.01. This per piece charge is in
addition to the discounted automation QBRM First-
Class Mail rate listed in R100. The fee will be
$1,800 per quarter (in addition to the $375 annual
accounting fee). Mailers may “opt in” to high-vol-
ume QBRM by paying the quarterly fee at any time

as their volume warrants, thereby paying lower per
piece charges when they expect a larger volume of
returned pieces. See DMM R900.4.4.

Quarterly fees apply to any three consecutive cal-
endar months, beginning with the first calendar day
of the first month and ending on the last calendar
day of the third month. If the quarterly fee is paid on
or before the 15th of the month, then the quarterly
fee is counted as if it was paid on the first day of that
calendar month, but the lower per piece charges
begin on the day the fee is paid. If the quarterly fee
is paid after the 15th of the month, then the lower
per piece charges begin immediately, but the quar-
terly fee is credited as if it was paid on the first day
of the following calendar month and continues
through 3 calendar months. Mailers may not apply
for “retroactive” refunds of per piece charges for pe-
riods before the quarterly fee was paid.

(3)Bulk Weight Averaged Nonletter-Size Business
Reply Mail (DMM S922)

Language has been added to clarify that the month-
ly maintenance fee applies only to bulk weight aver-
aged nonletter-size BRM. The per piece charge will
remain at $0.01. The maintenance fee will remain
at $600 per month. The annual business reply mail
permit fee will increase from $100 to $125. The
annual accounting fee, required to participate in
weight averaged nonletter-size BRM, will increase
from $300 to $375. See DMM R900.4.5.

e. Carrier Sequencing of Address Cards (DMM A920)

The fee will increase from $0.20 to $0.25 for each card
removed due to an incorrect or undeliverable address
and for each card added with a new address. There
are no classification changes for this service. See
DMM R900.2.0.

f. Certificate of Mailing (DMM S914)

For individual pieces, the fee for the original certificate
of mailing will increase from $0.60 to $0.75. The firm
mailing book fee will remain at $0.25; the fee for an
additional copy of a certificate of mailing will increase
from $0.60 to $0.75.

For bulk quantities, the fee for one certificate of mailing
(for the first 1,000 pieces) will increase from $3.00 to
$3.50. There is no change to the fee for a certificate for
each additional group of 1,000 pieces (currently
$0.40). The fee for an additional copy of a bulk certifi-
cate of mailing will increase from $0.60 to $0.75.

There are no classification changes for this service.
See DMM R900.6.0.
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g. Certified Mail (DMM S912)

The fee will increase from $1.40 to $1.90 in order to
cover newly estimated costs for this service. See DMM
R900.7.0.

h. Collect on Delivery (COD) (DMM S921)

Fees will increase by $.50 for every $100 value level.
The maximum COD value level will increase from
$600 to $1,000, with a fee increment of $1.00 for each
$100 increment. The fees for registered COD, the no-
tice of nondelivery, and the alteration of COD charges
(Form 3849-D) will remain at current levels. The
money order limit will remain at $700; therefore, if a re-
cipient pays in cash for COD amounts over $700, then
the Postal Service will send two postal money orders
to the mailer (and collect two money order fees from
the recipient). See DMM R900.8.0.

i. Correction of Mailing Lists (DMM A910)

The charge per correction will increase from $0.20 to
$0.25. In conjunction, the minimum charge per list for
lists with fewer than 30 addresses will increase from
$7.00 to $7.50. There are no classification changes for
this service. See DMM R900.12.0.

j. Delivery Confirmation (DMM S918)

The fee for retail option Priority Mail Delivery Confirma-
tion (i.e., purchased by a customer over a retail count-
er) will increase from $0.35 to $0.40. The fee for retail
option Package Services Delivery Confirmation will
decrease from $0.60 to $0.50. There will continue to
be no fee for electronic option Delivery Confirmation
for Priority Mail. The fee for electronic option Delivery
Confirmation for Package Services will decrease from
$0.25 to $0.12.

Electronic option Delivery Confirmation service will be
extended to Standard Mail parcels that are subject to
the residual shape surcharge (both Regular and Non-
profit subclasses). Delivery Confirmation service will
not be available for the Enhanced Carrier Route or
Nonprofit Enhanced Carrier Route subclasses. No re-
tail option will be available for Standard Mail. The fee
for electronic option Delivery Confirmation for Stan-
dard Mail will be $0.12 per piece, which mirrors the
new fee for Package Services. See DMM R900.9.0.

k. Express Mail Insurance (DMM S500)

Fees for Express Mail insurance will increase. There
are no classification changes for this service. See
DMM R900.10.0.

l. Insurance (DMM S913)

Fees for insurance will increase for all value levels.
The fee for unnumbered insurance (items valued at
$50 or less) will increase from $0.85 to $1.10. Sepa-

rate bulk discounts for unnumbered and numbered in-
surance have been added. In addition, bulk insurance
will be available for Standard Mail parcels that are sub-
ject to the residual shape surcharge (both Regular and
Nonprofit subclasses). Bulk insurance will not be avail-
able for the Enhanced Carrier Route or Nonprofit En-
hanced Carrier Route subclasses. Regular insurance
is not available for Standard Mail. See DMM
R900.11.0.

The Postal Service has removed the requirement that
insured pieces sent at First-Class Mail and Priority Mail
rates be marked “Standard Mail Enclosed.” In addition,
merchandise return service (MRS) customers (those
who use MRS labels to return a parcel to the permit
holder) will be permitted to add insurance to an MRS
parcel at their own discretion and expense.

m. Mailing Fees

Presort mailing fees and destination entry mailing fees
for all classes of mail will increase. Specific fees and
classification changes are included under the sepa-
rate summaries for each class of mail.

n. Merchandise Return Service (DMM S923)

The per piece (transaction) fee for parcels returned to
the permit holder via merchandise return service
(MRS) will be eliminated. A new annual accounting fee
of $375 is established for MRS. This fee covers the
costs of accounting services provided to permit hold-
ers and is consistent with accounting fees charged for
other special services. Current MRS permit holders
have until February 5, 2001, to pay their initial annual
accounting fee. A separate annual accounting fee
must be paid for each separation of charges and sepa-
rate billing provided. This makes the application of the
new annual accounting fee consistent with Business
Reply Mail. See DMM R900.13.0.

If the permit holder has not specified insurance on the
MRS label, then customers (those who use merchan-
dise return service labels to return a parcel to the per-
mit holder) will be permitted to add insurance to an
MRS parcel at their own discretion and expense. No
other special services may be added by the sender.
Previously, insurance could be added to a parcel only
if specified by the permit holder. The Postal Service
has removed the requirement that MRS parcels sent
at First-Class Mail and Priority Mail rates be marked
“Standard Mail Enclosed.”

Parcels that do not bear a class or rate marking, re-
gardless of weight, will be treated as Parcel Post and
will be charged Parcel Post Inter-BMC/ASF rates.

These same changes apply to penalty merchandise
return service.
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o. Money Orders (DMM S020)

The fee for domestic money orders will decrease from
$0.80 to $0.75 per money order. The fee for APO/FPO
money orders will decrease from $0.30 to $0.25 per
money order. The inquiry fee will remain at $2.75.
There are no classification changes for this service;
the maximum amount for a single money order re-
mains at $700. See DMM R900.15.0.

p. Parcel Airlift Service (PAL) (DMM S930)

There are no fee or classification changes for this ser-
vice. See DMM R900.16.0.

q. Permit Imprint Application Fee (DMM P040)

The application fee for permit imprints will increase
from $100 to $125. Other kinds of permit fees (e.g.,
business reply mail) are covered under separate sum-
mary sections. See DMM R900.17.0.

r. Pickup Service (DMM D010)

The pickup service fee will increase from $8.25 to
$10.25 per pickup. There are no classification
changes for this service. See DMM R900.18.0.

s. Post Office Boxes, Caller Service, and Reserve
Call Numbers (DMM D910 and D920)

The Postal Rate Commission has approved the Postal
Service’s proposal to restructure post office box fee
groups and to establish fees for each of the new
groups. A nonrefundable fee for each key, over two, re-
quested by a customer has been established at $4.00.
In addition, a $10.00 fee for a lock replacement initi-
ated by a customer as been established.

The new structure for post office boxes aligns post of-
fice box fees more closely with costs by 5-digit ZIP
Code. These costs include estimated real estate value
of the space used to provide post office boxes.

The Postal Service submits that this post office box re-
classification will result in fairer, more equitable post of-
fice box fees for all customers because the fees will
more accurately reflect the true costs of providing that
service. At this time, box restructuring is constrained
based on current fee groups in order to mitigate large
fee increases for customers.

Current post office box customers would not pay the
new fees until their current box fee period ends. There
are no changes to free (Group E) box service. There-
fore, customers who currently qualify for free box ser-
vice may continue to receive it. See DMM R900.19.0.

Post offices will be notified of their new cost group via
a special publication that will be distributed before im-
plementation of new rates and fees. Customers will be
able to find their new post office box fees via their local
post office, the Postal Service Web site

(www.usps.com), or by calling 1-800-ASK-USPS and
providing the 5-digit ZIP Code.

The caller service fee will increase to $375 for all cus-
tomers at all postal facilities. Caller service fees will no
longer be broken out according to post office fee
groups. The annual call number reservation fee will
decrease from $36 to $30. See R900.5.0.

The Postal Service has deleted a provision from the
DMCS that allowed customers with both a post office
box and a regular street delivery address served by
the same delivery unit to redirect the delivery of all of
their mail, regardless of how it was addressed, to the
post office box. This redirection of mail often depends
on the memory of specific individuals or on an ad hoc
handwritten note. The net result easily can be delivery
of mail in a fashion contrary to a customer’s intent. The
Domestic Mail Manual currently does not contain stan-
dards related to this provision, although some local
post offices redirect mail as a favor to customers. The
policy of the Postal Service, as contained in the Do-
mestic Mail Manual, is to deliver mail to the address
specified on the mailpiece. Deleting section 921.222
of the DMCS is desirable from the point of view of the
customer and the Postal Service. Customers will still
be able to have their mail forwarded from one address
to another, including a post office box, based on cur-
rent forwarding procedures. Because no standard cur-
rently exists in the Domestic Mail Manual, no changes
are necessary to support this DMCS change.

t. Registered Mail (DMM S911)

All registered mail fees will increase. The incremental
fee for registered mail per value level will increase from
$0.55 to $0.75. The handling charge per $1,000 in val-
ue, or fraction thereof, for items valued over $25,000
also will increase from $0.55 to $0.75. There are no
classification changes for this service. See DMM
R900.20.0.

u. Restricted Delivery (DMM S916)

The restricted delivery fee will increase from $2.75 to
$3.20. There are no classification changes for this ser-
vice. See DMM R900.21.0.

v. Return Receipt (DMM S915)

The regular return receipt fee will increase from $1.25
to $1.50. The return receipt for merchandise fee will in-
crease from $1.40 to $2.35. The fee for a return receipt
after mailing will decrease from $7.00 to $3.50. These
changes reflect improved cost estimates and the im-
pact of electronic signature capture. See DMM
R900.22.0 and 23.0.
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There are two classification changes for return receipt
service. The first change allows return receipt for mer-
chandise to be combined with unnumbered insurance.
The second change extends return receipt for mer-
chandise service to Standard Mail parcels that are
subject to the residual shape surcharge (both Regular
and Nonprofit subclasses). Return receipt for
merchandise will not be available for the Enhanced
Carrier Route or Nonprofit Enhanced Carrier Route
subclasses.

w. Shipper Paid Forwarding (DMM F010)

The Postal Service is establishing an annual account-
ing fee of $375 for shipper paid forwarding for custom-
ers who choose to pay forwarding charges through a
postage due account. This fee is consistent with ac-
counting fees charged for other special services. See
DMM R900.24.0.

x. Signature Confirmation (DMM S919)

The Postal Service is establishing a new classification
and fee schedule for Signature Confirmation. Signa-
ture Confirmation will capture and provide access to all
Delivery Confirmation data and an image of the recipi-
ent’s signature. Signature Confirmation will be avail-
able only at the time of mailing for Priority Mail and all
subclasses of Package Services. For Priority Mail Sig-
nature Confirmation, the fees are $1.25 for electronic
option and $1.75 for retail option. For Package Ser-
vices Signature Confirmation, the fees are $1.25 for
electronic option and $1.75 for retail option. See DMM
R900.25.0.

y. Special Handling (DMM S930)

There are no fee or classification changes for this ser-
vice. See DMM R900.26.0.

z. ZIP Code Sortation of Mailing Lists (DMM A910)

Fees for sorting mailing lists by 5-digit ZIP Code for
post offices with multiple ZIP Codes will increase from
$70.00 to $73.00 per 1,000 addresses. There are no
classification changes for this service. See DMM
R900.12.0.

On-Site Meter Service (DMM P030)

The name of the service will change from “on-site meter
settings” to “on-site meter service.” The “single meter” and
“unscheduled appointment” categories will be replaced with
a new “meter service” category. The “additional meters” cate-
gory will be replaced with a “meter reset and/or examined”
category. These categories will consolidate similar fees and
make the service easier to understand and use.

New fees have been established for these realigned cate-
gories. The fee for meter service is $31.00. The fee for get-
ting a meter reset and/or examined is $4.00 per meter. The
fee for checking a meter in or out of service will decrease
from $8.00 to $4.00 per meter. See DMM R900.14.0.

The checking in/out fees will not apply to “secured post-
age” meters. To qualify as a secured postage meter, a meter
must:  (1) include a USPS-approved postal security device;
(2) print information-based indicia; and (3) be remotely set.
Because of the enhanced security that these meters provide,
they do not require labor-intensive activities during installa-
tion or withdrawal. Therefore, these meters do not have sig-
nificant check-in/out costs.

Stamps and Stationery (DMM P021)

a. Stamped Cards

The fee for a single stamped card will increase from
$0.01 to $0.02. The fee for double stamped cards will
increase from $0.02 to $0.04, and the fee for a sheet
of 40 stamped cards will increase from $0.40 to $0.80.
These fees are in addition to the postage that is pre-
printed on the cards and covers the cost of printing and
manufacturing stamped cards. See DMM R000.3.0.

b. Stamped Envelopes

The fees for all categories of stamped envelopes will
increase. This fee is paid in addition to the postage
preprinted on the envelopes. The following classifica-
tion changes will apply to stamped envelopes:

(1)Merge the printed household 6 3/4-inch and
10-inch categories into a single category called
printed household (basic).

(2)Eliminate the banded categories for 6 3/4-inch and
10-inch envelopes.

(3)Expand the hologram category to include all enve-
lopes that have a patched-in stamp and rename
that category “special” stamped envelopes.

See DMM R000.1.0 and R000.2.0.
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Summary of Changes by DMM Module
The following are changes organized by DMM module.

They are intended as an overview only and should not be
viewed by readers as defining every revision.

Global Name Changes

Throughout the DMM sections included in this document,
the following name changes have been made:

1. “Special Standard Mail” has been changed to “Media
Mail.”

2. “Standard Mail (A)” has been changed to “Standard
Mail.”

3. “Standard Mail (B)” has been changed to “Package
Services.” Package Services includes all of the Stan-
dard Mail (B) subclasses:  Parcel Post (including Par-
cel Select), Bound Printed Matter, Media Mail, and
Library Mail.

In addition, the current DMM 600 series, which contains
combined rules for Standard Mail (A) and Standard Mail (B),
has been split into a 600 series for Standard Mail and a 700
series for Package Services. Within these new series, indi-
vidual units and sections have been split up and reorganized
for clarity. Current DMM P700, which contains standards for
special postage payment systems, is renumbered as P900.
Throughout the language in the DMM, references to “Stan-
dard Mail” have been retained as “Standard Mail” or changed
to “Package Services” or “Standard Mail and Package Ser-
vices,” as appropriate.

A Addressing

A010 is amended to change DMM references to reflect
new DMM module numbering. A060.1.4 is amended to incor-
porate new requirements for preparation of Bound Printed
Matter mailings with DALs because of the elimination of local
zone rates. Also, it is clarified that mailings made with DALs
may not contain any special services or an ancillary service
endorsement. A new A060.1.7 is added to exclude DALs on
special services mail. A910.2.2 is amended to show that the
minimum fee ($7.50) for correcting a mailing list applies to
lists with fewer than 30 names or addresses. 

C Characteristics and Content

C010 and C020 are revised to reflect new DMM module
numbering. C050 is revised to decrease the machinable par-
cel minimum piece weight from 8 ounces to 6 ounces, to clari-
fy that packaging requirements for soft goods may be found
in C010, and to clarify that each destinating BMC manager
may authorize the entry of parcels as machinable rather than
as irregular if they are tested for machinability and are deliv-

ered within the service area of the authorizing facility.
C200.5.0 is added to specify size and weight limitations for
Periodicals. C600 is revised to delete sections 1.3 and 2.0,
which pertain to Package Services. Those sections have
been moved to new C700. C700 is added to include charac-
teristics and content standards for Package Services (former
C600.1.3 and 2.0 are included in this new section). C700.2.0
is amended to provide for the addition of new nonmachinable
surcharges for intra-BMC and Parcel Select DBMC parcels,
and to include the criteria for nonmachinability from
E630.1.4. C810.2.3 is added to include instructions for deter-
mining the length and height for automation letters. C810.2.4
(former C810.2.3) is amended to provide for the revised max-
imum weight of 3.3 ounces for heavy letters. C840.3.0 is re-
vised to include new requirements under which mailers may
submit flat-size automation rate mailings in which pieces
contain two POSTNET barcodes.

C850 is amended to add Standard Mail machinable par-
cels as items eligible for barcoded discounts. C850.1.4 is
amended to include information about barcodes for Signa-
ture Confirmation service.

D Deposit, Collection, and Delivery

D210 is revised to provide for DDU rate eligibility for Peri-
odicals mail entered under exceptional dispatch authoriza-
tions. The change will limit DDU rates under exceptional
dispatch to mail destined to zones 1 and 2 and will provide a
restriction on eligibility to publications with circulation of
25,000 and under.

D600 is revised to remove information pertaining to Pack-
age Services, to add information about deposit of mail under
plant-verified drop shipment procedures, and to clarify lan-
guage. D700 is added to include deposit information for
Package Services (formerly contained in D600).

D910.1.5 is amended to clarify that post office box cus-
tomers must pay the correct fee for the box service they re-
ceive. D910.1.7 is added to clarify that post office box service
is provided in 6-month increments. D910.1.8 (formerly
D910.1.7) is amended to add information about the new key
duplication fee and the new lock resetting fee. D910.3.1 is
amended for clarity. D910.3.7 is amended to clarify that a
post office box may not be used when the primary purpose is
to have the Postal Service redirect or transfer mail to another
address. D910.4.1 is amended to change the basis of post
office box fees. D910.4.3 is deleted to remove references to
fee groups; subsequent sections are renumbered. Renum-
bered D910.4.3 is amended to specify the conditions under
which post office box fees can change. D910.4.4 is amended
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to clarify when post office box fees must be paid. D910.4.7 is
amended to show that the exception for payment periods is
applicable to all offices with fewer than 500 post office boxes,
regardless of fee group. D910.5.1 is amended to explain the
new system for grouping ZIP Codes into fee groups.
D910.5.2 and 5.3 are amended to clarify the conditions un-
der which a customer could qualify for free (Group E) post of-
fice box service. Exhibits D910.5.3a and 5.3b are deleted
because of the change to a new fee system. D910.6.1 is
amended to clarify how refunds for post office box fees are
calculated. D910.7.0 is revised to include the new fee for re-
placement or duplicate keys and the new fee for replacing
post office box locks.

D920.1.4 is amended to move information about re-
served caller numbers into new D920.1.5. D920.3.4 is
amended to clarify that caller service may not be used when
the primary purpose is to have the Postal Service redirect or
transfer mail to another address. D920.4.0 is amended and
Exhibit 4.1 is deleted to remove references to caller service
fee groups. D920.4.2 is amended to clarify that reserved
number fees are not refundable. D920.4.3 is amended to re-
move references to deleted sections. D920.4.5 is amended
to clarify the payment periods for caller service. D920.4.8 is
amended to show that the exception for payment periods is
applicable to all offices with fewer than 500 post office boxes.
D920.5.1 is amended to clarify how refunds for caller service
fees are calculated. D920.5.3 is added to show that the re-
serve number fee is not refundable.

E Eligibility

Throughout the E module, references to “Regular” are
changed to “Outside-County,” as appropriate.

E010.1.4 is amended to change references from “C600”
to  “C700.” E010.1.6 is amended to add clarity to the first sen-
tence. The first sentence of E020.1.4 is added to clarify that
Express Mail cannot be sent through the Department of
State. E020.2.3 is amended to show that Signature Con-
firmation is not available for mail sent through the Depart-
ment of State. E040.4.1 is amended to change references
from “C600” to “C700.” E060.5.3 is amended to reflect the
current requirement for a “Parcel Post” rate marking for
single-piece rate Parcel Post. E060.10.1 is amended to clari-
fy standards for penalty reply mail. E060.11.1 is amended to
add QBRM as an option for penalty business reply mail and
to clarify when the annual accounting fee is paid. E060.12.1
is amended by adding a reference to S923. A new E060.12.2
is added to clarify how penalty merchandise return service
(MRS) parcels are charged postage and fees. A new
E060.12.3 is added to require MRS permit holders to pay an
annual accounting fee. E060.12.7c is added to indicate
where the recommended rate marking should appear on the
MRS label. E060.12.8 is amended to clarify standards for
permit holders who choose to add insurance to MRS parcels.

E060.12.9 is renumbered as E060.12.10, and new
E060.12.9 is added to allow senders to add insurance to
MRS parcels at their own discretion and expense. E070.4.2
is amended to change the reference from “E600” to  “E700.”
E070.6.2 is revised to specify that if Presorted rates are
claimed for both Media Mail and Bound Printed Matter, the
mail must be prepared under the standards for Bound
Printed Matter in M722.

E120.2.4 is revised to add provisions for a new minimum
Priority Mail rate for pieces weighing 1 pound or less, and to
add information on rates applicable to keys and identification
devices. E130.2.2 is revised to clarify the fee for keys and
identification devices. E130.2.3 is relocated to M110.1.0.
E140.2.2 and E140.2.3 are revised to add separate 5-digit
(optional) and 3-digit (required) rate eligibility requirements
for automation flats. E150.2.0 is amended by removing the
last sentence. E150.3.3 is amended by adding a quarterly
QBRM fee under E150.3.2c.

E211.13.1 is amended by revising 13.1d(3) to reference
the preferred rate discount. E211.13.2 is amended to clarify
that no fee is charged if reentry is only to change eligibility to
preferred rates or the preferred rate discount. E211.14.0 has
been revised and renumbered as E217.1.0. E212.2.4 has
been revised and renumbered as E217.4.0. E215.2.3 is
amended by adding references to Preferred rate discount
and clarifying qualification categories. New E215.2.4 is add-
ed for Publications of Institutions and Societies. E215.2.7 is
amended by replacing the second sentence and deleting the
third sentence. A new E217 is created that describes and
clarifies basic rate eligibility standards for Periodicals, includ-
ing the new preferred rate discount for Nonprofit and Class-
room publications that provides a 5% discount on total
Outside-County postage, excluding the postage for advertis-
ing pounds. E250 is revised to incorporate changes that pro-
vide for DDU rates for Periodicals mail entered under
exceptional dispatch authorizations. E270 is amended by re-
moving 1.0 and 6.0 and renumbering 2.0 through 9.0 as 1.0
through 7.0 and replacing in 1.0 the word “RATES” with the
word “ELIGIBILITY.” Removing the word “rates” and replac-
ing the reference 3.0 and 4.0 with 2.0 and 3.0 amends re-
numbered E270.1.1. Removing the word “regular” amends
renumbered E270.1.3. E270.1.4 is removed. Replacing the
word “RATES” with the word “ELIGIBILITY” amends renum-
bered E270.2.0 and 3.0. Sections E270.2.1 and E270.2.2
are amended by replacing the reference “3.3 through 3.10”
with “2.3 through 2.10.” Removing the word “regular” in the
last sentence amends renumbered E270.4.0. E270.5.1 is
amended by adding a new first sentence clarifying that the
Preferred rate discount is available only after USPS authori-
zation. E270.5.5, Rate Anomaly, renumbered as E270.4.5 is
removed. In renumbered E270.5.0, 5.1 is removed and
E270.5.2 and 5.3 are renumbered as 5.1 and 5.2. Renum-
bered E270.5.1 is amended by adding a new first sentence
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describing the Preferred rate discount and revising the sec-
ond sentence applicable to authorization procedures for
Nonprofit and Classroom publications. Adding reference to
Preferred rate and replacing “Regular Periodicals” with “Out-
side-County” amends renumbered E270.6.1 and E270.6.2.
Renumbered E270.7.4 is amended by replacing “Regular”
with “Outside-County,” and the reference “9.5” with “7.5.”

E611 is amended to provide basic eligibility requirements
for only Standard Mail and is renumbered as E610. E610.1.0
is amended to show that Standard Mail no longer includes
matter previously referred to as Standard Mail (B) or fourth-
class mail, and adds the weight limit from former E612.1.0.
E610.4.6 is removed because this section is no longer need-
ed since all Package Services mail may now weigh less than
16 ounces. E610.5.0 (formerly E612.4.0) is amended for
clarity and incorporates a revised maximum limit for mini-
mum per piece rates. E610.5.4 is added to provide for the
barcoded rate for machinable parcels. E610.5.5 is revised to
provide for separate residual shape surcharges for Pre-
sorted rates and for Enhanced Carrier Route rates. E612.4.9
is renumbered as E610.8.0 and amended for clarity to pro-
vide for use of detached address labels. E610.5.6 (previous-
ly E612.4.4) is amended to provide for the residual shape
surcharge and to include the first sentence of previously
numbered E612.4.5. Former E612.4.5 is deleted. Renum-
bered E610.5.6 (previously E612.4.4) is amended to remove
the reference to 4.6, to delete “bulk” and to change “pound
rates” to “piece/pound rate.” E612 is removed and, except as
noted above, its information added to new E610. E620 is
amended to remove information pertaining to Enhanced
Carrier Route Mail, and to add new 4.0, which contains stan-
dards for the machinable parcel barcoded discount. E630 is
revised to contain the eligibility criteria for Enhanced Carrier
Route Standard Mail. (Information in former E630 has been
moved to new E700.) E640 is amended to replace “Standard
Mail (A)” with “Standard Mail” and to replace “E611 and
E612” with “E610.” E650 contains the contents of previously
numbered E651 and has been amended to change refer-
ences from “E611 and E612” to “E610.” E670 is amended to
change “P750” to “P950.”

A new E700 is created for Package Services as part of the
restructuring to establish separate modules for Standard
Mail and Package Services mail. A new description has been
added above E710 to match the description in the new E610
section. The appropriate provisions of former E611 and E613
are renumbered as the basic standards in E710. Former
E613.1.0 is renumbered as E710.1.2 and amended to reflect
that minimum weights for subclasses of Package Services
mail have been eliminated. Provisions in former E630.1.0
are renumbered as E711 (Parcel Post). E711.2.3 is revised
to clarify that certain parcels mailed at a balloon rate may be
subject to a nonmachinable surcharge. Provisions in former
E630.2.0 are renumbered as E712 (Bound Printed Matter).

Provisions in former E630.3.0 and E630.4.0 (Special Stan-
dard Mail) are renumbered as E713 (Media Mail). The defini-
tion of a full sack is revised in E713 to eliminate the 1,000
cubic inch volume sacking criteria. Provisions in former
E630.5.0 and E630.6.0 are renumbered as E714 (Library
Mail). The definition of a full sack is revised in E714 to elimi-
nate the 1,000 cubic inch volume sacking criteria. Provisions
in former E630.7.0 are renumbered as E715. Former
E630.1.4, that contains the description of items subject to
Parcel Post nonmachinable surcharges, is renumbered and
moved to C700.2.0. E652 is renumbered as E750 for des-
tination entry Package Services mail. E751.4.4 and 4.5 are
revised to clarify that an exception to the appointment re-
quirement exists for destination entry shipments containing
100% Periodicals or shipments of perishables. E752 is
created that contains the eligibility requirements for Bound
Printed Matter destination entry discounts. An annual des-
tination entry fee for mail entered at destination entry rates is
added. E752 also explains Destination Entry Mail Prepara-
tion when mailing under plant-verified drop shipment
(PVDS). E753 has been added to provide for the combining
of Package Services parcels in 5-digit sacks (E753.2.0) and
on 5-digit pallets (E753.3.0) for destination entry at the SCF
and DDU levels if also presented with an approved manifest.
Sacks containing at least 10 combined pieces or a combined
weight of 20 pounds and pallets having at least 50 combined
pieces and a combined weight of 250 pounds of mail, or 36
inches of mail, will be allowed. BPM parcels claimed at a Car-
rier Route rate may not be combined with the other Package
Services parcels under E753.

F Forwarding and Related Services

F010.4.5 is amended to add that Standard Mail with insur-
ance is forwarded and returned and to show that registered
items are given registered service while they are being for-
warded or returned. F010.4.6 is added to make the stan-
dards for undeliverable metered mail in this module
consistent with standards elsewhere in the DMM. F010.5.3g
is added and the chart in F010.5.3 is amended to prohibit the
use of the “Change Service Requested” endorsement on
Standard Mail with special services. F010.5.4c is added and
the chart F010.5.4 is amended to allow BPM with no ancillary
service endorsement and no special service to be disposed
of by the Postal Service. F010.7.4 is amended to specify that
combination parcels are returned at Parcel Post inter-BMC/
ASF rates.

F020.3.7 is amended to show that pieces with Delivery
Confirmation and Signature Confirmation are forwarded
without payment of additional special service fees. F030.2.5
is amended to give mailers participating in Shipper Paid For-
warding the option of paying forwarding charges through a
postage due account. If mailers choose this option, then they
must pay the annual accounting fee. F030.4.2 is amended to
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include information about forwarding and return of Standard
Mail.

G General Information

G091.3.0 is amended to reflect the increase in the fee for
certification of a system as functionally equivalent to Mailing
Online from $100 to $125.

L Labeling Lists

L001 is amended to change the introductory paragraph to
show that this labeling list may be used with Bound Printed
Matter flats. L002 is amended to add “and per piece” to the
rate description for Periodicals SCF rates. L004 is amended
to show that it may be used with Bound Printed Matter. L601
is amended to show that packages of Bound Printed Matter
irregular parcels on pallets may use this list and to show the
instructions for labeling mixed BMC containers that were in-
advertently omitted from the DMM revision entitled “Prepara-
tion Changes for First-Class Mail, Periodicals, and Standard
Mail,” published in Postal Bulletin 22036 (11-2-00). L602 is
amended to remove the term “bundles,” and to provide for
use of this list by Bound Printed Matter machinable parcels
when DBMC rates are claimed.

M Mail Preparation and Sortation

M011.1.3 is amended to add preparation instructions for
less-than-full and overflow flat trays and to revise the prepa-
ration instructions for 5-digit/scheme carrier routes sort and
5-digit/scheme sort to provide for use of these levels of sorta-
tion with BPM flats. M012.3.1 is amended to eliminate the
use of the “Library Rate” marking effective January 1, 2002
(after which only “Library Mail” may be used as the marking),
and to change the marking “Special Standard” to “Media
Mail” (“Special Standard” or “SPEC STD” may be used only
until January 1, 2002). M012.3.2 is amended to add the mar-
king “Parcel Select.” M012.3.3 is amended to eliminate use
of the marking “Presorted Standard” instead of  “Presorted,”
with Presorted BPM effective January 1, 2002 (after which
only “Presorted” and “Bound Printed Matter” may be used),
and to add use of the abbreviation “BPM” as an optional
marking for “Bound Printed Matter.” M013.1.1 is updated to
include a carrier route package optional endorsement line in-
formation for Carrier Route BPM. M013.2.5 is amended for
clarity, to change the labeling list used for ADC sortation of
BPM irregular parcels from L603 to L004, and to change the
labeling list used for mixed ADC sortation from L604 to L004.
M020.1.4 is amended to delete references to bundles. Cur-
rent M020.1.5 and 1.6 are renumbered 1.6 and 1.7 and a
new M020.1.5 is added to describe new physical preparation
of BPM packages. M020.2.2 is amended to show that First-
Class Mail automation flats prepared under the new tray-
based preparation rules are not prepared in packages and to
show that the exception in renumbered M020.1.7 also ap-

plies to First-Class Mail flats in trays. M020.3.0 is amended to
show that the requirement for facing slips used to label carri-
er route packages applies to all classes of mail. M031.4.7 is
amended to specify that the words “CARRIER ROUTES”
must appear on 5-digit pallets of BPM only when the pallet
consists entirely of irregular parcels eligible for the carrier
route rate and that the words “CARRIER ROUTES” must ap-
pear after the “5D” pallet level description. M031.4.12 is
amended to delete the term “bundle.” M031.5.0 is amended
to add new abbreviations for First-Class Mail and Package
Services mail. Exhibit M032.1.3a is amended to reflect
changes in the content line and CIN numbers of Package
Services sack labels. M033.1.2 is amended to clarify that lids
on First-Class flat trays must be placed on the trays green
side up. M033 is amended to provide for less-than-full and
overflow trays for First-Class Mail automation rate mailings
prepared under the new tray-based option.

M041.5.6 is amended to require for flat-size BPM that
Presorted rate mail must be placed on separate 5-digit pal-
lets (5-digit scheme and 5-digit pallets) from Carrier Route
rate mail (5-digit carrier routes or 5-digit scheme carrier
routes pallets) and to remove references to palletized
bundles. M045.2.0 is revised to clarify requirements and to
revise the package minimums, maximums, and physical
packaging requirements for BPM. Current M045.3.0, which
provides for optional preparation of bundles on pallets for Pe-
riodicals and Standard Mail, is deleted. M045.4.0 (as set
forth in the final rules published in 65 FR 50054 (August 16,
2000)) is renumbered as M045.3.0. M045.3.0 is amended to
provide for separate pallet preparation requirements for
BPM flats in M045.3.3 and for irregular parcels in M045.3.4,
to renumber the remainder of that section, and to revise the
class abbreviation on the contents lines for Package Ser-
vices mail from “STD” or “STD B” to “PSVC.” M045.3.5
(M045.4.4 as set forth in the final rule published in 65 FR
50054 (August 16, 2000)) is revised to provide for DBMC
rates for Bound Printed Matter and to revise line 2 pallet la-
bels to show “STD” instead of “STD A” and to show “PSVC”
instead of “STD B.” M045.3.6 (M045.4.5 as set forth in the fi-
nal rule published in 65 FR 50054 (August 16, 2000)) is re-
vised to change the line 2 pallet labels from “STD” or “STD B”
to “PSVC.” M045.5.0 through M045.15.0 (as set forth in the
final rule published in 65 FR 50054 (August 16, 2000)) is re-
numbered as M045.4.0 through M045.14.0. Renumbered
M045.6.4 and M045.9.2 are amended by changing the refer-
ence “M630” to “M710 or M720.” Renumbered M045.10.0
and 11.0 are amended by changing “STD” or “STD B” to
“PSVC.” Renumbered M045.12.1 is amended to change
“M630” to “M710,” to change the pallet label contents lines
class abbreviation from “STD B” to “PSVC,” and to add “PAR-
CELS” after the class abbreviation. Renumbered M045.12.2
is amended to change “M630” to “M710,” to change the pallet
label contents lines class abbreviation from “STD B” to
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“PSVC” and to add “PARCELS” after the class abbreviation.
M045.12.3 is amended to change “Exhibits E652.7.0 and
E652.8.0” to “Exhibits E751.7.0 and E751.8.0.” M045.12.4 is
amended to change “E652.6.0” to “E751.6.0.” M045.13.0 is
amended to change “M630” to “M710” and to change the
class abbreviation on the contents line of the pallet label from
“STD B” to “PSVC.” M045.14.0 is amended to change the
pallet label contents lines class abbreviation from “STD B” to
“PSVC,” and to add “PARCELS” after the class abbreviation.
M072.2.4 is amended by changing “P710, P720, or P730” to
“P910, P920, or P930,” and by changing “E652” to “E751.”
M073.2.3 is amended to change “P710” to “P910.”

M110 is added to show the preparation requirements for
single-piece First-Class Mail formerly located in E130.2.3.

M610.6.0, which provided for preparation of Standard
Mail bedloaded bundles, is deleted. M620.1.1a is amended
by changing “E620” to “E630.” M630.1.0, pertaining to Parcel
Post, is renumbered in new M710.

M710.1.1 is added to describe general requirements for
Parcel Post. M710.1.3 (formerly M630.1.2) is revised to
show that DSCF and DDU rate mail need not be separated
by zone at the time of acceptance and to change “P710,
P720, or P730” to “P910, P920, or P930.” M710.1.4 (formerly
M630.8.0) is added to contain standard for commingled
zones. M710.1.5 contains the documentation information
formerly in M630.1.3 and is amended to clarify the standards
and to change “P710, P720, or P730” to “P910, P920, or
P930.” M710.2.1 contains standards, formerly in M630.1.4,
that are amended by changing the reference “1.5” to “2.2,” by
changing “Exhibit E652.6.0” to “Exhibit E751.6.0,” and by
changing the reference “Exhibit E652.7.0 and Exhibit
E652.8.0” to “Exhibit E751.7.0 and Exhibit E751.8.0.”
M710.2.2 (formerly M630.1.5) contains standards that are
amended to replace “STD B 5D” on the contents line of
DSCF 5-digit sacks with “PSVC PARCELS 5D.” M710.4.0
(formerly M630.6.0) is added to contain provisions for prepa-
ration of machinable parcels and is amended to show that
this preparation is optional for Parcel Post. M720 (formerly
M630.2.0 and 3.0) is added to contain standards for BPM.
M721 contains the preparation standards for single-piece
rate BPM. M722 contains the preparation standards for
Presorted BPM. M722.2.0 contains new packaging and
sacking requirements for Presorted BPM flats, including new
line 2 sack labeling requirements that change the abbrevi-
ation “STD B” to “PSVC.” M722.3.0 contains new packaging
and sacking requirements for Presorted BPM irregular par-
cels weighing less than 10 pounds, including a requirement
to use L004 instead of L603 for preparation of ADC sacks, to
use L004 instead of L604 for mixed ADC sacks, and new line
2 sack labeling requirements that change the abbreviation
“STD B” to “PSVC.” M722.3.6 contains a provision to allow
preparation of bedloaded 5-digit packages of Presorted
BPM irregular parcels weighing up to 40 pounds when pre-

pared for and entered at DDU rates. M722.4.0 contains prep-
aration requirements for Presorted BPM irregular parcels
weighing 10 or more pounds. M722.4.1 prohibits packaging
of such pieces and requires that each individual piece must
be enclosed in an envelope, full-length sleeve, full-length
wrapper, or polywrap before being placed in sacks.
M722.4.2 through M722.4.4 contains sacking requirements
for Presorted BPM irregular parcels weighing 10 or more
pounds including a requirement to use L004 instead of L603
for preparation of ADC sacks, to use L004 instead of L604 for
mixed ADC sacks, and new sack labeling requirements that
change the abbreviation “STD B” to “PSVC.” M722.4.5 con-
tains a provision to allow preparation of bedloaded 5-digit
packages of Presorted BPM irregular parcels weighing up to
40 pounds when prepared for and entered at DDU rates.
M722.5.0 contains provisions for preparing Presorted BPM
machinable parcels. These provisions eliminate the 1,000
cubic inch sacking minimum option, provide for preparation
of an ASF sack when DBMC rates are claimed, and change
the line 2 sack labeling class abbreviation from “STD B” to
“PSVC.” M723 is added that contains the provisions for pre-
paring Carrier Route BPM. M723.2.0 contains the prepara-
tion requirements for Carrier Route BPM flats. M723.2.1
contains new packaging requirements. M723.2.2 through
M723.2.4 contains new sacking minimums, requires prepa-
ration of carrier route sacks, provides for optional preparation
of 5-digit scheme carrier routes sacks for Carrier Route BPM
flats and amends the Line 2 sack labels to change the class
abbreviation from “STD B” to “PSVC.” M723.2.5 contains a
provision to allow preparation of bedloaded carrier route
packages of BPM flats weighing up to 40 pounds when pre-
pared for and entered at DDU rates. M723.3.0 contains prep-
aration requirements for Carrier Route BPM weighing less
than 10 pounds. M723.3.1 sets forth new packaging require-
ments for Carrier Route BPM irregular parcels weighing less
than 10 pounds. M723.3.2 through M723.3.4 contain sack
preparation requirements that change the carrier route sack
minimum, make it a required level of sack, and amend line 2
sack labels to change the class abbreviation from “STD B” to
“PSVC.” M723.3.5 contains a provision to allow preparation
of bedloaded carrier route packages of BPM irregular par-
cels weighing up to 40 pounds when prepared for and en-
tered at DDU rates. M723.4.0 contains requirements for
Carrier Route BPM irregular parcels weighing 10 or more
pounds. M723.4.1 requires Carrier Route BPM irregular par-
cels weighing 10 or more pounds to be prepared only in di-
rect carrier route sacks containing a minimum of 20 pounds
of mail. M723.5.0 permits machinable parcels to qualify for
Carrier Route BPM rates only if prepared in a direct carrier
route sack that contains a minimum of 10 addressed pieces
or 20 pounds. M730 is added to contain standards for Media
Mail (formerly in M630.4.0) and is amended to reflect the
subclass name change to “Media Mail.” M730.1.0 contains
basic standards. M730.2.1 (formerly M630.4.4) contains
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sack and package on pallet preparation for 5-digit Media Mail
rates. M730.2.1 is amended to change “bundles” to “pack-
ages” and to remove “/1,000 cubic inches.” M730.2.2 (for-
merly M630.4.5) contains sack preparation for BMC Media
Mail rates and is amended to remove “/1,000 cubic inches.”
M730.2.3 contains line 2 sack label information for Media
Mail (formerly in M630.4.6) amended to change “STD” and
“STD B” to “PSVC.” M740 is added that contains the stan-
dards for Library Mail in former M630.5.0. M740.1.0 (formerly
M630.5.1 through 5.3) contains basic standards for Library
Mail and is amended to discontinue use of the “Library Rate”
marking beginning January 1, 2002. M740.2.1 (former
M630.5.4) contains sack preparation requirements for the
5-digit Library Mail rates and is amended to remove “/1,000
cubic inches” and to change line 2 labels from “STD” and
“STD B” to “PSVC.”

 M740.2.2 (formerly M630.5.5) contains sack preparation
requirements for the BMC Library Mail rates and is amended
to remove “/1,000 cubic inches.” M740.2.3 (formerly
M630.5.6) contains line 2 sack label information for Library
Mail and is amended to change “STD” and “STD B” to
“PSVC.”

M820.1.2 is amended to incorporate the separate rates
for 5-digit and 3-digit First-Class Mail automation flats.
M820.1.5 is amended to exclude First-Class Mail automa-
tion flats prepared under the new tray-based preparation
rules from package preparation standards. M820.1.11 is
added to prohibit combining FSM 881 and FSM 1000 mail-
pieces in the same tray when the new tray-based prepara-
tion option for First-Class Mail automation flats is used.
M820.2.1 is amended to make preparation of 5-digit pack-
ages for First-Class automation flats optional. M820.2.2 is
amended to make preparation of 5-digit trays for First-Class
automation flats optional. M820.3.0 is added to provide for
an optional tray-based preparation for First-Class automa-
tion flats. M910.1.2 is amended to change the reference
“M820” to the more specific reference “M820.2.1” so that it is
clear the mail must be packaged and must not be prepared
under the new option for First-Class Mail automation flats in
M820.3.0 for tray-based preparation.

P Postage and Payment Methods

P011.1.1 is amended by renumbering 1.1b through 1.1e
as 1.1c through 1.1f and by adding new 1.1b to include pre-
payment conditions for merchandise return service.
P011.3.3 and 3.4 are added to clarify standards for advance
deposit accounts and annual accounting fees. A separate
annual accounting fee must be paid for each special service
deducted from the same account. P012.2.2 is amended to
require tray levels and tray destinations in the body elements
of the standardized documentation for the new tray-based
preparation option for First-Class Mail automation flats.
P012.2.3 is amended to add the rate levels and abbrevia-

tions for the new tray-based option for First-Class Mail au-
tomation flats. P013.1.4 and 1.5 are amended to show how
to properly affix postage to single-piece rate mailings and
other-than-single-piece rate mailings. P013.2.4 is revised to
reflect the new 1-pound minimum Priority Mail rate. P013.2.6
is amended to reflect that keys and identification devices
weighing more than 13 ounces but not more than 1 pound
would be charged the new 1-pound rate. P013.9.0 is
amended to clarify how to calculate Package Services post-
age for pieces with postage affixed and for pieces paid with
permit imprint. P014.2.4f is amended to show that customers
may receive a refund for Signature Confirmation service.
P014.2.4i is amended to include standards for when the des-
tination entry mailing fee for Package Services and Bound
Printed Matter is eligible for a full (100%) refund. P014.2.11 is
amended to show that the QBRM quarterly fee is not refund-
able. P022.1.2 is amended to show that postage due stamps
cannot be used to pay postage due. P030.3.5 is amended to
reflect the new categories for on-site meter service and to ex-
clude secured postage devices from the meter service fees.
P070.5.4 is amended to specify that unmarked parcels are
rated at the inter-BMC/ASF postage rates. P600.4.0 and 5.0
are added to clarify payment standards for Standard Mail
pieces that claim the barcoded discount or are mailed with
special services. Current P700, Special Postage Payment
Systems, is redesignated as P900. Current P710, P720,
P730, P750, and P760 are redesignated as P910, P920,
P930, P950, and P960, respectively. A new P700 is created
to contain payment standards for Package Services.

R Rates and Fees

The entire module is revised to reflect new rates and fees
for all classes of mail.

S Special Services

S010.2.1 is amended to show that the sender of a mer-
chandise return service parcel may file a claim for loss if the
sender has purchased the insurance.

S911.1.5 is amended to clarify the additional services that
can be added to registered mail and to add Signature Con-
firmation as an additional service. S912.1.4 is amended to
specify the additional services that may be combined with
certified mail and S912.1.5 is amended to clarify the stan-
dards for a delivery record. S912.2.5a is amended to specify
the form number used by customers. S913.1.2 and 1.3 are
amended to show that bulk insurance may be added to Stan-
dard Mail pieces that are subject to the residual shape sur-
charge and to remove the required “Standard Mail Enclosed”
marking. S913.1.5 is amended to clarify the additional ser-
vices that can be added to insurance and to add Signature
Confirmation as an additional service. S913.1.6 is added to
clarify that customers may request a delivery record after
mailing. S913.2.5 is amended to include information about
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integrated barcodes with Signature Confirmation and insur-
ance. S913.4.0 is amended to change “parcel” to “item.”

S914.1.1 is amended to show that certificate of mailing is
evidence that mail has been presented for mailing but does
not provide a record of delivery. S914.1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 are
rewritten for clarity; there are no changes to these standards
for bulk certificate of mailing. S914.1.7 is added to specify the
additional services that may be combined with certificate of
mailing.

S915.1.1 is amended to show that the return receipt is
mailed back to the sender. S915.1.2 is amended to show the
classes of mail that are eligible for return receipt service and
the prerequisite services. S915.1.7 is added to specify the
additional services that may be combined with return receipt.
S915.2.2 is amended to clarify how to apply for a delivery re-
cord after mailing. S915.2.3 is added to specify the time limit
for requesting a delivery record after mailing. S915.4.2 is
amended to clarify how to request delivery information.
S916.1.2 is amended to clarify that restricted delivery cannot
be used with Standard Mail. S916.1.7 is added to specify the
additional services that may be combined with restricted de-
livery, including new Signature Confirmation service.
S917.1.1 is amended to show that the return receipt is mailed
back to the sender. S917.1.2 is amended to show that return
receipt for merchandise service is available for Standard
Mail pieces that are subject to the residual shape surcharge.
S917.1.3 is amended to specify the special services that
may be combined with return receipt for merchandise.
S917.2.7 is added to clarify how mailers may request a deliv-
ery record if return receipt service was not provided.
S917.3.0 is amended to remove information about the deliv-
ery record.

S918.1.2 is amended to show that electronic option Deliv-
ery Confirmation is available for Standard Mail pieces that
are subject to the residual shape surcharge. S918.1.3 is
amended to show that Delivery Confirmation service is not
available for Standard Mail cards, letters, and flats (i.e.,
pieces that are not subject to the residual shape surcharge).
The last sentence of S918.5.0a is deleted to eliminate
redundancy.

New unit S919 is added for Signature Confirmation
service.

S921.1.1 is amended to show the new $1,000 limit for
COD and to clarify that recipients who pay CODs with cash
will be charged the applicable money order fee(s). S921.1.4
is amended to specify the additional services that may be
combined with COD.

Effective November 5, 2000, the Postal Service com-
pletely rewrote DMM standards for business reply mail (see
Postal Bulletin 22035 (10-19-00), available via
www.usps.com). This rewrite was done for clarity and con-
sistency. Therefore, standards for business reply mail have
been reorganized to reflect the new structure of DMM units
E150, P014, R900, and S922. There have been no substan-
tive changes to these standards since publication in the pro-
posed rule.

S922.3.3 is amended to delete the requirement that BRM
permit holders maintain a unique advance deposit account
just for BRM. S922.7.7 and 7.8 are added to add a new clas-
sification of high-volume qualified business reply mail
(QBRM) that includes a quarterly fee and a lower per piece
charge.

S923.1.1, 1.3, and 2.7 are amended to remove refer-
ences to the per piece fee for pieces returned through mer-
chandise return service (MRS). S923.1.11 is amended and
1.12 is removed to show that unmarked MRS pieces will be
treated as Parcel Post. S923.2.3 is amended to clarify refer-
ences to the annual accounting fee. S923.2.7 is amended to
remove references to the per piece fee for items returned via
merchandise return service. S923.3.0 is amended in its en-
tirety to clarify how postage is paid on returned pieces, to re-
move references to the per piece charge, and to add the
annual accounting fee for the required advance deposit ac-
count. S923.4.1 and 4.2 are amended to show that the send-
er (the person using the merchandise return service label to
return a parcel to the permit holder) may add insurance to an
MRS parcel at their own discretion and expense. S923.5.6c
is amended to clarify that rate markings are optional on MRS
labels. All of the exhibits in S923 are amended to remove ref-
erences to the per piece fee.

S924.1.1 is amended to add a sentence about payment
information for Bulk Parcel Return Service (BPRS). S924.1.4
is added to show that no special services can be added to
pieces sent through BPRS. S924.3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are added
to clarify the per piece charges and to describe the new
annual accounting fee. S924.3.5 is added to specify that the
permit holder is responsible for payment of all applicable
fees. Exhibit S924.5.0 is amended to change the class mark-
ing to “Standard Mail.” S930.1.3 is amended to specify that
Signature Confirmation service can be combined with spe-
cial handling. S930.1.7 is added to clarify that the Parcel Post
nonmachinable surcharge is not added to parcels sent spe-
cial handling. S930.2.3 is amended to specify the additional
services that may be combined with parcel airlift service
(PAL).
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Domestic Mail Manual Text
Effective January 7, 2001, the Domestic Mail Manual

(DMM) is revised as follows:

A Addressing

A000 Basic Addressing

A010 General Addressing Standards

1.0 ADDRESS CONTENT AND PLACEMENT

* * * * *
[Amend 1.2 by replacing “and Standard Mail (A), Standard
Mail (B),” with “Standard Mail, Package Services”; no other
changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Amend 1.6 by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Standard Mail,
and Package Services”; and by replacing “E600” with “E600,
and E700”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

4.0 RETURN ADDRESS

* * * * *
[Amend 4.3g by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

A060 Detached Address Labels (DALs)

1.0 USE

[Amend 1.2 and 1.3 by changing “Standard Mail (A)” to “Stan-
dard Mail”; no other changes to text.]

[Revise 1.4 to reflect the elimination of the local zone and to
add new 5-digit preparation and entry standards to read as
follows:]

1.4 Bound Printed Matter

Unaddressed pieces of Bound Printed Matter may be mailed
with DALs when:

a. The mail is prepared on 5-digit pallets meeting the
standards in M040 and M045, except that for flat-size
mail separate 5-digit pallets of Carrier Route and Pres-
orted rate mail are not required. The mail may not be
prepared on pallets when the Drop Shipment Product
indicates that the delivery unit that serves the 5-digit
pallet destination cannot handle pallets. The destina-
tion delivery unit is determined using the Drop Ship-
ment Product under the provisions for the DDU rate in
E752. (For such delivery units, mail with DALs must be
prepared in sacks.) The trays or cartons of DALs must

be prepared under 3.0 and placed on the same pallet
as the pieces and must be stretch-wrapped together
as one unit.

b. The mail is prepared in 5-digit sacks and entered at the
destination delivery unit. The destination entry unit is
determined by using the Drop Shipment Product un-
der the provisions for the DDU rate in E752. DALs must
be packaged under 3.0 and presented to the destina-
tion delivery unit with the accompanying items to be
distributed with the DALs.

* * * * *
[Add a new 1.7 to read as follows:]

1.7 Special Services

Items mailed with DALs may not be combined with any spe-
cial services.

* * * * *

3.0 MAIL PREPARATION

* * * * *
[Remove 3.7 and 3.8.]

* * * * *

4.0 DISPOSITION OF EXCESS OR
UNDELIVERABLE MATERIAL

* * * * *
[Amend 4.2 by adding additional restrictions to undeliverable
Bound Printed Matter to read as follows:]

4.2 Undeliverable DAL

A DAL that is undeliverable as addressed (UAA) is handled
under F010. A UAA Standard Mail or Bound Printed Matter
DAL is disposed of as waste. The accompanying item is
treated as specified by the mailer under 4.1.

5.0 POSTAGE

* * * * *
[Amend 5.2b by changing “Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

[Amend 5.3 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

A900 Customer Support

A910 Mailing List Services

* * * * *
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2.0 FEE ASSESSMENT

2.1 Corrections

[Amend 2.1 to show that the minimum fee applies to lists with
fewer than 30 corrections:]

The fee for correcting name and address lists or occupant
lists is assessed for each name or street address on the list.
Individual apartments are considered separate addresses.
The minimum fee in R900 applies to lists with fewer than 30
names or addresses. (For assessing the fee, the USPS con-
siders a list to be all the addresses sent at one time to the ap-
propriate postal facility.)

* * * * *

C Characteristics and Content

C000 General Information

C010 General Mailability Standards

1.0 MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

* * * * *
[Amend 1.3 by changing “(see C600)” to “(see C700)”.]

* * * * *

C020 Restricted or Nonmailable Articles and
Substances

* * * * *

C023 Hazardous Materials

1.0 GENERAL

[Amend 1.1f by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Standard Mail
or Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

C050 Mail Processing Categories

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

[Amend the second sentence of 1.0 to reflect changes in
class names to read as follows:]

* * * Unless permitted by standard, any mailing at other than
the single-piece Express Mail, Priority Mail, First-Class Mail,
or Package Services rates may not contain pieces from more
than one processing category.

* * * * *
[Amend Exhibit 2.0 to show new weight limit for machinable
parcels.]

* * * * *

4.0 MACHINABLE PARCEL

4.1 Criteria

[Amend 4.1a to decrease the minimum piece weight from
 8 ounces to 6 ounces to read as follows:]

A machinable parcel (see Exhibit 2.0) is any piece that is:

a. Not less than 6 inches long, 3 inches high, 1/4 inch
thick, and 6 ounces in weight. (A mailpiece exactly 1/4
inch thick is subject to the 3 1/2-inch height minimum
under C010.)

* * * * *
[Remove 4.1c.]

4.2 Soft Goods

[Amend 4.2 to include reference to C010 for packaging stan-
dards to read as follows:]

Soft goods wrapped in paper or plastic bags and enveloped
printed matter weighing up to 5 pounds are machinable only
if all applicable packaging standards in C010 are met.

4.3 Exception

[Amend 4.3 to clarify the exception authority for machinable
parcels to read as follows:]

Some parcels may be successfully processed on BMC par-
cel sorters even though they do not conform to the general
machinability criteria in 4.1. A destinating BMC plant manag-
er may authorize a mailer to enter such parcels as machin-
able parcels rather than as irregular parcels if the parcels are
tested on BMC parcel sorters and prove to be machinable.
In addition, the following requirements must be met:  all
mailed pieces must properly labeled, entered at a post office
within the service area of the authorizing BMC, and bear de-
livery addresses located within the service area of the autho-
rizing BMC.

* * * * *

C200 Periodicals

1.0 PERMISSIBLE MAILPIECE COMPONENTS

[Amend 1.3, 1.8, and 1.10 to replace “Standard Mail (A)” with
“Standard Mail.”]

* * * * *

2.0 IMPERMISSIBLE MAILPIECE COMPONENTS

* * * * *
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2.2 Prohibited Matter

[Amend 2.2c to replace “or Standard Mail” with “Standard
Mail, or Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Amend heading and text of 2.4 by replacing “Standard Mail
(B)” with “Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Add new section 5.0 to read as follows:]

5.0 PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS

Periodicals mail may not weigh more than 70 pounds or mea-
sure more than 108 inches in length and girth combined.
Additional size limitations apply to individual Periodicals rate
categories.

* * * * *

C600 Standard Mail

1.0 DIMENSIONS

[Revise the heading of 1.1 to read as follows:]

1.1 Basic Standards

[Amend 1.1 and Exhibit 1.1d by changing “Standard Mail (A)”
to “Standard Mail.”]

* * * * *
[Redesignate 1.3 as C700.1.0.]

[Redesignate current 2.0 as C700.2.0.]

[Add new 2.0 to read as follows:]

2.0 RESIDUAL SHAPE SURCHARGE

Mail that is prepared as a parcel or is not letter-size or flat-
size as defined in C050 is subject to a residual shape sur-
charge. There is one surcharge for mail entered at Regular
and Nonprofit Presorted rates and a different surcharge for
mail entered at Regular Enhanced Carrier Route and Non-
profit Enhanced Carrier Route rates.

* * * * *
[Add new C700 as follows:]

C700 Package Services

[Redesignate C600.1.3 as C700.1.0 and amend the heading
by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package Services”; no
other changes to text.]

[Redesignate C600.2.0 as C700.2.0. Insert the criteria for
nonmachinability from E630.1.4 and amend to extend the

nonmachinable surcharge to intra-BMC and Parcel Select-
DBMC pieces to read as follows:]

2.0 NONMACHINABLE PARCEL POST PIECES

[Effective December 14, 2000, the Postal Service amended
the criteria for nonmachinability (see Postal Bulletin 22038
(11-30-00), available via www.usps.com). Those changes
are reflected in the following paragraphs.]

Mailpieces described in this section and mailed at the inter-
BMC/ASF Parcel Post, intra-BMC/ASF Parcel Post, and
DBMC Parcel Select rates are subject to the applicable non-
machinable surcharge in R700 unless the applicable special
handling fee is paid. An oversized parcel as described in 1.0c
is not subject to the nonmachinable surcharge. Mailpieces
are nonmachinable if they meet any of the following criteria:

a. A parcel more than 34 inches long, 17 inches wide, or
17 inches high, or weighing more than 35 pounds.

b. A parcel containing more than 24 ounces of liquid in
glass containers, or 1 gallon or more of liquid in metal
or plastic containers.

c. An insecurely wrapped or metal-banded parcel.

d. A can, roll, or tube, or wooden or metal box.

e. A shrub or tree.

f. A perishable such as eggs.

g. Books, printed matter, or business forms weighing
more than 25 pounds.

h. A high-density parcel weighing more than 15 pounds
and exerting more than 60 pounds per-square-foot
pressure on its smallest side.

i. A film case weighing more than 5 pounds or with strap-
type closures, except any film case the USPS autho-
rizes to be entered as a machinable parcel under C050
and to be identified by the words “Machinable in United
States Postal Service Equipment” permanently at-
tached as a nontransferable decal in the lower right
corner of the case.

j. Parcels with characteristics (such as inadequate
packaging) that could result in damage to the contents
or postal machinery if mechanical sortation is used.
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[Add new 3.0 to read as follows:]

3.0 POSTAL INSPECTION

Package Services mail is not sealed against postal inspec-
tion. Package Services mail may be prepared for automated
processing but must allow easy examination.

C800 Automation-Compatible Mail

C810 Letters and Cards

* * * * *

2.0 DIMENSIONS

* * * * *
[Redesignate 2.3 as 2.4; amend redesignated 2.4 by revis-
ing the maximum weight limit for heavy letters and by delet-
ing 2.4d through f; and add new 2.3 to read as follows:]

2.3 Determining Height and Length

The length of an automation letter piece is the dimension par-
allel to the address when the address is read. The height is
the dimension perpendicular to the length.

2.4 Maximum Weight

Maximum weight limits are as follows:

a. Upgradable Presorted First-Class Mail and Upgrad-
able Presorted Standard Mail:  2.5 ounces (0.1563
pound).

b. Automation First-Class Mail, automation Periodicals,
and automation Standard Mail:  3 ounces (0.1875
pound).

c. Automation First-Class Mail, automation Periodicals,
and automation Standard Mail heavy letters, subject to
7.5:  3.3 ounces (0.2063 pound).

* * * * *

7.0 ADDITIONAL STANDARDS FOR SPECIFIC
TYPES OF PIECES

* * * * *

7.5 Heavy Letter Mail

[Amend 7.5 by changing the reference “2.3” to “2.4”; no other
changes to text.]

* * * * *

C820 Flats

* * * * *

3.0 DIMENSIONS FOR FSM 1000 PROCESSING

* * * * *

3.4 Maximum Weight

[Amend 3.4 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

C840 Barcoding Standards for Letters and Flats

* * * * *

2.0 BARCODE LOCATION—LETTER-SIZE PIECE

2.1 Barcode Clear Zone

[Amend 2.1 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Revise 3.0 to read as follows:]

3.0 BARCODE APPLICATION—FLAT-SIZE PIECE

3.1 General Requirements

On any flat-size piece claimed at automation rates, the piece
may bear one POSTNET barcode under 3.2, or may bear
two POSTNET barcodes under 3.3. Other mailer-applied
non-POSTNET barcodes may appear on the address side
of the piece if the barcode format is not detectable or confus-
ing to automated postal equipment.

3.2 Applying One POSTNET Barcode

On any flat-size mailpiece claimed at an automation rate, the
barcode may be anywhere on the address side as long as it
is at least 1/8 inch from any edge of the piece. For FSM 1000
mailpieces, the preferred location of the barcode is at least
2 inches from the edge of the dimension that is the length for
that type of automation piece (the longest edge or, for pieces
with a folded or bound edge, the folded or bound edge). The
portion of the surface of the piece on which the barcode is
printed must meet the barcode dimensions and spacing re-
quirements in 4.0 and the reflectance standards in 5.0. Ad-
dress block barcodes are subject to the standards in 2.5a
through 2.5e.

3.3 Applying a Second POSTNET Barcode

A second POSTNET barcode may be applied to the piece at
the mailer’s option only if the first POSTNET barcode on the
piece is an address block barcode prepared under 3.2 that
is not CASS-certified. In addition, the second barcode must
meet the following requirements:

a. It must be must be a delivery point barcode (DPBC).

b. The preferred placement is the lower right corner of the
mailpiece parallel to and in the same direction as the
delivery address.
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c. It must be placed at least 1 inch below the return ad-
dress.

d. The space between the two POSTNET barcodes must
be greater than 1 inch.

* * * * *
[Amend title of C850 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with
“Standard Mail and Package Services” to read as follows:]

C850 Barcoding Standards for Standard Mail and
Package Services Machinable Parcels

1.0 GENERAL

[Amend 1.1 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Standard
Mail and Package Services,” and replace “E630” with “E620
and E700”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Effective November 30, 2000, the Postal Service revised
DMM C850.1.4 to include new information about integrated
barcodes. See Postal Bulletin 22038 (11-30-00).]

[Amend 1.4 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Standard
Mail and Package Services mail” and “E630” with “E620 and
E700.” Amend 1.4c to add information about Signature Con-
firmation to read as follows:]

1.4 Use with Delivery Confirmation and Signature
Confirmation Services

A mailer may qualify for the machinable parcel barcode dis-
count and may apply Delivery Confirmation and Signature
Confirmation barcodes provided that the requirements in
E600, E700, and S900 are met and the barcode(s) is pre-
pared in one of the following ways:

a. Separate Barcodes. Mailers may place both a postal
routing code prepared under 1.0 through 4.0 and sep-
arate Delivery Confirmation and Signature Confirma-
tion barcodes on the same mailpiece.

b. Single Concatenated Barcode. Mailers may print on
the same mailpiece a single concatenated barcode
that combines the postal routing code and Delivery
Confirmation and/or Signature Confirmation informa-
tion as follows:

(1)Only the UCC/EAN Code 128 barcode symbology
may be used.

(2)The barcode must be prepared according to the
barcode specifications for the UCC/EAN Code 128
in S918, S919, and Publication 91.

(3)The barcode must be prepared according to the
data format requirements for concatenated bar-
codes in Publication 91, Appendix G, Table 25. This
format contains the start code, function one code,
the “420” application identifier, the 5-digit code of
the delivery address on the mailpiece, the function
one code, the “91” application identifier, the service

type code, the customer ID, the sequential package
ID, the MOD 10 check digit, the MOD 103 check
digit, and the stop code. The MOD 10 check digit
must be calculated using only the Delivery Con-
firmation barcode or Signature Confirmation bar-
code elements. The function one codes, the “420”
application identifier, and the 5-digit code of the de-
livery address are not included in the MOD 10
check digit calculation.

(4)Instead of the requirements in 3.0 and 4.0, mailers
must use the format, placement, and human-read-
able information requirements found in S918,
S919, and Publication 91. The human-readable
numeric representation of the concatenated bar-
code must show the “420” application identifier, the
5-digit code of the delivery address, the “91” ap-
plication identifier, the service type code, customer
ID, sequential package ID, and MOD 10 check dig-
it. The human-readable information also must in-
clude the “USPS Delivery Confirmation” or “USPS
Signature Confirmation” text and identification
bars.

(5) In addition to the human readable requirements in
S918, S919, and Publication 91, the word “ZIP”
must be printed to the left of the barcode in 12 point
or larger sans serif type. A clear zone between the
end of the word “ZIP” and the beginning of the bar-
code must be maintained. The clear zone must be
no less than 10 times the average narrow bar or
space element width and no more than 1/2 inch to
the left of the barcode. A clear zone of 0.25 inch is
recommended.

(6)If a mailpiece bears a concatenated barcode, then
no other barcodes that appear on the mailpiece
may contain the postal routing code structure (see
1.5).

(7)All barcode symbols must be printed on substrate
material that preserves the optical specification as
described in the AIM-USA Uniform Symbology
Specification documents. Typically, white label
stock commonly used for barcode generation is
suitable, providing it is not glossy (causing mirror-
like (specular) reflection) nor prone to smearing or
smudging.

c. Integrated Barcode. An integrated barcode may be
used by mailers who choose to combine Delivery Con-
firmation or Signature Confirmation with other special
services on Priority Mail and Package Services. This
option also is available for electronic option Delivery
Confirmation with other special services on Standard
Mail. Mailers may combine multiple services into a
single barcode on the shipping label to eliminate
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multiple labels and barcodes on parcels. The only ap-
proved combinations are Delivery Confirmation com-
bined with insurance and Signature Confirmation
combined with insurance. Mailers printing their own
barcodes and using the electronic option must meet
existing specifications in S918 or S919. Two required
changes are:

(1)Change the text above the barcode to identify the
service requested. Exhibits are included in Publica-
tion 91, Delivery Confirmation Technical Guide,
November 2000 edition (which includes the adden-
dum on Signature Confirmation and integrated
barcodes).

(2)Change the service type code in the barcode to
identify the class of mail and/or type of special ser-
vice combined with Delivery Confirmation or Signa-
ture Confirmation. Additional information on the
Service Type Code Matrix can be found in Publica-
tion 91, Delivery Confirmation Technical Guide,
November 2000 edition.

* * * * *

D Deposit, Collection, and Delivery

D000 Basic Information

D010 Pickup Service

* * * * *

2.0 POSTAGE AND FEES

* * * * *
[Amend 2.2 by changing “R600” to “R700.”]

* * * * *

D200 Periodicals

D210 Basic Information

* * * * *

2.0 MAIL DEPOSIT

[Amend 2.0 by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Standard Mail
and Package Services mail”; no other changes to text.]

3.0 EXCEPTIONAL DISPATCH

* * * * *

3.2 Intended Use

[Revise 3.2 by amending the first sentence and adding a new
second sentence to read as follows:]

The provision for exceptional dispatch is intended for short-
haul local distribution (zones 1 and 2) of publications with to-
tal circulation of no more than 25,000 and is not to be used
to circumvent additional entry standards. Applications for ex-
ceptional dispatch for publications with over 25,000 total

circulation may be considered on a case-by-case basis for
possible waiver of the 25,000-circulation limit.

* * * * *

3.4 Destination Rates

[Revise 3.4 by changing the second sentence to read as
follows:]

***Copies of Periodicals publications deposited under ex-
ceptional dispatch may be eligible for and claimed at the des-
tination delivery unit rates provided the applicable standards
in E250 are met.

* * * * *

D600 Standard Mail

* * * * *

2.0 MAIL DEPOSIT

[Amend 2.0 by removing 2.1 and 2.3; redesignating 2.2 and
2.4 as 2.1 and 2.2, respectively; revising the heading and
amending the contents of redesignated 2.1 to remove the
term “bulk rates” and provide for mail entered under plant-
verified drop shipment procedures; and amending the text of
redesignated 2.2 for clarity to read as follows:]

2.1 General

Standard Mail must be presented at the post office where the
permit or license is held and the presort mailing fee is paid.
Mailings must be presented at the locations and times speci-
fied by the postmaster. Plant-verified drop shipment (PVDS)
mailings must be presented for verification, acceptance, and
entry under P950. Plant-loaded mailings must be presented,
verified, accepted, and entered as specified by the plant load
agreement and applicable standards. Metered Standard
Mail may be deposited at other than the licensing post office
only as permitted under D072. Nonprofit Standard Mail must
be presented only at post offices where the organization pro-
ducing the mailing has an approved nonprofit authorization
(E670).

2.2 Separation of Mailings

Pieces at different rates (e.g., 3/5 and basic) may be com-
bined in the same mailing as provided in M011. Separate
mailings may be reported on the same postage statement if
the pieces in the mailings are in the same processing catego-
ry (C050), are part of the same mailing job, and are present-
ed for verification at the same time.
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[Add new D700 to read as follows:]

D700 Package Services

1.0 SERVICE OBJECTIVES

The USPS does not guarantee the delivery of Package Ser-
vices mail (Parcel Post (including Parcel Select), Bound
Printed Matter, Media Mail, and Library Mail) within a speci-
fied time. Package Services mail might receive deferred ser-
vice. The local post office can provide more information
concerning delivery times within its area.

2.0 MAIL DEPOSIT

2.1 Single-Piece Rate Mailings

Single-piece rate Package Services mail must be deposited
at a time and place specified by the postmaster or designee
at the office of mailing. Metered mail may be deposited at oth-
er than the licensing post office only as permitted under
D072. Permit imprint mail must be presented at the post of-
fice under P040 or P700.

2.2 Presorted, Carrier Route, Destination Entry,
and Barcoded Discount Mailings

All presorted, carrier route, destination entry, and barcoded
discount mailings must be presented for verification and ac-
ceptance at the post office where the permit or license is
held. All such mailings must be deposited at locations and
times specified by the postmaster or designee at the office
that verifies and accepts the mailing. Plant-verified drop ship-
ment (PVDS) mailings must be presented for verification, ac-
ceptance, and entry under P950. Plant-loaded mailings must
be presented as specified by the applicable standards and
the plant load agreement. Metered mail may be deposited at
other than the licensing post office only as permitted under
D072.

2.3 Zoned Rates

Pieces paid at zoned rates must be entered at the post office
from which the applicable zoned rate postage is computed
unless an exception is permitted under E710.

2.4 Drop Shipment Information

Essential information for entering drop shipment Package
Services mailings at specific postal facilities can be found in
the Drop Shipment Product maintained by the National Cus-
tomer Support Center (NCSC) (see G043). There is a charge
for the Drop Shipment Product (E750).

D900 Other Delivery Services

D910 Post Office Box Service

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

* * * * *

1.5 Box Availability

[Amend 1.5 by adding the following sentence at the end of
the paragraph:]

* * * Regardless of the box size applied for, customers must
pay the correct fee for the service they receive.

* * * * *
[Redesignate current 1.7 as 1.8. Add new 1.7 to read as
follows:]

1.7 Service Period

Post office box service is provided in 6-month increments.

[Amend redesignated 1.8 to add the new key duplication fee
and the lock resetting fee read as follows:]

1.8 Fees

Post office box fees for each 6-month period are listed in
R900. Each box customer is charged a refundable deposit
for post office box keys. Customers also are charged fees for
duplicate and replacement post office box keys and for initi-
ating lock changes on post office boxes.

* * * * *

3.0 CONDITIONS OF USE

[Amend 3.1 by clarifying text to read as follows:]

3.1 Receiving Mail

A box customer may receive through the box any mail that
is properly addressed to that box number.

* * * * *
[Amend 3.7 by clarifying to read as follows:]

3.7 Forwarding

A post office box may not be used when the primary purpose
is to have the USPS forward or transfer mail to another ad-
dress free of charge.

* * * * *

4.0 BASIS OF FEES AND PAYMENT

[Amend 4.1 to change the basis of post office box fees to
read as follows:]

4.1 General

Post office box fees are based on the size of box provided
and the fee group to which the box’s 5-digit ZIP Code is
assigned.

* * * * *
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[Remove 4.3. Redesignate 4.4 through 4.11 as 4.3 through
4.10, respectively. Amend redesignated 4.3 to read as
follows:]

4.3 Fee Changes

A change in post office box service fees applicable to a given
5-digit ZIP Code can arise from a general fee change. In
addition, the Manager, Special Services, can assign a fee
group to a new ZIP Code, and may authorize the reassign-
ment of one or more 5-digit ZIP Codes to the next higher or
lower fee group if the past fee group assignments were in er-
ror. The Postal Service also may regroup 5-digit ZIP Codes.
No ZIP Code may be moved more than once a calendar year
and a ZIP Code may be moved only into the next higher or
lower fee group. Any change in post office box service fees
takes effect on the date of the action that caused the change
unless an official announcement specifies another date. If
post office box service fees are increased, no customer must
pay the new rate until the end of the current service period,
and no retroactive adjustment is to be made for a payment
received before the date of the change. The fee charged is
that in effect on the date of payment.

4.4 Payment

[Amend 4.4 to specify when post office box fees must be paid
to read as follows:]

All fees for post office box service are for a 6-month period.
Except under 4.6, 4.7, and 4.10, fees must be paid in ad-
vance for each 6-month period. The fee may be paid for two
periods at a time (i.e., up to one year in advance), but not
more. The fee that must be paid is the one that is in effect on
the day that the fee is paid. Fees may be paid using cash,
credit or debit card, or check or money order payable to the
postmaster. A mailed payment must be received by the post-
master on or before the due date.

* * * * *
[Amend the heading of 4.7 by removing “for Group D Offices”
to read as follows:]

4.7 Exception

[Amend the first sentence of 4.7 by removing reference to
“Group D” to read as follows:]

Postmasters at offices with fewer than 500 post office boxes
may set April 1 and October 1 as the beginning of payment
periods for box customers in their offices. * * *

* * * * *

[Amend 5.0 by revising 5.1 through 5.3 to show the new fee
group assignments:]

5.0 FEE GROUP ASSIGNMENTS

5.1 Regular Fee Groups

Post office boxes are assigned to fee groups listed in R900
based upon estimates of the facility space for post office
boxes in each 5-digit ZIP Code. Local post offices can pro-
vide information about fees for a particular ZIP Code.

5.2 Free Box Service (Group E)

Customers may qualify for free (Group E) post office box ser-
vice if their physical address or business location meets all
of the following criteria:

a. The physical address or business location is within the
geographic delivery ZIP Code boundaries adminis-
tered by a post office.

b. The physical address or business location constitutes
a potential carrier delivery point of service.

c. The USPS chooses not to provide carrier delivery to
the physical address or business location.

d. The customer does not receive carrier delivery via an
out-of-bounds delivery receptacle.

5.3 Additional Standards for Free Box Service

Only one free (Group E) post office box may be obtained for
each potential carrier delivery point of service. Eligibility for
Group E boxes does not extend to individual tenants, con-
tractors, employees, or other individuals receiving or eligible
to receive single-point delivery such as delivery to a hotel,
college, military installation, or transient trailer park. A cus-
tomer must pay the applicable fee for each additional box re-
quested beyond the initial box obtained at the Group E fee.

[Remove Exhibits 5.3a and 5.3b.]

6.0 FEE REFUND

6.1 Calculation

[Amend 6.1 to clarify fee calculations to read as follows:]

When post office box service is terminated or surrendered by
the customer, the unused portion of the fee may be refunded
as follows:

a. If service is discontinued any time within the first 3
months of the service period, then one-half of the fee
is refunded.
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b. If service is discontinued after the beginning of the
fourth month of the service period, then none of the fee
is refunded.

c. If service is discontinued and the customer has pre-
paid for the next semi-annual service period, then the
entire fee for that next period is refunded.

* * * * *
[Amend the heading of 7.0 by adding reference to “Locks” to
read as follows:]

7.0 KEYS AND LOCKS

7.1 Key Deposit

[Amend 7.1 to clarify that customers must pay the refundable
key deposit for all keys:]

Two post office box keys are initially issued to each new box
customer. Box customers must pay a refundable key deposit
on each of these keys. The refundable key deposit must be
paid on each additional key requested under 7.2. When box
service is terminated, the key deposit is refunded to the cus-
tomer for each key (including additional or replacement keys
in 7.2) that is returned to the post office where the box was
issued.

7.2 Additional Key Fee

[Revise 7.2 to add a reference to the key fee to read as
follows:]

A box customer may obtain additional or replacement keys
by submitting Form 1094 and paying the refundable key de-
posit (see 7.1) and the key fee in R900. The fee for additional
or replacement keys is not refundable. Worn or broken keys
are replaced without charge when returned to the post office
where the box is located.

* * * * *
[Add new 7.4 to explain the lock replacement fee to read as
follows:]

7.4 Lock Replacement

The primary box customer (box applicant) may request that
the post office box lock be changed. To change the lock, the
customer must first pay the applicable lock fee in R900. Lock
fees are charged for replacing keyed locks and combination
locks and for re-setting combination locks. Lock fees are not
refundable. Customers may turn in post office box keys for
the old lock and get a refund of the key deposit. Two keys are
provided with the new lock, with a refundable deposit for
each key charged under 7.1. Customers may obtain addi-
tional keys for the new lock under 7.2.

* * * * *

D920 Caller Service

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

* * * * *

1.4 Caller Number Service

[Remove the last two sentences of 1.4.]

[Redesignate current 1.5 through 1.9 as 1.6 through 1.10,
respectively. Add new 1.5 to read as follows:]

1.5 Reserving a Caller Number

Customers may reserve a caller number for future use by
paying the caller number reservation fee in R900. The post-
master determines the reserved numbers and may restrict
the availability of this service.

* * * * *

3.0 CONDITIONS OF USE

* * * * *
[Amend 3.4 by clarifying to read as follows:]

3.4 Forwarding

Caller service may not be used when the primary purpose is
to have the USPS forward or transfer mail to another address
free of charge.

* * * * *

4.0 BASIS OF FEES AND PAYMENT

4.1 Caller Service Fee

[Amend 4.1 by clarifying text to read as follows:]

Customers must pay the caller service fee listed in R900.
The fee must be paid for each caller number or separation
used, with the following exceptions:

a. If a caller uses many caller numbers but receives only
a bulk delivery of mail not separated to those numbers,
either because this mail is sorted to the customer’s
unique 5-digit ZIP Code or because sortation is made
by caller name or other identification, then the caller
service fee is charged only for each separation actual-
ly made. The reserved number fee is charged for each
of the caller numbers to which mail received by the call-
er is addressed.

b. When a post office box service applicant is provided a
single caller service separation because of a shortage
in available post offices boxes, then the fee charged is
the fee for the largest installed post office box. In this
instance, neither the caller service fee nor the re-
served number fee is charged.
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[Remove Exhibit 4.1, Caller Service Groups.]

4.2 Reserved Number

[Amend 4.2 to clarify that reserved number fees are not re-
fundable to read as follows:]

The reserved caller number fee in R900 is charged per cal-
endar year or any part of a calendar year for each number re-
served by a customer. Reserved caller number fees are not
prorated.

4.3 Fee Changes

[Amend 4.3 by removing references to 4.1b and 4.1 to read
as follows:]

A change in caller service fees (including reserved number
fees) can arise from a general fee change. Any change in
caller service fees takes effect on the date of the action that
caused the change unless an official announcement speci-
fies another date. If a caller service fee is increased, no cus-
tomer must pay at the new rate until the end of the current
service period, and no retroactive adjustment is to be made
for a payment received before the date of the change. The
fee charged is that in effect on the date of payment.

* * * * *

4.5 Payment

[Amend 4.5 to clarify the payment periods for caller service
to read as follows:]

The basic caller service fees are for a 6-month period. Fees
must be paid in advance for each 6-month period. The fee
may be paid for two periods at a time (i.e., up to one year in
advance), but not more. The fee that must be paid is the one
that is in effect on the day that the fee is paid. Fees may be
paid using cash, credit or debit card, or check or money order
payable to the postmaster. A mailed payment must be re-
ceived by the postmaster on or before the due date.

* * * * *
[Amend the heading of 4.8 by removing “for Group D Offices”
to read as follows:]

4.8 Exception

[Amend the first sentence of 4.8 by removing reference to
Group D offices to read as follows:]

Postmasters at offices with fewer than 500 post office boxes
may set April 1 and October 1 as the beginning of payment
periods for caller service customers in their offices. * * *

* * * * *

5.0 FEE REFUND

5.1 Discontinued Number

[Amend 5.1 to clarify when refunds can be made to read as
follows:]

When caller service is terminated or surrendered by the cus-
tomer, the unused portion of the fee may be refunded as fol-
lows:

a. If service is discontinued any time within the first 3
months of the service period, then one-half of the fee
is refunded.

b. If service is discontinued after the beginning of the
fourth month of the service period, then none of the fee
is refunded.

c. If service is discontinued and the customer has pre-
paid for the next semi-annual service period, then the
entire fee for that next period is refunded.

* * * * *
[Add new 5.3 to show that the reserved number fee is not
refundable to read as follows:]

5.3 Reserved Number Fee

The reserved number fee is not refundable.

* * * * *

E Eligibility

E000 Special Eligibility Standards

E010 Overseas Military Mail

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS

* * * * *
[Amend 1.2 to change “Standard Mail (B)” to “Package
Services.”]

* * * * *

1.4 Preparation

[Amend 1.4 by changing “C600” to “C700” and by changing
“Standard Mail (B)” to “Package Services” to read as follows:]

Items sent by air or surface mail are subject to the size and
weight standards in C100 or C700 unless limited further by
this standard. Mail must be addressed under A010. Postage
at the applicable Priority Mail or Package Services rates is
charged for parcels sent by air or surface transportation.

* * * * *
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1.6 Restriction

[Amend the first sentence of 1.6 for added clarity and to refer
to the new class and subclass names “Package Services”
and “Media Mail,” respectively, to read as follows:]

Regardless of the postage payment method, the following
types of mail weighing 16 ounces or more must be presented
at a post office retail counter:  all single-piece rate Priority
Mail and all single-piece rate Package Services (Parcel Post,
Bound Printed Matter, Media Mail, Library Mail).* * *

* * * * *

3.0 MILITARY ORDINARY MAIL (MOM)

[Amend 3.0 by changing “Standard Mail” to “Standard Mail
and Package Services.” Amend 3.0b by changing reference
to “Standard Mail (A), or Standard Mail (B)” to “Standard Mail,
or Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

E020 Department of State Mail

1.0 AVAILABILITY

* * * * *
[Add new 1.4 to show that Express Mail is not eligible to be
mailed through Department of State Mail to read as follows:]

1.4 Express Mail

Express Mail may not be sent through the Department of
State.

2.0 CONDITIONS FOR AUTHORIZED MAIL

* * * * *

2.3 Special Services

[Amend 2.3 by removing references to Express Mail, which
has been moved to new 1.4, and by adding Signature Con-
firmation to read as follows:]

The following special services are not available for mail
transmitted through the Department of State:  certified, COD,
Delivery Confirmation, insured, registered, restricted deliv-
ery, return receipt, return receipt for merchandise, Signature
Confirmation, and special handling. If one of those services
is requested on this mail, it is returned to the sender en-
dorsed “Service Not Available.”

* * * * *

E040 Free Matter for the Blind and Other
Handicapped Persons

* * * * *

4.0 PREPARATION

4.1 Basic Standards

[Amend 4.1b by changing “C600” to “C700.”]

* * * * *

E060 Official Mail (Penalty)

* * * * *

5.0 SERVICES, CLASSES, RATES,
PREPARATION, AND DETENTION

* * * * *

5.3 Basic Preparation

[Amend 5.3d to require the Parcel Post marking to read as
follows:]

Penalty mail must:

* * * * *
d. For all methods of payment, be endorsed for class or

rate except for single-piece rate First-Class Mail not
exceeding 13 ounces.

* * * * *

7.0 PENALTY METER

* * * * *
[Amend 7.7 by changing title and references from “On-Site
Setting” to “Meter Service” to read as follows:]

7.7 Meter Service

An agency wanting on-site meter service must pay the re-
quired fee in cash or with a check when the meter is set.

* * * * *

10.0 GENERAL STANDARDS FOR PENALTY
REPLY MAIL

[Amend 10.1 by deleting the last phrase in the last sentence
to read as follows:]

10.1 Restriction to Approved Formats

An agency may distribute penalty envelopes, cards, cartons,
or labels to any person, concern, or organization. To distrib-
ute penalty reply mail, agencies must use the penalty busi-
ness reply mail format, the penalty metered reply format,
penalty mail adhesive stamps or penalty mail stamped sta-
tionery, or the penalty merchandise return service label.

* * * * *

11.0 PENALTY BUSINESS REPLY MAIL (BRM)

11.1 General

[Amend 11.1 to add QBRM as an option for penalty mailers
and to clarify payment of the annual accounting fee to read
as follows:]

An agency may participate in business reply mail service (in-
cluding Qualified Business Reply Mail). Standards for busi-
ness reply mail are in S922. Agencies can choose to pay
postage and per piece charges for BRM with cash upon de-
livery or through an advance deposit account. If an agency
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chooses to pay through an advance deposit account, then it
must pay an annual accounting fee, which is billed through
an OMAS account. The postage, fees, and per piece
charges are the same as those for private-sector customers
(R900).

* * * * *

12.0 PENALTY MERCHANDISE RETURN SERVICE

12.1 Description

[Amend 12.1 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services,” replacing “Special Standard Mail” with “Media
Mail,” and adding a reference to S923 to read as follows:]

Merchandise return service allows an authorized permit
holder to pay the postage and special service fees on single-
piece rate First-Class Mail, Priority Mail, and Package Ser-
vices (Parcel Post, Bound Printed Matter, and Media Mail)
that is returned by the permit holder’s customers via a special
label produced by the permit holder as specified by S923.

[Redesignate current 12.2 through 12.12 as 12.4 through
12.14, respectively, add new 12.2 to show rate and fee ap-
plication, and add new 12.3 to show the required accounting
fee to read as follows:]

12.2 Postage and Special Service Fees

The standards for payment of postage and fees are:

a. The permit holder guarantees payment of the proper
postage and special service fees on all returned mer-
chandise return service articles distributed under the
permit holder’s permit number. Postage is collected for
each article from an OMAS postage due account.

b. Returned parcels are charged single-piece rate post-
age and special service fees based on the class or
subclass marking on the label. If a piece is unmarked,
then it is charged Parcel Post rates. If the postage for
the returned piece is zoned and there is no way to de-
termine where it was sent from (i.e., no postmark or re-
turn address), then postage is calculated at zone 4 (for
Priority Mail) or zone 4 inter-BMC rates (for Parcel
Post).

c. There is no per piece charge per parcel returned.

12.3 Annual Accounting Fee

All MRS permit holders are required to pay the annual ac-
counting fee in R900, which is assessed automatically
through OMAS.

* * * * *

12.7 Label Format

[Amend redesignated 12.7 by changing “Exhibit 12.5a” to
“Exhibit 12.7a” and “Exhibit 12.5b” to “Exhibit 12.7b” and to
add new item c to indicate the location of the optional rate
marking.]

* * * * *
c. Permit holders are encouraged, but are not required,

to put the rate marking in the space to the right and
above the “Merchandise Return Label” legend. The
marking must be at least 3/16 inch high and be printed
or rubber-stamped. Only the permit holder may apply
this marking.

[Revise heading and amend content of redesignated 12.8 by
clarifying to read as follows:]

12.8 Insurance Indicated by Permit Holder

The permit holder may obtain insured mail service with MRS.
Indemnity under penalty mail merchandise return is limited
to $100. Items requiring insurance greater than $100 may
not be mailed under penalty merchandise return service.
Only Package Services matter (i.e., matter not required to be
mailed at First-Class Mail rates under E110) may be insured.
Insured mail may be combined with other special services as
listed in S913. To request insured mail service, the permit
holder must preprint or rubber-stamp “Insurance Desired by
Permit Holder for $______ (value)” to the left of and above
the “Merchandise Return Label” legend and below the “Total
Postage and Fees Due” statement on the merchandise re-
turn label. The value part of the endorsement, showing the
dollar amount of insurance for the article, may be handwritten
by the permit holder. If insurance is paid for by the MRS per-
mit holder, then only the MRS permit holder may file a claim
(S010).

[Redesignate 12.9 through 12.14 as 12.10 through 12.15,
respectively. Add new 12.9 to show that MRS senders may
add insurance at their discretion to read as follows:]

12.9 Insured Mail Added by Sender

If the permit holder has not indicated insured mail service on
the MRS label, then the sender has the option of adding in-
surance at the sender’s own expense. There is no limit on the
indemnity coverage paid for by the sender. If insurance is
paid by the sender, then only the sender may file a claim
(S010).
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[Amend redesignated 12.10, Registered Mail, by changing
“Exhibit 12.5b” to “Exhibit 12.7b”; no other changes to text.]

[Amend redesignated 12.11, Special Handling, by changing
“Exhibit 12.5a” to “Exhibit 12.7a” and by replacing “Standard
Mail” with “Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

[Remove redesignated 12.12, Parcels, and 12.13, Postage
and Fees. Redesignate 12.14, Permit Cancellation, and
12.15, Later Receipt, as 12.12 and 12.13, respectively.]

* * * * *

15.0 CONTRACTORS

* * * * *

15.2 Preparation

[Amend 15.2a to add the term “Package Services” to read as
follows:]

Preparation standards for a contractor’s penalty mailings in-
clude the following:

a. First-Class Mail, Standard Mail, and Package Ser-
vices penalty mailings must be prepared with penalty
permit imprints or penalty meters. Single-piece rate
mailings may also be prepared with penalty mail
stamps.

* * * * *

E070 Mixed Classes

* * * * *

2.0 ATTACHMENTS OF DIFFERENT CLASSES

[Amend the heading and contents of 2.1 to change “Stan-
dard Mail (A)” to “Standard Mail” and “Standard Mail” to
“Standard Mail, or Package Services” to read as follows:]

2.1 First-Class Mail or Standard Mail

Letters or other pieces of First-Class Mail or Standard Mail
may be placed in an envelope and attached to the address
side of a Periodicals, Standard Mail, or Package Services
piece. Combination envelopes or containers with separate
parts for the two classes of mail may be used.

2.2 Rate Qualification

[Amend the introductory sentence of 2.2 by adding “Package
Services” to read as follows:]

If a Periodicals, Standard Mail, or Package Services host
piece qualifies for:

[Amend 2.2a through 2.2d by replacing “Standard Mail (A)”
with “Standard Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Amend 3.2b by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

[Amend 3.3a through 3.3d by replacing “Standard Mail (A)”
with “Standard Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Amend title of 4.0 by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Stan-
dard Mail and Package Services” to read as follows:]

4.0 ENCLOSURE IN STANDARD MAIL AND
PACKAGE SERVICES PARCELS

[Amend 4.1 by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Standard Mail
and Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

[Amend 4.2 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package Ser-
vices”; and by replacing “E600” with “E700”; no other
changes to text.]

5.0 INCIDENTAL FIRST-CLASS MAIL
ATTACHMENT OR ENCLOSURE

[Amend 5.0 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail” and by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services”; no other changes to text.]

[Amend the heading of 6.0 by replacing “Special Standard
Mail” with “Media Mail” to read as follows:]

6.0 COMBINED MAILING OF MEDIA MAIL AND
BOUND PRINTED MATTER

[Amend 6.1 by replacing “Special Standard Mail” with “Media
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

[Revise 6.2 to specify that Presorted rate mail must be pre-
pared under Bound Printed Matter standards to read as fol-
lows:]

6.2 Presorted Rates

Presorted rates may be claimed, subject to the applicable
preparation standards. If presort rates are claimed on both
subclasses, the mail must be prepared under the standards
for Bound Printed Matter (M722).

* * * * *

E100 First-Class Mail

E110 Basic Standards

1.0 CLASSIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION

* * * * *
[Amend 1.2 by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Standard Mail
and Package Services” and by replacing “Special Standard
Mail” with “Media Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

E120 Priority Mail

* * * * *
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2.0 RATES

* * * * *

2.4 Keys and Identification Devices

[Amend 2.4 by adding reference to the 1-pound rate to read
as follows:]

Keys and identification devices (identification cards or un-
covered identification tags) that weigh more than 13 ounces
but not more than 2 pounds are returned at the applicable 1-
or 2-pound Priority Mail rate plus the fee as shown in R100
if they bear, contain, or have securely attached the name and
complete address of a person, organization, or concern, with
instructions to return the piece to that address and a state-
ment guaranteeing payment of postage due on delivery.

* * * * *

E130 Nonautomation Rates

* * * * *

2.0 SINGLE-PIECE RATE

* * * * *

2.2 Keys and Identification Devices

[Amend the first sentence of 2.2 by replacing “$0.30” with a
reference to R100 to read as follows:]

Keys and identification devices (identification cards or un-
covered identification tags) that weigh 13 ounces or less are
mailed at the applicable single-piece letter rate plus the fee
as shown in R100 and, if applicable, the nonstandard sur-
charge. * * *

[Redesignate current E130.2.3 as M110.1.0. Add new 2.3 to
read as follows:]

2.3 Preparation

Single-piece rate mail must be prepared under M110.

* * * * *

E140 Automation Rates

* * * * *

2.0 RATE APPLICATION

* * * * *
[Revise heading of 2.2 to read as follows:]

2.2 Flats—Package-Based Preparation

[Amend 2.2 to provide for separate 5-digit and 3-digit rates
to read as follows:]

First-Class Mail automation rates apply to each piece that is
sorted under M820.2.0 or M910.2.0 into the corresponding
qualifying groups:

a. Pieces in 5-digit packages of 10 or more pieces qualify
for the 5-digit automation rate. (Preparation to qualify
for that rate is optional and need not be done for all
5-digit destinations.)

b. Pieces in 3-digit packages of 10 or more pieces qualify
for the 3-digit automation rate.

c. Pieces in ADC and mixed ADC packages qualify for
the basic automation rate.

[Add new 2.3 to read as follows:]

2.3 Flats—Optional Tray-Based Preparation

First-Class Mail automation rates apply to each piece that is
sorted under M820.3.0 into the corresponding qualifying
groups:

a. Groups of 90 or more pieces in 5-digit trays (and all
pieces in one less-than-full overflow tray) qualify for
the 5-digit automation rate. (Preparation to qualify for
that rate is optional and need not be done for all 5-digit
destinations.

b. Groups of 90 or more pieces in 3-digit trays (and all
pieces in one less-than-full overflow tray) qualify for
the 3-digit automation rate.

c. Groups of fewer than 90 pieces in origin 3-digit trays
and all pieces in ADC and mixed ADC trays qualify for
the basic automation rate.

E150 Qualified Business Reply Mail

[Effective November 2, 2000, the Postal Service rewrote and
reorganized standards for business reply mail and qualified
business reply mail (see Postal Bulletin 22035 (10-19-00),
available via www.usps.com). The numbering in this revision
reflects those changes.]

* * * * *

2.0 AUTHORIZATION

[Amend 2.0 by removing the last sentence.]

3.0 POSTAGE, PER PIECE CHARGES, AND FEES

* * * * *

3.3 Fees

[Revise 3.3 to add new item c for the QBRM quarterly fee to
read as follows:]

The following fees apply to QBRM First-Class Mail:

* * * * *
c. At the mailer’s option, a quarterly fee.
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E200 Periodicals

E210 Basic Standards

E211 All Periodicals

* * * * *

6.0 ELIGIBLE FORMATS

[Amend 6.1 by replacing “First-Class Mail or Standard Mail”
with “First-Class Mail, Standard Mail, or Package Services”;
no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

9.0 BACK NUMBERS AND REPRINTS

[Amend 9.0 by replacing “First-Class Mail or Standard Mail”
with “First-Class Mail, Standard Mail, or Package Services”;
no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

13.0 FEES

13.1 Fee Required

[Amend 13.1 by revising 13.1d(3) to read as follows:]

The required fee must accompany an application for:

* * * * *
d. Reentry (unless excepted in 13.2 or 13.3) to request a:

* * * * *
(3) Change in eligibility from preferred rates or the pre-

ferred rate discount to regular Outside-County
rates.

* * * * *

13.2 No Fee

[Amend 13.2 for clarity to read as follows:]

No fee is charged if reentry is only to change eligibility to pre-
ferred rates or the preferred rate discount.

* * * * *
[Remove 14.0.]

E212 Qualification Categories

* * * * *

2.0 PUBLICATIONS OF INSTITUTIONS AND
SOCIETIES

* * * * *
[Remove 2.4.]

* * * * *

4.0 REQUESTER PUBLICATIONS

[Amend 4.1 by replacing “Regular” with “Outside-County”; no
other changes to text.]

* * * * *

6.0 NEWS AGENT REGISTRY

* * * * *
[Amend 6.4 by replacing “Regular” with “Outside-County”; no
other changes to text.]

[Amend 6.5 by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Standard Mail
or Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

E213 Periodicals Mailing Privileges

* * * * *

2.0 MAILING WHILE APPLICATION PENDING

[Amend 2.1 by replacing “First-Class Mail or Standard Mail”
with “First-Class Mail, Standard Mail, or Package Services”;
no other changes to text.]

[Amend 2.2 by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Standard Mail
or Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

E214 Reentry

* * * * *

3.0 APPLICATION FOR REENTRY

* * * * *
[Amend 3.9a, 3.9c, and 3.10 by replacing “Standard Mail”
with “Standard Mail or Package Services”; no other changes
to text.]

* * * * *

E215 Copies Not Paid or Requested by Addressee

* * * * *

2.0 NONSUBSCRIBER AND NONREQUESTER
COPIES

[Amend 2.1 and 2.2 by replacing “Regular” with “Outside-
County”; no other changes to text.]

[Amend heading of 2.3 by adding “and the Preferred Rate
Discount” to read as follows:]

2.3 Preferred Rates and the Preferred Rate
Discount

[Amend 2.3 by adding references to Preferred rate discount
and clarifying qualification categories to read as follows:]

For In-County rates, and Nonprofit, Classroom, and Sci-
ence-of-Agriculture publications, nonsubscriber copies up to
10% of the total number of copies mailed to subscribers dur-
ing the calendar year may be mailed at the applicable Pre-
ferred rates or Preferred rate discount, provided that the
nonsubscriber copies would qualify as Preferred rate or Pre-
ferred rate discount publications if mailed to subscribers and
if the copies are presorted under applicable standards. Non-
subscriber copies mailed over the 10% limit are not eligible
for Preferred rates or the Preferred rate discount. To qualify
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for Outside-County rates, the nonsubscriber copies over the
10% limit must be part of a presorted commingled mailing
(one that includes subscriber copies). Subject to E217.4.0,
nonsubscriber copies may be mailed at In-County rates up
to a 10% limit of the total number of subscriber copies of the
publication mailed at In-County rates during the calendar
year. Once the 10% calendar year limit is exceeded for the
number of nonsubscriber copies that may be mailed at Pre-
ferred rates or the Preferred rate discount, nonsubscriber
copies may not then be mailed at In-County rates even if the
10% limit separately applied to those rates (under E217.4.0)
is not exceeded.

[Redesignate 2.4 through 2.7 as 2.5 through 2.8, respective-
ly; add new section 2.4 to read as follows:]

2.4 Publications of Institutions and Societies

For publications of institutions and societies that are not au-
thorized to contain general advertising under E212.2.3, all
circulated copies are considered subscriber copies and the
total number of such copies is the total paid circulation.

[Amend redesignated 2.5 and 2.6 by replacing “Regular” with
“Outside-County”; no other changes to text.]

[Amend the heading of redesignated 2.7 by adding “noncom-
mingled” to read as follows:]

2.7 Excess Noncommingled Mailing

[Amend redesignated 2.7 by replacing the second sentence
and deleting the third sentence to read as follows:]

A mailing is not eligible for Periodicals rates if it consists en-
tirely of nonsubscriber or nonrequester copies over the 10%
limit of the total number of copies mailed to subscribers or re-
questers during the calendar year. These copies are subject
to the appropriate Express Mail, First-Class Mail, Standard
Mail, or Package Services rate.

[Amend redesignated 2.8 by replacing “Express Mail, First-
Class Mail, or Standard Mail” with “Express Mail, First-Class
Mail, Standard Mail, or Package Services”; no other changes
to text.]

* * * * *
[Add new DMM unit E217 to read as follows:]

E217 Basic Rate Eligibility

1.0 OUTSIDE-COUNTY RATES

Outside-County rates apply to all copies of an authorized Pe-
riodicals publication mailed by a publisher or news agent that
are not eligible for In-County rates, except nonrequester and
nonsubscriber copies under E215 for excess noncom-
mingled mailings, unless the publication is authorized under
E212.2.0 and is not authorized to contain general advertis-
ing. Nonrequester and nonsubscriber copies in excess of the
10% allowance under E215 are subject to Outside-County
rates when commingled with requester or subscriber copies

as appropriate. Publications authorized for Science-of-Agri-
culture rates under 3.0 are subject to separate Delivery Unit,
SCF, and Outside-County zones 1 & 2 rates. Nonprofit and
Classroom publications are subject to the Preferred rate dis-
count under 2.0. Outside-County rates consist of a per piece
charge, a zoned charge for the weight of the advertising por-
tion of the publication, and a charge for the weight of the non-
advertising portion. Each piece rate requires specific
preparation.

2.0 OUTSIDE-COUNTY PREFERRED RATE
DISCOUNT

Periodicals publications qualifying as Nonprofit or Class-
room Periodicals under E270 receive a 5% discount off the
total Outside-County postage, excluding the postage for ad-
vertising pounds. Requester publications are not eligible for
the Preferred rate discount. Nonsubscriber copies claiming
the Preferred rate discount are subject to the standards in
E215.

3.0 OUTSIDE-COUNTY
SCIENCE-OF-AGRICULTURE RATES

3.1 Authorization

To be mailed at the Science-of-Agriculture Periodicals rates,
a publication must be granted Periodicals entry in other than
the requester category and granted a Science-of-Agriculture
rate authorization.

3.2 Eligibility

Science-of-Agriculture rates apply to Outside-County copies
of authorized Periodicals publications mailed by publishers
or news agents when the total copies provided during any
12-month period to subscribers residing in rural areas are at
least 70% of the total number of copies distributed by any
means for any purpose.

3.3 Other Rates

All Outside-County rates and discounts apply except for sep-
arate rates for Delivery Unit, DSCF, and zones 1 & 2. Each
piece must meet the standards for rates or discounts
claimed. Nonsubscriber copies are subject to E215. Subject
to E250, the DDU or DSCF piece rate applies to each piece
claimed in the pound rate portion at the corresponding rate.

3.4 Nonadvertising Discount

The nonadvertising discount applies to Outside-County
piece rate postage.

3.5 Application Procedures

The Science-of-Agriculture rate is available only after USPS
authorization. An application or written request for Science-
of-Agriculture rates must be filed at the publication’s original
entry post office. Application may be made by submitting a
written request when applying for Periodicals mailing
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privileges (on Form 3501), by completing the relevant part of
an application for Periodicals mailing privileges (on Form
3502), or by filing for reentry (on Form 3510) after Periodicals
mailing privileges are authorized. The applicant must submit
evidence to show eligibility under the corresponding stan-
dards in E217.

4.0 IN-COUNTY RATES

4.1 Subscriber Copies

In-County rates apply to subscriber copies of any issue of a
Periodicals publication (except a requester publication)
when they are entered within the county in which the post of-
fice of original entry is located for delivery to addresses within
that county, if one of the following is met:

a. The total paid circulation of such issue is less than
10,000 copies.

b. The number of paid copies of such issue distributed
within the county of publication is more than 50% of the
total paid circulation of such issue.

4.2 Exceptional Conditions

The standard in 4.1 also is applied under any of these excep-
tional conditions:

a. If an entry office postmaster directs the publisher to de-
posit copies of the publication at a postal facility serv-
ing that office, those copies are considered as mailed
at the entry office for purposes of In-County rates.

b. A copy addressed to a destination within the county of
publication is eligible for In-County rates when the
entry post office serving that address is outside the
county.

c. Each Periodicals publication (except a requester pub-
lication or commingled nonsubscriber copies above
the 10% allowance) having original entry at an incor-
porated city situated entirely within a county or contig-
uous to one or more counties in the same state, but
politically independent of such county or counties, is
considered within a part of the county with which it is
principally contiguous. Copies mailed into that county
are charged postage at the In-County rates. Where
more than one county is involved, the publisher se-
lects the principal county and notifies the postmaster.

4.3 Nonsubscriber Copies

During a calendar year, the total number of nonsubscriber
copies mailed at In-County rates may not exceed 10% of the
number of subscriber copies mailed at In-County rates. The
number of nonsubscriber copies mailed at In-County rates
must be included in the determination of the overall 10% al-
lowance under E215. Effectively, the allowance for nonsub-
scriber copies mailable at the In-County rates is the 10%

allowed under this standard or the overall 10% limit under
E215, whichever occurs first.

4.4 Other Rates

Each piece also must meet the standards for the rates and
discounts claimed. Subject to E250, the Delivery Unit piece
rate applies to each piece claimed in the pound rate portion
at the Delivery Unit rate.

5.0 DISCOUNTS

Postage for Periodicals is reduced by all applicable dis-
counts. The nonadvertising discount applies to the Outside-
County piece rate charges and is computed under P013.
Presort and automation discounts are available under E230
and E240, respectively. Destination entry discounts are
available under E250 for copies entered at specific USPS
facilities.

6.0 COPIES MAILED BY PUBLIC

The applicable single-piece First-Class Mail, Priority Mail, or
Package Services rate is charged on copies of publications
mailed by the general public (i.e., other than publishers or
registered news agents) and on copies returned to publish-
ers or news agents.

* * * * *

E250 Destination Entry

* * * * *

2.0 DDU RATE

2.1 Eligibility

[Amend 2.1 by replacing sentence one and two with new
sentences one, two, and three to read as follows:]

The destination delivery unit (DDU) rate applies to pieces, in-
cluding exceptional dispatch pieces, entered at the facility
where the carrier cases mail for the carrier route serving the
delivery address on the mailpiece. Letter-size copies
claimed at DDU rates must be part of a carrier route package
placed in a carrier route tray or a 5-digit carrier routes tray,
prepared under M200, and otherwise eligible for and claimed
at a carrier route rate. Flat-size or irregular parcel-size copies
claimed at DDU rates must be part of a carrier route package
placed in a carrier route sack; a 5-digit carrier routes sack, a
5-digit scheme carrier routes sack, a merged 5-digit sack, or
a merged 5-digit scheme sack prepared under M200 or
M920, or palletized on a 5-digit carrier routes, 5-digit scheme
carrier routes, merged 5-digit, or merged 5-digit scheme
pallet prepared under M045, M920, M930, or M940, and
otherwise eligible for and claimed at a carrier route rate. Ex-
cept for the standards for preparing basic carrier route or
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walk-sequence carrier route rate mail, there is no additional
minimum volume required for a DDU rate mailing.

* * * * *

2.4 Deposit Schedule

[Amend 2.4 by adding a new last sentence and by replacing
“Standard Mail” with “Standard Mail or Package Services” to
read as follows.]

The mailer may schedule deposit of DDU rate mailings at
least 24 hours in advance by contacting the district office in
whose service area the destination facility is located. The
mailer must follow the scheduled deposit time provided. The
mailer may request standing appointments for renewable
6-month periods by written application to the district office in
whose service area the destination facility is located. Mixed
loads of Periodicals and Standard Mail or Package Services
mail require advance appointments for deposit. For DDU
rate mail entered under exceptional dispatch, the application
for exceptional dispatch required under D210 serves as a re-
quest for standing appointments.

* * * * *

E270 Preferred Periodicals

[Remove 1.0 and 6.0 and redesignate 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 7.0,
8.0, and 9.0 as 1.0 through 7.0, respectively.]

[Amend the heading in redesignated 1.0 by replacing the
word “RATES” with the word “ELIGIBILITY” to read as
follows:]

1.0 NONPROFIT ELIGIBILITY—BASIC
INFORMATION

1.1 Authorization

[Amend redesignated 1.1 by removing the word “rates” and
replacing the reference “3.0 or 4.0” with “2.0 or 3.0” to read
as follows:]

To be mailed as a Nonprofit Periodical, a publication must be
granted Periodicals entry in other than the requester catego-
ry and a Nonprofit authorization for which eligibility was es-
tablished under 2.0 or 3.0.

* * * * *
[Amend redesignated 1.3 by removing the word “regular” in
the last sentence.]

[Remove 1.4.]

* * * * *

[Amend the heading in redesignated 2.0 by replacing the
word “RATES” with the word “ELIGIBILITY” to read as fol-
lows:]

2.0 NONPROFIT ELIGIBILITY—QUALIFIED
ORGANIZATIONS

2.1 Types of Organizations

[Replace the reference “3.3 through 3.10” with “2.3 through
2.10.”]

2.2 Primary Purpose

[Replace the reference “3.3 through 3.10” with “2.3 through
2.10.”]

* * * * *
[Amend the heading in redesignated 3.0 by replacing the
word “RATES” with the word “ELIGIBILITY” to read as fol-
lows:]

3.0 NONPROFIT ELIGIBILITY—OTHER
QUALIFIED ORGANIZATIONS

3.1 Basic Eligibility

[Replace the reference “4.2” with “3.2.”]

3.2 Eligibility Limitation

[Replace the reference “4.1c or 4.1d” with “3.1c or 3.1d.”]

[Amend the heading in redesignated 4.0 by replacing the
word “RATES” with the word “ELIGIBILITY” to read as
follows:]

4.0 CLASSROOM ELIGIBILITY

* * * * *
[Amend redesignated 4.4 by removing the word “regular” in
the last sentence.]

[Remove 4.5.]

* * * * *
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5.0 APPLICATION

[In redesignated 5.0, remove 5.1 and redesignate 5.2 and
5.3 as 5.1 and 5.2.]

5.1 Procedures

[Amend redesignated 5.1 by adding a new first sentence and
revising the second sentence (former first sentence) to read
as follows:]

The Preferred rate discount is available only after USPS au-
thorization. An application or written request for authorization
as a Nonprofit or Classroom publication must be filed at the
publication’s original entry post office. Application may be
made by submitting a written request when applying for Peri-
odicals mailing privileges (on Form 3501), by completing the
relevant part of an application for Periodicals mailing privi-
leges (on Form 3502), or by filing for reentry (on Form 3510)
after Periodicals mailing privileges are authorized.* * *

* * * * *

6.0 MAILING WHILE APPLICATION PENDING

[Amend redesignated 6.1 by adding reference to preferred
rate and replacing “Regular Periodicals” with “Outside-
County” and “Standard Mail” with “Standard Mail, or Package
Services” to read as follows:]

6.1 Mailing Before Approval

A publisher or news agent may not mail at a Periodicals Pre-
ferred rate or deduct the Preferred rate discount until the
RCSC manager approves the application for such privilege.
Until approval is given, postage must be paid at the Outside-
County rates (if the publication is authorized), or at the appli-
cable First-Class Mail, Standard Mail, or Package Services
rates (if the publication or news agent is in a pending status
for Periodicals mailing privileges).

[Amend redesignated 6.2 by replacing “Standard Mail” with
“Standard Mail or Package Services” and replacing “regular”
with “Outside-County”; no other changes to text.]

7.0 DECISION ON APPLICATION

* * * * *
[Amend redesignated 7.4 (formerly 9.4) by replacing “Stan-
dard Mail” with “Standard Mail or Package Services”; replac-
ing “Regular” with “Outside-County”; and the reference “9.5”
with “7.5”; no other changes to text.]

7.5 No Refund

[Amend 7.5c (formerly 9.5c) by removing the word “Regular”;
no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

E600 Standard Mail

E610 Basic Standards

[Matter pertaining only to Standard Mail (formerly Standard
Mail (A)) in current E611 and E612 has been consolidated
and reorganized into new E610. Unless otherwise indicated
by the amend/revise instructions below, there are no
changes to the content of these sections.]

[Remove the heading “E611, All Standard Mail.”]

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

[Redesignate E611.1.1 as E610.1.1, amend the heading
and contents to show that Standard Mail no longer includes
matter previously referred to as Standard Mail (B) or fourth-
class mail, and add the weight limit from former E612.1.0 to
read as follows:]

1.1 Definition and Weight

Standard Mail consists of mailable matter that is neither
mailed or required to be mailed as First-Class Mail nor en-
tered as Periodicals (unless permitted or required by stan-
dard) and that weighs less than 16 ounces. Standard Mail
includes matter formerly classified as Standard Mail (A) and
third-class mail.

[Redesignate E611.1.2 as E610.1.2.]

* * * * *
[Redesignate E612.2.0 as E610.2.0; amend redesignated
2.1 and 2.2 by changing “Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

[Redesignate E611.1.3 as E610.3.0, amend redesignated
3.0j by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard Mail”; no
other changes to text.]

[Redesignate the heading of E612.3.0 as E610.4.0 to read
as follows:]

4.0 ENCLOSURES AND ATTACHMENTS

[Redesignate E611.1.4 as E610.4.1; no other changes in
text.]

[Redesignate E611.1.5 as E610.4.2, replace “Standard Mail
(A)” with “Standard Mail,” and “Standard Mail (B)” with “Pack-
age Services”; no other changes to text.]

[Redesignate E612.3.1 as E610.4.3 and amend by chang-
ing “Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard Mail”; no other changes
to text.]
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[Redesignate E612.3.2 as E610.4.4 and amend by chang-
ing “Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard Mail”; no other changes
to text.]

[Redesignate E612.3.3 as E610.4.5 and amend to change
“Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard Mail”; no other changes to
text.]

[Redesignate E612.4.0 as E610.5.0 to read as follows:]

5.0 RATES

[Redesignate E612.4.1 through 4.3 as E610.5.1 through 5.3,
amend for clarity, amend to incorporate new maximum limits
for minimum per piece rates, and revise references to DMM
section numbers, to read as follows:]

5.1 General Information

All Standard Mail rates are presorted rates (including all non-
profit rates). These rates apply to mailings meeting the basic
standards in E610 and the corresponding standards for
Presorted, Enhanced Carrier Route, or automation, under
E620, E630, or E640. Destination entry discounted rates are
available under E650 and barcoded discounts are available
for machinable parcels in E620. A residual shape surcharge
also is charged for pieces that are prepared as a parcel or
that are not letter-size or flat-size. Nonprofit rates may be
used only by organizations authorized by the USPS under
E670. Not all processing categories qualify for every rate.
Pieces are subject to either a single minimum per piece rate
or a combined piece/pound rate, depending on the weight of
the individual pieces in the mailing under 5.2 or 5.3.

5.2 Minimum Per Piece Rates

The minimum per piece rates (i.e., the minimum postage that
must be paid for each piece) apply as follows:

a. Basic Requirement. Pieces mailed at Regular, En-
hanced Carrier Route, Nonprofit, and Nonprofit En-
hanced Carrier Route rates are subject to minimum
per piece rates when they weigh no more than 3.3
ounces (.2063 pound).

b. Letters and Nonletters. In applying the minimum per
piece rates, mail is categorized as either letters or non-
letters, based on whether the mail meets the letter-size
standard in C050, without regard to placement of the
address on the mailpiece. There are two exceptions to
this rule:  (1) mailers that have pieces that meet both
the definition of a letter in C050 and the definition of an
automation flat in C820 may choose to prepare and
enter mail at an automation flat (nonletter) rate; (2) ad-
dress placement is used to determine the length when
applying the size standards and aspect ratio require-
ments to qualify for automation letter rates under
C810. For this purpose, the length is considered to be
the dimension parallel to the address.

c. Individual Rates. There are separate minimum per
piece rates for each subclass (Regular, Enhanced
Carrier Route, Nonprofit, and Nonprofit Enhanced
Carrier Route) and within each subclass for the type of
mailing and the level of presort within each mailing un-
der E620, E630, and E640. Discounted per piece rates
also may be claimed for destination entry mailings
(destination bulk mail center (DBMC), destination sec-
tional center facility (DSCF), and destination delivery
unit (DDU)) under E650. DDU rates are available only
for mail entered at Enhanced Carrier Route or Non-
profit Enhanced Carrier Route rates. See R600 for in-
dividual per piece rates.

5.3 Piece/Pound Rates

Pieces that exceed 3.3 ounces (.2063 pound) are subject to
a two-part piece/pound rate that includes a fixed charge per
piece and a variable pound charge based on weight. There
are separate per piece rates for each subclass (Regular, En-
hanced Carrier Route, Nonprofit, and Nonprofit Enhanced
Carrier Route) and within each subclass for the type of mail-
ing and the level of presort within each mailing under E620,
E630, and E640. There are separate per pound rates for
each subclass (Regular, Enhanced Carrier Route, Nonprofit,
and Nonprofit Enhanced Carrier Route) under E620, E630,
and E640. Discounted per pound rates also may be claimed
for destination entry mailings (destination bulk mail center
(DBMC), destination sectional center facility (DSCF), and
destination delivery unit (DDU)) under E650.

[Add new 5.4 and 5.5 to read as follows:]

5.4 Machinable Parcel Barcoded Discount

Machinable parcels (C050) mailed at Regular or Nonprofit
rates that are prepared with barcodes under C850 and meet
the eligibility requirements in E620 may qualify for a bar-
coded discount. Pieces eligible for a barcoded discount are
also subject to a residual shape surcharge under 5.5. Pieces
mailed at Enhanced Carrier Route or Nonprofit Enhanced
Carrier route rates are not eligible for a barcoded discount.

5.5 Residual Shape Surcharge

Mail that is prepared as a parcel or is not letter-size or flat-
size as defined in C050 is subject to a residual shape sur-
charge. There is one surcharge for mail entered at Regular
or Nonprofit rates and a different surcharge for mail entered
at Enhanced Carrier Route or Nonprofit Enhanced Carrier
Route rates.
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[Redesignate E612.4.4 as 5.6, amend to provide for the re-
sidual shape surcharge, and to add as the first sentence the
first sentence of previous E612.4.5 to read as follows:]

5.6 Net Postage

Postage is computed at the applicable rates on the entire
mailing to be mailed at one time. The net postage rate that
must be paid is either the applicable minimum per piece rate
or the piece/pound rate, as reduced by any discounts for
which the piece is eligible, and/or as increased by any sur-
charge to which the piece is subject. The net postage rate is
commonly designated by the name of the primary rate cate-
gory or discount (e.g., Enhanced Carrier Route rate, automa-
tion letter rate, automation flat rate, Presorted rate).

[Remove E612.4.5.]

[Remove E612.4.6. This section is no longer needed be-
cause all Package Services mail may now weigh less than
16 ounces.]

[Add new heading 6.0 to read as follows:]

6.0 FEES

[Redesignate E612.4.7 as E610.6.1 and amend to change
“Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard Mail”; no other changes to
text.]

[Redesignate E611.1.6 as 6.2; and amend by adding
“(R900)” at the end of the sentence; no other changes to
text.]

[Remove current E611.1.7 and 1.8.]

[Redesignate E612.4.8 as E610.7.0 and amend to change
“Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard Mail”; no other changes to
text.]

[Redesignate E612.4.9 as E610.8.0, amend to change
“Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard Mail,” amend redesignated
8.0c for clarity, amend redesignated 8.0e to provide for use
of detached address labels as previously provided in
E611.1.7, amend redesignated 8.0g to incorporate former
E611.1.8, redesignate 8.0j as 8.0k, and add new 8.0j to read
as follows:]

8.0 PREPARATION

Each Standard Mail mailing is subject to these general stan-
dards:

a. All pieces in a mailing must be of the same processing
category, except that irregular and machinable parcels
may be commingled in 5-digit sacks or on 5-digit pal-
lets.

b. Each mailing must contain at least 200 pieces or 50
pounds of pieces. See E620 for volume requirement
eligibility unique to Presorted Standard rate mailings.
Other volume standards also can apply, based on the
rate claimed.

c. For letter-size and flat-size mail, all pieces in an au-
tomation mailing must be eligible for an automation
rate. Separate automation and Presorted rate mailings
of flats may be co-sacked under M910. Separate au-
tomation, Presorted, and Enhanced Carrier Route
mailings of flats may be co-containerized under M920,
M930, or M940.

d. All pieces in a mailing must be sorted together and
marked under the standards for the rate claimed.

e. Each piece must bear the addressee’s name and de-
livery address, including the correct ZIP Code or
ZIP+4 code, unless an alternative address format is
used subject to A040. Detached address labels may
be used subject to A060. Pieces in automation rate
mailings, upgradable nonautomation rate pieces, or
pieces prepared with detached address labels are
subject to additional standards.

f. Postage must be paid under P600 with precanceled
stamps, postage meter, or permit imprint.

g. A postage statement, completed and signed by the
mailer, using the correct USPS form or an approved
facsimile, must be submitted with each mailing. In
addition, mailings must be documented under P012
and the standards for the rate claimed.

h. Each piece must meet the standards for any other rate
or discount claimed.

i. Any POSTNET barcode on a mailpiece must be cor-
rect for the delivery address and must meet the stan-
dards in C840 and A950.

j. Any postal routing code barcode on a machinable par-
cel must be correct for the delivery address and must
meet the standards in C850.

k. Mailings must be deposited at a business mail entry
unit of the post office where the postage permit or li-
cense is held and the annual bulk fee paid, unless de-
posit elsewhere is permitted by standard.

[Redesignate E612.4.10 as E610.9.0 and revise to allow use
of certain special services for matter subject to the residual
shape surcharge and to specify the conditions for such use
to read as follows:]

9.0 SPECIAL SERVICES

9.1 Eligible Matter

Standard Mail that is subject to the residual shape surcharge
(pieces prepared as parcels or that are not letter-size or flat-
size as defined in C050) may receive the following additional
special services subject to the standards for the special ser-
vice and upon payment of the appropriate special service
fees:  bulk insurance (S913), return receipt for merchandise
(S917), and electronic option Delivery Confirmation (S918).
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No other special services may be used with Standard Mail.
Standard Mail that is letter-size or flat-size (C050) and is pre-
pared as letter-size or flat-size mail is not eligible for any spe-
cial services. Machinable parcels using Bulk Parcel Return
Service are not eligible for any special services. Pieces
mailed with detached address labels under A060 are not eli-
gible for any special services.

9.2 Additional Preparation Requirements

Pieces prepared using special services must bear a return
address under A010 and must bear an ancillary service en-
dorsement (F010) that results in return of the mailpiece to the
sender if undeliverable as addressed (Address Service Re-
quested, Forwarding Service Requested, or Return Service
Requested).

[Revise the heading of E620 to read as follows:]

E620 Presorted Rates

[Revise the heading of 1.0 to read as follows:]

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS

[Revise the heading of 1.1 to read as follows:]

1.1 General

[Amend 1.1 by replacing in the first sentence of 1.1 and in
1.1b “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard Mail,” and by replac-
ing in 1.1a “E611 and E612” with “E610”; no other changes
to text.]

* * * * *
[Amend 1.3 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes in text.]

* * * * *
[Redesignate 1.5 as 2.0 and amend the heading by remov-
ing the word “Presorted”; no other changes to text.]

[Redesignate 1.6 as 3.0; no other changes to text.]

[Add 4.0 to read as follows:]

4.0 BARCODED DISCOUNT

The barcoded discount applies to Presorted rate machinable
parcels (C050) that are subject to the residual shape sur-
charge in 3.0, bear a correct, readable barcode under C850
for the ZIP Code shown in the delivery address; and are pre-
pared as machinable parcels under M045 or M610. Machin-
able parcels entered at the DSCF rates are eligible for the
barcoded discount only if prepared in 5-digit sacks or on
5-digit pallets (i.e., are not prepared in ASF, BMC, or mixed
BMC sacks or pallets). Machinable parcels claiming the
DBMC rates that are entered at an ASF are not eligible for the
barcoded discount except that mail entered at the Phoenix,
AZ, ASF may claim the barcoded discount because that fa-
cility uses barcode scanning equipment. See P600 for post-
age payment standards.

[Redesignate current E630.1.0 through E630.7.0 as E711
through E715, as directed later in this document.]

[Add new E630 to read as follows:]

E630 Enhanced Carrier Route Rates

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS

[Redesignate E620.2.1 as E630.1.1 and amend 1.1a by
changing “E611 and E612” to “E610”; no other changes to
text.]

[Redesignate E610.2.2 through 2.7 as E630.1.2 through 1.7,
respectively.]

[Add new heading 2.0 to read as follows:]

2.0 RATES

[Redesignate E620.2.8 through E620.2.10 as E630.2.1
through E630.2.3, respectively, and amend redesignated
2.3 by changing “2.6 and 2.7” to “1.6 and 1.7”; no other
changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Amend the heading of E640 by removing “Standard Mail
(A)” to read as follows:]

E640 Automation Rates

1.0 REGULAR AND NONPROFIT RATES

1.1 All Pieces

[Amend the introductory sentence by replacing “Standard
Mail (A)” with “Standard Mail”; amend 1.1a by replacing
“E611 and E612” with “E610”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

2.0 ENHANCED CARRIER ROUTE RATES

2.1 All Pieces

[Amend 2.1a by replacing “E611 and E612” with “E610,” no
other changes to text.]

* * * * *

E650 Destination Entry

[Remove the heading “E651, Regular, Nonprofit, and En-
hanced Carrier Route Standard Mail.”]

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS

[Amend 1.1 by replacing “E611 and E612” with “E610”; no
other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Amend 1.4 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail.”]

[Amend 1.5 by replacing “P750” with “P950.”]

* * * * *
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2.0 VERIFICATION

* * * * *
[Amend 2.2 by replacing “P750” with “P950.”]

* * * * *

3.0 DEPOSIT

* * * * *
[Amend 3.3d by changing “Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard
Mail” and by changing “Standard Mail (B)” to “Package
Services.”]

* * * * *
[Amend 3.10 by changing “Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard
Mail.”]

* * * * *

7.0 DDU DISCOUNT

[Amend 7.1 by changing “Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard
Mail.”]

* * * * *
[Redesignate E652 as E751. Amend E751 as specified later
in this document.]

E670 Nonprofit Standard Mail

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS

* * * * *
[Amend 1.2 by replacing “P750” with “P950.”]

[Amend 1.3 by replacing “E611 and E612” with “E610.”]

* * * * *

3.0 QUALIFIED POLITICAL COMMITTEES AND
STATE OR LOCAL VOTING REGISTRATION
OFFICIALS

* * * * *
[Amend 3.3 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail.”]

* * * * *

5.0 ELIGIBLE AND INELIGIBLE MATTER

* * * * *
[Amend 5.4d(2) by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Stan-
dard Mail.”]

* * * * *
[Amend 5.6a by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail.”]

* * * * *
[Amend 5.12 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail.”]

* * * * *

9.0 MAILING WHILE APPLICATION PENDING

* * * * *
[Amend 9.2 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail.”]

* * * * *
[Add new E700 as follows:]

E700 Package Services

[Matter pertaining to only Package Services (formerly Stan-
dard Mail (B)) in current E611 and E613 has been consoli-
dated, reorganized, and added as new E710. Unless
otherwise indicated by the amend/revise instructions below,
there are no changes to the content of these sections. They
are reproduced here to assist in understanding the new
organization.]

E710 Basic Standards

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

[Redesignate E611.1.1 as E710.1.1 and amend by replacing
“Standard Mail” with “Package Services” and including
Package Services subclasses to read as follows:]

1.1 Definition

Package Services mail consists of mailable matter that is
neither mailed or required to be mailed as First-Class Mail
nor entered as Periodicals (unless permitted or required by
standard). Package Services mail includes matter formerly
classified as Standard Mail (B). There are four subclasses of
Package Services mail:  Parcel Post, Bound Printed Matter,
Media Mail (formerly Special Standard), and Library Mail. In-
formation on specific eligibility requirements to qualify for
rates under each of the four subclasses is found in E711,
E712, E713, and E714.

[Redesignate E613.1.0 as E710.1.2 and amend by eliminat-
ing the minimum weight of 1 pound and replacing “Special
Standard Mail” with “Media Mail” to read as follows:]

1.2 Weight

There is no minimum weight for Package Services. A single
piece of Parcel Post, Media Mail, and Library Mail can weigh
no more than 70 pounds. A single piece of Bound Printed
Matter can weigh no more than 15 pounds.

[Redesignate existing E611.1.2 as E710.1.3 and amend by
changing the class name from “Standard Mail” to “Package
Services” and by deleting references to electronic docu-
ments to read as follows:]

1.3 Postal Inspection

Package Services mail is not sealed against postal inspec-
tion. Regardless of physical closure, the mailing of articles at
Package Services rates constitutes consent by the mailer to
postal inspection of the contents.
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[Redesignate existing E611.1.3 as E710.1.4 and amend by
changing “Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard Mail” in 1.4j; no
other changes to text.]

[Redesignate existing E611.1.4 as E710.1.5 and amend by
replacing “Standard Mail” with “Package Services”; no other
changes to text.]

[Redesignate existing E611.1.5 as E710.1.6 and remove
references to “Standard Mail (A)” and “Standard Mail” to read
as follows:]

1.6 Incidental First-Class Attachments and
Enclosures

Incidental First-Class matter may be enclosed in or attached
to any Package Services piece without payment of First-
Class postage. An incidental First-Class attachment or en-
closure must be matter that, if mailed separately, would
require First-Class postage, is closely associated with but
secondary to the host piece, and is prepared so as not to in-
terfere with postal processing. An incidental First-Class at-
tachment or enclosure may be a bill for the product or
publication, a statement of account for past products or publi-
cations, or a personal message or greeting included with a
product, publication, or parcel. Postage at the Package Ser-
vices rate for the host piece is based on the combined weight
of the host piece and the incidental First-Class attachment or
enclosure.

[Redesignate E613.2.0 as E710.2.0.]

2.0 ZONED RATES

[Redesignate existing E613.2.1 as E710.2.1 and amend by
replacing “Standard Mail” with “Package Services”; no other
changes to text.]

[Redesignate existing E613.2.2 as E710.2.2, amend by
changing “Standard Mail” to “Package Services” in the first
sentence, and amend 2.2c by inserting “Parcel Post Intra-
BMC” to read as follows:]

2.2 Redirected Mailings

A mailer who presents large mailings of zoned Package Ser-
vices mail may be authorized or directed to deposit such
mailings at another postal facility when processing or logis-
tics make such an alternative desirable for the USPS, subject
to these conditions:

a. Zoned postage need not be recomputed if both the
original post office of mailing and the alternative facility
use the same zone chart for computing zoned post-
age, based on the 3-digit prefix of their ZIP Codes.

b. Postage must be recomputed on pieces in mailings re-
directed to a postal facility that uses a different zone
chart for computing zoned postage.

c. Postage for pieces claimed at the Parcel Post Intra-
BMC local zone rates must be recomputed at the appli-
cable zone rate for the alternative postal facility.
Postage also may be recomputed for other pieces that
are ineligible for the Parcel Post Intra-BMC local zone
rates but could become eligible at the postal facility to
which the mailing is redirected.

[Redesignate existing E613.2.3 as E710.2.3 and amend by
changing “Standard Mail” to “Package Services”; no other
changes.]

[Redesignate E613.3.0 as E710.3.0 and revise to read as
follows:]

3.0 ADDRESSING

3.1 Delivery and Return Address

All Package Services mail must bear a delivery address. Ex-
cept for single-piece rate Parcel Post, the delivery address
on each piece must include the correct ZIP Code or ZIP+4
code. Alternative address formats or detached address la-
bels may be used, subject to A040 or A060. All Package Ser-
vices mail must bear the sender’s return address.

[Redesignate E611.1.6 as E710.3.2 and amend title by add-
ing “Fees” to read as follows:]

3.2 Address Correction Fees

The fee for manual or automated address correction service
is charged per notice issued (R700).

[Redesignate E611.1.8 as E710.4.0 and amend for clarity to
read as follows:]

4.0 DOCUMENTATION

Each mailing must be accompanied by a correct, completed
USPS postage statement form, or approved facsimile,
signed by the mailer. A postage statement is not required for
a Package Services mailing when the correct postage at the
single-piece rate is affixed to each piece. Additional support-
ing documentation may be required by the standards for the
rate claimed or postage payment method used.
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[Add new E711 to read as follows:]

E711 Parcel Post

[Redesignate E630.1.0 as E711.1.0 and revise to read as
follows:]

1.0 DEFINITION

Parcel Post (including Parcel Select) is Package Services
mail that is not mailed as Bound Printed Matter, Media Mail,
or Library Mail. Any Package Services matter may be mailed
at Parcel Post rates, subject to the basic standards in E710.

[Add new E711.2.0 to read as follows:]

2.0 BASIC STANDARDS

[Redesignate E630.1.2 as E711.2.1 and change “Standard
Mail (A)” to “Standard Mail” and change reference “E611” to
“E710” to read as follows:]

2.1 Enclosures

Parcel Post (including Parcel Select) may contain any
printed matter mailable as Standard Mail, in addition to the
enclosures and additions listed in E710.

[Redesignate E630.1.3 as E711.2.2 and amend to add the
Intra-BMC and Parcel Select-DBMC nonmachinable sur-
charges to read as follows:]

2.2 Rate Eligibility

There are five Parcel Post (including Parcel Select) rate cate-
gories:  Intra-BMC, Inter-BMC, destination bulk mail center
(DBMC), destination sectional center facility (DSCF), and
destination delivery unit (DDU). Destination entry rates are
named Parcel Select. Intra-BMC and Inter-BMC Parcel Post
rates and DBMC Parcel Select rates are calculated based on
the zone to which the parcel is addressed and the weight of
the parcel. DSCF and DDU Parcel Select rates are calcu-
lated based on the weight of the parcel. Generally, Intra-BMC
rates apply to parcels mailed and delivered within the same
BMC service area and Inter-BMC rates apply to parcels
mailed in one BMC service area and delivered in a different
BMC service area. Specific standards for Inter-BMC and
Intra-BMC rates and applicable discounts are described be-
low. Generally, to qualify for the Parcel Select DBMC, DSCF,
or DDU rates, mailers must enter their parcels at the destina-
tion BMC, SCF, or delivery unit postal facility that will process
or deliver the parcels. (See E750 for destination entry re-
quirements.) Inter-BMC, Intra-BMC, and Parcel Select-
DBMC Parcel Post is subject to a nonmachinable surcharge
if the criteria specified in C050.4.1 for machinable parcels are
not met. Additional requirements for Parcel Post rates and
discounts are as follows:

a. Intra-BMC rates apply to all Parcel Post that originates
and destinates in the service area of the same BMC or
ASF. Intra-BMC rates also apply to Parcel Post that
originates and destinates in the same state for Alaska

and Hawaii and in the same territory for Puerto Rico.
See Exhibit 2.2. Nonmachinable pieces (C050.4.1
and C700) mailed at Intra-BMC rates are subject to a
nonmachinable surcharge in addition to the postage
rate.

b. Inter-BMC rates apply to all Parcel Post that originates
in the service area of a BMC or ASF or in Alaska,
Hawaii, or Puerto Rico and destinates outside that
area, state, or territory. Nonmachinable pieces
(C050.4.1 and C700) mailed at Inter-BMC rates are
subject to a nonmachinable surcharge in addition to
the postage rate.

c. Parcel Post for which OBMC Presort, BMC Presort,
and barcoded discounts are claimed and Parcel Post
that is mailed at a destination entry rate (Parcel Select-
DBMC, -DSCF, -DDU (E751)) must be part of a mailing
of 50 or more Parcel Post rate pieces. Eligibility for one
of those rates or discounts does not require a separate
50 qualifying pieces per rate or per discount. Eligibility
for more than one of those rates or discounts in the
same Parcel Post mailing is possible, provided there
are a total of at least 50 pieces of mail qualifying for any
or all Parcel Post rates in the mailing and all other prep-
aration and eligibility requirements for the rates or dis-
counts are met.

d. The BMC Presort per piece discount applies to pieces
of inter-BMC Parcel Post sorted to BMC destinations
under L601 for machinable pieces and sorted to BMC
and ASF destinations for nonmachinable pieces un-
der L605. To qualify, machinable pieces must be
placed in pallet boxes on pallets, and nonmachinable
pieces must be placed directly on pallets under M041
and M045. The mail must be entered at a postal facility
that is not a BMC and must be part of a mailing contain-
ing 50 or more Parcel Post rate pieces.

e. The origin bulk mail center (OBMC) Presort per piece
discount applies to pieces of Inter-BMC Parcel Post
sorted to BMC destinations under L601 for machin-
able pieces and sorted to BMC and ASF destinations
for nonmachinable pieces under L605. To qualify, ma-
chinable pieces must be placed in pallet boxes on pal-
lets; and nonmachinable pieces must be placed
directly on pallets under M041 and M045. The mail
must be entered at a BMC listed in L601 and must be
part of a mailing containing 50 or more Parcel Post rate
pieces.

f. The barcoded discount applies to Parcel Post (includ-
ing Parcel Select) machinable parcels (C050.4.1) that
bear a correct, readable barcode under C850 for the
ZIP Code of the delivery address; are part of a mailing
of 50 or more Parcel Post (including Parcel Select) rate
pieces; are not mailed at the DSCF or DDU rates; and,
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if claiming the DBMC rates, are not entered at an ASF.
An exception is that properly prepared machinable
pieces of DBMC rate mail entered at the Phoenix, AZ,
ASF may claim the barcoded discount because that
facility uses barcode scanning equipment.

g. The applicable oversized rate applies to pieces that
measure over 108 inches but that are not more than
130 inches in combined length and girth.

h. The balloon rate applies to pieces that measure over
84 inches but that are not more than 108 inches in
combined length and girth and also weigh less than 15
pounds; they are subject to the rate equal to that of a
15-pound parcel for the zone to which the parcel is
addressed.

Exhibit 2.2 BMC/ASF Service Areas

Service Area  ZIP Code Areas Served
BMC
New Jersey 005, 068-079, 085-098, 100-119, 124-127, 340

Springfield 010-067, 120-123, 128, 129

Philadelphia 080-084, 137-139, 169-199

Pittsburgh 150-168, 260-266, 439-447

Washington 200-212, 214-239, 244, 254, 267, 268

Greensboro 240-243, 245-249, 270-297, 376

Cincinnati 250-253, 255-259, 400-418, 421, 422, 425-427,
430-433, 437, 438, 448-462, 469-474

Atlanta 298, 300-312, 317-319, 350-352, 354-368, 373,
374, 377-379, 399

Jacksonville 299, 313-316, 320-339, 341, 342, 344, 346, 347,
349

Memphis 369-372, 375, 380-397, 700, 701, 703-705, 707,
708, 713, 714, 716, 717, 719-729

St. Louis 420, 423, 424, 475-479, 614-620, 622-631,
633-639

Detroit 434-436, 465-468, 480-497

Chicago 463, 464, 530-532, 534, 535, 537-539, 600-611,
613

Minneapolis/
St. Paul

498, 499, 540-551, 553-564, 566

Des Moines 500-516, 520-528, 612, 680, 681, 683-689

Kansas City 640, 641, 644-658, 660-662, 664-679, 739

Denver 690-693, 800-816, 820, 822-831

Dallas 706, 710-712, 718, 733, 747, 750-799, 885

Seattle 835, 838, 970-978, 980-986, 988-994

Los Angeles 889-891, 893, 900-908, 910-928, 930-935

San Francisco 894, 895, 897, 936-966

ASF
Buffalo 130-136, 140-149

Fargo 565, 567, 580-588

Sioux Falls 570-577

Billings 590-599, 821

Oklahoma City 730, 731, 734-738, 740, 741, 743-746, 748, 749

Salt Lake City 832-834, 836, 837, 840-847, 898, 979

Phoenix 850, 852, 853, 855-857, 859, 860, 863, 864

Albuquerque 865, 870-875, 877-884

Service Area  ZIP Code Areas Served
Other
Puerto Rico 006-009

Hawaii 967-969

Alaska 995-999

[Redesignate E630.1.5 as E711.2.3 and change the refer-
ence in the last sentence to R700; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Redesignate E630.2.0 as E712 and revise in its entirety as
follows:]

E712 Bound Printed Matter

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS

1.1 Description

Bound Printed Matter (BPM) is a subclass of Package Ser-
vices. BPM must:

a. Meet the basic standards for Package Services mail in
E710.

b. Weigh no more than 15 pounds.

c. Consist of advertising, promotional, directory, or edito-
rial material (or any combination of such material).

d. Be securely bound by permanent fastenings such as
staples, spiral binding, glue, or stitching. Loose-leaf
binders and similar fastenings are not considered per-
manent.

e. Consist of sheets of which at least 90% are imprinted
by any process other than handwriting or typewriting
with words, letters, characters, figures, or images (or
any combination of them).

f. Not have the nature of personal correspondence.

g. Not be stationery, such as pads of blank printed forms.

1.2 Enclosures

In addition to the basic standards in E710, BPM may have
the following additions and enclosures:

a. Any printed matter mailable as Standard Mail.

b. A merchandise sample attached to a bound page or to
a permissible loose enclosure, if the sample repre-
sents only an incidental portion of the BPM piece and
if the sample is not provided exclusively or primarily as
a premium or an inducement promoting the sale of the
BPM piece. The sample may be identified as a “free
gift” when it is clear that the sample is offered to the ad-
dressee to market the gift product; such marketing
may also promote the sale of the BPM.

1.3 Nonidentical-Weight Pieces

Mailings may contain nonidentical-weight pieces only if the
correct postage is affixed to each piece or if the RCSC serv-
ing the post office of mailing has authorized payment of post-
age by permit imprint under P910 or P930.
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1.4 POSTNET Barcodes on Flats

Addresses on BPM flats may include an accurate ZIP+4 or
delivery point barcode that meets the standards in C840.
There are no automation discounts for BPM flats. Pieces
within a package must be either 100 percent barcoded or
nonbarcoded.

2.0 RATES

BPM rates are based on the weight of a single addressed
piece or 1 pound, whichever is higher, and the zone (where
applicable) to which the piece is addressed. Rate categories
are as follows:

a. Single-Piece Rate. The single-piece rate applies to
BPM not mailed at the Presorted rate or Carrier Route
rate.

b. Presorted Rate. The Presorted rate applies to BPM
prepared in a mailing of at least 300 pieces, prepared
and presorted as specified in M045 and M722.

c. Carrier Route Rate. The carrier route rate applies to
BPM prepared in a mailing of at least 300 pieces pres-
orted to carrier routes, prepared and presorted as spe-
cified in M045 and M723.

d. Barcoded Discount. The barcoded discount applies to
BPM machinable parcels (C050.4.1) that bear a cor-
rect, readable barcode under C850 for the ZIP Code
of the delivery address and are part of a single-piece
rate mailing of 50 or more BPM pieces or are part of a
Presorted rate mailing of at least 300 BPM pieces.
Matter mailed at Presorted rates must be prepared un-
der the machinable parcel preparation standards in
M045 and M720. The barcoded discount is not avail-
able for pieces mailed at Presorted DDU or DSCF
rates, or for Presorted DBMC rate mailings entered at
an ASF other than Phoenix, AZ, ASF. Carrier Route
rate mail is not eligible for the barcoded discount.

3.0 ADDITIONAL STANDARDS FOR PRESORTED
RATES

3.1 ZIP Code Accuracy

All 5-digit ZIP Codes included in addresses on pieces
claimed at Presorted rates must be verified and corrected
within 12 months before the mailing date using a USPS-
approved method. The mailer must certify that this standard
has been met when the corresponding mail is presented to
the USPS. This standard applies to each address individual-
ly, not a specific list or mailing. An address meeting this stan-
dard may be used in mailings at any other rates to which the
standard applies during the 12-month period after its most re-
cent update. 

3.2 Preparation

Pieces claiming the Presorted rates must be prepared under
the applicable standards in M045 or M722.

4.0 ADDITIONAL STANDARDS FOR CARRIER
ROUTE RATES

4.1 Carrier Route Information

Except for mailings prepared with a simplified address format
under A040, carrier route codes must be applied to mailings
using CASS-certified software and the current USPS Carrier
Route Product, or another AIS product containing carrier
route information, subject to A930 and A950. The carrier
route information must be updated within 90 days before the
mailing date.

4.2 Preparation

Pieces claiming the carrier route rates must be prepared un-
der the applicable standards in M045 or M723.

5.0 ADDITIONAL STANDARDS FOR DESTINATION
ENTRY RATES

Eligibility standards for Presorted and Carrier Route Destina-
tion Delivery Unit (DDU) rates, Destination Sectional Center
Facility (DSCF) rates, and Destination Bulk Mail Center
(DBMC) rates are in E752.

6.0 ADDITIONAL STANDARDS FOR BEDLOADED
MAILINGS

Bedloaded packages are permitted only when prepared for
and entered at DDU rates. If prepared, bedloaded packages
of BPM are required to be prepared under the sortation stan-
dards for flats or irregular parcels, as applicable, and are not
eligible for barcoded discounts. 

* * * * *
[Add new E713 as follows:]

E713 Media Mail

[Redesignate E630.3.1 as E713.1.0 and change the head-
ing, class, subclass names, section order, and references to
read as follows:]

1.0 RATE ELIGIBILITY

Media Mail is Package Services matter that meets the stan-
dards in E710 and those below. Media Mail rates are based
on the weight of the piece without regard to zone. The rate
categories and discounts are as follows:

a. Single-Piece Rate. The single-piece rate applies to
Media Mail not mailed at a 5-digit or BMC presort rate.

b. 5-Digit Presort Rate. The 5-digit Presort rate applies to
a mailing of at least 500 pieces of Media Mail that
meets the other requirements of 4.0 and that is pre-
pared and presorted to 5-digit ZIP Codes as specified
in M730 or M041 and M045.

c. BMC Presort Rate. The BMC Presort rate applies to a
mailing of at least 500 pieces of Media Mail that meets
the other requirements of 4.0 and that is prepared and
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presorted to bulk mail centers as specified in M730 or
M041 and M045.

d. Barcoded Discount. The barcoded discount applies to
Media Mail machinable parcels (C050) that are in-
cluded in a mailing of at least 50 pieces of Media Mail.
The pieces must be entered either at single-piece
rates or BMC presort rates and bear a correct, read-
able barcode for the ZIP Code shown in the delivery
address as required by C850. The barcoded discount
is not available for pieces mailed at Media Mail 5-digit
Presort rates.

[Add new E713.2.0 to read as follows:]

2.0 QUALIFICATION

[Redesignate E630.3.2 as E713.2.1 and change the sub-
class name to Media Mail; no other changes to text.]

[Redesignate E630.3.3 as E713.2.2, change the class name
from “Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard Mail” and the subclass
name to Media Mail; no other changes to text.]

[Redesignate E630.3.4 as E713.2.3 and change the sub-
class name and cross references to read as follows:]

2.3 Enclosures in Books

Enclosures in books mailed at Media Mail rates are subject
to these additional standards:

a. Either one envelope or one addressed postcard may
be bound into the pages of a book. If also serving as
an order form, the envelope or card may be in addition
to the order form permitted by 2.3b.

b. One order form may be bound into the pages of a book.
If also serving as an envelope or postcard, the order
form may be in addition to the envelope or card per-
mitted by 2.3a.

c. Announcements of books may appear as book pages.
These announcements must be incidental and exclu-
sively devoted to books, without extraneous advertis-
ing of book-related or other materials or services.
Announcements may fully describe the conditions and
methods of ordering books and may contain ordering
instructions for use with a separate order form. Up to
three of these announcements may contain as part of
their format a single order form, which may also serve
as a postcard. The order forms permitted with these
announcements are in addition to, and not in place of,
order forms that may be enclosed under 2.3a or 2.3b.

[Redesignate E630.4.0 as E713.3.0 and change the sub-
class name to read as follows:]

3.0 PRESORTED MEDIA MAIL

[Redesignate E630.4.1 as E713.3.1 and change the sub-
class name and change the cross reference to M730 from
M630; no other changes to text.]

[Redesignate E630.4.2 as E713.3.2 and change the sub-
class name; no other changes to text.]

[Redesignate E630.4.3 as E713.3.3 and change the sub-
class name; no other changes to text.]

[Redesignate E630.4.4 as E713.3.4 and eliminate 1,000 cu-
bic inches as a minimum quantity to read as follows:]

3.4 Definitions

For this standard:

a. Full sack means a sack containing at least eight
pieces or a quantity of pieces weighing from 20 to 70
pounds.

b. Substantially full sack means either at least four pieces
or a quantity of pieces weighing from 20 to 70 pounds.

[Redesignate E630.4.5 as E713.3.5, change the subclass
name, change “bundles” to “packages,” and remove “1,000
cubic inches” to read as follows:]

3.5 5-Digit Rate

To qualify for the Media Mail 5-digit presort rate, a piece must
be in a mailing of at least 500 Media Mail pieces prepared
and sorted either under M730 to full 5-digit sacks or under
M045 to 5-digit pallets. These conditions also apply:

a. Mailings of at least 500 nonmachinable outside par-
cels may qualify for the Media Mail 5-digit presort rate
if prepared to preserve sortation by 5-digit ZIP Code as
prescribed by the postmaster of the mailing office. The
postmaster may require 24-hour notice before the
mailing is presented.

b. Mailings prepared as palletized packages must con-
sist of 5-digit packages, each containing at least eight
pieces or weighing 20 pounds, whichever occurs first.
No package may exceed 40 pounds. If there are more
than 20 pounds of mail to a 5-digit destination, the mail-
er must prepare the minimum number of packages
that weigh from 20 to 40 pounds each.
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[Redesignate E630.4.6 as E713.3.6, change the subclass
name, change “bundles” to “packages,” and remove “1,000
cubic inches” to read as follows:]

3.6 BMC Rate

To qualify for the Media Mail BMC presort rate, a piece must
be in a mailing of at least 500 pieces of Media Mail prepared
and sorted either under M730 to full or substantially full BMC
sacks or to BMC pallets under M045. These conditions also
apply:

a. Mailings of at least 500 nonmachinable outside par-
cels may qualify for the Media Mail BMC presort rate
if prepared to preserve sortation by BMC as prescribed
by the postmaster of the mailing office. The postmaster
may require 24-hour notice before the mailing is
presented.

b. Mailings prepared as palletized packages must con-
sist of BMC packages, each containing at least eight
pieces or weighing 20 pounds, whichever comes first.
No package may exceed 40 pounds. If there are more
than 20 pounds of mail to a BMC destination, the mail-
er must prepare the minimum number of packages
that weigh from 20 to 40 pounds each.

[Add new E714 as follows:]

E714 Library Mail

[Redesignate E630.5.1 as E714.1.0 and amend by chang-
ing the class name to read as follows:]

1.0 RATE ELIGIBILITY

Library Mail is Package Services matter meeting the stan-
dards in E710 and those below. Library Mail rates are based
on the weight of the piece without regard to zone. The rate
categories and discounts are as follows:

a. Single-Piece Rate. The single-piece rate applies to Li-
brary Mail not mailed at a 5-digit or BMC rate.

b. 5-Digit Presort Rate. The 5-digit Presort rate applies to
a mailing of at least 500 pieces of Library Mail that
meets the other requirements of 3.0 and is prepared
and presorted to 5-digit ZIP Codes as specified in
M740 or M041 and M045.

c. BMC Presort Rate. The BMC Presort rate applies to a
mailing of at least 500 pieces of Library Mail that meets
the other requirements of 3.0 and is prepared and
presorted to bulk mail centers as specified in M740 or
M041 and M045.

d. Barcoded Discount. The barcoded discount applies to
Library Mail machinable parcels (C050) that are in-
cluded in a mailing of at least 50 pieces of Library Mail.
The pieces must be entered either at single-piece
rates or BMC Presort rates and bear a correct, read-
able barcode for the ZIP Code shown in the delivery
address as required by C850. The barcoded discount

is not available for pieces mailed at Library Mail 5-digit
Presort rates.

[Add new E714.2.0 as follows:]

2.0 QUALIFICATION

[Redesignate E630.5.2 as E714.2.1 and amend the heading
and references to read as follows:]

2.1 Sender, Recipient, and Contents

Each piece must show in the address or return address the
name of a school, college, university, public library, museum,
or herbarium or the name of a nonprofit religious, education-
al, scientific, philanthropic (charitable), agricultural, labor,
veterans, or fraternal organization or association. For Library
Mail standards, these nonprofit organizations are defined in
E670. Only the articles described in 2.2 and 2.3 may be
mailed at the Library Mail rate.

[Redesignate E630.5.3 as E714.2.2 and revise the heading
to read as follows; no change to text.]

2.2 Qualified Mailings Between Entities

[Redesignate E630.5.4 as E714.2.3 and revise the heading
to read as follows; no change to text.]

2.3 Qualified Mailings “To” or “From”

[Redesignate E630.5.5 as E714.2.4 and change the cross
reference from E611 to E710; no other changes to text.]

[Redesignate E630.5.6 as E714.2.5 and change the cross
reference from E611 to E710; no other changes to text.]

[Redesignate E630.6.0 as E714.3.0 and change the cross
reference from M630 to M740; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Redesignate E630.7.0 as new E715.]

E715 Bulk Parcel Post

[Reserved]

* * * * *
[Add new E750 as follows:]

E750 Destination Entry

[Add new heading E751 to read as follows:]

E751 Parcel Select

[Redesignate E652.1.0 as E751.1.0.]

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS

1.1 Definitions

[Amend 1.1 to change cross reference M630 to M710; no
other changes to text.]

[Amend 1.2c to add provisions for PVDS mailings to read as
follows:]
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1.2 General

For Parcel Post mailings claimed at DBMC, DSCF, or DDU
rates, pieces must meet the applicable standards in 1.0
through 6.0 and the following criteria:

* * * * *
c. Be part of a single mailing of 50 or more pieces that are

eligible for and claimed at any Parcel Post rate or rates.
When Parcel Post mailings are submitted under PVDS
procedures, mailers may use the total of all line items
for all destinations on a PVDS register or PVDS post-
age statement to meet the respective 50-piece mini-
mum volume requirement for destination entry rate
mailings. This means that a mailer may enter fewer
than 50 pieces at an individual destination, provided
there is a total of at least 50 Parcel Post pieces for all
of the entry points for that single mailing job listed on
the PVDS register or PVDS postage statement.

1.3 DBMC Rates

[Amend 1.3 to replace M630 with M710; no other changes to
text.]

1.4 DSCF and DDU Rates

[Amend 1.4a and b to replace M630 with M710; no other
changes to text.]

1.5 Postage Payment

[Amend 1.5 to change class name from “Standard Mail (B)”
to “Package Services” and change P750 to P950; no other
changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Redesignate E652.2.0 as E751.2.0.]

2.0 PREPARATION

* * * * *

2.2 Containers

[Amend 2.2a and b to replace the two references to M630
with M710 and M722, respectively; amend 2.2c to replace
M630 with M710; no other changes to text.]

[Redesignate E652.3.0 as E751.3.0; no change to text.]

[Redesignate E652.4.0 through 4.13 as E751.4.0 through
4.13 and amend to read as follows:]

4.0 DEPOSIT

* * * * *

4.2 Mail Separation and Presentation

[Amend 4.2 to change the reference from P750 to P950; in
4.2a and b change references from M630 to M710; and in
4.2b change the references from P710, P720, and P730 to

P910, P920, and P930, respectively; no other changes to
text.]

* * * * *

4.4 Appointments

[Amend 4.4a to clarify that an exception exists for shipments
containing 100 % Periodicals and shipments of perishables,
and amend 4.4d by changing “Standard Mail (B)” to “Pack-
age Services” to read as follows:]

Appointments must be made for destination entry rate mail
as follows:

a. Except for local mailers, for shipments containing
100% Periodicals mail and for mailings of perishable
commodities (C022) under 4.5, appointments for
deposit of destination entry rate mail at BMCs, ASFs,
and SCFs must be scheduled through the appropriate
appointment control center at least one day in
advance. * * *

* * * * *
d. When Periodicals are transported together with Stan-

dard Mail or Package Services mail as a mixed load
(E250), an appointment must be obtained for deposit
at a destination entry facility.

4.5 Exceptions to Scheduling Standard

[Redesignate the text of current 4.5 as 4.5a and add new
4.5b and c to clarify that scheduling exceptions are also
made for shipments containing 100% Periodicals and ship-
ments of perishables to read as follows:]

a. The scheduling standard in 4.4 does not apply when
a mailer deposits mailings for verification and accep-
tance at the local post office serving the facility where
the mail was prepared, if the mailings are not verified
under a plant load authorization or plant-verified drop
shipment postage payment system authorization. Un-
der this exception, the mailer may claim the DBMC
rates for mailings or portions of such mailings depos-
ited at the local post office if the local post office is the
DBMC/ASF or designated SCF that meets the applica-
tion standards.

b. Exceptions to the scheduling standard are made for
shipments of products recognized by the Postal Ser-
vice as perishables under C020. While an appoint-
ment is not required for shipments of perishables, the
destination facility must be notified at least 24 hours in
advance of deposit to facilitate timely handling of the
load.

c. No appointment is required for shipments containing
100% Periodicals mail, nor is notification to the des-
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tination facility of their arrival required. An advance
notice of 24 hours is recommended to facilitate the de-
velopment of facility unloading schedules.

* * * * *
[Redesignate E652.5.0 as E751.5.0; no changes to text.]

[Redesignate E652.6.0 and Exhibit E652.6.0 as E751.6.0
and Exhibit E751.6.0; no changes to text.]

[Redesignate E652.7.0 and Exhibit E652.7.0 as E751.7.0
and Exhibit E751.7.0 and change the class name to Pack-
age Services; no other changes to text.]

[Redesignate E652.8.0 and Exhibit E652.8.0 as E751.8.0
and Exhibit E751.8.0; no other changes to text.]

[Add new E752 to read as follows:]

E752 Bound Printed Matter

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS

1.1 General

Destination entry rates apply to Presorted and Carrier Route
Bound Printed Matter (BPM) that is deposited at a destina-
tion bulk mail center (DBMC), destination sectional center fa-
cility (DSCF), or destination delivery unit (DDU) as specified
below. Eligibility for a destination entry rate is determined by
the sort level, processing category of the mail, and the type
of container the mail is in (i.e., sacked or palletized). Each
piece can claim only one destination entry rate; an individual
pallet may contain pieces claimed at different destination
entry rates. There are no destination entry rates for single-
piece BPM.

1.2 Volume

Each destination entry rate mailing must contain at least 300
pieces of Presorted BPM or 300 pieces of Carrier Route
BPM. Each group of destination entry rate pieces prepared
for deposit at different destination post offices must be pre-
sented as separate mailings meeting separate minimum vol-
ume requirements. Separate Presorted and Carrier Route
BPM mailings may be co-palletized under M041 and M045.
Pieces deposited at the same postal facility, but claimed at
different destination entry rates, may be included in a single
mailing and reported on the same postage statement (sub-
ject to one minimum volume requirement), if the destination
entry post office is the proper facility for claiming each of the
destination entry discounts. Alternatively, when Presorted
BPM or Carrier Route BPM mailings are submitted under
PVDS procedures, mailers may use the total of all line items
for all destinations on a PVDS register or PVDS postage
statement to meet the 300-piece minimum volume require-
ments for Presorted and Carrier Route mailings. This means
that a mailer may enter fewer than 300 pieces per Presorted
or Carrier Route mailing at an individual destination, pro-
vided there is a total of at least 300 Presorted rate pieces
and/or 300 Carrier Route rate pieces for all of the entry points

for that single mailing job listed on the PVDS register or
PVDS postage statement.

1.3 Postage

Postage payment for destination entry mailings is subject to
the same standards that apply generally to BPM. Postage
and fees are paid to the post office that verifies the mailings.

1.4 Mailing Fee

A destination entry mailing fee (R700) must be paid once
each 12-month period at each postal facility where the mail-
ing(s) are verified. The fee may be paid in advance only for
the next 12-month period and only during the last 60 days of
the current service period. The fee charged is that in effect
on the date of payment.

1.5 Documentation

Each mailing must be accompanied by the appropriate Form
3605 and, if applicable, Form 8125. No additional documen-
tation is required for destination entry rates.

1.6 Plant Loads

Plant load mailings, including expedited plant load ship-
ments, are not eligible for destination entry discounts.

2.0 DESTINATION BULK MAIL CENTER (DBMC)
RATES

2.1 General Eligibility

Pieces in a mailing meeting the standards in 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0
through 7.0 are eligible for the DBMC rate when they meet
all of the following conditions:

a. Are eligible for and prepared to qualify for Presorted or
Carrier Route rates, subject to the corresponding stan-
dards for those rates.

b. Are deposited at a BMC or ASF.

c. Are addressed for delivery to one of the 3-digit ZIP
Codes served by the BMC or ASF where deposited
that are listed in Exhibit E751.1.3.

d. Are placed in a sack or pallet that is labeled to the BMC
or ASF where deposited, or labeled to a postal facility
within that BMC’s or ASF’s service area (see Exhibit
E751.1.3).

2.2 Presorted Flats

Presorted flats in sacks or on pallets at all sort levels may
claim DBMC rates. Separate mixed ADC sacks must be pre-
pared for flats eligible for and claimed at the DBMC rate and
for flats not claimed at the DBMC rate. Use the “label to” ZIP
Code of the ADC to assign ADC packages to the respective
mixed ADC sack. Use the address on the mailpieces to as-
sign pieces to the respective mixed ADC package. All pieces
in an ADC sack or in a palletized ADC package are eligible
for the DBMC discount if the ADC facility ZIP Code (as shown
in Line 1 of the corresponding sack label or the ADC facility
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that is the destination of the palletized ADC package as
would be shown on an ADC sack label for that facility using
DMM L004, Column B) is within the service area of the BMC
or ASF at which the sack is deposited. Mail must be entered
at the appropriate facility under 2.1.

2.3 Presorted Machinable Parcels

Presorted machinable parcels in sacks or on pallets at all sort
levels may claim DBMC rates. Machinable parcels palletized
under M045 or sacked under M722 may be sorted to destina-
tion BMCs under L601 or to destination BMCs and ASFs un-
der L601 and L602. Sortation of machinable parcels to ASFs
is optional but is required for the ASF mail to be eligible for
DBMC rates. Mailers may opt to sort some or all machinable
parcels for ASF service area ZIP Codes to ASFs only when
the mail will be deposited at the respective ASFs where the
DBMC rates are claimed, under applicable volume stan-
dards, using L602. Mailers also may opt to sort machinable
parcels only to destination BMCs under L601. When machin-
able parcels are sorted under L601, only mail for 3-digit ZIP
Codes served by a BMC as listed in Exhibit E751.1.3 are eli-
gible for DBMC rates (i.e., mail for 3-digit ZIP Codes served
by an ASF in Exhibit E751.1.3 are not eligible for DBMC
rates, nor are 3-digit ZIP Codes that do not appear on Exhibit
E751.1.3). Machinable parcels prepared in mixed BMC
sacks or on mixed BMC pallets that are sorted to the origin
BMC under M045 or M722 are eligible for the DBMC rates if
both of the following conditions are met:  1) the mixed BMC
sack or pallet is entered at the origin BMC facility to which it
is labeled, and 2) the pieces are for 3-digit ZIP Codes listed
as eligible destination ZIP Codes for that BMC in Exhibit
E751.1.3.

2.4 Presorted Irregular Parcels

Presorted irregular parcels in sacks or on pallets at all sort
levels may claim DBMC rates. All pieces in an ADC sack or
in a palletized ADC package are eligible for the DBMC dis-
count if the ADC facility ZIP Code (as shown in Line 1 of the
corresponding sack label or the ADC facility that is the des-
tination of the palletized ADC package as would be shown
on an ADC sack label for that facility using DMM L004, Col-
umn B) is within the service area of the BMC at which the
sack is deposited under E751.5.6. Separate mixed ADC
sacks must be prepared for pieces eligible for and claimed
at the DBMC rate and for parcels not claimed at the DBMC
rate. Use the “label to” ZIP Code for the ADC to assign ADC
packages to the respective mixed ADC sack. Use the ad-
dress on the parcels to assign parcels to the respective
mixed ADC package or sack, as appropriate. Mail must be
entered at the appropriate facility under 2.1.

2.5 Carrier Route Flats

Carrier Route flats in sacks or on pallets at all sort levels may
claim DBMC rates. Mail must be entered at the appropriate
facility under 2.1.

2.6 Carrier Route Machinable Parcels

Carrier Route machinable parcels in individual carrier route
sacks may claim DBMC rates. Mail must be entered at the
appropriate facility under 2.1.

2.7 Carrier Route Irregular Parcels

Carrier Route irregular parcels in sacks at both sort levels or
on pallets at all sort levels may claim DBMC rates. Mail must
be entered at the appropriate facility under 2.1.

3.0 DESTINATION SECTIONAL CENTER FACILITY
(DSCF) RATES

3.1 General Eligibility

Pieces in a mailing meeting the standards in 1.0, 3.0, and 5.0
through 7.0 are eligible for the DSCF rate when they meet all
of the following conditions:

a. Are eligible for and prepared to qualify for Presorted or
Carrier Route rates, subject to the corresponding stan-
dards for those rates.

b. Are deposited at an SCF listed in L005, except that
machinable parcels prepared on pallets for the 5-digit
ZIP Codes listed in Exhibit E751.6.0 must be entered
at the corresponding BMC facility shown in that Exhibit
(not at the SCF) unless an exception is requested and
granted. An exception to Exhibit E751.6.0 must be re-
quested at least 15 days in advance of the mailing in
writing from the Area Manager, Operations Support,
who has jurisdiction over the BMC and SCF. Excep-
tions, if granted, will be for a limited time.

c. Are addressed for delivery to one of the 3-digit ZIP
Codes served by the SCF where deposited under
L005.

d. Are placed in a sack or pallet that is labeled to the SCF
where deposited, or labeled to a postal facility within
that SCF’s service area (see L005).

3.2 Presorted Flats

Presorted flats in sacks for the 5-digit, 3-digit, and optional
SCF sort levels or on pallets at the optional 5-digit scheme,
5-digit, optional 3-digit, SCF, and ASF sort levels may claim
DSCF rates. Mail must be entered at the appropriate facility
under 3.1.
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3.3 Presorted Machinable Parcels

Presorted machinable parcels in sacks or on pallets at the
5-digit sort level may claim DSCF rates. For palletized mail,
see 3.1b. Mail must be entered at the appropriate facility un-
der 3.1.

3.4 Presorted Irregular Parcels

Presorted irregular parcels in sacks at the 5-digit, 3-digit, and
optional SCF sort levels, or on pallets at the 5-digit, optional
3-digit, SCF, and ASF sort levels may claim DSCF rates. Mail
must be entered at the appropriate facility under 3.1.

3.5 Carrier Route Flats

Carrier route flats in sacks at all sort levels or on pallets at op-
tional 5-digit scheme carrier routes, 5-digit carrier routes, op-
tional 3-digit, SCF, and ASF sort levels may claim DSCF
rates. Mail must be entered at the appropriate facility under
3.1.

3.6 Carrier Route Machinable Parcels

Carrier Route machinable parcels in individual carrier route
sacks may claim DSCF rates. Mail must be entered at the ap-
propriate facility under 3.1.

3.7 Carrier Route Irregular Parcels

Carrier Route irregular parcels in sacks at both sort levels or
on pallets at the 5-digit, optional 3-digit, SCF, and ASF sort
levels may claim DSCF rates. Mail must be entered at the ap-
propriate facility under 3.1.

4.0 DESTINATION DELIVERY UNIT (DDU) RATES

4.1 General Eligibility

Pieces in a mailing meeting the standards in 1.0 and 4.0
through 7.0 are eligible for the DDU rate when they meet all
of the following conditions:

a. Are eligible for and prepared to qualify for Presorted or
Carrier Route rates, subject to the corresponding stan-
dards for those rates.

b. Are addressed for delivery within the ZIP Code(s)
served by the destination delivery unit.

c. Are deposited:

(1)For Carrier Route flats, at the DDU where the carrier
cases the mail, as shown in the Drop Shipment
Product.

(2)For Presorted flats, the Drop Shipment Product
must be used to determine the correct destination
entry facility for the 5-digit sorted flats entered
at Presorted rates. If the Drop Shipment Product
lists multiple facilities for a single 5-digit ZIP Code,
then the mailer must inquire about the correct drop
site when contacting the DDU to schedule an
appointment.

(3)For all irregular parcels and machinable parcels,
the Drop Shipment Product must be used to deter-
mine the 5-digit destination. When the Drop Ship-
ment Product shows that mail for a single 5-digit ZIP
Code area is delivered out of more than one postal
facility, use the facility from which the majority of city
carrier routes are delivered as the facility at which
the DDU parcels must be entered and to determine
whether that facility can handle pallets, unless the
5-digit ZIP Code is listed in Exhibit E751.7.0 or Ex-
hibit E751.8.0. For ZIP Codes in Exhibit E751.7.0
and Exhibit E751.8.0, use the name of the facility
associated with the 5-digit ZIP Code on the respec-
tive exhibit as the facility at which DDU mail must be
entered for that 5-digit ZIP Code. This facility name
should be used along with the Drop Shipment Prod-
uct to determine if that facility can handle pallets. If
a DDU facility cannot handle pallets and a mailer
transports mail to the DDU facility on pallets, the
driver must unload the pallets into a container spe-
cified by the delivery unit.

4.2 Presorted Flats

Presorted flats that weigh more than 1 pound in 5-digit sacks,
on optional 5-digit scheme or required 5-digit pallets, or pre-
pared as bedloaded 5-digit packages may claim DDU rates.
Mail must be entered at the appropriate facility under 4.1.
Presorted flats weighing 1 pound or less are not eligible for
DDU rates.

4.3 Presorted Machinable Parcels

Presorted machinable parcels in 5-digit sacks or on 5-digit
pallets may claim DDU rates. Mail must be entered at the ap-
propriate facility under 4.1.

4.4 Presorted Irregular Parcels

Presorted irregular parcels in 5-digit sacks, on 5-digit pallets,
or prepared as bedloaded 5-digit packages may claim DDU
rates. Mail must be entered at the appropriate facility under
4.1.

4.5 Carrier Route Flats

Carrier Route flats in sacks, on optional 5-digit carrier routes
scheme and 5-digit carrier routes pallets, or prepared as
bedloaded carrier route packages may claim DDU rates.
Mail must be entered at the appropriate facility under 4.1.

4.6 Carrier Route Machinable Parcels

Carrier Route machinable parcels sorted to carrier route
sacks may claim DDU rates. Mail must be entered at the ap-
propriate facility under 4.1.
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4.7 Carrier Route Irregular Parcels

Carrier Route irregular parcels in sacks at both sort levels, on
5-digit pallets, or prepared as bedloaded packages may
claim DDU rates. Mail must be entered at the appropriate fa-
cility under 4.1.

5.0 VERIFICATION

5.1 Place

As directed by the postmaster, the mailer must present des-
tination entry mailings to USPS employees for verification
either:

a. At the origin mailer’s plant or the origin post office serv-
ing the mailer’s plant under an authorized plant-veri-
fied drop shipment system.

b. At the destination post office or business mail entry
unit.

5.2 Mail Separation and Presentation

Destination entry rate mail must be verified under a PVDS
system (P950) or be presented for verification and accep-
tance at a BMEU located at a destination BMC, destination
SCF, or other designated destination postal facility. Only
plant-verified drop shipments may be deposited at a destina-
tion delivery unit not co-located with a post office or other
postal facility having a business mail entry unit. When pre-
sented to the USPS, destination entry mailings must meet
the following requirements:

a. Each mailing must be separated from other mailings
for verification. For PVDS, destination entry rate mail-
ings for deposit at one destination postal facility must
be separated from mailings for deposit at other facili-
ties to allow for reconciliation with each accompanying
Form 8125, 8125-C, or 8125-CD.

b. Mail must be separated from freight transported on the
same vehicle.

c. If Periodicals mail is on the same vehicle as BPM, then
the Periodicals mail should be loaded toward the tail of
the vehicle so that, for each destination entry, Periodi-
cals mail can be offloaded first.

d. Form 8125, 8125-C, or 8125-CD must accompany all
PVDS mailings.

5.3 Form 8125

When mailings are verified and paid for at a postal facility dif-
ferent from the one at which they are accepted as mail and
deposited into the mailstream, the mailer must ensure that
they are accompanied by a Form 8125 completed by the
mailer and the verifying post office.

5.4 At BMC

For a mailing to be verified at a BMC, the post office where
the mailer’s account or license is held must be within the ser-

vice area of that BMC. The post office must authorize the
BMC to act as its agent by sending Form 4410 to the BMC.

5.5 PVDS Seal

The mailer may ask that a PVDS band seal secure the ve-
hicle containing verified mailings before dispatch to the des-
tination facility.

5.6 Mailer Transport

The mailer must transport the PVDS mailing from the place
where it was verified to the destination postal facility.

5.7 Volume Standards

Except as permitted for a local mailer under 7.0, destination
entry mailings are subject to these volume standards:

a. Regardless of total volume, the pieces for which a des-
tination rate is claimed must represent more than 50%
of the mail (by weight or pieces, whichever is greater)
presented by the same mailer within any 24-hour peri-
od. For this standard, mailer is the party presenting the
material to the USPS (or for whom a transportation
company has presented the material to the USPS).

b. The same mailer may not in a 24-hour period present
for verification and acceptance more than four destina-
tion rate mailings at the same destination postal facility
(or at another acting as its agent). The mailer may ask
for a waiver of this limit when scheduling the deposit of
the mailings. There is no maximum for plant-verified
drop shipments.

6.0 DEPOSIT

6.1 When, Where

Each mailing claimed at a destination rate must be deposited
at the time and location specified by the USPS. Mailings
must be presented in vehicles that are compatible with dock,
yard, and DDU operations, as applicable.

6.2 Freight

Drop shipments are freight until deposited and accepted as
mail at the destination facility.

6.3 Appointments

Appointments must be made for destination entry rate mail
as follows:

a. Except for a local mailer under 7.0 and mailings of per-
ishable commodities, appointments for deposit of des-
tination entry rate mail at BMCs, ASFs, and SCFs must
be scheduled through the appropriate appointment
control center at least one business day in advance.
Same-day appointments may be granted by a control
center only through a telephone request. All appoint-
ments for BMC loads must be scheduled by the ap-
propriate BMC control center. Appointments for SCFs
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and ASFs must be scheduled through the appropriate
district control center. Appointments may be made up
to 30 calendar days before a desired appointment
date. The mailer must adhere to the scheduled mail
deposit time and location. The mailer must cancel any
appointment by notifying the appropriate control cen-
ter at least 24 hours in advance of a scheduled ap-
pointment.

b. Electronic appointments may be made through the
Dropship Appointment System (DSAS) by a mailer or
agent using a USPS-issued computer logon ID. Elec-
tronic appointments or cancellations must be made at
least 12 hours before the desired time and date. All in-
formation required by the USPS appointment system
regarding a mailing must be provided.

c. For deposit of DDU mailings, an appointment must be
made by contacting the DDU at least 24 hours in ad-
vance. If the appointment must be canceled, the mailer
must notify the DDU at least one business day in ad-
vance of a scheduled appointment. Recurring ap-
pointments are allowed if shipment frequency is once
a week or more often.

d. When Periodicals are transported together with BPM
as a mixed load (E250), an appointment must be ob-
tained for deposit at a destination entry facility.

6.4 Advance Scheduling

Except under 7.0, a mailer must schedule deposit of destina-
tion entry rate mailings at least 24 hours in advance by con-
tacting the proper district or BMC control center or
destination delivery unit. Appointments at delivery units must
be made by calling the delivery unit at least 24 hours in ad-
vance. Appointments for ASFs, SCFs, or for any multistop
loads must be made through the USPS district control center
or DSAS in 6.3. Appointments for BMC loads must be sched-
uled by the proper BMC control center. When making an ap-
pointment, or as soon as available, the mailer must provide
the control center or DDU with the following information:

a. Mailer’s name and address and, when applicable, the
name and telephone number of the mailer’s agent or
local contact.

b. Description of what is being mailed, product name,
number of mailings, volume of mail, how prepared and
whether containerized (e.g., pallets). For DDU entries,
the mailer also must provide the 5-digit ZIP Code(s) of
the mail being deposited.

c. Where the mailing was verified.

d. Postage payment method.

e. Requested date and destination facility for mailing.

f. Vehicle identification number, size, and type.

6.5 Adherence to Schedule

The mailer must follow the scheduled deposit time or cancel
the appointment by notifying the designated control center.
Destination facilities may refuse acceptance or deposit of un-
scheduled mailings or shipments that arrive more than 2
hours after the scheduled appointment at ASFs, BMCs, or
SCFs or more than 20 minutes at delivery units.

6.6 Redirection by USPS

A mailer may be directed to transport destination entry rate
mailings to a facility other than the designated DDU, SCF, or
BMC due to facility restrictions, building expansions, peak
season mail volumes, or emergency constraints.

6.7 Redirection at Mailer’s Request

For service reasons, a mailer may ask to transport destina-
tion SCF rate mail to a facility other than the designated SCF.
This exception may be approved only by the district control
center serving the destination facility. To qualify for the SCF
rate in this situation, mail deposited at a facility other than the
SCF must destinate for processing within that facility and
must not require backhauling to the SCF.

6.8 Recurring Appointments

Recurring appointments refer to a drop shipment that is deliv-
ered to a destination office with a frequency of at least once
a week on the same time and day(s). Mailings must be of a
comparable product in terms of mail class, size, volume, and
containerization (pallets, pallet boxes, etc.). A request to es-
tablish recurring appointments must be written on company
letterhead to the postal facility manager/postmaster. The
drop shipment appointment control office/postmaster will re-
spond to all requests within 10 days. Recurring appoint-
ments may be made for a period not to exceed 6 months.
Thereafter, a new application must be submitted to ensure
that up-to-date mailer information is on file. Written request
for an additional 6 months may be made within 60 days prior
to the expiration of a current arrangement. Failure to adhere
to scheduled appointments or other abuse of the procedures
will result in revocation of recurring appointment privileges.
Requests for recurring appointments must include the fol-
lowing:

a. Name, address, and telephone number of the mailer.

b. Transportation agent’s name (contact person) and
telephone number(s).

c. Mail volume and preparation (trays/sacks/parcels).

d. Containerization.

e. Size and type of trailer(s) transporting mail.

f. Frequency/schedule.
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6.9 Vehicle Unloading

Unloading of destination entry mailings is subject to these
conditions:

a. Properly prepared containerized loads (e.g., pallets)
are unloaded by the USPS at BMCs, ASFs, and SCFs.
The USPS does not unload or permit the mailer (or
mailer’s agent) to unload palletized loads that are un-
stable or severely leaning or that have otherwise not
maintained their integrity in transit.

b. At BMCs, and ASFs, the driver must unload bed-
loaded shipments within 8 hours of arrival. Combina-
tion containerized and bedloaded mailings are
classified as bedloaded shipments for unload times.
The USPS may assist in unloading.

c. At delivery units, the driver must unload all mail within
1 hour of arrival. If pallets (including pallet boxes on
pallets) are stacked, the driver is required to unload,
unstack, and unstrap them. If a mailer transports palle-
tized mail (including sacks on pallets) to a DDU facility
that cannot handle pallets, then the driver must unload
the pallets into a container specified by the delivery
unit.

d. When driver unloading is required, the driver or assis-
tant must stay with and continue to unload the vehicle
once at the dock.

e. The driver must remove the vehicle from USPS prop-
erty after unloading. The driver and assistant are not
permitted in USPS facilities except for the dock and
designated driver rest area.

6.10 Demurrage

The USPS is not responsible for demurrage or detention
charges incurred by a mailer who presents destination entry
rate mailings.

6.11 Appeals

Mailers who believe they are denied equitable treatment may
appeal to the manager, Customer Service (district), respon-
sible for the destination postal facility.

7.0 EXCEPTION FOR LOCAL MAILER

The restrictions in 5.7 and 6.3 do not apply when a mailer de-
posits mailings for verification and acceptance at the local
post office serving the facility where the mail was prepared,
if the mailings are not verified under a plant load authoriza-
tion or plant-verified drop shipment postage payment autho-
rization. Under this exception, the mailer may claim the
destination entry rates for mailings or portions of mailings de-
posited at the local post office that meet the standards in 2.0,
3.0, or 4.0.

[Add new E753 for combining Package Services parcels to
read as follows:]

E753 Combining Package Services Parcels for
DSCF and DDU Entry

1.0 COMBINING PARCELS

Package Services parcels—Parcel Post, Parcel Select,
Bound Printed Matter, Media Mail, and Library Mail—may be
combined, at the mailer’s option and when authorized by the
USPS, in the same 5-digit sack(s) or pallet(s) for entry either
at a destination sectional center facility (DSCF) or a destina-
tion delivery unit (DDU). All applicable fees for presort and
drop shipment must be paid and applicable minimum volume
requirements for Presort rates and Parcel Select rates must
be met. Combined Package Services mailings must meet
the standards in E750, except as provided by this section.
Parcels may not be combined for entry at a destination bulk
mail center (DBMC). Carrier Route Bound Printed Matter
may not be combined with other parcels under these stan-
dards. Presorted Media Mail and Presorted Library Mail
claimed at BMC rates may not be combined with other par-
cels under these standards. Parcels combined under these
standards are not eligible for the barcoded discount.

1.1 Basic Standards

Package Services parcels that qualify as machinable, non-
machinable, and irregular under C050 and meet the follow-
ing conditions may be combined in the same 5-digit sack(s)
or pallet(s) under these conditions:

a. Minimum volume requirements for Parcel Select,
Presorted Bound Printed Matter, Presorted Library
Mail, and Presorted Media Mail must be met separate-
ly before combining.

b. Postage must be paid via permit imprint under an ap-
proved manifest mailing system as provided in P910.

c. All parcels must be prepared in sacks under 2.0 or on
pallets under 3.0. For mail entered at the DSCF rates,
pallet preparation is not permitted for 5-digit ZIP Codes
that are unable to handle pallets. Refer to the Drop
Ship Product maintained by the National Customer
Support Center (NCSC) (see G043) to determine
which 5-digit delivery facilities can handle pallets. If a
DDU facility cannot handle pallets, and a mailer trans-
ports mail to the DDU facility on pallets, the driver will
have to unload the pallets into a container specified by
the delivery unit.

d. Pieces may be claimed at single-piece rates, Pres-
orted rates, and destination entry rates under 2.1 or
3.1.
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e. Separate postage statements must be prepared
for each subclass and destination entry rate as
appropriate.

f. The deposit of combined Package Services mail at a
DSCF or DDU must be in accordance with applicable
drop shipment standards.

1.2 Authorization

Mailers apply for RCSC authorization to combine parcels as
part of a manifest mailing agreement (P910). Current mani-
fest mailers can apply for additional authorization to combine
parcels. This authorization may not exceed two years.

2.0 COMBINED PARCELS PREPARED IN SACKS

2.1 Rate Eligibility

In addition to the applicable standards in E750 for destination
entry Package Services, the following standards apply for
combined Package Services mail prepared in sacks:

a. Parcel Select DSCF rates apply to parcels that are
contained in 5-digit sacks, each containing at least 10
pieces of any combination of Package Services mail,
or contained in overflow sacks under 2.2, provided all
other requirements for the DSCF rate in E751 are met.
Parcel Select DDU rates apply to parcels that are con-
tained in 5-digit sacks, each containing at least 10
pieces of any combination of Package Services mail,
or contained in overflow sacks under 2.2, provided all
other requirements for the DDU rate in E751 are met.

b. Presorted Bound Printed Matter DSCF rates apply to
parcels that are contained in 5-digit sacks, each con-
taining at least 10 pieces of any combination of Pack-
age Services mail, or contained in overflow sacks
under 2.2, provided all other requirements for the
DSCF rate in E752 are met. Presorted Bound Printed
Matter DDU rates apply to parcels that are contained
in 5-digit sacks, each containing at least 10 pieces of
any combination of Package Services mail, or con-
tained in overflow sacks under 2.2, provided all other
requirements for the DDU rate in E752 are met.

c. Presorted Library Mail 5-digit rates apply to parcels
that are contained in 5-digit sacks, each containing at
least 10 pieces of any combination of Package Ser-
vices mail, or contained in overflow sacks under 2.2.

d. Presorted Media Mail 5-digit rates apply to parcels that
are contained in 5-digit sacks, each containing at least
10 pieces of any combination of Package Services
mail, or contained in overflow sacks under 2.2.

e. Single-piece rate Parcel Post, Bound Printed Matter,
Library Mail, and Media Mail parcels that are contained
in 5-digit sacks, each containing at least 10 pieces of
any combination of Package Services mail, or con-

tained in overflow sacks under 2.2, qualify for their ap-
plicable single-piece rates.

2.2 Sack Preparation

Only 5-digit sacks may be prepared. Each sack of combined
Package Services mail must contain at least 10 pieces. One
overflow sack containing fewer than 10 pieces is permitted
per 5-digit destination.

2.3 Sack Labeling

Sack labels must be prepared as follows:

a. For Line 1, use 5-digit ZIP Code on mail.

b. For Line 2, use “PSVC PARCELS 5D.”

3.0 COMBINED PARCELS PREPARED ON
PALLETS

3.1 Rate Eligibility

In addition to the applicable standards in E750 for destination
entry Package Services, the following standards apply for
combined Package Services mail prepared on pallets:

a. Parcel Select DSCF rates apply to pieces that are pre-
pared on 5-digit pallets, each containing at least 50
pieces and 250 pounds or 36 inches of Package Ser-
vices mail, or contained in overflow sacks under 3.3,
and deposited at a DSCF under E751. Parcel Select
DDU rates apply to pieces that are prepared on 5-digit
pallets, each containing at least 50 pieces and 250
pounds or 36 inches of Package Services mail, or con-
tained in overflow sacks under 3.3, and deposited at
a DDU under E751.

b. Presorted Bound Printed Matter DSCF rates apply to
pieces that are prepared on 5-digit pallets, each con-
taining at least 50 pieces and 250 pounds or at least
36 inches of Package Services mail, or contained in
overflow sacks under 3.3, and deposited at a DSCF
under E752. Presorted Bound Printed Matter DDU
rates apply to pieces that are prepared on 5-digit pal-
lets, each containing at least 50 pieces and 250
pounds or at least 36 inches of Package Services mail,
or contained in overflow sacks under 3.3, and depos-
ited at a DDU under E752.

c. Presorted Library Mail 5-digit rates apply to pieces that
are prepared on 5-digit pallets, each containing at
least 50 pieces and 250 pounds or 36 inches of Pack-
age Services mail, or contained in overflow sacks un-
der 3.3.

d. Presorted Media Mail 5-digit rates apply to pieces that
are prepared on 5-digit pallets, each containing at
least 50 pieces and 250 pounds or 36 inches of Pack-
age Services mail, or contained in overflow sacks un-
der 3.3.
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e. Single-piece rate Parcel Post, Bound Printed Matter,
Library Mail, and Media Mail parcels that are prepared
on 5-digit pallets, each containing at least 50 pieces
and 250 pounds or 36 inches of Package Services
mail, or contained in overflow sacks under 3.3, qualify
for their applicable single-piece rates.

3.2 Pallet Preparation

Only 5-digit pallets may be prepared. Each 5-digit pallet of
combined Package Services mail must contain at least:  (1)
50 parcels and 250 pounds of mail, or (2) 36 inches of mail
(excluding the height of the pallet). Pallets prepared using
either minimum requirement may be combined in the same
mailing.

3.3 Overflow Sacks

If, after filling a pallet(s) to a 5-digit destination, pieces remain
that do not meet the minimum pallet requirements, they may
be prepared in 5-digit overflow sacks and labeled under 2.2.

3.4 Pallet Labeling

Pallet labels must be prepared as follows:

a. For Line 1, use city, state, and 5-digit ZIP Code on mail.

b. For Line 2, use “PSVC PARCELS 5D.”

4.0 DOCUMENTATION

Separate postage statements are required for each of the
separate mailings contained within the combined mailing. All
postage statements must be provided at the time of mailing
and must be accompanied by an RCSC-approved manifest
prepared in accordance with P910 and this section.

F Forwarding and Related Services

F000 Basic Services

F010 Basic Information

* * * * *

3.0 DIRECTORY SERVICE

[Amend 3.0d by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services”; no other changes to text.]

4.0 BASIC TREATMENT

* * * * *

4.5 Special Services

[Amend 4.5 by revising 4.5b to add instructions for treatment
of insured Standard Mail; revise 4.5c by deleting the last
sentence, and add new item e to read as follows:]

Mail with special services is treated according to the charts
for each class of mail in 5.0, except that:

* * * * *

b. All insured First-Class Mail is forwarded and returned
at no additional cost. All insured Standard Mail and
Package Services mail is forwarded or returned.

c. Parcels with special handling that are undeliverable as
originally addressed and forwarded to the addressee
continue to receive special handling service without an
additional special handling fee.

* * * * *
e. All registered mail items are treated as registered while

they are being forwarded or returned.

* * * * *
[Add new 4.6 to read as follows:]

4.6 Metered Pieces

Mail paid by postage meter that does not have a delivery ad-
dress and a return address is returned to the post office of
mailing. The reason for nondelivery is attached but the ad-
dress correction fee is not charged. The piece is returned to
the meter licensee upon payment of the applicable return
postage.

5.0 CLASS TREATMENT FOR ANCILLARY
SERVICES

[Amend 5.1 by changing “E620” to “E620 and E630.”]

* * * * *
[Amend heading of 5.3 by removing “(A)” to read as follows:]

5.3 Standard Mail

[Amend 5.3 by removing “(A)” from “Standard Mail (A)”;
amend 5.3a by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services” and “Special Standard Mail” with “Media Mail.” Re-
designate current items g and h as h and i, respectively;
amend redesignated i by removing “(A)” from “Standard Mail
(A)” and add new g to read as follows:]

Undeliverable Standard Mail is treated as described in the
chart below and under these conditions:

* * * * *
g. Standard Mail with insurance, return receipt for mer-

chandise, or Delivery Confirmation must be endorsed
“Address Service Requested,” “Forwarding Service
Requested,” or “Return Service Requested.”

* * * * *
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[Amend the chart in 5.3 by adding the following under
“Change Service Requested” to read as follows:]

Mailer Endorsement USPS Action on UAA Pieces
Change Service
Requested1

*    *    *    *    *
This endorsement is not available
for mail with special services (e.g.,
insured or Delivery Confirmation).

[Revise heading of 5.4 to read as follows:]

5.4 Package Services

[Amend 5.4 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services.” Remove item 5.4c. Add new item 5.4c to read as
follows:]

Undeliverable Package Services is treated as described in
the chart below and under these conditions:

* * * * *
c. Bound Printed Matter with no ancillary service en-

dorsement and no special service is disposed of by
USPS. It is not forwarded or returned to sender. Bound
Printed Matter with no ancillary service endorsement
with a special service is treated as if it is endorsed “For-
warding Service Requested.”

* * * * *
[Amend chart in 5.4 by adding an exception for Bound
Printed Matter under “No endorsement” to read as follows:]

Mailer Endorsement USPS Action on UAA Pieces
No endorsement Same as USPS action for

“Forwarding Service Requested.”
Exception:  Bound Printed Matter
with no special service added is
disposed of by USPS.

* * * * *

6.0 ENCLOSURES AND ATTACHMENTS

* * * * *
[Amend heading and text of 6.2 by removing the “(A)” in
Standard Mail; no other changes to text.]

[Revise title of 6.3 to read as follows:]

6.3 Package Services

[Amend 6.3 by replacing references to “Standard Mail (B)”
with “Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

7.0 MIXED CLASSES

[Amend introductory paragraph of 7.1, 7.1a, and 7.2 by re-
placing “Standard Mail” with “Standard Mail or Package Ser-
vices”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

7.4 Parcel

[Amend 7.4 to specify that combination parcels are returned
at the Parcel Post Inter-BMC rate and by replacing “Special
Standard Mail” with “Media Mail” to read as follows:]

A combination parcel containing Media Mail and Bound
Printed Matter is charged postage at the Parcel Post Inter-
BMC rate when forwarded or returned.

8.0 DEAD MAIL

[Amend 8.1b by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail.” Amend 8.1e by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with
“Standard Mail” and “Standard Mail” with “Standard Mail and
Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

F020 Forwarding

* * * * *

2.0 FORWARDABLE MAIL

* * * * *
[Amend 2.3, 2.4, and 2.6 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)”
with “Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

3.0 POSTAGE FOR FORWARDING

* * * * *
[Amend the title and contents of 3.5 by replacing “Standard
Mail (A)” with “Standard Mail”; no other changes to text.]

[Revise title of 3.6 to read as follows:]

3.6 Package Services

[Amend 3.6 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services”; no other changes to text.]

[Amend 3.7 by adding Delivery Confirmation and Signature
Confirmation to read as follows:]

3.7 Special Services

Certified, collect on delivery (COD), Delivery Confirmation,
insured, registered, Signature Confirmation, and special
handling mail is forwarded without additional special service
fees, subject to the applicable postage charge (to a domestic
address only).

F030 Address Correction, Address Change,
FASTforward, and Return Services

1.0 ADDRESS CORRECTION SERVICE

* * * * *
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[Amend 1.4 by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Standard Mail
and Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

2.0 ADDRESS CHANGE SERVICE (ACS)

[Amend 2.1 by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Standard Mail
and Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

2.5 Shipper Paid Forwarding

[Amend 2.5 by adding a reference to the accounting fee for
a postage due account to read as follows:]

Shipper Paid Forwarding is an ACS fulfillment vehicle. It al-
lows mailers of Standard Mail machinable parcels and most
Package Services mail to pay forwarding charges via ap-
proved ACS participant code(s). For information about Ship-
per Paid Forwarding, contact the National Customer Support
Center (see G043). Mailers have the option of paying for-
warding charges through a postage due advance deposit ac-
count. Mailers who choose to do so must pay an annual
accounting fee.

* * * * *

4.0 SENDER INSTRUCTION

* * * * *

4.2 Special Services

A change-of-address order covers certified, collect on deliv-
ery (COD), insured, registered, and return receipt for mer-
chandise mail unless the sender gives other instructions or
the addressee moves outside the United States. This mail is
treated as follows:

[Amend 4.2d to read as follows:]

* * * * *
d. Insured Standard Mail is forwarded and returned.

* * * * *
[Amend 4.2e by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

G General Information

G000 The USPS and Mailing Standards

* * * * *

G090 Experimental Classifications and Rates

G091 NetPost Mailing Online

[In G091, change all references from “Standard Mail (A)” to
“Standard Mail.”]

* * * * *

3.0 FUNCTIONALLY EQUIVALENT SYSTEMS

[Amend the third sentence of 3.0 to provide for an increase
in the fee for certification of a system as functionally equiva-
lent to Mailing Online from $100 to $125, to read as follows:]

* * *Certification of functional equivalence requires payment
of a $125 fee and demonstration that the service is compara-
ble to NetPost Mailing Online service and capable of all of the
following as specified by the USPS:  * * *

* * * * *

G094 Ride-Along Rate for Periodicals

1.0 BASIC ELIGIBILITY

[Amend 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 by changing “Standard Mail (A)” to
“Standard Mail,” no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

L Labeling Lists

L000 General Use

[Amend the heading and introductory paragraph of L001 to
provide for class of mail name changes and to allow use of
L001 with Bound Printed Matter flats to read as follows:]

L001 5-Digit Scheme—Periodicals Flats and
Irregular Parcels, Standard Mail Flats, and
Bound Printed Matter Flats

When 5-digit scheme sort is used for Periodicals flats and
irregular parcels, Standard Mail flats, and Bound Printed
Matter flats, mail for the 5-digit ZIP Codes shown in Column
A must be combined on pallets (packages on pallets only on
merged 5-digit scheme, 5-digit scheme carrier routes, or
5-digit scheme pallets, as applicable) or in sacks (merged
5-digit scheme or 5-digit scheme carrier routes sacks, as ap-
plicable) labeled to the corresponding destination shown in
Column B.

* * * * *

L002 3-Digit ZIP Code Prefix Matrix

This matrix provides information about 3-digit ZIP Code pre-
fixes as follows:

[Amend the last sentence of L002d to read as follows:]

d. * * * Destination SCF Standard Mail rates, destination
SCF Package Services rates, or SCF zone and per
piece Periodicals rates are available only to those ZIP
Code areas for which an SCF is shown.

* * * * *
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L004 3-Digit Code Prefix Groups—ADC Sortation

[Revise the next-to-last sentence of the L004 introduction to
read as follows:]

* * * To order labels from the USPS Label Printing Center, use
Form 1578-B and indicate set number 008 (First-Class Mail),
set number 009 (Periodicals), or set number 010 (Standard
Mail and Bound Printed Matter). * * *

[In L004, replace  “[STD only]” with “[STD and BPM only],”
replace “[PER and STD only]” with “[PER, STD, and BPM
only],” and replace “[FCM and STD only]” with “[FCM, STD,
and BPM only].”]

* * * * *
[Amend the heading of L600 to include Package Services to
read as follows:]

L600 Standard Mail and Package Services

L601 BMCs

[Revise introductory paragraph to read as follows:]

Use this list for:

1) Standard Mail machinable parcels except ASF mail
prepared and claimed at DBMC rates.

2) Standard Mail packages, letter trays, or sacks on
pallets.

3) Bound Printed Matter machinable parcels.

4) Bound Printed Matter packages or sacks on pallets.

5) Parcel Post except for ASF mail prepared and claimed
at DBMC rates and non-machinable BMC Presort or
OBMC Presort rate mail.

6) Presorted Media Mail and Presorted Library Mail to
BMC destinations.

For labeling mixed BMC sacks and pallets, mailers must add
“MXD” before the Column B information of the BMC serving
the 3-digit ZIP Code prefix of the post office at which the mail
is entered.

* * * * *
[Revise the heading of L602 to read as follows:]

L602 ASFs

[Revise the introductory paragraph to read as follows:]

Use this list for:

1) Standard Mail machinable parcels if ASF mail is en-
tered at the ASF and claimed at DBMC rates.

2) Standard Mail packages, letter trays, or sacks on
pallets.

3) Bound Printed Matter machinable parcels if ASF mail
is entered at the ASF and claimed at DBMC rates.

4) Bound Printed Matter packages or sacks on pallets.

5) Parcel Post machinable parcels if ASF mail is entered
at the ASF and claimed at DBMC rates.

* * * * *
[Amend the title of L603 by adding “Standard Mail” to read as
follows:]

L603 ADCs—Irregular Standard Mail Parcels

* * * * *
[Amend title of L604 to indicate that the list is used only for
Standard Mail irregular parcels to read as follows:]

L604 Originating ADCs—Standard Mail Irregular
Parcels

* * * * *

L800 Automation Rate Mailings

* * * * *
[Amend the heading of L802 by changing “Standard Mail (A)”
to “Standard Mail” to read as follows:]

L802 BMC/ASF Entry—Periodicals and Standard
Mail

* * * * *
[Amend the heading of L803 by changing “Standard Mail (A)”
to “Standard Mail” to read as follows:]

L803 Non-BMC/ASF Entry—Periodicals and
Standard Mail

* * * * *

M Mail Preparation and Sortation

M000 General Preparation Standards

M010 Mailpieces

M011 Basic Standards

1.0 TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1.1 Presort Process

[Amend the third sentence of 1.1 by replacing “Standard Mail
(A)” with “Standard Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

1.3 Preparation Instructions

For purposes of preparing mail:

* * * * *
[M013.13 was amended in PB 22036 (11-2-00). The section
numbers in this revision reflect those changes.]

[Redesignate 1.3f through 1.3z as 1.3h through 1.3ab, re-
spectively, and add new 1.3f and 1.3g to read as follows:]
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For purposes of preparing mail:

* * * * *
f. A less-than-full flat tray is one that contains First-Class

Mail for the same destination regardless of quantity or
whether a full tray was previously prepared for that
destination. Less-than-full flat trays may be prepared
only if permitted by the standards for the rate claimed.

g. An overflow flat tray is a less-than-full First-Class Mail
tray that contains all pieces remaining after prepara-
tion of one or more full trays for the same destination.
Overflow flat trays may be prepared only if permitted
by the standards for the rate claimed.

* * * * *
[Amend redesignated 1.3j to provide for 5-digit/scheme carri-
er routes sortation for Carrier Route Bound Printed Matter,
and to change “Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard Mail” to read
as follows:]

j. A 5-digit/scheme carrier routes sort for carrier route
rate Periodicals flats and irregular parcels, Enhanced
Carrier Route rate Standard Mail flats, and Carrier
Route Bound Printed Matter flats, prepared in sacks or
as packages on pallets yields a 5-digit scheme carrier
routes sack or pallet for those 5-digit ZIP Codes listed
in L001 and 5-digit carrier routes sacks or pallets for
other areas. The 5-digit ZIP Codes in each scheme are
treated as a single presort destination subject to a
single minimum sack or pallet volume, with no further
separation by 5-digit ZIP Code required. Sacks or pal-
lets prepared for a 5-digit scheme carrier routes des-
tination that contain carrier route packages for only
one of the schemed 5-digit areas are still considered
5-digit scheme carrier routes sorted and are labeled
accordingly. The 5-digit/scheme sort is required for
carrier route packages of flat-size and irregular parcel
Periodicals, is optional for flat-size Enhanced Carrier
Route rate Standard Mail, and is optional for Carrier
Route Bound Printed Matter flats prepared in sacks or
as packages on pallets. If preparation of 5-digit
scheme carrier routes sacks or pallets is performed,
they must be prepared for all 5-digit scheme destina-
tions. A 5-digit/scheme carrier routes sort may be per-
formed only for carrier route packages prepared in
sacks or as packages on pallets.

[Amend redesignated 1.3k to provide for 5-digit/scheme
sortation for Bound Printed Matter flats, and to change “Stan-
dard Mail (A)” to “Standard Mail” to read as follows:]

k. A 5-digit/scheme sort for Periodicals flats and irregular
parcels, Standard Mail flats, and Bound Printed Matter
flats prepared as packages on pallets yields 5-digit
scheme pallets containing automation rate (not appli-
cable to Bound Printed Matter) and Presorted rate
5-digit packages for those 5-digit ZIP Codes listed in

L001 and yields 5-digit pallets containing automation
rate (not applicable to Bound Printed Matter) and Pres-
orted rate 5-digit packages for other areas. The 5-digit
ZIP Codes in each scheme are treated as a single
presort destination subject to a single minimum pallet
volume, with no further separation by 5-digit ZIP Code
required. Pallets prepared for a 5-digit scheme des-
tination that contain 5-digit packages for only one of
the schemed 5-digit areas are still considered 5-digit
scheme sorted and are labeled accordingly. The 5-dig-
it/scheme sort is required for flat-size and irregular
parcel-size Periodicals, and is optional for flat-size
Standard Mail and flat-size Bound Printed Matter that
is prepared as packages on pallets and may not be
used for other mail prepared on pallets, except for
5-digit packages of Standard Mail irregular parcels
that are part of a mailing job that is prepared in part as
palletized flats at automation rates. If preparation of
5-digit scheme pallets is performed, it must be done for
all 5-digit scheme destinations.

* * * * *
[Amend the last sentence of 1.3p for clarity to read as fol-
lows:]

p. * * * The 3-digit/scheme sort is required for automation
rate letter-size First-Class Mail, Periodicals, and Stan-
dard Mail and is not permitted to be used for mail en-
tered at another rate.

* * * * *
[Amend redesignated 1.3z by replacing “Standard Mail (A)”
with “Standard Mail”; no other changes to text.]

[Amend the first and last sentences of 1.3aa by replacing
“Parcel Post DSCF” with “Parcel Select (Parcel Post)
DSCF),” and by changing “M630” to “M710”; no other
changes to text.]

[Amend the first and second sentences of 1.3ab by replacing
“Parcel Post DSCF” with “Parcel Select (Parcel Post) DSCF”;
no other changes to text.]

1.4 Mailing

* * * * *
[Amend 1.4e by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

[Amend 1.4f by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services” and “Special Standard” with “Media Mail”; no other
changes to text.]

* * * * *
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M012 Markings and Endorsements

1.0 MARKINGS—BASIC STANDARDS

1.1 Class and Rate

[Amend 1.1b by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

[Amend 1.1c by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Revise the heading of 2.0 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)”
with “Standard Mail”; no other change.]

2.0 MARKINGS—FIRST-CLASS MAIL AND
STANDARD MAIL

2.1 Placement

* * * * *
[Amend 2.1b and 2.1c by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with
“Standard Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

2.2 Exceptions to Markings

[Amend 2.2a and 2.2b by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with
“Standard Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Amend the heading of 3.0 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)”
with “Package Services” to read as follows:]

3.0 MARKINGS—PACKAGE SERVICES

3.1 Basic Markings

[Amend 3.1 by changing the subclass name from “Special
Standard Mail” to “Media Mail” and eliminating the “Library
Rate” marking to read as follows:]

The basic required Package Services subclass marking—
“Parcel Post” or “PP,” “Bound Printed Matter” or “BPM,” “Me-
dia Mail,” or “Library Mail”—must be printed on each piece
claimed at the respective rate. (The marking “Library Rate”
may continue to be used on Library Mail until January 1,
2002. The marking “Special Standard Mail” (or “SPEC STD”)
may continue to be used on Media Mail until January 1,
2002.) For Parcel Post destination entry rate mail, the mark-
ing “Parcel Select” may be used as the basic required mark-
ing instead of “Parcel Post.” The basic required marking
must be placed in the postage area (i.e., printed or produced
as part of, or directly below or to the left of, the permit imprint
indicia or meter stamp or impression).

[Amend the heading of 3.2 for clarity to read as follows:]

3.2 Additional Parcel Select (Parcel Post)
Markings

[Amend the first sentence of 3.2 to read as follows:]

Each piece in a Parcel Select (destination entry Parcel Post)
mailing must bear a marking to indicate that it was mailed at
a destination entry rate. * * *

[Amend the heading of 3.3 by changing “Other” to “Addition-
al” and revise to read as follows:]

3.3 Additional Bound Printed Matter Markings

Each piece of Bound Printed Matter mailed at a Presorted
rate must bear the marking “Presorted” (or “PRSRT”) in addi-
tion to the basic marking in 3.1. Until January 1, 2002, mailers
may use the marking “Presorted Standard” (or “PRSRT
STD”). Each piece of Bound Printed Matter mailed at a Carri-
er Route rate must bear the marking “Carrier Route Presort”
(or “CAR-RT SORT”) in addition to the basic marking in 3.1.
These additional markings may be placed in the postage
area as specified in 3.1. Alternatively, these markings may
be placed in the address area on the line directly above or
two lines above the address if the marking appears alone, or
if no other information appears on the line with the marking
except postal optional endorsement line information under
M013 or postal carrier route package information under
M014.

[Amend the heading of 3.4 to reflect the new subclass name
to read as follows:]

3.4 Additional Media Mail Markings

[Amend 3.4 to reflect the new subclass name to read as
follows:]

Each piece of Media Mail mailed at a presorted rate must
bear the required marking “Presorted” or “PRSRT” in addition
to the basic marking specified in 3.1. This additional marking
may be placed in the postage area as specified in 3.1. Alter-
natively, these markings may be placed in the address area
on the line directly above or two lines above the address if the
marking appears alone, or if no other information appears on
the line with the marking except postal optional endorsement
line information under M013.

[Amend the heading of 3.5 by changing “Other” to “Addition-
al” and revise to read as follows:]
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3.5 Additional Library Mail Markings

Each piece of Library Mail mailed at a presorted rate must
bear the required marking “Presorted” or “PRSRT” in addition
to the basic marking specified in 3.1. This additional marking
may be placed in the postage area as specified in 3.1. Alter-
natively, these markings may be placed in the address area
on the line directly above or two lines above the address if the
marking appears alone, or if no other information appears on
the line with the marking except postal optional endorsement
line information under M013.

* * * * *

4.0 ENDORSEMENTS DELIVERY AND
ANCILLARY SERVICES

* * * * *

4.5 OCR Read Area

[Amend 4.5 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

M013 Optional Endorsement Lines

1.0 USE

1.1 Basic Standards

[Amend the chart in 1.1 by adding the sortation level and OEL
example lines for Carrier Route Bound Printed Matter to read
as follows:]

Sortation Level OEL Example

*   *   *   *   *
Carrier Route—
Bound Printed
Matter

 * * * * * * * * * * * CAR-RT SORT**C-001

*   *   *   *   *

* * * * *

2.0 FORMAT

* * * * *

2.5 ZIP Code

[Amend 2.5 by removing the second sentence.]

[Amend the table in 2.5 by revising the entries for ADC and
mixed ADC sortation levels to read as follows:]

Sortation Level Mail Class Labeling List

* * * * *
ADC First-Class Mail (except

automation letters),
Periodicals (except
automation letters),
Standard Mail (except
Presorted rate irregular and
machinable  parcels),
Presorted Bound Printed
Matter (except machinable
parcels)

L004

Sortation Level Mail Class Labeling List
ADC Standard Mail irregular

parcels
L603

Mixed ADC First-Class Mail (except
automation letters)

L002, 
Column C

Mixed ADC Periodicals (except
automation letters),
Standard Mail (except
Presorted rate irregular and
machinable  parcels),
Presorted Bound Printed
Matter (except machinable
parcels)

L004

Mixed ADC Standard Mail irregular
parcels

L604

* * * * *

* * * * *

M014 Carrier Route Information Lines

* * * * *

2.0 FORMAT AND CONTENT

* * * * *

2.3 Route Code

* * * * *
[Amend 2.3b by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

M020 Packages

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS

* * * * *

1.4 Palletization

[Amend 1.4 by removing all references to bundles to read as
follows:]

Packages on pallets must be able to withstand normal transit
and handling without breakage or incurring injury to USPS
employees. Heavy-gauge shrinkwrap over plastic banding,
shrinkwrap alone, or banding material alone is acceptable if
the package can stay together during normal processing.
Except for packages of individually polywrapped pieces,
packages on BMC pallets must be shrinkwrapped and ma-
chinable on BMC parcel sorters. Packages of individually
polywrapped pieces may be secured with banding material
only. Machinability is determined by the USPS. If used, band-
ing material must be applied at least once around the length
and once around the girth; wire and metal strapping are
prohibited.
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[Redesignate 1.5 and 1.6 as 1.6 and 1.7 and add new 1.5 to
read as follows:]

1.5 Package Size—Bound Printed Matter

Each “logical” package (the total group of pieces for a pack-
age destination) of Bound Printed Matter must meet the ap-
plicable minimum package size prescribed in M045 or M722.
The pieces in the “logical” package must then be secured in
a physical package or packages. Wherever possible, each
physical package for a logical package destination should
contain at least the minimum package size. The size of each
physical package for a specific logical package destination
may, however, contain the exact package minimum, more
pieces than the package minimum, or fewer pieces than the
package minimum depending on the size of the pieces in the
mailing or the total quantity of the pieces to that destination.
However, except for mixed ADC packages and for carrier
route packages prepared in sacks, each physical package
of Bound Printed Matter must contain at least two pieces. For
Carrier Route rate mail prepared in sacks, the “last physical
package” to an individual carrier route destination may con-
sist of a single addressed piece, provided that all other pack-
ages to that carrier route destination contain at least two
addressed pieces, and that the total group of pieces to that
carrier route (the “logical” package) meets the Carrier Route
rate eligibility minimum in E712. Packages prepared on pal-
lets must meet the additional packaging requirements under
M045 and each physical package, including carrier route
rate mail, must always contain at least two pieces.

[Amend the heading and the introductory phrase of redesig-
nated 1.6 to read as follows:]

1.6 Package Size—Other Mail Classes

Except for Bound Printed Matter, an individual physical pack-
age may be prepared with fewer than the minimum number
of pieces required by the standards for the rate claimed, with-
out loss of rate eligibility under either of these conditions:

* * * * *
[Amend heading of 2.0 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with
“Standard Mail” to read as follows:]

2.0 ADDITIONAL STANDARDS—FIRST-CLASS
MAIL, PERIODICALS, STANDARD MAIL, AND
FLAT-SIZE BOUND PRINTED MATTER FLATS

2.1 Cards and Letter-Size Pieces

[Amend 2.1c and 2.1d by changing “Standard Mail (A)” to
“Standard Mail.”]

* * * * *

[Amend 2.2 by revising the second sentence to read as
follows:]

2.2 Flat-Size Pieces

* * * Flat-size pieces must be prepared in packages except
under 1.7 and, for First-Class Mail, under M820.3.0.

* * * * *
[Amend the heading of 3.0 by adding “All,” and amend the
opening text to read as follows:]

3.0 FACING SLIPS—ALL CARRIER ROUTE MAIL

All facing slips used on carrier route packages must show
this information:

* * * * *

M030 Containers

M031 Labels

* * * * *

2.0 ADDITIONAL STANDARDS—SACK LABELS

2.1 Specifications

[Amend 2.1a to reflect changes in mail class names to read
as follows:]

A sack label must meet these specifications:

a. Color:  white or manila for Priority Mail, First-Class
Mail, Standard Mail, and Package Services mail; pink
for Periodicals.

* * * * *

3.0 ADDITIONAL STANDARDS—TRAY LABELS
PLACEMENT

* * * * *

3.2 Specifications

[Amend 3.2a to change “Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard
Mail” to read as follows:]

A tray label must meet these specifications:

a. Color:  White or manila for First-Class Mail and Stan-
dard Mail; pink for Periodicals.

* * * * *

4.0 PALLET LABELS

* * * * *
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4.2 Specifications

[Amend 4.2 to reflect changes in mail class names to read as
follows:]

Pallet labels must be pink for Periodicals mail or white for
Standard Mail and Package Services mail. Pallet labels must
measure at least 8 inches by 11 inches.

* * * * *
[Amend the last sentence of 4.7 (as revised in PB 22036
(11-2-00)) to add the word “irregular parcel” in front of “Bound
Printed Matter,” and to change “processing category” to “‘5D’
pallet level” to read as follows:]

4.7 5-Digit, 5-Digit Carrier Routes, and 5-Digit
Scheme Carrier Routes Pallets

All 5-digit carrier routes or 5-digit scheme carrier routes pal-
lets must show the words “CARRIER ROUTES” (or “CR-
RTS”) after the processing category description on the
content line under M045, M920, M930, and M940. 5-digit pal-
lets of Bound Printed Matter irregular parcels that contain
only carrier route rate mail also must show the words “CAR-
RIER ROUTES” (or “CR-RTS”) after the “5D” pallet level de-
scription on the contents line under M045.

[Amend the heading of 4.8 to read as follows:]

4.8 Automation/Nonautomation Status

[Amend 4.8 (as it appeared in PB 22036, 11-2-00) by chang-
ing “Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard Mail” to read as follows:]

All Periodicals and Standard Mail 5-digit, 5-digit scheme,
3-digit, SCF, ADC, ASF, and BMC pallets must show “BAR-
CODED” or “BC” on the contents line if the pallet contains au-
tomation rate mail as provided in M045, M920, M930, and
M940. Except for machinable parcels, all Periodicals and
Standard Mail 5-digit and 5-digit scheme pallets must show
“NONBARCODED” or “NBC” on the contents line if the pallet
contains Presorted rate mail under M045, M920, M930, and
M940. Except for machinable parcels, all Periodicals and
Standard Mail 3-digit, SCF, ADC, ASF, BMC, Mixed ADC,
and Mixed BMC pallets must show “NONBARCODED” or
“NBC” on the contents line if the pallet contains Presorted
rate and/or carrier route mail under M045, M920, M930, and
M940. If a pallet contains copalletized automation rate and
Presorted rate mail, or, for 3-digit, SCF, ADC, ASF, BMC,
Mixed ADC, or Mixed BMC pallets, contains copalletized au-
tomation rate, Presorted rate, and carrier route mail, the sep-
arate “BARCODED” and “NONBARCODED” designations
may be abbreviated “BC/NBC.” (Note:  If one of these pallets
contains carrier route rate mail, but not Presorted rate mail,
“NONBARCODED” or “NBC” is not required until July 15,
2001.)

[The following section was revised as M031.4.10 in PB
22036 (11-2-00). Subsequent revisions to the DMM have
redesignated this section as 4.9.]

4.9 Extraneous Information

Extraneous information is permitted on pallet labels if:

* * * * *
[Amend 4.9c to reflect changes in mail class names to read
as follows:]

c. It does not appear on or between the lines reserved for
USPS required information (blank lines are permitted).
Exception:  For combined mailings of Standard Mail
and Package Services machinable parcels, mailer
codes and extraneous information may appear be-
tween the content line and the post office of mailing
line.

* * * * *
[The following section was added as M031.4.13 in PB 22036
(11-2-00). Subsequent revisions to the DMM have redesig-
nated this section as 4.12. Amend the title of 4.12 to delete
the phrase “or Bundle” to read as follows:]

4.12 Pallet Package Information

* * * * *

5.0 SECOND LINE CODES

[Amend the chart in 5.0 to change “Standard Mail (A)” to
“Standard Mail,” add “First-Class Mail” and code “FCM,” and
add “Package Services” and code “PSVC” to read as
follows:]

The codes shown below must be used as appropriate on
Line 2 of sack, tray, and pallet labels.

Content Type Code
Barcoded BC
Barcoded and
Nonbarcoded

BC/NBC

Carrier Route C (type of route)
Carrier Routes CR-RTS (5-digit sack and pallet

designation)

Digit D
First-Class Mail FCM
Flats FLTS
General Delivery Unit G
Highway Contract Route H
Irregular Parcels IRREG

(Periodicals, Standard Mail, and
Package Services only)

Letters LTRS
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Content Type Code
Machinable Parcels MACH (Standard Mail and Package

Services only)
Mixed MXD
Mixed Machinable and
Irregular Parcels

MACH & IRREG (Standard Mail
only)

Nonbarcoded NON BC (sacks)
NBC (pallets, and co-trayed or
co-sacked mail under M910)

Package Services PSVC
Parcels PARCELS

(First-Class Mail and Package
Services only)

Periodicals PER (see 1.7)
NEWS (see 1.7)

Post Office Box Section B
Rural Route R
Scheme SCH

(Periodicals, Standard Mail, and
(flats only) Bound Printed Matter
5-digit scheme carrier routes sacks
and 5-digit scheme pallets only)

Standard Mail STD
Working WKG

M032 Barcoded Labels

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS—TRAY AND SACK
LABELS

1.1 Use

[Amend 1.1 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Amend Exhibit 1.3a, 3-Digit Content Identifier Numbers, by
replacing headings “STANDARD MAIL (A)” with “STAN-
DARD MAIL,” “STANDARD MAIL (B)” with “PACKAGE
SERVICES,” “Special Standard Mail” with “Media Mail,” and
making other changes in content line information to read as
follows:]

Class and Mailing CIN
Human-Readable
Content Line

* * * * *
STANDARD MAIL

* * * * *
Enhanced Carrier Route Irregular Parcels—Nonautomation
car. rt.
sacks–saturation

599 STD IRREG WSS1

car. rt. sacks–high
density

600 STD IRREG WSH1

car. rt. sacks–basic 601 STD IRREG LOT1

5-digit carrier routes
sacks

598 STD IRREG CR-RTS

STD Irregular Parcels—Presorted
5-digit sacks 590 STD IRREG 5D
3-digit sacks 591 STD IRREG 3D
ADC sacks 592 STD IRREG ADC
mixed ADC sacks 594 STD IRREG WKG

Class and Mailing CIN
Human-Readable
Content Line

STD Machinable Parcels—Presorted
5-digit sacks 670 STD MACH 5D
ASF sacks 672 STD MACH ASF
BMC sacks 673 STD MACH BMC
mixed BMC sacks 674 STD MACH WKG
STD Machinable and Irregular Parcels—Presorted
5-digit sacks 603 STD MACH & IRREG 5D

PACKAGE SERVICES
Carrier Route Bound Printed Matter—Flats
carrier route sacks 657 PSVC FLTS CR1

5-digit scheme carrier
routes sacks

659 PSVC FLTS CR-RTS SCH

5-digit carrier routes
sacks

658 PSVC FLTS CR-RTS

Presorted Bound Printed Matter—Flats
5-digit sacks 649 PSVC FLTS 5D NON BC
3-digit sacks 650 PSVC FLTS 3D NON BC
SCF sacks 654 PSVC FLTS SCF NON BC
ADC sacks 651 PSVC FLTS ADC NON BC
mixed ADC sacks 653 PSVC FLTS NON BC WKG
Carrier Route Bound Printed Matter—Irregular Parcels
carrier route sacks 697 PSVC IRREG CR1

5-digit carrier routes
sacks

698 PSVC IRREG CR-RTS

Presorted Bound Printed Matter—Irregular Parcels
5-digit sacks 690 PSVC IRREG 5D
3-digit sacks 691 PSVC IRREG 3D
SCF sacks 696 PSVC IRREG SCF
ADC sacks 692 PSVC IRREG ADC
mixed ADC sacks 694 PSVC IRREG WKG
Carrier Route Bound Printed Matter—Machinable Parcels
carrier route sacks 687 PSVC MACH CR1

Presorted Bound Printed Matter—Machinable Parcels
5-digit sacks 680 PSVC MACH 5D
ASF sacks 682 PSVC MACH ASF
BMC sacks 683 PSVC MACH BMC
mixed BMC sacks 684 PSVC MACH WKG
Presorted Media Mail and Presorted Library Mail 
Flats—5-Digit and BMC
5-digit sacks 649 PSVC FLTS 5D NON BC
BMC sacks 652 PSVC FLTS BMC NON BC
Presorted Media Mail and Presorted Library Mail Irregular
Parcels — 5-Digit and BMC
5-digit sacks 690 PSVC IRREG 5D
BMC sacks 693 PSVC IRREG BMC
Presorted Media Mail and Presorted Library Mail Machinable
Parcels — 5-Digit and BMC
5-digit sacks 680 PSVC MACH 5D
BMC sacks 683 PSVC MACH BMC
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Class and Mailing CIN
Human-Readable
Content Line

Parcel Post Machinable Parcels
5-digit sacks 680 PSVC MACH 5D
ASF sacks 682 PSVC MACH ASF
BMC sacks 683 PSVC MACH BMC
mixed BMC sacks 684 PSVC MACH WKG
Parcel Post DSCF and DDU Rates
5-digit sacks 688 PSVC PARCELS 5D
Combined PSVC Parcels
5-digit sacks 688 PSVC PARCELS 5D
Combined STD & PSVC Machinable Parcels
5-digit sacks 660 STD/PSVC MACH 5D
ASF sacks 662 STD/PSVC MACH ASF
BMC sacks 663 STD/PSVC MACH BMC
mixed BMC sacks 664 STD/PSVC MACH WKG

* * * * *

2.0 ADDITIONAL STANDARDS—BARCODED
TRAY LABELS

2.1 Paper Stock, Size, and Color

[Amend 2.1a to replace the class name “Standard Mail (A)”
with “Standard Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

3.0 ADDITIONAL STANDARDS—BARCODED
SACK LABELS

[Amend 3.1a by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Standard
Mail and Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

M033 Sacks and Trays

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS

* * * * *

1.2 Equipment

[Amend 1.2a and 1.2f by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with
“Standard Mail” and amend 1.2a by adding a second sen-
tence to read as follows:]

a. First-Class Mail flat-size pieces must be prepared in
USPS flat trays with lids. The lids to these flat trays
must be placed green side up.

* * * * *
[Amend the heading of 2.0 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)”
with “Standard Mail” to read as follows:]

2.0 FIRST-CLASS MAIL, PERIODICALS, AND
STANDARD MAIL

* * * * *

2.2 Flat Tray Preparation (First-Class Mail Only)

[Amend 2.2 by adding new f through h to read as follows:]

All flat tray preparation is subject to these standards:

* * * * *
f. For automation rate mailings prepared under the op-

tional tray-based preparation rules in M820, one less-
than-full overflow tray may be prepared for a presort
destination when the total number of pieces for that
destination meets the minimum for preparation of the
tray level under M820, and when one or more full trays
for that destination are also prepared.

g. For automation rate mailings prepared under the op-
tional tray-based preparation rules in M820, if the total
number of pieces for a presort destination meets or ex-
ceeds the minimum number of pieces required to pre-
pare a tray for that destination, but the total volume
does not physically fill a single tray, then the mail for
that presort destination may be prepared in a less-
than-full tray.

h. Pieces prepared as automation flats under the tray-
based preparation option in M820 do not have to be
grouped by 3-digit ZIP Code prefix in ADC trays or by
ADC in mixed ADC trays if the mailing is prepared us-
ing an MLOCR/barcode sorter and standardized doc-
umentation is submitted.

* * * * *

M040 Pallets

M041 General Standards

* * * * *
[M041.5.0 and 6.0 were amended in PB 22036 (11-2-00).
The language in this revision reflects those amendments.]

5.0 PREPARATION

5.1 Presort

[Amend 5.1 to change the class name from “Standard Mail
(A)” to “Standard Mail” and to delete the phrase “and
bundles” to read as follows:]

Pallet preparation and pallet sortation are subject to the spe-
cific standards in M045, M920, M930, and M940. Pallet
sortation is generally intended to presort the palletized por-
tion of a mailing to at least the finest extent required for the
corresponding class of mail and method of preparation. Pal-
let sortation is sequential from the lowest (finest) level to the
highest and must be completed at each required level before
the next optional or required level is prepared. Standard
preparation terms for pallets are defined in M011, standard
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presort levels are defined in M045, and advanced presort
levels are defined in M920, M930, and M940. For sacks,
trays, or machinable parcels on pallets, the mailer must pre-
pare all required pallet levels before any mixed ADC or mixed
BMC pallets are prepared for a mailing or job. Packages pre-
pared under M045 or M920, M930, or M940 must not be
placed on mixed ADC or mixed BMC pallets. Packages that
cannot be placed on pallets must be prepared in sacks under
the standards for the rate claimed. The standards for pack-
age reallocation to protect the SCF or BMC pallet (M045.5.0
and 6.0) are optional methods of pallet preparation designed
to retain as much mail as possible at the SCF or BMC level.
These standards may result in some packages of Periodical
flats and irregular parcels and Standard Mail (A) flats that are
part of a mailing job prepared in part as palletized flats at au-
tomation rates not being placed on the finest level of pallet
possible. Mailers must use PAVE-certified presort software
to prepare mailings using package reallocation (package
reallocation is optional, but if performed, it must be done for
the complete mailing job).

5.2 Required Preparation

[Amend 5.2 to change the class name from “Standard Mail
(A)” to “Standard Mail” to read as follows:]

These standards apply to:

a. Periodicals, Standard Mail, and Package Services
(except for Parcel Post BMC Presort and OBMC Pre-
sort, and except for Parcel Select DSCF and DDU rate
mail). A pallet must be prepared to a required sortation
level when there are 500 pounds of Periodicals, Stan-
dard Mail, or Package Services mail in packages or
sacks, or 500 pounds of parcels, or six layers of Peri-
odicals or Standard Mail letter trays. For packages of
Periodicals flats and irregular parcels on pallets that
are prepared under the standards for package re-
allocation to protect the SCF pallet (M045.5.0), not all
mail for a required 5-digit scheme carrier routes, 5-digit
scheme, 5-digit carrier routes, or 5-digit pallet or for an
optional merged 5-digit scheme, optional merged
5-digit, or optional 3-digit pallet is required to be on that
corresponding pallet level. For packages of Standard
Mail flats on pallets that are prepared under the stan-
dards for package reallocation to protect the SCF pal-
let (M045.5.0), not all mail for a required 5-digit carrier
routes or 5-digit pallet or for an optional 5-digit scheme
carrier routes, merged 5-digit scheme, 5-digit scheme,
merged 5-digit pallet, or 3-digit pallet is required to be
on that corresponding pallet level. For packages of
Standard Mail flats on pallets prepared under the stan-
dards for package reallocation to protect the BMC pal-
let (M045.6.0), not all mail for a required ASF pallet is
required to be on an ASF pallet. Mixed ADC or mixed
BMC pallets of sacks, trays, or machinable parcels, as

appropriate, must be labeled to the BMC or ADC (as
appropriate) serving the post office where mailings are
entered into the mailstream. The processing and dis-
tribution manager of that facility may issue a written au-
thorization to the mailer to label mixed BMC or mixed
ADC pallets to the post office or processing and dis-
tribution center serving the post office where mailings
are entered. These pallets contain all mail remaining
after required and optional pallets are prepared to finer
sortation levels under M045, as appropriate.

b. Parcel Post mailed at BMC Presort, OBMC Presort,
DSCF, and DDU rates. Pallets must meet the require-
ments specifically prescribed for these rates in M045.

5.3 Minimum Load

[Amend 5.3a by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail” and by changing “M630” to “M710”; no other changes
to text.]

* * * * *

5.6 Mail on Pallets

[Amend 5.6 (as revised in PB 22036 (11-2-00)) to provide for
separation of flat-size Bound Printed Matter Carrier Route
mail from Presorted mail on 5-digit level pallets, to change
“Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard Mail,” to remove references
to “bundles,” and to clarify and reorganize to read as follows:]

These standards apply to mail on pallets:

a. Pieces in trays, packages, and sacks must be pre-
pared under the standards for the class of mail and
rate claimed.

b. When two or more Periodicals mailings, two or more
Standard Mail mailings, or two or more Bound Printed
Matter mailings are placed together on pallets, the
mailer must keep records for each mailing as required
by the standards for the class of mail.

c. For letter-size Standard Mail and Periodicals prepared
in trays on pallets, carrier route rate mail (including au-
tomation carrier route) must be prepared on separate
5-digit pallets (5-digit carrier routes pallets) from non-
carrier route automation rate or Presorted rate mail
(5-digit pallets).

d. Heavier, fuller trays must be placed at the bottom of the
load.

e. For Bound Printed Matter irregular parcels, Presorted
and Carrier Route rate mail may be combined on all
levels of pallet. For Bound Printed Matter flats, Pre-
sorted and Carrier Route rate mail may be combined
on all levels of pallet except as provided in f and g.
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f. For sacks of nonletter-size Periodicals mail on pallets
(except for mail prepared with detached address la-
bels), for sacks of nonletter-size Standard Mail on pal-
lets (except for mail prepared with detached address
labels and machinable parcels), and for sacks of flat-
size Bound Printed Matter, carrier route rate mail must
be prepared on separate 5-digit pallets (5-digit carrier
routes pallets) from automation rate or Presorted rate
mail (5-digit pallets).

g. For packages on pallets of nonletter-size Periodicals,
nonletter-size Standard Mail, and flat-size Bound
Printed matter, carrier route rate mail must be prepared
on separate 5-digit pallets (5-digit carrier routes or
5-digit scheme carrier routes pallets) from automation
rate or Presorted rate mail (5-digit pallets or 5-digit
scheme pallets). Exception:  When nonletter-size Peri-
odicals and flat-size Standard Mail is prepared under
h, carrier route rate mail, automation rate mail, and
Presorted rate mail may be copalletized on the same
merged 5-digit pallet or on the same merged 5-digit
scheme pallet for applicable 5-digit ZIP Codes.

h. Mailers of nonletter-size Periodicals and flat-size
Standard Mail that prepare packages on pallets may
copalletize carrier route rate mail, automation rate
mail, and Presorted rate mail on the same merged
5-digit pallet or on the same merged 5-digit scheme
pallet under the conditions in M920, M930, or M940.

* * * * *

6.0 COPALLETIZED, COMBINED, OR
MIXED-RATE LEVEL MAILINGS OF FLAT-SIZE
PIECES

* * * * *
[Amend the heading and contents of 6.4 to change the class
name from “Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard Mail.”]

* * * * *

M045 Palletized Mailings

1.0 BASIC USES

[Amend 1.0f by replacing “Standard Mail (A) and (B)” with
“Standard Mail and Package Services” and 1.0i by replacing
“Standard Mail” with “Package Services” and by replacing
“M630” with “M700”; no other changes to text.]

[Amend the heading of 2.0 to add “ON PALLETS” to read as
follows:]

2.0 PACKAGES ON PALLETS

[Revise 2.1 to read as follows:]

2.1 Applicability

Only packages of flats and packages of irregular parcels of
Periodicals, Standard Mail, and Bound Printed Matter may
be prepared in packages placed directly on pallets under the

provisions of 2.2 through 2.5 and 3.0. Mail that cannot be
placed on pallets under 2.0 and 3.0 must be prepared in
sacks under the applicable provisions of M200, M600, and
M700. Sacks containing packages for mixed ADC destina-
tions, or containing packages remaining after all pallets are
prepared, may be presented with the palletized portion of the
mailing job (and, subject to 8.5, reported on the same post-
age statement) if the sacks are set apart from the palletized
portion of the mailing job.

[Redesignate current 2.2 through 2.4 as 2.3 through 2.5,
respectively. Delete current 2.5 and 2.6. Insert new 2.2 to
read as follows:]

2.2 Basic Packaging Standards

Package preparation for Periodicals, Standard Mail, and
Bound Printed Matter must meet the general standards in
M010 and M020 and the applicable packaging provisions of
M200, M610, M620, M720, and M820, except as noted in 2.3
through 2.5. Packages must be sorted to pallets under 3.0.
The palletized portion of a mailing may not include packages
sorted to mixed ADCs or foreign destinations.

[Amend the heading of redesignated 2.3 by deleting “Size”
to read as follows:]

2.3 Periodicals

* * * * *
[Amend the heading of redesignated 2.4 by deleting “Size”
and replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard Mail” to
read as follows:]

2.4 Standard Mail

* * * * *
[Revise the heading and contents of redesignated 2.5 to
read as follows:]

2.5 Bound Printed Matter

Bound Printed Matter on pallets must be packaged as fol-
lows:

a. Presorted Bound Printed Matter:

(1)Only individual pieces of flats or irregular parcels
that weigh less than 10 pounds may be prepared as
packages on pallets. Pieces that individually weigh
10 or more pounds must be prepared and palle-
tized as machinable parcels under 3.5 or prepared
in sacks under M722.

(2)Packages must be prepared to the package des-
tinations in M722. The minimum package size is 10
addressed pieces or 10 pounds, whichever occurs
first, except that the last package to a presort des-
tination may contain fewer than 10 pieces or weigh
less than 10 pounds. See 2.5c for a definition of the
“whichever comes first” packaging requirement.
When there are at least 10 pieces but fewer than 10
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pounds for a presort destination, the pieces must
be prepared in a single physical package. The
maximum physical package size is 20 pounds, ex-
cept that 5-digit packages that will be placed on a
5-digit scheme (flats only) or 5-digit pallet may
weigh up to 40 pounds. The total number of physi-
cal packages for a single presort destination must
not exceed the number of 10-pound increments to
that destination. Each physical package must con-
tain at least two addressed pieces. Each physical
package must be labeled using optional endorse-
ment lines or pressure sensitive labels under
M722.

b. Carrier Route Bound Printed Matter:

(1)Only individual pieces of flats or irregular parcels
that weigh less than 10 pounds may be prepared as
packages on pallets. Pieces that individually weigh
10 or more pounds must either be prepared and
palletized as machinable parcels under 3.5 and
pay the Presorted rates, or be prepared in sacks to
qualify for the Carrier Route rates under M723.

(2)The minimum package size is 10 addressed pieces
or 10 pounds to a carrier route, whichever occurs
first, except that the last package to a carrier route
destination may contain fewer than 10 pieces or
weigh less than 10 pounds. See 2.5c for a definition
of the “whichever comes first” packaging require-
ment. When there are at least 10 pieces but fewer
than 10 pounds for a presort destination, the pieces
must be prepared in a single physical package. The
maximum physical package size is 20 pounds, ex-
cept that carrier route packages of flats that will be
placed on a 5-digit scheme carrier routes or 5-digit
carrier routes pallet and carrier route packages of
irregular parcels that will be placed on a 5-digit pal-
let may weigh up to 40 pounds. The total number of
physical packages for a single carrier route des-
tination must not exceed the number of 10-pound
increments to that destination. Each physical pack-
age must contain at least two addressed pieces.
Each physical package must be labeled to the carri-
er route with facing slips under M723, optional en-
dorsement lines under M013, or carrier route
information lines under M014.

c. Minimum Package Size. Package mail under the mini-
mum package size of “10 pieces or 10 pounds, which-
ever comes first” according to these standards:

(1)For identical-weight pieces, a single-piece weight
of 1 pound results in 10 pieces weighing 10 pounds.
Identical-weight pieces weighing 1 pound or less
must be prepared using the 10-piece minimum;

those that weigh more must be prepared using the
10-pound minimum.

(2)For nonidentical-weight pieces, mailers must either
use the minimum that applies to the average piece
weight for the entire mailing (divide the net weight
of the mailing by the number of pieces; the resulting
average single-piece weight determines whether
the 10-piece or 10-pound minimum applies). Alter-
natively, package by the actual piece count or mail
weight for each package destination, provided doc-
umentation can be presented with the mailing that
shows (specifically for each package) the number
of pieces and their total weight.

(3)Mailers must note on the accompanying postage
statement whether they applied the 10-piece or
10-pound threshold, or both.

[Remove 3.0; redesignate 4.0 through 15.0 as 3.0 through
14.0, respectively.]

3.0 PALLET PRESORT AND LABELING

[The following section, Pallet Presort and Labeling, was origi-
nally revised as M045.4.0 in PB 22036 (11-2-00). The revi-
sions below further amend this section.]

* * * * *
[Delete redesignated 3.3 pertaining to Bound Printed Matter
(as revised in PB 22036 (11-2-00)). Redesignate 3.4 and 3.5
as 3.5 through 3.6. Add new 3.3 and 3.4 to read as follows:]

3.3 Bound Printed Matter Flats—Packages and
Sacks on Pallets

Mailers must prepare pallets in the sequence listed below.
Mailers who do not perform scheme sortation under 3.3a and
3.3b using L001 must begin preparing pallets under 3.3c.
Pallets must be labeled according to the Line 1 and Line 2
information listed below and under M031.

a. 5-Digit Scheme Carrier Routes. Optional. Permitted
only for flat-size packages on pallets. May contain only
Carrier Route rate packages for the same 5-digit
scheme under L001. If scheme sort is performed, it
must be done for all 5-digit scheme destinations. For
all 5-digit destinations that are not part of a scheme,
prepare 5-digit carrier routes pallets under 3.3c.

(1)Line 1:  use L001, Column B.

(2)Line 2:  “PSVC FLTS,” followed by “CARRIER
ROUTES” or “CR-RTS” and “SCHEME” or “SCH.”

b. 5-Digit Scheme. Optional. Permitted only for flat-size
packages on pallets. May contain only Presorted rate
packages for the same 5-digit scheme under L001. If
scheme sort is performed, it must be done for all 5-digit
scheme destinations. For all 5-digit destinations that
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are not part of a scheme, prepare 5-digit pallets under
3.3d.

(1)Line 1:  use L001, Column B.

(2)Line 2:  “PSVC FLTS 5D” followed by “SCHEME” or
“SCH.”

c. 5-Digit Carrier Routes. Required for sacks and pack-
ages (except for packages prepared to 5-digit carrier
route scheme pallets under 3.3a). May contain only
Carrier Route rate mail for the same 5-digit ZIP Code.

(1)Line 1:  use city, state abbreviation, and 5-digit ZIP
Code destination (see M031 for military mail).

(2)Line 2:  “PSVC FLTS” followed by “CARRIER
ROUTES” or “CR-RTS.”

d. 5-Digit. Required for sacks and packages (except for
packages prepared to 5-digit scheme pallets under
3.3b). May contain only Presorted rate mail for the
same 5-digit ZIP Code.

(1)Line 1:  use city, state abbreviation, and 5-digit ZIP
Code destination (see M031 for military mail).

(2)Line 2:  “PSVC FLTS 5D.”

e. 3-Digit.  Optional. May contain Carrier Route and/or
Presorted rate mail.

(1)Line 1:  use L002, Column A.

(2)Line 2:  “PSVC FLTS 3D.”

f. SCF. Required. May contain Carrier Route and/or
Presorted rate mail.

(1)Line 1:  use L002, Column C.

(2)Line 2:  “PSVC FLTS SCF.”

g. ASF. Required. May contain Carrier Route and/or
Presorted rate mail. Sort ADC packages or sacks to
ASF pallets based on the “label to” ZIP Code for the
ADC destination of the package or sack in L004. See
E752 for additional requirements for DBMC rate
eligibility.

(1)Line 1:  use L602.

(2)Line 2:  “PSVC FLTS ASF.”

h. BMC. Required. May contain Carrier Route and/or
Presorted rate mail. Sort ADC packages or sacks to
BMC pallets based on the label to ZIP Code for the
ADC destination of the package or sack in L004. See
E752 for additional requirements for DBMC rate
eligibility.

(1)Line 1:  use L601.

(2)Line 2:  “PSVC FLTS BMC.”

i. Mixed BMC (for sacks on pallets only). Optional. May
contain Carrier Route and/or Presorted rate mail.

(1)Line 1:  “MXD,” followed by the information in L601,
Column B, for the BMC serving the 3-digit ZIP Code
prefix of the entry post office (label to plant serving
entry post office if authorized by the processing and
distribution manager).

(2)Line 2:  “PSVC FLTS” followed by “WKG.”

3.4 Bound Printed Matter Irregular
Parcels—Packages and Sacks on Pallets

Mailers must prepare pallets in the sequence listed below.
Pallets must be labeled according to the Line 1 and Line 2
information listed below and under M031.

a. 5-digit. Required. May contain Carrier Route and/or
Presorted rate mail.

(1)Line 1:  use city, state abbreviation, and 5-digit ZIP
Code destination (see M031 for military mail).

(2)Line 2:  “PSVC IRREG 5D” and, if the pallet con-
tains only carrier route mail, followed by “CARRIER
ROUTES” or “CR-RTS.”

b. 3-digit. Optional. May contain Carrier Route and/or
Presorted rate mail.

(1)Line 1:  use L002, Column A.

(2)Line 2:  “PSVC IRREG 3D.”

c. SCF. Required. May contain Carrier Route and/or
Presorted rate mail.

(1)Line 1:  use L002, Column C.

(2)Line 2:  “PSVC IRREG SCF.”

d. ASF. Required. May contain Carrier Route rate and/or
Presorted rate mail. Sort ADC packages or sacks to
ASF pallets based on the “label to” ZIP Code for the
ADC destination of the package or sack in L004.

(1)Line 1:  use L602.

(2)Line 2:  “PSVC IRREG ASF.”

e. BMC. Required. May contain Carrier Route and/or
Presorted rate mail. Sort ADC packages or sacks to
BMC pallets based on the “label to” ZIP Code for the
ADC destination of the package or sack in L004.

(1)Line 1:  use L601.

(2)Line 2:  “PSVC IRREG BMC.”

f. Mixed BMC (for sacks on pallets only). Optional. May
contain Carrier Route and/or Presorted rate mail.

(1)Line 1:  “MXD,” followed by the information in L601,
Column B, for the BMC serving the 3-digit ZIP Code
prefix of the entry post office (label to plant serving
entry post office if authorized by the processing and
distribution manager).

(2)Line 2:  “PSVC IRREG” followed by “WKG.”
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3.5 Machinable Parcels—Standard Mail, Bound
Printed Matter, and Parcel Post (Except BMC
Presort, OBMC Presort, and Parcel Select
DDU and DSCF)

Mailers must prepare pallets in the sequence listed below.
Mailers may prepare Parcel Post other than BMC Presort,
OBMC Presort, and Parcel Select DDU and DSCF on pallets
under this section as an option. If Parcel Post is optionally
sorted under this section, it must meet all the requirements
of this section. Pallets must be labeled according to the Line
1 and Line 2 information listed below and under M031.

a. 5-digit. Required, except optional for Standard Mail if
3/5 rates are not claimed.

(1)Line 1:  use city, state abbreviation, and 5-digit ZIP
Code destination (see M031 for military mail).

(2)Line 2:  “STD MACH 5D” or “PSVC MACH 5D,” as
applicable.

b. If DBMC rates are not claimed:  BMC. Required.

(1)Line 1:  use L601.

(2)Line 2:  “STD MACH BMC” or “PSVC MACH BMC,”
as applicable.

c. If DBMC rates are claimed:  ASF/BMC. Option 1:  Mail-
ers may opt to sort mail to ASFs using L602 only when
the mail on the ASF pallet will be deposited at the ASF
to claim the DBMC rate. After ASF pallets are prepared
(mail need not be sorted to all ASFs), remaining mail
must be sorted to BMCs using L601. Mail on BMC pal-
lets deposited at the applicable BMC facility will be eli-
gible for DBMC rates only if its 3-digit ZIP Code prefix
is listed in Exhibit E650.5.1 (Standard Mail) or Exhibit
E751.1.3 (Parcel Post and Bound Printed Matter) for
that entry BMC. Option 2:  Mailers may sort mail only
to BMCs using L601. Under option 2, only mail for
3-digit ZIP Codes served by a BMC listed in Exhibit
E650.5.1 or Exhibit E751.1.3 are eligible for DBMC
rates (i.e., mail for 3-digit ZIP Codes served by an ASF
in Exhibit E650.5.1 or Exhibit E751.1.3 are not eligible
for DBMC rates, nor are 3-digit ZIP Codes that do not
appear on Exhibit E650.5.1 or Exhibit E751.1.3).

(1)Line 1:  Option 1:  use L602 for ASF pallets; use
L601 for BMC pallets. Option 2:  use L601.

(2)Line 2:  “STD MACH” or “PSVC MACH,” as applica-
ble; followed by “ASF” or “BMC,” as applicable.

d. Mixed BMC. Optional.

(1)Line 1:  “MXD,” followed by the information in L601,
Column B, for the BMC serving the 3-digit ZIP Code
prefix of the entry post office (label to plant serving
entry post office if authorized by the processing and
distribution manager).

(2)Line 2:  “STD MACH” or “PSVC MACH,” as applica-
ble, followed by “WKG.”

[Amend the title of 3.6 to read as follows:]

3.6 Presorted Media Mail and Library Mail

[Amend 3.6a(2) by changing “STD” and “STD B” to “PSVC.”]

[Amend 3.6b by changing “Destination BMC” to “BMC” and
by changing “STD” and “STD B” to “PSVC.”]

[Amend the heading of redesignated 4.0 by adding ”To Pro-
tect SCF Pallet” and by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with
“Standard Mail” to read as follows:]

4.0 PACKAGE REALLOCATION TO PROTECT
SCF PALLET FOR PERIODICALS FLATS AND
IRREGULAR PARCELS AND STANDARD MAIL
FLATS ON PALLETS

* * * * *
[The following section (M045.5.0) was originally added as
M045.6.0 in PB 22036 (11-2-00). The revisions below further
revise these sections.]

[Amend the heading of redesignated 5.0 by replacing “Stan-
dard Mail (A)” with “Standard Mail” to read as follows:]

5.0 PACKAGE REALLOCATION TO PROTECT
BMC PALLET FOR STANDARD MAIL FLATS
ON PALLETS

* * * * *

6.0 PALLETS OF PACKAGES, SACKS, AND
TRAYS

* * * * *
[Amend the heading of 6.2 to read as follows:]

6.2 Standard Mail

[Amend 6.2 by replacing the class name “Standard Mail (A)”
with “Standard Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

6.4 Commingled Zones

[Amend 6.4 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services,” and by changing “M630” to “M710 or M720” to
read as follows:]

Pieces of Package Services mail for different zones may be
commingled only under M710 or M720.

* * * * *
[Amend the heading of 8.0 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)”
with “Standard Mail” to read as follows:]

8.0 PALLETS OF COPALLETIZED PERIODICALS
OR STANDARD MAIL FLAT-SIZE PIECES

* * * * *
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[Amend the heading of 8.3 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)”
with “Standard Mail” to read as follows:]

8.3 Standard Mail

[Amend the first sentence of 8.3 to read as follows:]

Additional standards apply to Standard Mail:* * *

* * * * *

8.5 Postage Statement

[Amend 8.5b by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

9.0 PALLETS OF MACHINABLE PARCELS

[Amend the heading of 9.1 to remove the “(A)” to read as
follows:]

9.1 Standard Mail

* * * * *
[Revise the heading of 9.2 to read as follows:]

9.2 Package Services

[Amend 9.2 by changing “M630” to “M710 and M720.”]

* * * * *

10.0 PARCEL POST—BULK MAIL CENTER (BMC)
PRESORT DISCOUNT

10.1 Machinable Parcels

[Amend 10.1c by replacing the label class designation “STD
B” with “PSVC” to read as follows:]

To qualify for the BMC Presort discount:

* * * * *
c. Pallet box Line 2 labeling:  “PSVC MACH BMC.”

10.2 Nonmachinable Parcels

[Amend 10.2c by replacing the label class designation “STD
B” with “PSVC” to read as follows:]

* * * * *
c. Pallet Line 2 labeling:  “PSVC NON MACH BMC” or

“PSVC NON MACH ASF,” as applicable.

11.0 PARCEL POST—ORIGIN BULK MAIL CENTER
(OBMC) PRESORT DISCOUNT

11.1 Machinable Parcels

[Amend 11.1c by replacing the label class designation “STD
B” with “PSVC” to read as follows:]

To qualify for the OBMC Presort discount:

* * * * *
c. Pallet box Line 2 labeling:  “PSVC MACH BMC.”

11.2 Nonmachinable Parcels

[Amend 11.2c by replacing the label class designation ”STD
B” with “PSVC” to read as follows:]

To qualify for the OBMC Presort discount:

* * * * *
c. Pallet Line 2 labeling:  “PSVC NON MACH BMC” or

“PSVC NON MACH ASF,” as appropriate.

12.0 PARCEL POST DSCF RATES—PARCELS ON
PALLETS

12.1 Basic Preparation, Parcels on Pallets

[Amend the first sentence of 12.1 by changing “M630” to
“M710.”]

* * * * *
[Amend 12.1d(2) by replacing the label class designation
“STD B” with “PSVC” and adding “PARCELS” to read as
follows:]

* * * * *
(2)For Line 2, use:  “PSVC PARCELS 5D.”

* * * * *
[Amend 12.1e by replacing “M630” with “M710.”]

12.2 Alternate Preparation, Parcels on Pallets

[Amend 12.2a by replacing “M630” with “M710.”]

* * * * *
[Amend 12.2c by replacing “M630” with “M710.”]

[Amend 12.2d(2) by replacing the label class designation
“STD B” with “PSVC” and adding “PARCELS” to read as
follows:]

* * * * *
(2) For Line 2, use:  “PSVC PARCELS 5D.”

* * * * *

12.3 5-Digit ZIP Codes For Which Pallets May Not
Be Prepared

[Amend 12.3 by changing “Exhibits E652.7.0 and E652.8.0”
to “Exhibits E751.7.0 and E751.8.0” and by changing “M630”
to “M710.”]

12.4 5-Digit ZIP Codes Requiring BMC Entry

[Amend 12.4 by changing “E652.6.0” to “E751.6.0.”]
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13.0 PARCEL POST DSCF RATES—SACKS ON
PALLETS

[Amend 13.0 by changing “M630” to “M710.”]

[Amend 13.0b by replacing the label class designation “STD
B” with “PSVC” to read as follows:]

* * * * *
b. Line 2:  “PSVC PP 5D SACKS”.

14.0 PARCEL POST DDU RATES

[Amend 14.0 by replacing “STD B” with “PSVC” and adding
“PARCELS” in the fourth sentence to read as follows:]

* * * If pieces are sacked or palletized, they must be prepared
to 5-digits and labeled as follows:  Line 1 labeling, use city,
state, and 5-digit ZIP Code destination; Line 2, use “PSVC
PARCELS 5D.” * * *

* * * * *

M050 Delivery Sequence

* * * * *

4.0 DOCUMENTATION

4.1 General

[Amend 4.1 by changing the class name “Standard Mail (A)”
to “Standard Mail” in the fifth sentence; no other changes to
text.]

4.2 High Density

[Amend 4.2a by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

M070 Mixed Classes

M071 Basic Information

1.0 MARKINGS

[Amend 1.1 and 1.2 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with
“Standard Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Amend 1.3 by replacing “Standard Mail (A) Enclosed“ with
“Standard Mail Enclosed” and “Standard Mail parcel” with
“Standard Mail and Package Services parcel”; no other
changes to text.]

M072 Express Mail and Priority Mail Drop Shipment

* * * * *

2.0 ADDITIONAL STANDARDS FOR ENCLOSED
MAIL

* * * * *

[Revise the heading and contents of 2.3 by changing “Stan-
dard Mail (A)” to “Standard Mail.”]

[Revise the heading of 2.4 to “Package Services” to read as
follows:]

2.4 Package Services

[Amend 2.4 by changing “P710, P720, or P730” to “P910,
P920, or P930” and by changing “E652” to “E751.”]

* * * * *
[Amend the heading of M073 to reflect the new class of mail
names to read as follows:]

M073 Combined Mailings of Standard Mail and
Package Services Parcels

1.0 COMBINED MACHINABLE PARCELS—RATES
OTHER THAN PARCEL POST OBMC
PRESORT, BMC PRESORT, DSCF, AND DDU

[Amend 1.1 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail” and by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services”; no other changes to text.]

[Amend 1.2 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail,” by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package Ser-
vices mail,” and by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Standard
Mail and Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

[Amend 1.4 and 1.5c by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with
“Standard Mail” and by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with
“Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

[Amend 1.6a by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail,” by changing “10 pieces/20 pounds/1,000 cubic inch-
es” to “10 pieces or 20 pounds,” and by changing “Exhibits
E651.5.1 and E652.1.3” to “Exhibits E650.5.1 and
E751.1.3.”]

[Amend 1.6b by replacing “STD A/B” with “STD/PSVC”; no
other changes to text.]

2.0 COMBINED PARCELS—PARCEL POST OBMC
PRESORT, BMC PRESORT, AND DSCF RATES

2.1 Qualification

[Amend 2.1a, b, and c by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with
“Standard Mail” and by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with
“Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

2.2 Authorization

[Amend 2.2 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail” and by replacing “Standard Mail (B)“ with “Package
Services”; no other changes to text.]
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2.3 Postage Payment

[Amend 2.3 by replacing “P710” with “P910.”]

2.4 Preparation and Rates

[Amend 2.4 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail” and by replacing “Standard Mail (B)“ with “Package
Services”; no other changes to text.]

2.5 Documentation

[Amend 2.5 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail” and by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

M074 Plant Load Mailings

* * * * *

3.0 INTERSERVICE AREA PLANT-LOADED
SHIPMENTS

* * * * *
[Revise heading of 3.4 to reflect the new mail class names
to read as follows:]

3.4 Standard Mail and Package Services

[Amend 3.4 by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Standard Mail
and Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Amend 3.7c by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Standard
Mail and Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

M100 First-Class Mail (Nonautomation)

[Add new headings M110 and 1.0 to read as follows:]

M110 Single-Piece First-Class Mail

1.0 PREPARATION

[Redesignate E130.2.3 as M110.1.0; no changes to text.]

* * * * *

M600 Standard Mail

[Amend the heading of M610 by removing “(A)” to read as
follows:]

M610 Presorted Standard Mail

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS

* * * * *
[Amend the heading and contents of 1.3 by replacing “Stan-
dard Mail (A)” with “Standard Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

4.0 FLAT-SIZE PIECES AND IRREGULAR
PARCELS

* * * * *
[Amend 4.6 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Amend 4.8 by replacing “STD A IRREG” with “STD IRREG”
and by replacing “STD A MACH” with “STD MACH,” no other
changes to text.]

5.0 MACHINABLE PARCELS

* * * * *
[Amend 5.3 by replacing “STD A MACH” with “STD MACH,”
no other changes to text.]

[Delete 6.0 pertaining to preparation of bedloaded bundles
of flats.]

M620 Enhanced Carrier Route Standard Mail

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS

1.1 All Mailings

[Amend 1.1a by replacing “E620” with “E630.”]

* * * * *
[Revise the heading of 1.4 to read as follows:]

1.4 Exception

[Amend 1.4 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail.”]

* * * * *

4.0 SACK PREPARATION—FLAT-SIZE PIECES
AND IRREGULAR PARCELS

* * * * *
[Amend 4.3 by replacing “STD A IRREG” with “STD IRREG,”
no other changes to text.]

5.0 RESIDUAL PIECES

[Amend 5.0 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

[Delete 6.0 pertaining to preparation of bedloaded bundles
of flats.]

[Add new section M700 to read as follows:]

M700 Package Services

[Redesignate M630.1.0 as M710 to read as follows:]

M710 Parcel Post

[Add new heading 1.0 to read as follows:]
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1.0 BASIC REQUIREMENTS

[Add 1.1 to read as follows:]

1.1 General

All mailings at Parcel Post rates are subject to these general
standards:

a. Each mailing must meet the applicable standards in
E710, E711, E751, and M010 and M030.

b. All pieces that are palletized must be prepared under
M045.

c. There are no presort, sacking, or labeling standards
for single-piece rate Parcel Post.

[Redesignate M630.1.1 as M710.1.2, no changes to text.]

[Redesignate M630.1.2 as M710.1.3, amend to show DSCF
and DDU rate mail need not be separated by zone, and
amend for numbering revisions to read as follows:]

1.3 Separation

Except for mail entered at DSCF or DDU rates (which are not
zoned rates), Parcel Post pieces must be separated by
zones when presented for acceptance unless either the cor-
rect postage is affixed to each piece or the mailing is pre-
pared under 1.4, or the mailing is presented under a special
postage payment system under P910, P920, or P930. If
DSCF sacks prepared under 2.2 are included in the same
mailing as DSCF pallets prepared under M045.12.1e, then
at the time of acceptance the mailer must separate the sacks
that are overflow from palletized mail from those sacks that
were prepared under the provisions of 2.2.

[Redesignate M630.8.0 as M710.1.4; amend to delete refer-
ences to Bound Printed Matter to read as follows:]

1.4 Commingled Zones

Zoned Parcel Post pieces need not be separated by zones
when presented for verification, other than as individual
pieces or with full correct postage affixed to each piece, sub-
ject to this section. Nonidentical-weight pieces not bearing
the full correct postage may not be commingled unless au-
thorized by the RCSC manager serving the office of mailing.
The mail must be prepared and documented under either of
the following:

a. P910 or P930; or

b. All of these conditions:

(1)A unique number is assigned to each sack/pallet
in the mailing and printed on a separate line at
the top of the sack/pallet label (above the Line 1
information).

(2)A detailed list accompanies each mailing or mailing
segment, sequenced numerically by the numbers
assigned to sacks/pallets in the mailing, that shows
the post office where the mail is to be entered (entry
post office), a unique identifier for the mailing or

mailing segment that also appears on the corre-
sponding postage statement(s), the name and ad-
dress of the mailer, the permit number (if
applicable), the date of mailing, individual line en-
tries for each sack/pallet, and the total number of
pieces to each zone and in the entire mailing or
mailing segment. Line entries for sacks/pallets con-
taining mail for only one zone must show the sack/
pallet number, the sortation level, the zone for
which the mail is destined, and the total number of
pieces for the sack/pallet. Entries for sacks/pallets
containing mail for more than one zone must also
show (by zone) the number of pieces to each 3-digit
ZIP Code area and the total number of pieces for
that zone for the sack/pallet. Mailings are not ac-
cepted if there are discrepancies between the infor-
mation in the detailed listing or on the postage
statement and the results of USPS random verifica-
tion of piece counts and postage.

* * * * *
[Redesignate M630.1.3 as M710.1.5, and amend by chang-
ing references from “P710, P720, or P730” to “P910, P920,
or P930,” and clarifying to read as follows:]

1.5 Documentation

Parcel Post mailings must be documented as follows:

a. Postage Statement. A complete, signed postage
statement, using the correct USPS form or an ap-
proved facsimile, must accompany each bulk mailing
(a mailing that includes pieces qualifying for rates that
require a 50-piece minimum volume requirement).

b. Other Documentation. When presented for accep-
tance, documentation of postage by entry office and
presort level (e.g., by BMC for DBMC, OBMC Presort,
and BMC Presort mail and by 5-digit ZIP Code for
DSCF and DDU rates) is required under P910, P920,
or P930. Except for DSCF rate mail palletized under
the alternate preparation option that requires separate
documentation, other documentation is not required
when the correct rate is affixed to each piece, or when
each piece is of identical weight and the pieces are
separated by zone and within each zone are grouped
by pieces subject to the same combination of rates.
DSCF rate mail palletized under the alternate prepara-
tion option in M045 must submit the detailed documen-
tation required in M045.12.2.

[Add 2.0 to read as follows:]

2.0 DSCF RATE

2.1 General

[Redesignate contents of M630.1.4 as M710.2.1; amend by
changing the reference “1.5” to “2.2,” by changing the
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reference “Exhibit E652.6.0” to “Exhibit E751.6.0,” and by
changing the reference to “Exhibit E652.7.0 and Exhibit
E652.8.0” to “Exhibit E751.7.0 and Exhibit E751.8.0”; no oth-
er changes to text.]

2.2 DSCF Sack Preparation

[Redesignate M630.1.5 as M710.2.2; amend redesignated
2.2d by replacing “STD B 5D” with “PSVC PARCELS 5D”; no
other changes to text.]

3.0 DDU RATE

[Redesignate M630.1.6 as M710.3.0; amend redesignated
3.0b by changing “E652” to “E751”; amend redesignated
3.0d by changing “Exhibit E652.7.0 and Exhibit E652.8.0” to
“Exhibit E751.7.0 and Exhibit E751.8.0”; amend redesig-
nated 3.0e(2) by changing “STD B 5D” with “PSVC PAR-
CELS 5D,” no other changes to text.]

[Add 4.0 to read as follows:]

4.0 OPTIONAL MACHINABLE PARCEL
PREPARATION

4.1 Basic Standards

Mailers may opt to prepare Parcel Post machinable parcels
in sacks under 4.2 or on pallets under M045. Pieces must be
separated by zones when presented to the USPS unless ei-
ther the correct postage is affixed to each piece or the mailing
is prepared under 1.4. Pieces for more than one zone may
not be placed in the same sack, and sacks must be sepa-
rated by zone when presented to the USPS.

4.2 Sack Preparation

Sack size, preparation sequence, and Line 1 labeling:

a. 5-digit:  required (minimum of 10 pieces/20 pounds,
smaller volume not permitted); for Line 1, use 5-digit
ZIP Code destination of pieces (see M031 for military
mail).

b. Destination ASF:  optional; allowed only for mail de-
posited at an ASF to claim the DBMC rate (minimum
of 10 pieces/20 pounds, smaller volume not per-
mitted); for Line 1, use L602. Exhibit E751.1.3d deter-
mines DBMC rate eligibility.

c. Destination BMC:  required (minimum of 10 pieces/20
pounds, smaller volume not permitted); for Line 1, use
L601. Exhibit E751.1.3d determines DBMC rate eligi-
bility.

d. Mixed BMC:  required (no minimum); for Line 1, use
“MXD” followed by the Column B information in L601
for the BMC serving the 3-digit ZIP Code prefix of the
entry post office.

4.3 Sack Line 2

Line 2:

a. 5-digit:  “PSVC MACH 5D.”

b. ASF:  “PSVC MACH ASF.”

c. Destination BMC:  “PSVC MACH BMC.”

d. Mixed BMC:  “PSVC MACH WKG.”

* * * * *
[Add new M720 to read as follows:]

M720 Bound Printed Matter

M721 Single Piece Rates

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS

1.1 General

There are no presort, sacking, or labeling standards for
single-piece rate Bound Printed Matter (BPM).

1.2 Markings

Each piece mailed at single-piece BPM rates must be
marked “Bound Printed Matter” (or “BPM”) subject to M012.

M722 Presorted Bound Printed Matter

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS

1.1 General

All mailings of Presorted Bound Printed Matter (BPM) are
subject to the standards in 2.0 through 4.0 and to these gen-
eral standards:

a. Each mailing must meet the applicable standards in
E710, E712, E752, and in M010, M020, and M030.

b. All pieces in a mailing must be within the same proc-
essing category as described in C050. A BPM irregu-
lar parcel is a piece that is not a machinable parcel as
defined in C050.4.1 or a flat as defined in C050.3.1.
Irregular parcels also are pieces that meet the size and
weight standards for a machinable parcel but are not
individually boxed or packaged to withstand process-
ing on BMC parcel sorters under C010.

c. All pieces must be sorted to the finest extent possible
under 2.0 through 4.0 or palletized under M045.

d. Subject to M012, pieces must be marked “Bound
Printed Matter” (or “BPM”) and “Presorted” (or
“PRSRT”).

1.2 Documentation

A complete, signed postage statement, using the correct
USPS form or an approved facsimile, must accompany each
mailing. Documentation of postage is not required if the cor-
rect rate is affixed to each piece or if each piece is of identical
weight and the pieces are separated by rate (zone) when
presented for acceptance.
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1.3 Separation

Pieces for each zone must be sacked separately. When pre-
sented for verification, sacks must be separated by zone.
Exception:  Pieces for different zones may be sacked togeth-
er and the sacks do not have to separated by zone for verifi-
cation if any of the following apply:

a. Full (exact) postage is affixed to each piece in the
mailing.

b. The mailing is prepared under P910, P930, or 1.4.

1.4 Commingling Zones

Zone-rated BPM need not be separated by zones when pre-
sented other than as individual pieces or with full correct
postage affixed to each piece, subject to this section. Non-
identical-weight pieces not bearing the full correct postage
may not be commingled unless authorized by the RCSC
manager serving the office of mailing. The mail must be pre-
pared and documented:

a. Under P910 or P930; or

b. Under all these conditions:

(1)A unique number is assigned to each pallet in the
mailing and printed on a separate line at the top of
the pallet label (above the Line 1 information).

(2)A detailed list accompanies each mailing or mailing
segment, sequenced numerically by the numbers
assigned to the pallets in the mailing, that shows
the post office where the mail is to be entered (entry
post office), a unique identifier for the mailing or
mailing segment that also appears on the corre-
sponding postage statement, the name and ad-
dress of the mailer, the permit number, the date of
mailing, individual line entries for each pallet, and
the total number of pieces to each zone in the entire
mailing or mailing segment. Line entries for pallets
containing mail for only one zone must show the
pallet number, the sortation level, the zone for
which the mail is destined, and the total number of
pieces for the pallet. Entries for pallets containing
mail for more than one zone must also show (by
zone) the number of pieces to each 3-digit ZIP
Code area and the total number of pieces for that
zone for the pallet. Mailings are not accepted if
there are discrepancies between the information in
the detailed listing or on the postage statement and
the results of USPS random verification of piece
counts and postage.

2.0 REQUIRED PREPARATION—FLATS

2.1 Required Packaging

A package must be prepared when the quantity of ad-
dressed pieces for a required presort level reaches a mini-
mum of 10 pieces or 10 pounds, whichever occurs first.

Smaller volumes are not permitted except for mixed ADC
packages. The maximum weight of each physical package
is 20 pounds, except that 5-digit packages placed in 5-digit
sacks may weigh a maximum of 40 pounds each. Each
physical package must contain at least two addressed
pieces (except mixed ADC packages). Packaging also is
subject to these conditions:

a. Identical-weight pieces that weigh 1 pound or less
must be prepared using the 10-piece minimum; those
that weigh more than 1 pound must be prepared using
the 10-pound minimum.

b. For nonidentical-weight pieces, mailers must use ei-
ther the minimum that applies to the average piece
weight for the entire mailing (divide the net weight of
the mailing by the number of pieces; the resulting aver-
age single-piece weight determines whether the
10-piece or 10-pound minimum applies), or package
by the actual piece count or mail weight for each pack-
age, if documentation can be provided with the mailing
that shows the number of pieces and their total weight.

c. Mailers must note on the accompanying postage
statement whether they applied the piece count,
weight, or both.

2.2 Package Preparation

Packages must be prepared and labeled in the following re-
quired sequence:

a. 5-digit:  required; red Label D or optional endorsement
line (OEL).

b. 3-digit:  required; green Label 3 or OEL.

c. ADC:  required; pink Label A or OEL.

d. Mixed ADC:  required (no minimum); tan Label MXD or
OEL.

2.3 Required Sacking

A sack must be prepared when the quantity of mail for a re-
quired presort destination reaches either 20 addressed
pieces or 20 pounds, whichever occurs first. Smaller are vol-
umes not permitted (except mixed ADC sacks). Optional
SCF sacks may only be prepared when there are at least 20
addressed pieces or 20 pounds, whichever occurs first.
Smaller volumes are not permitted. Sacking also is subject
to these conditions:

a. Identical-weight pieces that weigh 1 pound or less
must be prepared using the 20-piece minimum; those
that weigh more than 1 pound must be prepared using
the 20-pound minimum.

b. For nonidentical-weight pieces, mailers must use ei-
ther the minimum that applies to the average piece
weight for the entire mailing (divide the net weight of
the mailing by the number of pieces; the resulting aver-
age single-piece weight determines whether the
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20-piece or 20-pound minimum applies), or sack by
the actual piece count or mail weight for each sack, if
documentation can be provided with the mailing that
shows (specifically for each sack) the number of
pieces and their total weight.

c. Mailers must note on the accompanying postage
statement whether they applied the piece count or
weight.

2.4 Sack Preparation

Required sequence and Line 1 sack labeling:

a. 5-digit:  required; for Line 1, use 5-digit ZIP Code des-
tination of packages (for military mail, the ZIP Code is
preceded by the prefixes under M031).

b. 3-digit:  required; for Line 1, use L002, Column A.

c. SCF:  optional; for Line 1, use L005, Column B.

d. ADC:  required; for Line 1, use L004, Column B.

e. Mixed ADC:  required (no minimum); for Line 1, use
“MXD” followed by the city/state/ZIP Code of the ADC
serving the 3-digit ZIP Code of the entry post office, as
shown in L004, Column B.

2.5 Sack Label Line 2

Line 2 information:

a. 5-digit:  “PSVC FLATS 5D NON BC.”

b. 3-digit:  “PSVC FLATS 3D NON BC.”

c. SCF:  “PSVC FLATS SCF NON BC.”

d. ADC:  “PSVC FLATS ADC NON BC.”

e. Mixed ADC:  “PSVC FLATS NON BC WKG.”

3.0 REQUIRED PREPARATION—IRREGULAR
PARCELS WEIGHING LESS THAN 10
POUNDS

3.1 Required Packaging

Packaging is not required for pieces placed in 5-digit sacks
when such pieces are enclosed in an envelope, full-length
sleeve, full-length wrapper, or polybag, and the minimum
package size is met. Otherwise, a package must be pre-
pared when the quantity of addressed pieces for a required
presort level reaches a minimum of 10 pieces or 10 pounds,
whichever occurs first. Smaller volumes are not permitted
(except mixed ADC packages). The maximum weight of
each physical package is 20 pounds, except that 5-digit
packages placed in 5-digit sacks or prepared for and entered
at DDU rates may weigh a maximum of 40 pounds each.
Each physical package must contain at least two addressed
pieces (except mixed ADC packages). Packaging also is
subject to these conditions:

a. Identical-weight pieces that weigh 1 pound or less
must be prepared using the 10-piece minimum; those

that weigh more than 1 pound must be prepared using
the 10-pound minimum.

b. For nonidentical-weight pieces, mailers must either
use the minimum that applies to the average piece
weight for the entire mailing (divide the net weight of
the mailing by the number of pieces; the resulting aver-
age single-piece weight determines whether the
10-piece or 10-pound minimum applies), or package
by the actual piece count or mail weight for each sack,
if documentation can be provided with the mailing that
shows the number of pieces and their total weight.

c. Mailers must note on the accompanying postage
statement whether they applied the piece count,
weight, or both.

3.2 Package Preparation

Packages must be prepared and labeled in the following re-
quired sequence:

a. 5-digit:  required; red Label D or optional endorsement
line (OEL).

b. 3-digit:  required; green Label 3 or OEL.

c. ADC:  required; pink Label A or OEL.

d. Mixed ADC:  required (no minimum);  tan Label MXD
or OEL.

3.3 Required Sacking

A sack must be prepared when the quantity of mail for a re-
quired presort destination reaches either 10 addressed
pieces or 20 pounds, whichever occurs first. Smaller vol-
umes are not permitted (except mixed ADC sacks). Optional
SCF sacks may only be prepared when there are at least 10
addressed pieces or 20 pounds, whichever occurs first.
Smaller volumes are not permitted. Sacking also is subject
to these conditions:

a. Identical-weight pieces weighing 2 pounds or less
must be prepared using the 10-piece minimum, those
that weigh more must be prepared using the 20-pound
minimum.

b. For nonidentical-weight pieces, mailers must use ei-
ther the minimum that applies to the average piece
weight for the entire mailing (divide the net weight of
the mailing by the number of pieces; the resulting aver-
age single-piece weight determines whether the
10-piece or 20-pound minimum applies). Alternatively,
sack by the actual piece count or mail weight for each
package destination, provided that documentation
can be provided with the mailing that shows (specifi-
cally for each sack) the number of pieces and their total
weight.
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c. Mailers must note on the accompanying postage
statement whether they applied the piece count or
weight.

3.4 Sack Preparation

Required sequence and Line 1 labeling:

a. 5-digit:  required; for Line 1, use 5-digit ZIP Code des-
tination of packages (for military mail, the ZIP Code is
preceded by the prefixes under M031).

b. 3-digit:  required; for Line 1, use L002, Column A.

c. SCF:  optional; for Line 1, use L005, Column B.

d. ADC:  required; for Line 1, use L004, Column B.

e. Mixed ADC:  required (no minimum); for Line 1, use
“MXD” followed by the city/state/ZIP Code of the ADC
serving the 3-digit ZIP Code of the entry post office, as
shown in L004, Column B.

3.5 Sack Label Line 2

Line 2 information:

a. 5-digit:  “PSVC IRREG 5D.”

b. 3-digit:  “PSVC IRREG 3D.”

c. SCF:  “PSVC IRREG SCF.”

d. ADC:  “PSVC IRREG ADC.”

e. Mixed ADC:  “PSVC IRREG WKG.”

3.6 Exception to Sacking

Sacking is not required for 5-digit packages when prepared
for and entered at DDU rates; such packages may be bed-
loaded and may weigh up to 40 pounds.

4.0 REQUIRED PREPARATION—IRREGULAR
PARCELS WEIGHING 10 POUNDS OR MORE

4.1 Piece Preparation

Each piece must be enclosed in an envelope, full-length
sleeve, full-length wrapper, or polybag. Packaging is not per-
mitted for pieces weighing 10 pounds or more except under
4.5.

4.2 Required Sacking

A sack must be prepared when the quantity of mail for a re-
quired presort destination reaches 20 pounds. Smaller vol-
umes are not permitted (except mixed ADC sacks). Optional
SCF sacks may be prepared only when there are at least 20
pounds. Smaller volumes are not permitted.

4.3 Sack Preparation

Required sequence and Line 1 labeling:

a. 5-digit:  required; for Line 1, use 5-digit ZIP Code des-
tination of packages (for military mail, the ZIP Code is
preceded by the prefixes under M031).

b. 3-digit:  required; for Line 1, use L002, Column A.

c. SCF:  optional; for Line 1, use L005, Column B.

d. ADC:  required; for Line 1, use L004, Column B.

e. Mixed ADC:  required (no minimum); for Line 1, use
“MXD” followed by the city/state/ZIP Code of the ADC
serving the 3-digit ZIP Code of the entry post office, as
shown in L004, Column B.

4.4 Sack Label Line 2

Line 2 information:

a. 5-digit:  “PSVC IRREG 5D.”

b. 3-digit:  “PSVC IRREG 3D.”

c. SCF:  “PSVC IRREG SCF.”

d. ADC:  “PSVC IRREG ADC.”

e. Mixed ADC:  “PSVC IRREG WKG.”

4.5 Exception to Sacking

Pieces may be prepared only in 5-digit packages when en-
tered at DDU rates; such packages may be bedloaded and
may weigh up to 40 pounds.

5.0 REQUIRED PREPARATION—MACHINABLE
PARCELS

5.1 Required Sacking DBMC Rates Not Claimed

A sack must be prepared when the quantity of parcels for a
required presort destination reaches either 10 addressed
pieces or 20 pounds, whichever occurs first. Smaller vol-
umes are not permitted (except origin (mixed) BMC sacks).
Sacking also is subject to these conditions:

a. Identical-weight pieces that weigh 2 pounds or less
must be prepared using the 10-piece minimum; those
that weigh more must be prepared using the 20-pound
minimum.

b. For nonidentical-weight pieces, mailers must use ei-
ther the minimum that applies to the average piece
weight for the entire mailing (divide the net weight of
the mailing by the number of pieces; the resulting aver-
age single-piece weight determines whether the
10-piece or 20-pound minimum applies) or sack by the
actual piece count or mail weight for each package
destination, provided that documentation can be pro-
vided with the mailing that shows (specifically for each
sack) the number of pieces and their total weight.

c. Mailers must note on the accompanying postage
statement whether they applied the piece count or
weight.
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5.2 Sack Preparation DBMC Rates Not Claimed

Required sequence and Line 1 labeling:

a. 5-digit:  required; for Line 1, use 5-digit ZIP Code des-
tination of parcels (for military mail, the ZIP Code is pre-
ceded by the prefixes under M031).

b. BMC:  required; for Line 1, use L601, Column B.

c. Origin (mixed) BMC:  required (no minimum); for Line
1, “MXD” followed by the information in L601, Column
B, for the BMC serving the 3-digit ZIP Code of the entry
post office.

5.3 Sack Label Line 2 DBMC Rates Not Claimed

Line 2 information:

a. 5-digit:  “PSVC MACH 5D.”

b. BMC:  “PSVC MACH BMC.”

c. Mixed BMC:  “PSVC MACH WKG.”

5.4 Required Sacking for DBMC Rates

A sack must be prepared when the quantity of parcels for a
required presort destination reaches either 10 addressed
pieces or 20 pounds, whichever occurs first. Smaller vol-
umes are not permitted (except origin (mixed) BMC sacks).
Optional ASF sacks, if prepared, also must meet the mini-
mum sack volume requirement. See E752 for DBMC rate eli-
gibility. Sacking also is subject to these conditions:

a. Identical-weight pieces that weigh 2 pounds or less
must be prepared using the 10-piece minimum; those
that weigh more must be prepared using the 20-pound
minimum.

b. For nonidentical-weight pieces, mailers must either
use the minimum that applies to the average piece
weight for the entire mailing (divide the net weight of
the mailing by the number of pieces; the resulting aver-
age single-piece weight determines whether the
10-piece or 20-pound minimum applies) or sack by the
actual piece count or mail weight for each sack des-
tination, provided that documentation can be provided
with the mailing that shows (specifically for each sack)
the number of pieces and their total weight.

c. Mailers must note on the accompanying postage
statement whether they applied the piece count or
weight.

5.5 Sack Preparation for DBMC Rates

Required sequence and line 1 labeling:

a. 5-digit:  required; for Line 1, use 5-digit ZIP Code des-
tination of parcels (for military mail, the ZIP Code is pre-
ceded by the prefixes under M031).

b. ASF:  optional, allowed only for mail deposited at an
ASF to claim DBMC rate; for Line 1, use L602. DBMC
rate eligibility is determined by E752 and Exhibit
E751.5.0.

c. BMC:  required; for Line 1, use L601, Column B. DBMC
rate eligibility is determined by E752 and Exhibit
E751.5.0.

d. Origin (mixed) BMC:  required (no minimum); for Line
1, “MXD” followed by the information in L601, Column
B, for the BMC serving the 3-digit ZIP Code of the entry
post office.

5.6 Sack Label Line 2 for DBMC Rates

Line 2 information:

a. 5-digit:  “PSVC MACH 5D.”

b. ASF:  “PSVC MACH ASF.”

c. BMC:  “PSVC MACH BMC.”

d. Mixed BMC:  “PSVC MACH WKG.”

M723 Carrier Route Bound Printed Matter

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS

1.1 General

All mailings of Carrier Route Bound Printed Matter (BPM) are
subject to the standards in 2.0 through 4.0 and to these gen-
eral standards:

a. Each mailing must meet the applicable standards in
E710, E712, E752, and in M010, M020, and M030.

b. All pieces in a mailing must be within the same proc-
essing category as described in C050. A BPM irregu-
lar parcel is a piece that is not a machinable parcel as
defined in C050.4.1 or a flat as defined in C050.3.1.
Irregular parcels also are pieces that meet the size and
weight standards for a machinable parcel but are not
individually boxed or packaged to withstand process-
ing on BMC parcel sorters under C010.

c. All pieces must be sorted to the finest extent possible
under 2.0 through 4.0 or palletized under M045.

d. Subject to M012, pieces must be marked “Bound
Printed Matter” (or “BPM”) and “Carrier Route Presort”
(or “CAR-RT SORT”).

1.2 Documentation

A complete, signed postage statement, using the correct
USPS form or an approved facsimile, must accompany each
mailing. Documentation of postage is not required if the cor-
rect rate is affixed to each piece or if each piece is of identical
weight and the pieces are separated by rate (zone) when
presented for acceptance.
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1.3 Separation

Pieces for each zone must be sacked separately. When pre-
sented for verification, sacks must be separated by zone.
Exception:  Pieces for different zones may be sacked togeth-
er and the sacks do not have to separated for verification if
any of the following apply:

a. Full postage is affixed to each piece in the mailing.

b. The mailing is prepared under P910, P930, or 1.4.

1.4 Commingling Zones

Zone-rated BPM need not be separated by zones when pre-
sented other than as individual pieces or with full correct
postage affixed to each piece, subject to this section. Non-
identical-weight pieces not bearing the full correct postage
may not be commingled unless authorized by the RCSC
manager serving the office of mailing. The mail must be pre-
pared and documented:

a. Under P910 or P930; or

b. Under all these conditions:

(1)A unique number is assigned to each pallet in the
mailing and printed on a separate line at the top of
the pallet label (above the Line 1 information).

(2)A detailed list accompanies each mailing or mailing
segment, sequenced numerically by the numbers
assigned to the pallets in the mailing, that shows
the post office where the mail is to be entered (entry
post office), a unique identifier for the mailing or
mailing segment that also appears on the corre-
sponding postage statement, the name and ad-
dress of the mailer, the permit number (if
applicable), the date of mailing, individual line en-
tries for each pallet, and the total number of pieces
to each zone and in the entire mailing or mailing
segment. Line entries for pallets containing mail for
only one zone must show the pallet number, the
sortation level, the zone for which the mail is des-
tined, and the total number of pieces for the pallet.
Entries for pallets containing mail for more than one
zone must also show (by zone) the number of
pieces to each 3-digit ZIP Code area and the total
number of pieces for that zone for the pallet. Mail-
ings are not accepted if there are discrepancies be-
tween the information in the detailed listing or on the
postage statement and the results of USPS ran-
dom verification of piece counts and postage.

1.5 Residual Pieces

Residual pieces not sorted under 2.0, 3.0, or 4.0 may be pre-
pared as a Presorted Bound Printed Matter mailing under
M722 provided that they are that are part of the same mailing
job and reported on the same postage statement. Residual
pieces paid at the Presorted rate do not need to meet a sepa-
rate 300 piece minimum. These pieces must be separated

from the Carrier Route portion when presented to the USPS
for verification. Presorted flats weighing 1 pound or less are
not eligible for DDU rates.

2.0 REQUIRED PREPARATION—FLATS

2.1 Required Packaging

A carrier route package (or packages) must be prepared
when there are 10 or more addressed pieces or 10 or more
pounds, whichever occurs first, for an individual carrier route.
Smaller volumes are not permitted. The maximum weight of
each physical package is 40 pounds. Each package must
contain at least two addressed pieces except for the last
package for each carrier route destination under M020.
Packages must be labeled with a facing slip unless the pack-
age is labeled using a carrier route information line (M014)
or an optional endorsement line (M013). Packaging also is
subject to these conditions:

a. Identical-weight pieces that weigh 1 pound or less
must be prepared using the 10-piece minimum; those
that weigh more than 1 pound must be prepared using
the 10-pound minimum.

b. For nonidentical-weight pieces, mailers must use ei-
ther the minimum that applies to the average piece
weight for the entire mailing (divide the net weight of
the mailing by the number of pieces; the resulting aver-
age single-piece weight determines whether the
10-piece or 10-pound minimum applies), or package
by the actual piece count or mail weight for each pack-
age, if documentation can be provided with the mailing
that shows the number of pieces and their total weight.

c. Mailers must note on the accompanying postage
statement whether they applied the piece count,
weight, or both.

2.2 Required Sacking

A direct carrier route sack must be prepared when the quanti-
ty of mail for an individual carrier route reaches a minimum
of 20 addressed pieces or 20 pounds, whichever occurs first.
Smaller volumes are not permitted. Remaining packages
must be placed in a 5-digit scheme carrier routes sack and/or
a 5-digit carrier routes sack, which have no minimum sack
size. Carrier route sacking also is subject to these conditions:

a. Identical-weight pieces that weigh 1 pound or less
must be prepared using the 20-piece minimum; those
that weigh more than 1 pound must be prepared using
the 20-pound minimum.

b. For nonidentical-weight pieces, mailers must use ei-
ther the minimum that applies to the average piece
weight for the entire mailing (divide the net weight of
the mailing by the number of pieces; the resulting aver-
age single-piece weight determines whether the
20-piece or 20-pound minimum applies), or sack by
the actual piece count or mail weight for each sack, if
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documentation can be provided with the mailing that
shows (specifically for each sack) the number of
pieces and their total weight.

c. Mailers must note on the accompanying postage
statement whether they applied the piece count or
weight.

2.3 Sack Preparation

Preparation sequence and Line 1 sack labeling:

a. Carrier route:  required; for Line 1, use 5-digit ZIP Code
destination of packages (for military mail, the ZIP Code
is preceded by the prefixes under M031).

b. 5-digit scheme carrier routes:  optional (no minimum);
for Line 1, use L001, Column B.

c. 5-digit carrier routes:  required (no minimum); for Line
1, use 5-digit ZIP Code destination of packages (see
M031 for military mail).

2.4 Sack Label Line 2

Line 2 information:

a. Carrier route:  “PSVC FLATS CR,” followed by the
route type and number.

b. 5-digit scheme carrier routes:  “PSVC FLATS CR-RTS
SCH.“

c. 5-digit carrier routes:  “PSVC FLATS CR-RTS.”

2.5 Exception to Sacking

Sacking is not required for packages that are prepared for
and entered at DDU rates; such packages may be bed-
loaded and may weigh up to 40 pounds each.

3.0 REQUIRED PREPARATION—IRREGULAR
PARCELS WEIGHING LESS THAN 10
POUNDS

3.1 Package Preparation

Packaging is not required in direct carrier route sacks. Other-
wise, a carrier route package (or packages) must be pre-
pared when the quantity of addressed pieces for a carrier
route reaches a minimum of 10 pieces or 20 pounds, which-
ever occurs first. Smaller volumes are not permitted. The
maximum weight of each physical package is 40 pounds.
Each package must contain at least two addressed pieces
except for the last package for each carrier route destination
under M020. Packages must be labeled with a facing slip un-
less the package is labeled using a carrier route information
line (M014) or an optional endorsement line (M013). Packag-
ing also is subject to these conditions:

a. Identical-weight pieces that weigh 2 pounds or less
must be prepared using the 10-piece minimum; those
that weigh more must be prepared using the 20-pound
minimum.

b. For nonidentical-weight pieces, mailers must either
use the minimum that applies to the average piece
weight for the entire mailing (divide the net weight of
the mailing by the number of pieces; the resulting aver-
age single-piece weight determines whether the
10-piece or 20-pound minimum applies), or package
by the actual piece count or mail weight for each pack-
age destination, provided that documentation can be
provided with the mailing that shows (specifically for
each package) the number of pieces and their total
weight.

c. Mailers must note on the accompanying postage
statement whether they applied the piece count,
weight, or both.

3.2 Required Sacking

A direct carrier route sack must be prepared when the quanti-
ty of mail for an individual carrier route reaches a minimum
of 10 addressed pieces or 20 pounds, whichever occurs first.
Smaller volumes are not permitted. Remaining packages
must be placed in 5-digit carrier routes sacks, which have no
minimum sack size. Carrier route sacks also are subject to
these conditions:

a. Identical-weight pieces that weigh 2 pounds or less
must be prepared using the 10-piece minimum; those
that weigh more must be prepared using the 20-pound
minimum.

b. For nonidentical-weight pieces, mailers must either
use the minimum that applies to the average piece
weight for the entire mailing (divide the net weight of
the mailing by the number of pieces; the resulting aver-
age single-piece weight determines whether the
10-piece or 20-pound minimum applies), or sack by
the actual piece count or mail weight for each sack
destination, provided that documentation can be pro-
vided with the mailing that shows (specifically for each
sack) the number of pieces and their total weight.

c. Mailers must note on the accompanying postage
statement whether they applied the piece count or
weight.

3.3 Sack Preparation

Sack preparation sequence and Line 1 labeling:

a. Carrier route:  required; for Line 1, use 5-digit ZIP Code
destination of packages (for military mail, the ZIP Code
is preceded by the prefixes under M031).

b. 5-digit carrier routes:  required (no minimum); for Line
1, use 5-digit ZIP Code destination of packages (for
military mail, the ZIP Code is preceded by the prefixes
under M031).
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3.4 Sack Label Line 2

Line 2 information:

a. Carrier route:  “PSVC IRREG CR,” followed by the
route type and number.

b. 5-digit carrier routes:  “PSVC IRREG CR-RTS.”

3.5 Exception to Sacking

Sacking is not required for packages when prepared for and
entered at DDU rates; such packages may be bedloaded
and may weigh up to 40 pounds.

4.0 REQUIRED PREPARATION—IRREGULAR
PARCELS WEIGHING 10 POUNDS OR MORE

4.1 Carrier Route Sack Preparation

Irregular parcels must be prepared only in direct carrier route
sacks. Each carrier route sack must contain a minimum of 20
pounds. Smaller volumes not permitted. Required prepara-
tion:

a. Line 1:  use 5-digit ZIP Code destination of the pieces.

b. Line 2:  “PSVC IRREG CR,” followed by the route type
and number.

5.0 REQUIRED PREPARATION—MACHINABLE
PARCELS

5.1 Required Carrier Route Sacking

Machinable parcels may be prepared only in direct carrier
route sacks. Each carrier route sack must contain a minimum
of 10 addressed pieces or 20 pounds, whichever occurs first.
Smaller volumes are not permitted. Carrier route sacks also
are subject to these conditions:

a. Identical-weight pieces that weigh 2 pounds or less
must be prepared using the 10-piece minimum; those
that weigh more must be prepared using the 20-pound
minimum.

b. For nonidentical-weight pieces, mailers must use ei-
ther the minimum that applies to the average piece
weight for the entire mailing (divide the net weight of
the mailing by the number of pieces; the resulting aver-
age single-piece weight determines whether the
10-piece or 20-pound minimum applies), or sack by
the actual piece count or mail weight for each sack
destination, provided that documentation can be pro-
vided with the mailing that shows (specifically for each
sack) the number of pieces and their total weight.

c. Mailers must note on the accompanying postage
statement whether they applied the piece count or
weight.

5.2 Sack Label

Required preparation:

a. Line 1:  Use 5-digit ZIP Code destination of the pieces.

b. Line 2:  “PSVC MACH CR,” followed by the route type
and number.

* * * * *
[Add new heading M730 to read as follows:]

M730 Media Mail

[Add heading 1.0 to read as follows:]

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS

[Redesignate M630.4.1 through M630.4.3 as M730.1.1
through M730.1.3, respectively.]

[Amend the heading of redesignated 1.1 to read as follows:]

1.1 General

[Revise redesignated 1.1 to read as follows:]

There are no presort, sacking, or labeling standards for
single-piece Media Mail. Presorted Media Mail must be pre-
pared under 2.0 unless prepared on pallets under M045, or
as outside parcels under E713. Mailings of nonmachinable
(outside) parcels eligible for presort rates must be prepared
to preserve the required presort as instructed by the mailing
office postmaster.

1.2 Marking

[Amend redesignated 1.2 by changing “Special Standard
Mail” with “Media Mail” and “SPEC STD” with “Media Mail”;
no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Add new heading 2.0 to read as follows:]

2.0 PREPARATION

[Redesignate M630.4.4 through M630.4.6 as M730.2.1
through M730.2.3, respectively.]

[Amend the heading of redesignated 2.1 to read as follows:]

2.1 Sacks or Packages on Pallet Preparation
(5-Digit Rate)

[Amend 2.1 to read as follows:]

Five-digit sack or package size (for packages on pallets) and
labeling:  5-digit (only); required (minimum of eight pieces/20
pounds, smaller volume not permitted); 40-pound maximum
for packages on pallets; no label required on packages; on
sacks, use 5-digit ZIP Code destination of pieces for Line 1,
preceded for military mail by the prefixes under M031.

2.2 Sack Preparation (BMC Rate)

[Amend redesignated M730.2.2 by removing ”/1,000 cubic
inches.”]

2.3 Sack Line 2

[Amend redesignated M730.2.3a and 2.3b by replacing
“STD” and “STD B” with “PSVC”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
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[Add new heading M740 to read as follows:]

M740 Library Mail

[Add heading 1.0 to read as follows:]

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS

[Redesignate M630.5.1 through M630.5.3 as M7401.1
through M74.1.3, respectively.]

1.1 General

[Amend redesignated M740.1.1 by replacing “E630.5.0” with
“E714”; no other changes to text.]

1.2 Marking

[Amend redesignated 1.2 to eliminate “Library Rate” as an
optional marking in the first sentence and delete the last
sentence to read as follows:]

Each piece claimed at Library Mail rates must be marked
“Library Mail” under M012. Each piece claimed at presorted
Library Mail rates also must be marked “Presorted” or
“PRSRT” under M012.

* * * * *
[Add new heading 2.0 to read as follows:]

2.0 PREPARATION

[Redesignate M630.5.4 through M630.5.6 as M740.2.1
through M740.2.3, respectively.]

2.1 Sack Preparation (5-Digit Rate)

[Amend redesignated 2.1 by removing “/1,000 cubic
inches.”]

2.2 Sack Preparation (BMC Rate)

[Amend redesignated 2.2 by removing “/1,000 cubic
inches.”]

2.3 Sack Line 2

[Amend redesignated M740.2.3a and M740.2.3b by replac-
ing “STD” and “STD B” with “PSVC”; no other changes to
text.]

* * * * *

M800 All Automation Mail

* * * * *

M820 Flat-Size Mail

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS

* * * * *

1.2 Mailings

[Amend 1.2 by revising the second and third sentences to
read as follows:]

* * * First-Class Mail and Periodical mailings may include
pieces prepared at automation 5-digit, 3-digit, and basic

rates, as applicable. Standard Mail mailings may include
pieces prepared at automation 3/5 and basic rates. * * *

* * * * *

1.5 Package Preparation

[Amend the first sentence of 1.5 by adding the exception to
read as follows; and amend the fourth sentence by replacing
“3.1 or 4.1” with “4.1 or 5.1.”]

Except for First-Class Mail prepared under 3.0, all pieces
must be prepared in packages. * * *

* * * * *
[Add new 1.11 to read as follows:]

1.11 Tray-Based Preparation

For First-Class Mail prepared under the tray-based option in
3.0, mailers may not combine FSM 881 and FSM 1000
pieces in the same mailing.

* * * * *
[Revise 2.0 heading to read as follows:]

2.0 FIRST-CLASS MAIL—REQUIRED
PACKAGE-BASED PREPARATION

2.1 Package Preparation

[Amend 2.1a to make preparation of 5-digit packages option-
al to read as follows:]

Package size, preparation sequence, and labeling:

a. 5-digit:  optional, but required for 5-digit rate eligibility
(10-piece minimum, fewer not permitted); red Label D
or optional endorsement line (OEL).

* * * * *

2.2 Tray Preparation

[Amend 2.2a to make preparation of 5-digit trays optional
and to change “M031” to “M032” to read as follows:]

Tray size, preparation sequence, and Line 1 labeling:

a. 5-digit:  optional, but required for 5-digit rate eligibility,
full trays, no overflow; for Line 1, use 5-digit ZIP Code
destination of packages, preceded for military mail by
the prefixes under M032.

* * * * *
[Redesignate current 3.0 and 4.0 as 4.0 and 5.0, respective-
ly, and add new 3.0 to read as follows:]

3.0 FIRST-CLASS MAIL—OPTIONAL
TRAY-BASED PREPARATION

Tray size, preparation sequence, and Line 1 labeling:

a. 5-digit:  optional, but 5-digit trays required for rate eligi-
bility (90-piece minimum, fewer not permitted); one
less-than-full or overflow tray allowed; for Line 1, use
5-digit ZIP Code destination of pieces (for military mail
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see M031). (Preparation to qualify for 5-digit rate is op-
tional and need not be done for all 5-digit destinations.)

b. 3-digit:  required (90-piece minimum, fewer not per-
mitted); one less-than-full or overflow tray allowed; for
Line 1, use L002, Column A for 3-digit destinations.

c. Origin 3-digit:  required for each 3-digit ZIP Code
served by the SCF of the origin (verification) office; no
minimum; for Line 1, use L002, Column A for 3-digit
destinations.

d. ADC:  required (90-piece minimum, fewer not per-
mitted); one less-than-full or overflow tray allowed;
group pieces by 3-digit ZIP Code prefix; for Line 1, use
L004 (ZIP Code prefixes in Column A must be com-
bined and labeled to the corresponding ADC destina-
tion shown in Column B). As an exception, pieces do
not have to be grouped by 3-digit ZIP Code prefix in
ADC trays if the mailing is prepared using a MLOCR/
barcode sorter and standardized documentation is
submitted.

e. Mixed ADC:  required (no minimum for rate eligibility);
group pieces by ADC; for Line 1, use “MXD” followed
by the city/state/ZIP of the facility serving the 3-digit
ZIP Code of the entry post office, as shown in L002,
Column C. As an exception, pieces do not have to be
grouped by ADCs in mixed ADC trays if the mailing is
prepared using a MLOCR/barcode sorter and stan-
dardized documentation is submitted.

* * * * *

M900 Advanced Preparation Options

M910 Co-Traying and Co-Sacking Packages of
Automation and Presorted Mailings

1.0 FIRST-CLASS MAIL

* * * * *

1.2 Package Preparation

[Amend 1.2 by changing “M820” to “M820.2.1” to read as
follows:]

The automation rate mailing must be packaged and labeled
under M820.2.1. The Presorted rate mailing must be pack-
aged and labeled under M130.

* * * * *

P Postage and Payment Methods

P000 Basic Information

P010 General Standards

P011 Payment

1.0 PREPAYMENT AND POSTAGE DUE

1.1 Prepayment Conditions

[Amend 1.1 by redesignating 1.1b through 1.1e as 1.1c
through 1.1f, respectively. Add new item 1.1b to read as
follows:]

The mailer is responsible for proper payment of postage.
Postage on all mail must be fully prepaid at the time of mail-
ing, except as specifically provided by standard for:

* * * * *
b. Merchandise return service (S923).

* * * * *

3.0 COLLECTION OF POSTAGE DUE

* * * * *
[Add new 3.3 and 3.4 to clarify standards for advance deposit
accounts and annual accounting fees to read as follows:]

3.3 Advance Deposit Account

Mailers may choose to establish an advance deposit ac-
count(s) from which postage, per piece charges, and other
fees are deducted. For certain special services, an advance
deposit account is required. Mailers may use a single ad-
vance deposit account to pay postage due charges for more
than one special service (e.g., business reply mail, merchan-
dise return service, and bulk parcel return service).

3.4 Annual Accounting Fee

Except for accounts used solely to pay postage due for short-
paid mail, address correction notices, and undeliverable-as-
addressed pieces returned to sender (e.g., return service
requested), mailers must pay a separate annual accounting
fee for each special service paid through an advance deposit
account. This fee covers the administrative cost of maintain-
ing the account and provides the mailer with the accounting
of all charges deducted from that account. The accounting
fee is charged once each 12-month period on the anniversa-
ry date of the initial accounting fee payment. The fee may be
paid in advance only for the next year and only during the last
60 days of the current service period. The fee charged is that
which is in effect on the date of payment.

* * * * *

P012 Documentation

* * * * *
[Amend the heading of 2.0 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)”
with “Standard Mail” to read as follows:]

2.0 STANDARDIZED DOCUMENTATION—
FIRST-CLASS MAIL, PERIODICALS, 
AND STANDARD MAIL

2.1 Basic Standard

[Amend 2.1 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail,” no other changes to text.]
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2.2 Format and Content

[Amend 2.2 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; add new 2.2c(3)(c); and amend 2.2c(6) by adding sec-
ond sentence to read as follows:]

* * * * *
c. For mail in trays or sacks, the body of the listing report-

ing these required elements:

* * * * *
(3)* * *; or (c) group destination for automation flats

prepared under the tray-based option for each
3-digit in ADC trays and for each ADC in mixed ADC
trays.

* * * * *
(6)* * * The tray identification number is optional for

tray-based automation flats.

* * * * *

2.3 Rate Level Column Headings

* * * * *
[Amend 2.3 by replacing all references to “Standard Mail (A)”
with “Standard Mail” and by revising 2.3a to provide for sepa-
rate 5-digit and 3-digit rates for automation First-Class Mail
flats to read as follows:]

The actual name of the rate level (or corresponding abbrevi-
ation) is used for column headings required by 2.2 and
shown below:

a. Automation First-Class Mail, Periodicals, and Stan-
dard Mail:

Rate Abbreviation

* * * * *
5-Digit [First-Class Mail letters/cards and flats,
Periodicals letters and flats, and Standard Mail
letters]

5B

3-Digit [First-Class Mail letters/cards and flats,
Periodicals letters and flats, and Standard Mail
letters]

3B

* * * * *
3/5 [Standard Mail flats] 3/5B

* * * * *

* * * * *

P013 Rate Application and Computation

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS

* * * * *
[Amend 1.3 by replacing “Special Standard Mail” with “Media
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

1.4 Affixing Postage—Single-Piece Rate Mailings

[Amend 1.4 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services” and amend the first sentence to read as follows:]

In a postage-affixed Express Mail, Priority Mail, single-piece
First-Class Mail, or Package Services mailing, the mailer
must affix to each piece a value in adhesive stamps or meter
stamps equal to at least the postage required. A mailer also
may use precanceled stamps on single-piece First-Class
Mail. Less than the correct amount of postage may be affixed
only when permitted by standard or specific USPS authoriza-
tion.

1.5 Affixing Postage—Other Than Single-Piece
Rate Mailings

[Amend 1.5 by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Standard Mail
and Package Services” and amending the introductory para-
graph to read as follows:]

In a First-Class Mail postage affixed mailing other than
single-piece or a Standard Mail presorted mailing, the mailer
must affix to each piece a value in precanceled stamps or
meter impressions that equals at least the full amount of
postage at the applicable rate. In a Package Services post-
age affixed mailing other than single-piece mailing, the mail-
er must affix to each piece a value in meter impressions that
equals at least the full amount of postage at the applicable
rate; or:

a. For First-Class Mail, the applicable postage at the low-
est rate claimed in the mailing (or a lesser amount if au-
thorized under P960) if all additional postage is paid at
the time of mailing.

b. For Standard Mail, the minimum per piece charge, with
the pound rate charge paid through an advance de-
posit account under the applicable standards; or the
applicable postage at the lowest rate claimed in the
mailing (or a lesser amount if authorized under P960)
if all additional postage is paid at the time of mailing.

* * * * *

2.0 RATE APPLICATION—EXPRESS MAIL,
FIRST-CLASS MAIL, AND PRIORITY MAIL

* * * * *

2.4 Priority Mail

[Amend 2.4 by revising the third sentence to read as follows:]

* * * The minimum postage amount per addressed piece is
that for a piece weighing 1 pound. * * *

* * * * *
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2.6 Keys and Identification Devices

[Amend 2.6 by revising the second sentence to read as
follows:]

* * * Keys and identification devices weighing more than 13
ounces but not more than 1 pound are mailed at the 1-pound
Priority Mail rate plus the fee in R100.9.0; keys and identifica-
tion devices weighing over 1 pound but not more than 2
pounds are mailed at the 2-pound rate plus the fee in
R100.9.0.

3.0 RATE APPLICATION — PERIODICALS

* * * * *

3.2 Applying Pound Rate

[Amend 3.2 by replacing “Regular and Preferred outside-
county” with “Outside-County and Science-of-Agriculture
Outside-County” in the second sentence to read as follows:]

* * * Outside-County and Science-of-Agriculture Outside-
County pound rates are based on the weight of the advertis-
ing portion of the mail sent to each postal zone (as computed
from the entry office) and the weight of the nonadvertising
portion without regard to zone.* * *

[Amend 3.3 by replacing “Classroom rate” with “Classroom”
in the fourth and last sentences.]

* * * * *
[Amend the title of 5.0 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with
“Package Services” to read as follows:]

5.0 RATE APPLICATION—PACKAGE SERVICES

* * * * *
[Revise the heading of 5.4 to read as follows:]

5.4 Media Mail

[Amend 5.4 by replacing “Special Standard Mail” with “Media
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Amend the heading of 8.0 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)”
with “Standard Mail.”]

[Amend the heading of 9.0 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)”
with “Package Services” to read as follows:]

9.0 COMPUTING POSTAGE—PACKAGE
SERVICES

[Revise 9.0 in its entirety to clarify how to calculate postage
for Package Services to read as follows:]

9.1 Parcel Post (including Parcel Select), Media
Mail, Library Mail, and Single-Piece Bound
Printed Matter—Permit Imprint

To compute the total postage for a mailing, for each weight
increment, multiply the number of pieces by the applicable
rate per piece. Round each product off to four decimal

places. Add the products and round up the total postage to
the nearest whole cent.

9.2 Parcel Post (including Parcel Select), Media
Mail, Library Mail, and Single-Piece Bound
Printed Matter—Postage Affixed

For each piece, affix the postage for the weight increment
and, if applicable, the zone to which the piece is addressed,
as shown in R700. To calculate the total postage for the mail-
ing, add all of the affixed postage amounts for each piece.

9.3 Presorted and Carrier Route Bound Printed
Matter—Permit Imprint

Presorted and Carrier Route Bound Printed Matter mailings
paid with permit imprint are charged a per pound rate and a
per piece rate as follows:

a. Per pound rate:

(1) If the pieces weigh 1 pound or less, compute the per
pound rate by multiplying the total number of ad-
dressed pieces by the 1-pound rate for the rate
category and zone. Do not round this result.

(2) If the pieces weigh more than 1 pound, compute the
per pound rate by multiplying the unrounded total
weight of the addressed pieces by the pound rate
for the category and zone. Do not round this
result.

b. Per piece rate. Multiply the total number of addressed
pieces by the applicable piece rate.

c. Total Postage. Calculate total postage by adding the
total per piece calculation to the total per pound cal-
culation. Round off the total postage to the nearest
whole cent.

9.4 Presorted and Carrier Route Bound Printed
Matter—Postage Affixed

Presorted and Carrier Route Bound Printed Matter mailings
with postage affixed are charged a per pound rate and a per
piece rate as follows:

a. For each addressed piece, calculate the per pound
rate:

(1) If the piece weighs 1 pound or less, the per pound
rate is the rate listed in R700.2.0 for the rate catego-
ry and zone.

(2) If the piece weighs more than 1 pound, compute the
per pound rate by multiplying the unrounded weight
of the piece by the pound rate for the category and
zone. Do not round this result.

b. Postage per piece. Compute the postage for each
piece by adding the calculated per pound rate to the
per piece rate for the category and zone. Round this
number up to the next tenth of a cent. Affix this amount
of postage to the piece.
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c. Total Postage for Mailing. Add all of the affixed postage
amounts for each piece in the mailing.

P014 Refunds and Exchanges

* * * * *

2.0 POSTAGE AND FEES REFUNDS

* * * * *
[Amend 2.3 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services”; no other changes to text.]

2.4 Full Refund

[Amend 2.4 by revising 2.4f and 2.4i to read as follows:]

A full refund (100%) may be made when:

* * * * *
f. Fees are paid for special handling, certified mail, Deliv-

ery Confirmation, or Signature Confirmation and the
article fails to receive the special service for which the
fee is paid.

* * * * *
i. An annual presort mailing fee is paid for Presorted

First-Class Mail, Standard Mail, Presorted Media Mail,
or Presorted Library Mail or a destination entry mailing
fee is paid for destination entry Parcel Post or Bound
Printed Matter and no mailings are made during the
corresponding 12-month period.

* * * * *
[Effective November 5, 2000, the Postal Service added new
P014.2.11 to clarify procedures for refunds for stamps affixed
to business reply mail.]

[Amend 2.11 to include the new quarterly fee for Qualified
Business Reply Mail:]

2.11 Business Reply Mail

A business reply mail (BRM) permit holder may request a
credit or refund for postage stamps affixed to returned BRM
pieces. Only the value of the postage stamps affixed may be
credited or refunded. Refunds are not given for foreign post-
age stamps affixed to BRM. To receive a refund for postage
stamps affixed to returned BRM pieces, the permit holder
must submit a completed Form 3533 to the postmaster, doc-
umenting the excess postage payment for which a credit or
refund is desired. The permit holder also must present to the
designated office properly faced and banded packages of
100 identical BRM pieces with identical amounts of postage
affixed. A charge of $15 per hour, or fraction thereof, is as-
sessed for the workhours used to process the refund. With
permission from the postmaster, a BRM permit holder may
submit a package with fewer than 100 BRM pieces. Refunds
are not given for any BRM or QBRM per piece charges,

annual accounting fees, quarterly fees, or monthly mainte-
nance fees.

* * * * *

4.0 REFUND REQUEST FOR EXCESS POSTAGE
(VALUE ADDED REFUND)—AT TIME OF
MAILING

[Amend 4.1, 4.13, 4.14c, 4.14d, 4.17a(5), and 4.17a(6) and
by changing “Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard Mail”; no other
changes to text.]

* * * * *

P021 Stamped Stationery

* * * * *

2.0 PERSONALIZED STAMPED ENVELOPE

* * * * *

2.5 Optional information

[Amend 2.5b by changing “Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

P022 Postage Stamps

1.0 PURCHASE AND USE

1.2 Postage Due

[Amend 1.2 by removing the second sentence to read as
follows:]

Postage due must be paid in cash.

* * * * *

P023 Precanceled Stamps

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

* * * * *

1.2 Use

[Amend 1.2 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

3.0 MAILER PRECANCELLATION

* * * * *

3.5 Content of Postmark

[Amend 3.5a by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
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P030 Postage Meters and Meter Stamps

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

* * * * *
[Amend 1.5 by replacing “Special Standard Mail” with “Media
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

3.0 METER SETTING

* * * * *
[Amend the title of 3.5 by replacing “Setting” with “Service” to
read as follows:]

3.5 On-Site Meter Service Program

[Amend the last sentence of 3.5 to show the new categories
for on-site meter setting and add a new sentence to exclude
secured postage devices from the meter service fees to read
as follows:]

* * * The licensee must pay applicable on-site meter service
fees in R900 and postage by check or advance deposit ac-
count at the time of the meter service. Secured postage me-
ters are not subject to checking in/checking out fees.

* * * * *

4.0 METER STAMPS

* * * * *
[Amend 4.8 and 4.9 by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Stan-
dard Mail and Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

5.0 MAILINGS

[Amend 5.1 by replacing “Special Standard Mail” with “Media
Mail” and by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

P040 Permit Imprints

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

[Amend 1.1 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail” and “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package Services”; no
other changes to text.]

* * * * *

2.0 INDICIA PREPARATION

* * * * *
[Amend 2.5 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

3.0 INDICIA CONTENT

* * * * *
[Amend 3.2 by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Standard Mail
and Package Services” in the heading and content.]

* * * * *
[Amend 3.4a by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Standard
Mail and Package Services.”]

[Amend 3.4b by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

4.0 INDICIA FORMAT

* * * * *
[Amend heading of Exhibit 4.1a by replacing “Standard Mail
(A) Official Mail” with “Standard Mail Official Mail” and “Stan-
dard Mail (B) Official Mail” with “Package Services Official
Mail”; replace indicia example “SPECIAL STANDARD MAIL”
with “MEDIA MAIL”; no other changes to exhibit.]

* * * * *
[Amend the title of Exhibit 4.1b to read as follows:]

Exhibit 4.1b Indicia Formats for First-Class Mail, 
Standard Mail, and Package Services

[Amend Exhibit 4.1b by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with
“Standard Mail,” “Special Standard Mail” with “Media Mail,”
and “PP D/S” with “Parcel Select.”]

* * * * *

P070 Mixed Classes

1.0 ATTACHMENTS OF DIFFERENT CLASSES

[Amend 1.1 by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Standard Mail
and Package Service Mail”; no other changes to text.]

[Amend 1.2 and 1.3 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with
“Standard Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

2.0 ENCLOSURE IN PERIODICALS PUBLICATION

[Amend 2.1 through 2.10 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)”
with “Standard Mail”; no other changes to text.]

[Revise heading of 3.0 to read as follows:]

3.0 ENCLOSURE IN STANDARD MAIL AND
PACKAGE SERVICES MAIL

[Amend 3.2 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Amend heading of 5.0 by replacing “Special Standard Mail”
with “Media Mail” to read as follows:]
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5.0 COMBINED MAILINGS OF MEDIA MAIL AND
BOUND PRINTED MATTER

* * * * *

5.4 Rating of Unmarked Parcel

[Amend 5.4 by replacing “Special Standard Mail” with “Media
Mail” and amend the introductory paragraph in 5.4 to include
Inter-BMC/ASF rates to read as follows:]

A parcel containing Bound Printed Matter and Media Mail is
charged postage at the Inter-BMC/ASF Parcel Post rates if
it:

* * * * *

P200 Periodicals

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

* * * * *
[Amend 1.4 by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Standard Mail
and Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Amend 1.9 by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Standard Mail
and Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

P600 Standard Mail

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

[Amend 1.1 by redesignating 1.1b as P700.1.1, redesignat-
ing 1.1a as 1.1, and replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Stan-
dard Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Amend the heading of 2.0 to delete “Standard Mail (A)” to
read as follows:]

2.0 PRESORTED AND ENHANCED CARRIER
ROUTE RATES

* * * * *
[Amend the heading of 3.0 to delete “Standard Mail (A)” to
read as follows:]

3.0 AUTOMATION RATES

* * * * *
[Add new 4.0 to read as follows:]

4.0 MACHINABLE PARCEL BARCODED
DISCOUNT

4.1 All Parcels in Mailing Eligible

If 100% of the pieces in a mailing are eligible for the machin-
able parcel barcoded discount under E610 and E620, then
the mailing may be paid with meter stamps, permit imprint, or
precanceled stamps under the applicable standards.

4.2 Less than 100% Eligibility

If less than 100% of the parcels in the mailing are eligible for
the machinable parcel barcoded discount, then the following
standards apply:

a. Payment with precanceled stamps is not permitted.

b. Metered postage may be used only if exact postage is
affixed to each piece in the mailing.

c. Payment with permit imprint is permitted only under a
manifest mailing system (P910).

[Add new 5.0 to read as follows:]

5.0 MAIL WITH SPECIAL SERVICES

5.1 Bulk Insurance

Mailings on which bulk insurance is requested must have
postage and fees paid with permit imprint under a manifest
mailing system (P910).

5.2 Electronic Option Delivery Confirmation

If electronic option Delivery Confirmation is requested for all
of the pieces in the mailing and the mailing consists of pieces
of identical weight, then postage may be paid with metered
postage or permit imprint under the applicable standards in
2.0. If electronic option Delivery Confirmation is not re-
quested for all of the pieces in the mailing, or if the pieces are
not identical weight, then either the exact metered postage
must be affixed to each piece or postage must be paid with
permit imprint under a manifest mailing system (P910). Use
of precanceled stamps is not permitted with Delivery
Confirmation.

5.3 Return Receipt for Merchandise

If return receipt for merchandise is requested for all of the
pieces in the mailing and the mailing consists of pieces of
identical weight, then postage may be paid with metered
postage or permit imprint under the applicable standards in
2.0. If return receipt for merchandise is not requested for all
of the pieces in the mailing, or if the pieces are not identical
weight, then either the exact metered postage must be af-
fixed to each piece or postage must be paid with permit im-
print under a manifest mailing system (P910). Use of
precanceled stamps is not permitted with return receipt for
merchandise.

[Redesignate the heading P700 as P900. Redesignate the
heading and contents of P710, P720, P730, P750, and P760
as P910, P920, P930, P950, and P960, respectively.]
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[Add new P700 to read as follows:]

P700 Package Services

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

1.1 Payment Method

[Redesignate P600.1.1b as the contents of 1.1 and amend
for clarity to read as follows:]

The mailer is responsible for proper postage payment. Sub-
ject to the corresponding standards, postage for Package
Services mail may be paid by any method except precan-
celed stamps. Pieces with postage affixed must bear the cor-
rect postage unless excepted by standard. Permit imprint
may be used for mailings that contain nonidentical-weight
pieces only under P910, P920, or P930. Permit imprint may
be used for identical weight pieces provided the mail can be
separated at acceptance into groups that each contain
pieces subject to the same zone and same combination of
rates (e.g., all are zone 4, Inter-BMC, with a BMC presort dis-
count and a barcoded discount). Identical weight permit im-
print mail also may be mailed under P910, P920, or P930.

1.2 Postage Statement and Documentation

A complete, signed postage statement, using the correct
USPS form or an approved facsimile, must accompany each
presorted and/or destination entry rate Package Services
mailing, and any mailing paid with permit imprint. The post-
age statement must be supported by documentation as re-
quired by P012 and the rate claimed unless the correct rate
is affixed to each piece or if each piece is of identical weight
and the pieces are separated by rate when presented for
acceptance.

P900 Special Postage Payment Systems

* * * * *

P920 Optional Procedure (OP) Mailing System

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

[Amend 1.1 by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Standard Mail
and Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

P950 Plant-Verified Drop Shipment (PVDS)

1.0 DESCRIPTION

* * * * *
[Amend 1.2c and 1.3b by replacing “Standard Mail” with
“Standard Mail and Package Services”; no other changes to
text.]

* * * * *

2.0 PROGRAM PARTICIPATION

* * * * *
[Amend 2.3e and 2.5 by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Stan-
dard Mail and Package Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Amend 2.7 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

[Revise heading of 2.8 to read as follows:]

2.8 Postage Statement—Package Services Mail

[Amend 2.8 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

4.0 POSTAGE

* * * * *
[Amend 4.2 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail”; no other changes to text.]

[Revise heading of 4.3 to read as follows:]

4.3 Package Services Mail

[Amend 4.3 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Amend the heading of 5.0 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)”
with “Standard Mail”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Revise heading of 6.0 to read as follows:]

6.0 PACKAGE SERVICES PVDS OPTION

* * * * *
[Amend 6.2 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Amend heading of P960 by removing “(A)” to read as
follows:]

P960 First-Class or Standard Mail Mailings With
Different Payment Methods

* * * * *
[Amend entire R module to read as follows:]
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R000 Stamps and Stationery
1.0 PLAIN STAMPED ENVELOPES (P021)

Fee, in addition to the postage value preprinted on the envelope:

2.0 PERSONALIZED STAMPED ENVELOPES (P021)
Fee, in addition to the postage value preprinted on the envelope:

3.0 STAMPED CARDS (P021)
Fee, in addition to the postage value preprinted on the card:

Fee
Type Size Each 500
Basic1

1. Includes regular, window, precanceled regular, and 
precanceled window envelopes.

6-3/4 $0.08 $12.00
10 0.08 14.00

Special2

2. Includes envelopes with patched-in stamps (e.g., hologram 
envelopes).

Any 0.09 19.00

Fee
Type Size 50 500
Basic1

1. Includes regular, window, precanceled regular, and 
precanceled window envelopes.

6-3/4 $3.50 $17.00
10 3.50 20.00

Special2

2. Includes envelopes with patched-in stamps (e.g., hologram 
envelopes).

Any 4.50 25.00

Type Fee
Single card $0.02
Double reply-paid card  0.04
Sheet of 40 cards (uncut)  0.80
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4.0 POSTAGE STAMPS
Postage stamps are available in the following denominations:

Purpose Form Denomination
Regular Postage Panes of up to 100 $0.01, .02, .03, .04, .05, .06, .07, .08, .09, .10, 

.11, .14, .15, .17, .19, .20, .21, 22, .23, .25, .29, 

.30, .32, .33, .34, .35, .39, .40, .45, .46, .48, .50, 

.52, .55, .56, .60, .65, .75, .77, .78, .80, $1, $2, 
$3.50, $5, $12.25

Booklets $0.20 ($2.00 booklet)
$0.34 ($3.40 and $6.80 booklets)

Coils of 100 $0.05, .10, .20, .21 (additional ounce postage), 
.22, .29, .33, .34

Coils of 3,000 $0.01, .02, .03, .04, .05, .10, .11, .12, .14, .15, 
.17, .19, .20, .22, .23, .25, .29, .33, .34

Coils of 10,000 $0.01, .02, .03, .05, .10, .23, .25, .33, .34
Precanceled Presorted Rate 
Postage — First-Class Mail 
and Standard Mail

Coils of 500, 3,000, 
and 10,000

Various nondenominated (available only to 
permit holders)

Commemorative Panes of up to 50 $0.34 and other denominations
20-Stamp Booklets $0.34 ($6.80 booklets)

Breast Cancer Research Panes of up to 20 Purchase price of $0.40; postage value 
equivalent to First-Class Mail nonautomation 
single-piece rate ($0.34); remainder is 
contribution to fund breast cancer research.
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R100 First-Class Mail
1.0 NONAUTOMATION—SINGLE PIECES WEIGHING 13 OUNCES OR LESS

Card Rate
1.1

Single and double cards meeting the standards in C100:

Letters, Flats, and
Parcels

1.2

Letters, flats, and parcels (i.e., not card rate); nonstandard surcharge in 10.0 might apply:

2.0 NONAUTOMATION—PRESORTED

Card Rate
2.1

Single and double cards meeting the standards in C100: $0.180 each.

Letters, Flats, and
Parcels

2.2

Letters, flats, and parcels (i.e., not card rate); nonstandard surcharge in 10.0 might apply:

3.0 AUTOMATION—QUALIFIED BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

Card Rate
3.1

Single cards meeting the standards in E150 and S922:

Letters
3.2

Letter-size single pieces other than cards meeting the standards in E150 and S922:

Type Rate
Single $0.200

Weight Increment Rate
First ounce or fraction of an ounce $0.340
Each additional ounce or fraction  0.210

Weight Increment Rate
First ounce or fraction of an ounce

(For pieces weighing 2 ounces or less)
(For pieces weighing more than 2 ounces)

$0.320
0.274

Each additional ounce or fraction  0.210

Type Rate1

1. QBRM is also subject to fees 
in R900.

Single $0.170

Weight Increment Rate1

1. QBRM is also subject to fees in R900.

First ounce or fraction of an ounce $0.310
Second ounce or fraction  0.210
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4.0 AUTOMATION—BASIC

Card Rate
4.1

Single and double cards meeting the standards in C100: $0.164 each.

Letters
4.2

Letter-size pieces other than card rate:

Flats
4.3

Flat-size pieces; nonstandard surcharge in 10.0 might apply:

5.0 AUTOMATION—3-DIGIT

Card Rate
5.1

Single and double cards meeting the standards in C100: $0.158 each.

Letters
5.2

Letter-size pieces other than card rate:

Flats
5.3

Flat-size pieces; nonstandard surcharge in 10.0 might apply:

6.0 AUTOMATION—5-DIGIT

Card Rate
6.1

Single and double cards meeting the standards in C100: $0.151 each.

Letters
6.2

Letter-size pieces other than card rate:

Weight Increment Rate
First ounce or fraction of an ounce

(For pieces weighing 2 ounces or less) $0.278
(For pieces weighing more than 2 ounces) 0.232

Each additional ounce or fraction 0.210

Weight Increment Rate
First ounce or fraction of an ounce

(For pieces weighing 2 ounces or less)
(For pieces weighing more than 2 ounces)

$0.310
0.264

Each additional ounce or fraction  0.210

Weight Increment Rate
First ounce or fraction of an ounce

(For pieces weighing 2 ounces or less)
(For pieces weighing more than 2 ounces)

$0.267
0.221

Each additional ounce or fraction  0.210

Weight Increment Rate
First ounce or fraction of an ounce

(For pieces weighing 2 ounces or less)
(For pieces weighing more than 2 ounces)

$0.295
0.249

Each additional ounce or fraction  0.210

Weight Increment Rate
First ounce or fraction of an ounce

(For pieces weighing 2 ounces or less)
(For pieces weighing more than 2 ounces)

$0.253
0.207

Each additional ounce or fraction  0.210
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Flats
6.3

Flat-size pieces; nonstandard surcharge in 10.0 might apply:

7.0 AUTOMATION—CARRIER ROUTE

Card Rate
7.1

Single and double cards meeting the standards in C100: $0.140 each.

Letters
7.2

Letter-size pieces other than card rate:

Summary of
First-Class Rates

7.3

Weight Increment Rate
First ounce or fraction of an ounce

(For pieces weighing 2 ounces or less)
(For pieces weighing more than 2 ounces)

$0.275
0.229

Each additional ounce or fraction  0.210

Weight Increment Rate
First ounce or fraction of an ounce

(For pieces weighing 2 ounces or less)
(For pieces weighing more than 2 ounces)

$0.243
0.197

Each additional ounce or fraction  0.210

Letters, Flats, 
and Parcels 
Weight Not 

Over (ounces)

Nonautomation Automation

Single-
Piece

Pre-
sorted

Letter-Size Flat-Size

Basic 3-Digit 5-Digit
Carrier 
Route Basic 3-Digit 5-Digit

1 $0.3401

1. Nonstandard surcharge in 10.0 might apply: single-piece $0.11; presorted and automation 
$0.05.

$0.3201 $0.278 $0.267 $0.253 $0.243 $0.3101 $0.2951 $0.2751

2 0.550 0.530 0.488 0.477 0.463 0.453 0.520 0.505 0.485
32

2. Presorted and automation rates for pieces weighing over 2 ounces reflect a first-ounce 
discount of $0.046 per piece.

0.760 0.694 0.652 0.641 0.627 0.617 0.684 0.669 0.649
4 0.970 0.904 0.8623

3. Weight not to exceed 3.3 ounces; pieces over 3 ounces subject to additional standards.

0.8513 0.8373 0.8273 0.894 0.879 0.859
5 1.180 1.114 — — — — 1.104 1.089 1.069
6 1.390 1.324 — — — — 1.314 1.299 1.279
7 1.600 1.534 — — — — 1.524 1.509 1.489
8 1.810 1.744 — — — — 1.734 1.719 1.699
9 2.020 1.954 — — — — 1.944 1.929 1.909

10 2.230 2.164 — — — — 2.154 2.139 2.119
11 2.440 2.374 — — — — 2.364 2.349 2.329
12 2.650 2.584 — — — — 2.574 2.559 2.539
13 2.860 2.794 — — — — 2.784 2.769 2.749

Card Rate4

4. Rates shown apply to each single or double postcard when originally mailed; reply half of 
double postcard must bear postage at applicable rate when returned unless prepared as 
business reply mail.

Single 0.20 0.18 0.164 0.158 0.151 0.140 — — —
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8.0 PRIORITY MAIL

Weight
Not Over
(pounds)1

Zone
L, 1, 2, & 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 $3.50 $3.50 $3.50 $3.50 $3.50 $3.50
22 3.95 3.95 3.95 3.95 3.95 3.95
3 5.15 5.15 5.15 5.15 5.15 5.15
4 6.35 6.35 6.35 6.35 6.35 6.35
5 7.55 7.55 7.55 7.55 7.55 7.55
6 7.90 8.10 8.15 8.25 9.50 10.35
7 8.25 8.65 8.75 8.95 10.45 11.65
8 8.50 9.20 9.35 9.65 11.40 12.95
9 8.65 9.75 9.95 10.35 12.35 14.25

10 8.75 10.30 10.55 11.05 13.30 15.55
11 9.00 10.85 11.15 11.75 14.25 16.85
12 9.25 11.40 11.75 12.45 15.20 18.15
13 9.60 11.95 12.35 13.15 16.15 19.45
14 9.95 12.50 12.95 13.85 17.10 20.75
15 10.30 13.05 13.55 14.55 18.05 22.05
16 10.65 13.60 14.15 15.25 19.00 23.35
17 11.00 14.15 14.75 15.95 19.95 24.65
18 11.35 14.70 15.35 16.65 20.90 25.95
19 11.70 15.25 15.95 17.35 21.85 27.25
20 12.05 15.80 16.55 18.05 22.80 28.55
21 12.40 16.35 17.15 18.75 23.75 29.85
22 12.75 16.90 17.75 19.45 24.70 31.15
23 13.10 17.45 18.35 20.15 25.65 32.45
24 13.45 18.00 18.95 20.85 26.60 33.75
25 13.80 18.55 19.55 21.55 27.55 35.05
26 14.15 19.10 20.15 22.25 28.50 36.35
27 14.50 19.65 20.75 22.95 29.45 37.65
28 14.85 20.20 21.35 23.65 30.40 38.95
29 15.20 20.75 21.95 24.35 31.35 40.25
30 15.55 21.30 22.55 25.05 32.30 41.55
31 15.90 21.85 23.15 25.75 33.25 42.85
32 16.25 22.40 23.75 26.45 34.20 44.15
33 16.60 22.95 24.35 27.15 35.15 45.45
34 16.95 23.50 24.95 27.85 36.10 46.75
35 17.30 24.05 25.55 28.55 37.05 48.05
36 17.65 24.60 26.15 29.25 38.00 49.35
37 18.00 25.15 26.75 29.95 38.95 50.65
38 18.35 25.70 27.35 30.65 39.90 51.95

39 18.70 26.25 27.95 31.35 40.85 53.25
40 19.05 26.80 28.55 32.05 41.80 54.55
41 19.40 27.35 29.15 32.75 42.75 55.85
42 19.75 27.90 29.75 33.45 43.70 57.15
43 20.10 28.45 30.35 34.15 44.65 58.45
44 20.45 29.00 30.95 34.85 45.60 59.75
45 20.80 29.55 31.55 35.55 46.55 61.05
46 21.15 30.10 32.15 36.25 47.50 62.35
47 21.50 30.65 32.75 36.95 48.45 63.65
48 21.85 31.20 33.35 37.65 49.40 64.95
49 22.20 31.75 33.95 38.35 50.35 66.25
50 22.55 32.30 34.55 39.05 51.30 67.55
51 22.90 32.85 35.15 39.75 52.25 68.85
52 23.25 33.40 35.75 40.45 53.20 70.15
53 23.60 33.95 36.35 41.15 54.15 71.45
54 23.95 34.50 36.95 41.85 55.10 72.75
55 24.30 35.05 37.55 42.55 56.05 74.05
56 24.65 35.60 38.15 43.25 57.00 75.35
57 25.00 36.15 38.75 43.95 57.95 76.65
58 25.35 36.70 39.35 44.65 58.90 77.95
59 25.70 37.25 39.95 45.35 59.85 79.25
60 26.05 37.80 40.55 46.05 60.80 80.55
61 26.40 38.35 41.15 46.75 61.75 81.85
62 26.75 38.90 41.75 47.45 62.70 83.15
63 27.10 39.45 42.35 48.15 63.65 84.45
64 27.45 40.00 42.95 48.85 64.60 85.75
65 27.80 40.55 43.55 49.55 65.55 87.05
66 28.15 41.10 44.15 50.25 66.50 88.35
67 28.50 41.65 44.75 50.95 67.45 89.65
68 28.85 42.20 45.35 51.65 68.40 90.95
69 29.20 42.75 45.95 52.35 69.35 92.25
70 29.55 43.30 46.55 53.05 70.30 93.55

1. Parcels that weigh less than 15 pounds but measure more 
than 84 inches in combined length and girth are charged 
the applicable rate for a 15-pound parcel. 

2. The 2-pound rate is charged for matter sent in a flat-rate 
envelope provided by the USPS, regardless of the actual 
weight of the piece.

Weight
Not Over
(pounds)1

Zone
L, 1, 2, & 3 4 5 6 7 8
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9.0 KEYS AND IDENTIFICATION DEVICES

10.0 NONSTANDARD SURCHARGES
Surcharge per piece:

a. Single-piece rate: $0.11.
b. Presorted and automation (flat-size) rate: $0.05.

11.0 FEES

Address Correction
Service Fee

11.1

Fees per correction:
a. Manual notice: $0.60.
b. Electronic notice: $0.20.

Presort Mailing Fee
11.2

Presort mailing fee, per 12-month period, per office of mailing: $125.00.

Pickup Fee
11.3

Priority Mail only, per occurrence: $10.25. May be combined with Express Mail and 
Package Services Parcel Post pickups.

Weight Not 
Over (ounces) Rate1

12 $0.69
2 0.90
3 1.11
4 1.32
5 1.53
6 1.74
7 1.95
8 2.16
9 2.37

10 2.58
11 2.79
12 3.00
13 3.21

1 pound 3.85
2 pounds 4.30

1. Includes $0.35 fee.
2. Nonstandard surcharge 

in 10.0 might apply.

Weight Not 
Over (ounces) Rate1
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R200 Periodicals
1.0 OUTSIDE-COUNTY—EXCLUDING SCIENCE-OF-AGRICULTURE

Pound Rates
1.1

Per pound or fraction:
a. For the nonadvertising portion: $0.173.
b. For the advertising portion:

Piece Rates
1.2

Per addressed piece:

Discounts
1.3

Piece rate discounts:
a. Nonadvertising adjustment for each 1% of nonadvertising content: $0.00065 per 

piece.
b. Delivery unit piece discount for each addressed piece eligible for the delivery unit 

rate under E250: $0.017.
c. SCF piece discount for each addressed piece eligible for the SCF rate under E250: 

$0.008.

Nonprofit
1.4

Authorized nonprofit mailers receive a discount of 5% off the total Outside-County postage 
excluding the postage for advertising pounds. The 5% discount does not apply to 
commingled nonsubscriber copies in excess of the 10% allowance provided under E215.

Classroom
1.5

Authorized Classroom mailers receive a discount of 5% off the total Outside-County 
postage excluding the postage for advertising pounds. The 5% discount does not apply to 
commingled nonsubscriber copies in excess of the 10% allowance provided under E215.

Zone Rate
Delivery Unit $0.148
SCF  0.188
1 & 2  0.230
3  0.245
4  0.283
5  0.341
6  0.401
7  0.474
8  0.537

Automation1

1. Lower maximum weight limits apply: letter-size at 3 ounces 
(or 3.3 ounces for heavy letters); flat-size at 16 ounces (FSM 
881) and 6 pounds (FSM 1000).

Presort Level Nonautomation Letter-Size Flat-Size
Basic $0.325 $0.260 $0.284
3-Digit  0.276  0.225  0.242
5-Digit  0.214   0.174  0.190
Carrier Route  0.136 — —
High Density  0.111 — —
Saturation  0.093 — —
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2.0 OUTSIDE-COUNTY—SCIENCE-OF-AGRICULTURE

Pound Rates
2.1

Per pound or fraction:
a. For the nonadvertising portion: $0.173.
b. For the advertising portion:

Piece Rates
2.2

Per addressed piece:

Discounts
2.3

Piece rate discounts:
a. Nonadvertising adjustment for each 1% of nonadvertising content: $0.00065 per 

piece.
b. Delivery unit piece discount for each addressed piece eligible for the delivery unit 

rate under E250: $0.017.
c. SCF piece discount for each addressed piece eligible for the SCF rate under E250: 

$0.008.

3.0 IN-COUNTY

Pound Rates
3.1

Per pound or fraction:

Zone Rate
Delivery Unit $0.111
SCF  0.141
1 & 2  0.173
3  0.245
4  0.283
5  0.341
6  0.401
7  0.474
8  0.537

Automation1

1. Lower maximum weight limits apply: letter-size at 3 ounces 
(or 3.3 ounces for heavy letters); flat-size at 16 ounces 
(FSM 881) and 6 pounds (FSM 1000).

Presort Level Nonautomation Letter-Size Flat-Size
Basic $0.325 $0.260 $0.284
3-Digit  0.276  0.225  0.242
5-Digit  0.214   0.174  0.190
Carrier Route  0.136 — —
High Density  0.111 — —
Saturation  0.093 — —

Zone Rate
Delivery Unit $0.113
All Others  0.144
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Piece Rates
3.2

Per addressed piece:

Discount
3.3

Delivery unit piece discount for each addressed piece eligible for the delivery unit rate 
under E250: $0.005.

4.0 RIDE-ALONG EXPERIMENT (G094)

Fee
4.1

Per piece: $0.10.

5.0 FEES

Application Fees
5.1

Per application:
a. Original entry: $350.00.
b. News agent registry: $40.00.
c. Additional entry: $50.00.
d. Reentry: $40.00.

Address Correction
Service Fees

5.2

Fees per correction:
a. Manual notice: $0.60.
b. Electronic notice: $0.20.

Automation1

1. Lower maximum weight limits apply: letter-size at 3 ounces (or 
3.3 ounces for heavy letters); flat-size at 16 ounces (FSM 881) 
and 6 pounds (FSM 1000).

Presort Level Nonautomation Letter-Size Flat-Size
Basic $0.100 $0.049 $0.073
3-Digit   0.092  0.047  0.068
5-Digit  0.083  0.044  0.062
Carrier Route  0.047 — —
High Density   0.032 — —
Saturation  0.026 — —
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R500 Express Mail
1.0 EXPRESS MAIL—ALL SERVICE LEVELS

Weight
Not Over
(pounds)

Service1

1. Same Day Airport service is currently suspended.

Weight
Not Over
(pounds)

Service1

Custom
Designed

Next Day
& Second

Day
PO to PO

Next Day
& Second
Day PO to
Addressee

Custom
Designed

Next Day
& Second

Day
PO to PO

Next Day
& Second
Day PO to
Addressee

1/2 9.25 9.40 12.25 36 66.55 66.70 68.80
1 13.75 13.90 16.00 37 67.80 67.95 70.30
22

2. The 2-pound rate is charged for matter sent in a flat-rate envelope provided by the USPS, 
regardless of the actual weight of the piece.

13.75 13.90 16.00 38 69.35 69.30 71.90
3 16.65 16.80 18.85 39 70.95 70.60 73.50
4 19.45 19.60 21.70 40 72.55 72.00 75.10
5 22.25 22.40 24.50 41 74.15 73.60 76.70
6 25.05 25.20 27.30 42 75.75 75.20 78.35
7 27.75 27.90 30.00 43 77.35 76.80 79.90
8 28.95 29.10 31.20 44 78.95 78.40 81.50
9 30.20 30.35 32.45 45 80.55 80.00 82.90
10 31.40 31.55 33.65 46 81.85 81.55 84.15
11 32.90 33.05 35.15 47 83.25 83.20 85.60
12 35.30 35.45 37.55 48 84.60 84.75 86.90
13 36.55 36.70 39.25 49 85.90 86.05 88.20
14 37.95 38.10 40.20 50 87.20 87.35 89.50
15 39.15 39.30 41.40 51 88.60 88.80 90.95
16 40.50 40.65 42.75 52 89.90 90.05 92.20
17 41.85 42.00 44.10 53 91.30 91.45 93.60
18 43.10 43.25 45.35 54 92.60 92.75 94.90
19 44.40 44.55 46.65 55 93.90 94.10 96.25
20 45.75 45.90 48.00 56 95.35 95.50 97.65
21 47.00 47.20 49.25 57 96.60 96.75 98.90
22 48.30 48.45 50.55 58 97.95 98.10 100.30
23 49.65 49.85 51.90 59 99.45 99.60 101.75
24 50.90 51.05 53.15 60 101.00 101.15 103.30
25 52.20 52.40 54.45 61 102.70 102.85 105.00
26 53.50 53.65 55.75 62 104.25 104.40 106.60
27 54.85 55.00 57.05 63 105.85 106.00 108.15
28 56.10 56.25 58.35 64 107.50 107.70 109.85
29 57.45 57.60 59.65 65 109.10 109.25 111.40
30 58.75 58.90 61.00 66 110.80 110.95 113.10
31 60.05 60.20 62.25 67 112.35 112.50 114.65
32 61.35 61.50 63.60 68 114.05 114.20 116.35
33 62.65 62.80 64.85 69 115.60 115.75 117.90
34 63.95 64.10 66.20 70 117.20 117.35 119.50
35 65.25 65.40 67.45
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2.0 FEES

Address Correction
Service Fee

2.1

Manual notice only, each: $0.60.

Pickup Fee
2.2

Per occurrence: $10.25. May be combined with Priority Mail and Package Services Parcel 
Post pickups.

Fee for Delivery
Stops

2.3

Custom Designed Service only, each: $10.25. 
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R600 Standard Mail
1.0 REGULAR STANDARD MAIL

Letter-Size Minimum
Per Piece Rates

1.1

Pieces 3.3 ounces (0.2063 pound) or less:

Nonletter Per Piece
Rates

1.2

Pieces 3.3 ounces (0.2063 pound) or less:

Piece and Pound
Rates

1.3

Pieces more than 3.3 ounces (0.2063 pound):

Entry Discount

Presorted Automation1

1. Pieces weighing over 3 ounces subject to additional standards.

Basic 3/5 Basic 3-Digit 5-Digit

None $0.250 $0.230 $0.197 $0.187 $0.174

DBMC  0.231  0.211  0.178  0.168  0.155

DSCF  0.226  0.206  0.173  0.163  0.150

DDU — — — — —

Entry Discount
Presorted1,2

1. The residual shape surcharge of $0.18 per piece applies to 
items that are prepared as a parcel or are not letter-size or 
flat-size.

2. Machinable parcels for which the residual shape surcharge is 
paid may be eligible for the barcoded discount of $0.03 per 
piece (see E620). The barcoded discount is available for pieces 
entered at DSCF rates only if sorted to 5-digit sacks or pallets. 
Except for mail entered at the Phoenix, AZ, ASF, the barcoded 
discount is not available for DBMC rate mail entered at an ASF.

Automation
Basic 3/5 Basic 3/5

None $0.319 $0.263 $0.275 $0.236
DBMC   0.300   0.244   0.256   0.217
DSCF   0.295   0.239   0.251   0.212
DDU — — — —

Piece/Pound Rate1

1. Each piece is subject to both a piece rate and a pound rate.

Presorted2,3

2. Residual shape surcharge of $0.18 per piece applies to items that are 
prepared as a parcel or are not letter-size or flat-size.

3. Machinable parcels for which the residual shape surcharge is paid may 
be eligible for the barcoded discount of $0.03 per piece (see E620). The 
barcoded discount is available for pieces entered at DSCF rates only if 
sorted to 5-digit sacks or pallets. Except for mail entered at the Phoenix, 
AZ, ASF, the barcoded discount is not available for DBMC rate mail 
entered at an ASF.

Automation
Basic 3/5 Basic 3/5

Per Piece $0.181 $0.125 $0.137 $0.098

Per Pound (includes entry 
discount if applicable)

PLUS PLUS PLUS PLUS

None $0.668 $0.668 $0.668 $0.668

DBMC   0.575   0.575   0.575   0.575

DSCF   0.554   0.554   0.554   0.554

DDU — — — —
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2.0 ENHANCED CARRIER ROUTE STANDARD MAIL

Letter-Size Minimum
Per Piece Rates

2.1

Pieces 3.3 ounces (0.2063 pound) or less:

Nonletter Per Piece
Rates

2.2

Pieces 3.3 ounces (0.2063 pound) or less:

Piece and Pound
Rates

2.3

Pieces more than 3.3 ounces (0.2063 pound):

3.0 NONPROFIT STANDARD MAIL

Letter-Size Minimum
Per Piece Rates

3.1

Pieces 3.3 ounces (0.2063 pound) or less:

Entry Discount

Nonautomation Automation1

1. Pieces weighing over 3 ounces subject to additional standards.

Basic High Density Saturation Basic

None $0.176 $0.151 $0.143 $0.155

DBMC  0.157  0.132  0.124  0.136

DSCF  0.152  0.127  0.119  0.131

DDU  0.147  0.122  0.114  0.126

Entry Discount Basic1

1. Residual shape surcharge of $0.15 per piece applies 
to items that are prepared as a parcel or are not 
letter-size or flat-size.

High Density1 Saturation1

None $0.176 $0.154 $0.147
DBMC   0.157   0.135   0.128
DSCF   0.152   0.130   0.123
DDU   0.147   0.125   0.118

Piece/Pound Rate 1,2

1. Each piece is subject to both a piece rate and a pound rate.
2. Residual shape surcharge of $0.15 per piece applies to items that are 

prepared as a parcel or are not letter-size or flat-size.

Basic High Density Saturation
Per Piece $0.044 $0.022 $0.015

Per Pound (includes entry 
discount if applicable)

PLUS PLUS PLUS

None $0.638 $0.638 $0.638
DBMC   0.545   0.545   0.545
DSCF   0.524   0.524   0.524
DDU   0.498   0.498   0.498

Entry Discount

Presorted Automation1

1. Pieces weighing over 3 ounces subject to additional standards.

Basic 3/5 Basic 3-Digit 5-Digit

None $0.155 $0.143 $0.130 $0.120 $0.105

DBMC  0.136  0.124  0.111  0.101  0.086

DSCF  0.131  0.119  0.106  0.096  0.081

DDU — — — — —
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Nonletter-Size
Minimum Per Piece

Rates
3.2

Pieces 3.3 ounces (0.2063 pound) or less:

Piece and Pound
Rates

3.3

Pieces more than 3.3 ounces (0.2063 pound):

4.0 NONPROFIT ENHANCED CARRIER ROUTE STANDARD MAIL

Letter-Size Minimum
Per Piece Rates

4.1

Pieces 3.3 ounces (0.2063 pound) or less:

Entry Discount
Presorted1,2

1. Residual shape surcharge of $0.18 per piece applies to 
items that are prepared as a parcel or are not letter-size or 
flat-size.

2. Machinable parcels for which the residual shape 
surcharge is paid may be eligible for the barcoded 
discount of $0.03 per piece (see E620). The barcoded 
discount is available for pieces entered at DSCF rates 
only if sorted to 5-digit sacks or pallets. Except for mail 
entered at the Phoenix, AZ, ASF, the barcoded discount is 
not available for DBMC rate mail entered at an ASF.

Automation
Basic 3/5 Basic 3/5

None $0.217 $0.168 $0.176 $0.151
DBMC   0.198   0.149   0.157   0.132
DSCF   0.193   0.144   0.152   0.127
DDU — — — —

Piece/Pound Rate1

1. Each piece is subject to both a piece rate and a pound rate.

Presorted2,3

2. Residual shape surcharge of $0.18 per piece applies to items that are 
prepared as a parcel or are not letter-size or flat-size.

3. Machinable parcels for which the residual shape surcharge is paid may 
be eligible for the barcoded discount of $0.03 per piece (see E620). The 
barcoded discount is available for pieces entered at DSCF rates only if 
sorted to 5-digit sacks or pallets. Except for mail entered at the Phoenix, 
AZ, ASF, the barcoded discount is not available for DBMC rate mail 
entered at an ASF.

Automation
Basic 3/5 Basic 3/5

Per Piece $0.104 $0.055 $0.063 $0.038

Per Pound (includes entry 
discount if applicable)

PLUS PLUS PLUS PLUS

None $0.550 $0.550 $0.550 $0.550

DBMC   0.457   0.457   0.457   0.457

DSCF   0.436   0.436   0.436   0.436

DDU — — — —

Entry Discount

Nonautomation
Automa-

tion1

1. Pieces weighing over 3 ounces subject to additional standards.

Basic
High 

Density
Satura-

tion Basic

None $0.116 $0.093 $0.087 $0.103

DBMC  0.097  0.074  0.068  0.084

DSCF  0.092  0.069  0.063  0.079

DDU  0.087  0.064  0.058  0.074
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Nonletter-Size
Minimum Per Piece

Rates
4.2

Pieces 3.3 ounces (0.2063 pound) or less:

Piece and Pound
Rates

4.3

Pieces more than 3.3 ounces (0.2063 pound):

5.0 FEES

Mailing Fee
5.1

Mailing fee, per 12-month period: $125.00.

Address Correction
Service Fees

5.2

Fees per correction:
a. Manual notice: $0.60.
b. Electronic notice: $0.20.

Bulk Parcel Return
Service Fee

5.3

See R900.3.0.

Entry Discount Basic1

1. Residual shape surcharge of $0.15 per piece applies to 
items that are prepared as a parcel or are not letter-size 
or flat-size.

High Density1 Saturation1

None $0.116 $0.100 $0.095
DBMC   0.097   0.081   0.076
DSCF   0.092   0.076   0.071
DDU   0.087   0.071   0.066

Piece/Pound Rate1,2 

1. Each piece is subject to both a piece rate and a pound rate.
2. Residual shape surcharge of $0.15 per piece applies to 

items that are prepared as a parcel or are not letter-size or 
flat-size.

Basic High Density Saturation
Per Piece $0.040 $0.024 $0.019
Per Pound (includes entry 
discount if applicable)

PLUS PLUS PLUS

None $0.370 $0.370 $0.370
DBMC   0.277   0.277   0.277
DSCF   0.256   0.256   0.256
DDU   0.230   0.230   0.230
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Weighted Fee
5.4

For return of pieces bearing the ancillary service markings “Address Service Requested” 
and “Forwarding Service Requested”:

6.0 RESIDUAL SHAPE SURCHARGE
Items that are prepared as a parcel or are neither letter-size nor flat-size, per piece: 

7.0 BARCODED DISCOUNT
Deduct $0.03 per piece for machinable parcels with a barcode (see E610 and E620 for 
eligibility).

Single-Piece 
Weight Not 
Over (ounces)

Weighted 
Fee per 
Piece1

1. Weighted fee equals 
single-piece First-Class 
Mail or Priority Mail rate 
multiplied by 2.472 (see 
F010).

1 $0.85
2 1.36
3 1.88
4 2.40
5 2.92
6 3.44
7 3.96
8 4.48
9 5.00
10 5.52
11 6.04
12 6.56
13 7.07
15.999   8.66

Rate Category Surcharge
Regular and Nonprofit $0.18

Enhanced Carrier Route 
and Nonprofit Enhanced 
Carrier Route

0.15
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R700 Package Services
1.0 PACKAGE SERVICES PARCEL POST

Inter-BMC/ASF
Single-Piece

Machinable Parcel
Post

1.1

Inter-BMC/ASF ZIP Codes only, no discount, no surcharge:
Weight 
Not Over 
(pounds)

Zone1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

1. For barcoded discount, deduct $0.03 per parcel (machinable parcels only, 
50-piece minimum).

2. For OBMC Presort discount, deduct $0.90 per parcel.
3. For BMC Presort discount, deduct $0.23 per parcel.
4. Parcels that weigh less than 15 pounds but measure more than 84 inches 

(but not more than 108 inches) in combined length and girth are charged the 
applicable rate for a 15-pound parcel.

5. For parcels that weigh more than 35 pounds, see 1.2.
6. Regardless of weight, a parcel that meets any of the criteria in C700.2.0 must 

pay the rate for a nonmachinable parcel in 1.2.

1 & 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
 1 $3.34 $3.39 $3.44 $3.45 $3.45 $3.45 $3.45
  2 3.34 3.39 3.44 3.45 3.45 3.45 3.45
  3 3.81 4.13 4.56 4.61 4.66 4.71 4.76
  4 3.95 4.41 5.20 5.67 5.82 5.87 5.92
  5 4.09 4.65 5.65 6.84 6.99 7.04 7.09
  6 4.23 4.90 6.05 7.53 7.84 8.06 8.64
  7 4.36 5.11 6.43 8.18 8.85 9.28 10.44
  8 4.49 5.31 6.76 8.76 9.60 10.49 12.24
  9 4.59 5.50 7.11 9.29 10.30 11.71 14.05
10 4.72 5.68 7.41 9.78 11.00 12.93 15.19
11 4.81 5.86 7.71 10.24 11.70 14.10 16.07
12 4.92 6.02 7.98 10.66 12.40 15.15 16.91
13 5.01 6.16 8.24 11.07 13.10 16.08 17.72
14 5.11 6.33 8.49 11.45 13.66 16.68 18.49
15 5.19 6.47 8.73 11.80 14.11 17.26 19.24
16 5.28 6.60 8.96 12.14 14.52 17.78 19.97
17 5.37 6.72 9.18 12.44 14.92 18.29 20.67
18 5.45 6.85 9.38 12.74 15.29 18.75 21.34
19 5.54 6.97 9.58 13.03 15.65 19.21 22.00
20 5.61 7.08 9.75 13.29 15.97 19.63 22.64
21 5.68 7.21 9.93 13.56 16.30 20.03 23.26
22 5.76 7.30 10.11 13.80 16.60 20.42 23.87
23 5.83 7.43 10.29 14.02 16.89 20.78 24.46
24 5.88 7.53 10.44 14.26 17.16 21.14 25.03
25 5.96 7.62 10.61 14.46 17.43 21.45 25.59
26 6.02 7.72 10.76 14.67 17.68 21.77 26.14
27 6.10 7.81 10.90 14.86 17.91 22.07 26.68
28 6.15 7.91 11.06 15.05 18.15 22.36 27.20
29 6.21 8.00 11.19 15.22 18.37 22.63 27.71
30 6.28 8.09 11.31 15.39 18.57 22.90 28.21
31 6.34 8.16 11.45 15.55 18.78 23.16 28.70
32 6.39 8.26 11.58 15.71 18.97 23.40 29.18
33 6.44 8.34 11.70 15.87 19.15 23.64 29.65
34 6.51 8.41 11.81 16.02 19.33 23.86 30.11
35 6.56 8.49 11.94 16.15 19.50 24.07 30.57
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1.2 Inter-BMC/ASF Single-Piece Nonmachinable Parcel Post
Rates shown include the $2.00 nonmachinable surcharge. The nonmachinable surcharge does not apply to 
parcels mailed at oversized rates or parcels sent with special handling. Regardless of weight, a parcel that meets 
any of the criteria in C700.2.0 must pay the rate listed in this table.

Weight
Not Over
(pounds)

Zone1, 2, 3, 4

1 & 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
 1 $5.34 $5.39 $5.44 $5.45 $5.45 $5.45 $5.45

  2 5.34 5.39 5.44 5.45 5.45 5.45 5.45
  3 5.81 6.13 6.56 6.61 6.66 6.71 6.76
  4 5.95 6.41 7.20 7.67 7.82 7.87 7.92
  5 6.09 6.65 7.65 8.84 8.99 9.04 9.09
  6 6.23 6.90 8.05 9.53 9.84 10.06 10.64
  7 6.36 7.11 8.43 10.18 10.85 11.28 12.44
  8 6.49 7.31 8.76 10.76 11.60 12.49 14.24
  9 6.59 7.50 9.11 11.29 12.30 13.71 16.05
10 6.72 7.68 9.41 11.78 13.00 14.93 17.19
11 6.81 7.86 9.71 12.24 13.70 16.10 18.07
12 6.92 8.02 9.98 12.66 14.40 17.15 18.91
13 7.01 8.16 10.24 13.07 15.10 18.08 19.72
14 7.11 8.33 10.49 13.45 15.66 18.68 20.49
15 7.19 8.47 10.73 13.80 16.11 19.26 21.24
16 7.28 8.60 10.96 14.14 16.52 19.78 21.97
17 7.37 8.72 11.18 14.44 16.92 20.29 22.67
18 7.45 8.85 11.38 14.74 17.29 20.75 23.34
19 7.54 8.97 11.58 15.03 17.65 21.21 24.00
20 7.61 9.08 11.75 15.29 17.97 21.63 24.64
21 7.68 9.21 11.93 15.56 18.30 22.03 25.26
22 7.76 9.30 12.11 15.80 18.60 22.42 25.87
23 7.83 9.43 12.29 16.02 18.89 22.78 26.46
24 7.88 9.53 12.44 16.26 19.16 23.14 27.03
25 7.96 9.62 12.61 16.46 19.43 23.45 27.59
26 8.02 9.72 12.76 16.67 19.68 23.77 28.14
27 8.10 9.81 12.90 16.86 19.91 24.07 28.68
28 8.15 9.91 13.06 17.05 20.15 24.36 29.20
29 8.21 10.00 13.19 17.22 20.37 24.63 29.71
30 8.28 10.09 13.31 17.39 20.57 24.90 30.21
31 8.34 10.16 13.45 17.55 20.78 25.16 30.70
32 8.39 10.26 13.58 17.71 20.97 25.40 31.18
33 8.44 10.34 13.70 17.87 21.15 25.64 31.65
34 8.51 10.41 13.81 18.02 21.33 25.86 32.11
35 8.56 10.49 13.94 18.15 21.50 26.07 32.57
36 8.61 10.55 14.06 18.29 21.67 26.27 33.01
37 8.67 10.63 14.16 18.43 21.83 26.49 33.45
38 8.72 10.71 14.27 18.55 21.98 26.67 33.88
39 8.78 10.78 14.37 18.66 22.13 26.85 34.30
40 8.83 10.85 14.48 18.79 22.28 27.04 34.71

41 8.89 10.93 14.57 18.91 22.42 27.21 35.11
42 8.93 10.99 14.67 19.01 22.54 27.37 35.34
43 8.97 11.05 14.77 19.12 22.68 27.52 35.54
44 9.03 11.11 14.86 19.21 22.80 27.67 35.75
45 9.07 11.18 14.95 19.32 22.92 27.82 35.94
46 9.12 11.24 15.04 19.43 23.04 27.97 36.12
47 9.18 11.31 15.12 19.51 23.16 28.11 36.31
48 9.22 11.37 15.22 19.61 23.25 28.24 36.48
49 9.26 11.42 15.30 19.69 23.37 28.37 36.64
50 9.30 11.48 15.37 19.78 23.48 28.50 36.81
51 9.36 11.54 15.46 19.86 23.57 28.62 36.96
52 9.40 11.60 15.54 19.95 23.67 28.73 37.11
53 9.44 11.66 15.60 20.02 23.76 28.85 37.27
54 9.48 11.72 15.68 20.10 23.86 28.97 37.40
55 9.53 11.75 15.77 20.17 23.93 29.06 37.54
56 9.58 11.83 15.83 20.25 24.03 29.17 37.68
57 9.62 11.88 15.91 20.32 24.11 29.27 37.80
58 9.66 11.92 15.97 20.39 24.19 29.37 37.92
59 9.71 11.97 16.05 20.45 24.27 29.45 38.04
60 9.75 12.03 16.13 20.52 24.33 29.55 38.17
61 9.80 12.09 16.18 20.58 24.42 29.64 38.33
62 9.84 12.13 16.25 20.65 24.48 29.72 38.47
63 9.87 12.19 16.32 20.70 24.56 29.80 38.62
64 9.91 12.23 16.38 20.75 24.62 29.88 38.76
65 9.95 12.28 16.44 20.82 24.69 29.96 38.90
66 10.00 12.34 16.50 20.87 24.75 30.04 39.03
67 10.05 12.38 16.56 20.93 24.82 30.11 39.16
68 10.08 12.42 16.64 20.98 24.87 30.19 39.30
69 10.12 12.46 16.69 21.03 24.94 30.26 39.41
70 10.16 12.53 16.76 21.09 24.99 30.32 39.55

Oversized 34.75 38.94 45.10 54.87 66.41 82.14 106.00

1. For OBMC Presort discount, deduct $0.90 per parcel.
2. For BMC Presort discount, deduct $0.23 per parcel.
3. Parcels that weigh less than 15 pounds but measure more 

than 84 inches (but not more than 108 inches) in combined 
length and girth are charged the applicable rate for a 
15-pound parcel. 

4. Regardless of weight, a parcel that measures more than 108 
inches (but not more than 130 inches) in combined length 
and girth must pay the oversized rate.

Weight
Not Over
(pounds)

Zone1, 2, 3, 4

1 & 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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Local and
Intra-BMC/ASF

Single-Piece
Machinable
Parcel Post

1.3

Weight
Not Over
(pounds)

Zone1, 2, 3, 4

Local 1 & 2 3 4 5
1 $2.72 $2.97 $2.97 $2.97 $2.97
2 2.72 2.97 2.97 2.97 2.97
3 2.96 3.36 3.46 3.46 3.46
4 3.18 3.52 3.78 3.79 3.93
5 3.38 3.66 4.08 4.11 4.40
6 3.48 3.79 4.38 4.40 4.83
7 3.55 3.91 4.63 4.66 5.23
8 3.64 4.05 4.87 4.91 5.61
9 3.71 4.14 5.06 5.15 5.96

10 3.79 4.27 5.31 5.38 6.29
11 3.86 4.37 5.49 5.59 6.59
12 3.93 4.48 5.65 5.80 6.90
13 4.01 4.58 5.79 5.99 7.16
14 4.07 4.67 5.88 6.18 7.43
15 4.13 4.76 6.02 6.35 7.68
16 4.21 4.83 6.16 6.52 7.91
17 4.26 4.93 6.29 6.69 8.13
18 4.31 5.00 6.41 6.84 8.36
19 4.37 5.10 6.53 6.99 8.56
20 4.44 5.17 6.65 7.14 8.75
21 4.48 5.24 6.76 7.28 8.94
22 4.54 5.32 6.86 7.42 9.12
23 4.59 5.38 6.99 7.56 9.30

24 4.64 5.45 7.08 7.67 9.46
25 4.70 5.51 7.18 7.79 9.62
26 4.74 5.59 7.27 7.89 9.78
27 4.79 5.65 7.38 7.98 9.92
28 4.83 5.70 7.47 8.07 10.06
29 4.90 5.78 7.57 8.15 10.20
30 4.95 5.83 7.65 8.23 10.35
31 4.99 5.89 7.72 8.30 10.47
32 5.04 5.96 7.81 8.38 10.59
33 5.09 6.01 7.90 8.45 10.73
34 5.13 6.06 7.96 8.51 10.83
35 5.17 6.12 8.05 8.58 10.94

1. For barcoded discount, deduct $0.03 per 
parcel (machinable parcels only, 50-piece 
minimum).

2. Parcels that weigh less than 15 pounds but 
measure more than 84 inches (but not more 
than 108 inches) in combined length and 
girth are charged the applicable rate for a 
15-pound parcel. 

3. For parcels that weigh more than 35 
pounds, see 1.4.

4. Regardless of weight, a parcel that meets 
any of the criteria in C700.2.0 must pay the 
rate for a nonmachinable parcel in 1.4.

Weight
Not Over
(pounds)

Zone1, 2, 3, 4

Local 1 & 2 3 4 5
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Local and
Intra-BMC/ASF

Single-Piece
Nonmachinable

Parcel Post
1.4

Rates shown include the $1.35 nonmachinable surcharge. The nonmachinable surcharge 
does not apply to parcels mailed at oversized rates or parcels sent with special handling. 
Regardless of weight, a parcel that meets any of the criteria in C700.2.0 must pay the rate 
listed in this table.

Weight 
Not Over 
(pounds)

Zone1,2

Local 1&2 3 4 5
1 $4.07 $4.32 $4.32 $4.32 $4.32
2 4.07 4.32 4.32 4.32 4.32
3 4.31 4.71 4.81 4.81 4.81
4 4.53 4.87 5.13 5.14 5.28
5 4.73 5.01 5.43 5.46 5.75
6 4.83 5.14 5.73 5.75 6.18
7 4.90 5.26 5.98 6.01 6.58
8 4.99 5.40 6.22 6.26 6.96
9 5.06 5.49 6.41 6.50 7.31

10 5.14 5.62 6.66 6.73 7.64
11 5.21 5.72 6.84 6.94 7.94
12 5.28 5.83 7.00 7.15 8.25
13 5.36 5.93 7.14 7.34 8.51
14 5.42 6.02 7.23 7.53 8.78
15 5.48 6.11 7.37 7.70 9.03
16 5.56 6.18 7.51 7.87 9.26
17 5.61 6.28 7.64 8.04 9.48
18 5.66 6.35 7.76 8.19 9.71
19 5.72 6.45 7.88 8.34 9.91
20 5.79 6.52 8.00 8.49 10.10
21 5.83 6.59 8.11 8.63 10.29
22 5.89 6.67 8.21 8.77 10.47
23 5.94 6.73 8.34 8.91 10.65
24 5.99 6.80 8.43 9.02 10.81
25 6.05 6.86 8.53 9.14 10.97
26 6.09 6.94 8.62 9.24 11.13
27 6.14 7.00 8.73 9.33 11.27
28 6.18 7.05 8.82 9.42 11.41
29 6.25 7.13 8.92 9.50 11.55
30 6.30 7.18 9.00 9.58 11.70
31 6.34 7.24 9.07 9.65 11.82
32 6.39 7.31 9.16 9.73 11.94
33 6.44 7.36 9.25 9.80 12.08
34 6.48 7.41 9.31 9.86 12.18
35 6.52 7.47 9.40 9.93 12.29
36 6.55 7.52 9.47 9.99 12.42
37 6.60 7.58 9.53 10.05 12.52
38 6.64 7.64 9.62 10.11 12.63
39 6.69 7.69 9.69 10.16 12.72
40 6.73 7.73 9.76 10.21 12.83

41 6.78 7.79 9.84 10.26 12.92
42 6.82 7.84 9.89 10.31 13.01
43 6.86 7.88 9.97 10.45 13.11
44 6.92 7.93 10.02 10.49 13.19
45 6.95 7.98 10.08 10.54 13.28
46 6.99 8.04 10.16 10.58 13.36
47 7.03 8.09 10.21 10.62 13.44
48 7.07 8.13 10.28 10.66 13.54
49 7.11 8.18 10.34 10.70 13.61
50 7.15 8.21 10.39 10.73 13.69
51 7.19 8.27 10.44 10.77 13.76
52 7.22 8.31 10.52 10.80 13.83
53 7.26 8.35 10.57 10.83 13.90
54 7.31 8.39 10.63 10.86 13.98
55 7.35 8.43 10.67 10.89 14.04
56 7.38 8.48 10.73 10.92 14.10
57 7.41 8.53 10.79 10.96 14.18
58 7.46 8.57 10.83 10.99 14.24
59 7.50 8.61 10.89 11.01 14.30
60 7.52 8.65 10.94 11.05 14.37
61 7.58 8.71 10.96 11.11 14.43
62 7.60 8.75 10.99 11.16 14.48
63 7.65 8.78 11.01 11.22 14.54
64 7.68 8.82 11.03 11.26 14.60
65 7.72 8.87 11.05 11.31 14.65
66 7.74 8.92 11.07 11.37 14.72
67 7.79 8.96 11.09 11.42 14.76
68 7.83 8.98 11.11 11.46 14.81
69 7.87 9.02 11.13 11.51 14.87
70 7.90 9.07 11.15 11.56 14.92

Oversized 19.82 28.99 28.99 28.99 28.99

1. Parcels that weigh less than 15 pounds 
but measure more than 84 inches (but not 
more than 108 inches) in combined length 
and girth are charged the applicable rate 
for a 15-pound parcel. 

2. Regardless of weight, a parcel that 
measures more than 108 inches (but not 
more than 130 inches) in combined length 
and girth must pay the oversized rate.

Weight 
Not Over 
(pounds)

Zone1,2

Local 1&2 3 4 5
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Parcel Select —
DBMC

1.5

Destination facility ZIP Codes only:

Weight
Not Over
(pounds)

Zone1, 2, 3, 4

1 & 2 3 4 5
 1 $2.10 $2.45 $2.73 $2.92
2 2.10 2.45 2.73 2.92

  3 2.33 2.85 3.27 3.41
  4 2.54 3.23 3.74 3.88
  5 2.74 3.59 4.06 4.35
  6 2.92 3.92 4.35 4.78
  7 3.10 4.24 4.61 5.18
  8 3.27 4.54 4.86 5.56
  9 3.42 4.82 5.10 5.91
10 3.57 5.09 5.33 6.24
11 3.72 5.35 5.54 6.54
12 3.86 5.60 5.75 6.85
13 3.99 5.74 5.94 7.11
14 4.11 5.83 6.13 7.38
15 4.24 5.97 6.30 7.63
16 4.35 6.11 6.47 7.86
17 4.47 6.24 6.64 8.08
18 4.58 6.36 6.79 8.31
19 4.68 6.48 6.94 8.51
20 4.78 6.60 7.09 8.70
21 4.88 6.71 7.23 8.89
22 4.98 6.81 7.37 9.07
23 5.07 6.94 7.51 9.25
24 5.16 7.03 7.62 9.41
25 5.25 7.13 7.74 9.57
26 5.34 7.22 7.84 9.73
27 5.42 7.33 7.93 9.87
28 5.50 7.42 8.02 10.01
29 5.58 7.52 8.10 10.15
30 5.66 7.60 8.18 10.30
31 5.73 7.67 8.25 10.42
32 5.81 7.76 8.33 10.54
33 5.88 7.85 8.40 10.68
34 5.95 7.91 8.46 10.78
35 6.02 8.00 8.53 10.89
36 6.08 8.07 8.59 11.02
37 6.15 8.13 8.65 11.12
38 6.21 8.22 8.71 11.23
39 6.27 8.29 8.76 11.32
40 6.33 8.36 8.81 11.43
41 6.39 8.44 8.86 11.52
42 6.44 8.49 8.91 11.61
43 6.48 8.57 9.05 11.71
44 6.53 8.62 9.09 11.79
45 6.58 8.68 9.14 11.88
46 6.64 8.76 9.18 11.96
47 6.69 8.81 9.22 12.04
48 6.73 8.88 9.26 12.14

49 6.78 8.94 9.30 12.21
50 6.81 8.99 9.33 12.29
51 6.87 9.04 9.37 12.36
52 6.91 9.12 9.40 12.43
53 6.95 9.17 9.43 12.50
54 6.99 9.23 9.46 12.58
55 7.03 9.27 9.49 12.64
56 7.08 9.33 9.52 12.70
57 7.13 9.39 9.56 12.78
58 7.17 9.43 9.59 12.84
59 7.21 9.49 9.61 12.90
60 7.25 9.54 9.65 12.97
61 7.31 9.56 9.71 13.03
62 7.35 9.59 9.76 13.08
63 7.38 9.61 9.82 13.14
64 7.42 9.63 9.86 13.20
65 7.47 9.65 9.91 13.25
66 7.52 9.67 9.97 13.32
67 7.56 9.69 10.02 13.36
68 7.58 9.71 10.06 13.41
69 7.62 9.73 10.11 13.47
70 7.67 9.75 10.16 13.52

Oversized 18.65 20.61 27.84 28.94

1. For barcoded discount, deduct $0.03 per 
parcel (machinable parcels only). Except 
for mail entered at the Phoenix, AZ, ASF, 
the barcoded discount is not available for 
DBMC mail entered at an ASF.

2. Parcels that weigh less than 15 pounds 
but measure more than 84 inches (but 
not more than 108 inches) in combined 
length and girth are charged the 
applicable rate for a 15-pound parcel.

3. Regardless of weight, a parcel that 
measures more than 108 inches (but not 
more than 130 inches) in combined 
length and girth must pay the oversized 
rate.

4. For nonmachinable Parcel Select DBMC 
parcels, add $1.45 per parcel. Any parcel 
that weighs more than 35 pounds or that 
meets any of the criteria in C700.2.0 
must pay the nonmachinable surcharge. 
The nonmachinable surcharge does not 
apply to parcels mailed at oversized 
rates or parcels sent with special 
handling. 

Weight
Not Over
(pounds)

Zone1, 2, 3, 4

1 & 2 3 4 5
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Parcel Select—DSCF
1.6

Destination facility ZIP Codes only:

Weight
Not Over
(pounds) DSCF1,2

 1 $1.68
2 1.68

  3 1.80
  4 1.91
  5 2.01
  6 2.10
  7 2.19
  8 2.27
  9 2.35
10 2.43
11 2.50
12 2.57
13 2.63
14 2.69
15 2.76
16 2.81
17 2.87
18 2.93
19 2.98
20 3.03
21 3.08
22 3.13
23 3.18
24 3.23
25 3.27
26 3.32
27 3.36
28 3.40
29 3.44
30 3.49
31 3.52

32 3.56
33 3.60
34 3.64
35 3.68
36 3.71
37 3.75
38 3.78
39 3.82
40 3.85
41 3.88
42 3.92
43 3.95
44 3.98
45 4.01
46 4.04
47 4.07
48 4.10
49 4.13
50 4.16
51 4.19
52 4.22
53 4.24
54 4.27
55 4.30
56 4.32
57 4.35
58 4.38
59 4.40
60 4.43
61 4.45
62 4.48

Weight
Not Over
(pounds) DSCF1,2

63 4.50
64 4.52
65 4.55
66 4.57
67 4.59
68 4.62
69 4.64
70 4.66

Oversized 11.61

1. Parcels that weigh less 
than 15 pounds but 
measure more than 84 
inches (but not more 
than 108 inches) in 
combined length and 
girth are charged the 
applicable rate for a 
15-pound parcel.

2. Regardless of weight, a 
parcel that measures 
more than 108 inches 
(but not more than 130 
inches) in combined 
length and girth must pay 
the oversized rate.

Weight
Not Over
(pounds) DSCF1,2
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Parcel Select—DDU
1.7

Destination facility ZIP Codes only:

Weight
Not Over
(pounds) DDU1,2

 1 $1.25
2 1.25

  3 1.30
  4 1.34
  5 1.38
  6 1.42
  7 1.45
  8 1.48
  9 1.51
10 1.54
11 1.57
12 1.59
13 1.61
14 1.63
15 1.65
16 1.67
17 1.69
18 1.70
19 1.72
20 1.73
21 1.75
22 1.76
23 1.77
24 1.79
25 1.80
26 1.81
27 1.82
28 1.83
29 1.84
30 1.85

31 1.86
32 1.87
33 1.88
34 1.89
35 1.90
36 1.91
37 1.92
38 1.93
39 1.94
40 1.95
41 1.96
42 1.97
43 1.98
44 1.99
45 2.00
46 2.01
47 2.02
48 2.03
49 2.04
50 2.05
51 2.06
52 2.07
53 2.08
54 2.09
55 2.10
56 2.11
57 2.12
58 2.13
59 2.14
60 2.15

Weight
Not Over
(pounds) DDU1,2

61 2.16
62 2.17
63 2.18
64 2.19
65 2.20
66 2.21
67 2.22
68 2.23
69 2.24
70 2.25

Oversized 7.53

1. Parcels that weigh less 
than 15 pounds but 
measure more than 84 
inches (but not more 
than 108 inches) in 
combined length and 
girth are charged the 
applicable rate for a 
15-pound parcel.

2. Regardless of weight, a 
parcel that measures 
more than 108 inches 
(but not more than 130 
inches) in combined 
length and girth must pay 
the oversized rate.

Weight
Not Over
(pounds) DDU1,2
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2.0 BOUND PRINTED MATTER

Single-Piece Rates
2.1

Single-Piece Bound Printed Matter Rate:

Presorted and Carrier
Route Rates

2.2

Each piece is subject to both a piece rate and a pound rate:

Destination Entry
Rates

2.3

Each piece is subject to both a piece rate and a pound rate:

Weight 
Not Over 
(pounds)

Zone1

1. For barcoded discount, deduct $0.03 per parcel (machinable parcels only, 
50-piece minimum). 

Local,
1 & 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

   1.0 $1.73 $1.76 $1.79 $1.85 $1.90 $1.97 $2.10
1.5 1.73 1.76 1.79 1.85 1.90 1.97 2.10

  2.0 1.77 1.81 1.86 1.93 2.01 2.10 2.27
  2.5 1.82 1.87 1.92 2.02 2.11 2.22 2.44
  3.0 1.87 1.92 1.99 2.10 2.22 2.35 2.61
  3.5 1.91 1.98 2.06 2.19 2.32 2.48 2.78
  4.0 1.96 2.03 2.12 2.27 2.43 2.60 2.95
  4.5 2.00 2.09 2.19 2.36 2.53 2.73 3.12
  5.0 2.05 2.14 2.26 2.44 2.64 2.86 3.29
  6.0 2.14 2.26 2.39 2.62 2.85 3.11 3.62
  7.0 2.23 2.37 2.52 2.79 3.06 3.36 3.96
  8.0 2.32 2.48 2.66 2.96 3.27 3.62 4.30
  9.0 2.41 2.59 2.79 3.13 3.48 3.87 4.64
10.0 2.51 2.70 2.92 3.30 3.68 4.12 4.98
11.0 2.60 2.81 3.06 3.47 3.89 4.38 5.32
12.0 2.69 2.92 3.19 3.64 4.10 4.63 5.66
13.0 2.78 3.03 3.32 3.81 4.31 4.88 6.00
14.0 2.87 3.14 3.46 3.98 4.52 5.14 6.34
15.0 2.96 3.25 3.59 4.15 4.73 5.39 6.68

Rate

Zone
Local, 
1 & 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Per Piece
Presorted1

1. For barcoded discount, deduct $0.03 per piece (machinable parcels only). 
Barcoded discount is not available for parcels mailed at Carrier Route 
rates.

$0.91 $0.91 $0.91 $0.91 $0.91 $0.91 $0.91
Carrier Route  0.81  0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81

Per Pound  0.07  0.09  0.11  0.15  0.19  0.23  0.32

Rate
DBMC Zone1

1. For barcoded discount on Presorted pieces, deduct $0.03 per 
piece (machinable parcels only). Except for mail entered at the 
Phoenix, AZ, ASF, the barcoded discount is not available for 
DBMC mail entered at an ASF. Barcoded discount is not available 
for parcels mailed at Carrier Route rates.

DDU DSCF 1 & 2 3 4 5
Per Piece

Presorted $0.572

2. This rate is not available for flats that weigh 1 pound or less.

$0.63 $0.78 $0.78 $0.78 $0.78
Carrier Route  0.47 0.53 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68

Per Pound  0.03 0.05 0.06 0.09 0.11 0.15
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3.0 MEDIA MAIL

Weight
Not Over
(pounds)

Single- 
Piece1 5-Digit BMC1

  1 $1.30 $0.70 $1.00
  2 1.75 1.15 1.45
  3 2.20 1.60 1.90
  4 2.65 2.05 2.35
  5 3.10 2.50 2.80
  6 3.55 2.95 3.25
  7 4.00 3.40 3.70
  8 4.30 3.70 4.00
  9 4.60 4.00 4.30
10 4.90 4.30 4.60
11 5.20 4.60 4.90
12 5.50 4.90 5.20
13 5.80 5.20 5.50
14 6.10 5.50 5.80
15 6.40 5.80 6.10
16 6.70 6.10 6.40
17 7.00 6.40 6.70
18 7.30 6.70 7.00
19 7.60 7.00 7.30
20 7.90 7.30 7.60
21 8.20 7.60 7.90
22 8.50 7.90 8.20
23 8.80 8.20 8.50
24 9.10 8.50 8.80
25 9.40 8.80 9.10
26 9.70 9.10 9.40
27 10.00 9.40 9.70
28 10.30 9.70 10.00
29 10.60 10.00 10.30
30 10.90 10.30 10.60
31 11.20 10.60 10.90
32 11.50 10.90 11.20
33 11.80 11.20 11.50
34 12.10 11.50 11.80
35 12.40 11.80 12.10

   36 12.70 12.10 12.40
   37 13.00 12.40 12.70

   38 13.30 12.70 13.00
   39 13.60 13.00 13.30
   40 13.90 13.30 13.60
   41 14.20 13.60 13.90
   42 14.50 13.90 14.20
   43 14.80 14.20 14.50
   44 15.10 14.50 14.80
   45 15.40 14.80 15.10
   46 15.70 15.10 15.40
   47 16.00 15.40 15.70
   48 16.30 15.70 16.00
   49 16.60 16.00 16.30
   50 16.90 16.30 16.60
   51 17.20 16.60 16.90
   52 17.50 16.90 17.20
   53 17.80 17.20 17.50
   54 18.10 17.50 17.80
   55 18.40 17.80 18.10
   56 18.70 18.10 18.40
   57 19.00 18.40 18.70
   58 19.30 18.70 19.00
   59 19.60 19.00 19.30
   60 19.90 19.30 19.60
   61 20.20 19.60 19.90
   62 20.50 19.90 20.20
   63 20.80 20.20 20.50
   64 21.10 20.50 20.80
   65 21.40 20.80 21.10
   66 21.70 21.10 21.40
   67 22.00 21.40 21.70
   68 22.30 21.70 22.00
   69 22.60 22.00 22.30
   70 22.90 22.30 22.60

1. For barcoded discount, deduct $0.03 
per parcel (machinable parcels only, 
50-piece minimum for single-piece 
rate).

Weight
Not Over
(pounds)

Single- 
Piece1 5-Digit BMC1
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4.0 LIBRARY MAIL

Weight
Not Over
(pounds)

Single- 
Piece1 5-Digit BMC1

  1 $1.24 $0.67 $0.95
  2 1.67 1.10 1.38
  3 2.10 1.53 1.81
  4 2.53 1.96 2.24
  5 2.96 2.39 2.67
  6 3.39 2.82 3.10
  7 3.82 3.25 3.53
  8 4.11 3.54 3.82
  9 4.40 3.83 4.11
10 4.69 4.12 4.40
11 4.98 4.41 4.69
12 5.27 4.70 4.98
13 5.56 4.99 5.27
14 5.85 5.28 5.56
15 6.14 5.57 5.85
16 6.43 5.86 6.14
17 6.72 6.15 6.43
18 7.01 6.44 6.72
19 7.30 6.73 7.01
20 7.59 7.02 7.30
21 7.88 7.31 7.59
22 8.17 7.60 7.88
23 8.46 7.89 8.17
24 8.75 8.18 8.46
25 9.04 8.47 8.75
26 9.33 8.76 9.04
27 9.62 9.05 9.33
28 9.91 9.34 9.62
29 10.20 9.63 9.91
30 10.49 9.92 10.20
31 10.78 10.21 10.49
32 11.07 10.50 10.78
33 11.36 10.79 11.07
34 11.65 11.08 11.36
35 11.94 11.37 11.65

   36 12.23 11.66 11.94
   37 12.52 11.95 12.23
   38 12.81 12.24 12.52

   39 13.10 12.53 12.81
   40 13.39 12.82 13.10
   41 13.68 13.11 13.39
   42 13.97 13.40 13.68
   43 14.26 13.69 13.97
   44 14.55 13.98 14.26
   45 14.84 14.27 14.55
   46 15.13 14.56 14.84
   47 15.42 14.85 15.13
   48 15.71 15.14 15.42
   49 16.00 15.43 15.71
   50 16.29 15.72 16.00
   51 16.58 16.01 16.29
   52 16.87 16.30 16.58
   53 17.16 16.59 16.87
   54 17.45 16.88 17.16
   55 17.74 17.17 17.45
   56 18.03 17.46 17.74
   57 18.32 17.75 18.03
   58 18.61 18.04 18.32
   59 18.90 18.33 18.61
   60 19.19 18.62 18.90
   61 19.48 18.91 19.19
   62 19.77 19.20 19.48
   63 20.06 19.49 19.77
   64 20.35 19.78 20.06
   65 20.64 20.07 20.35
   66 20.93 20.36 20.64
   67 21.22 20.65 20.93
   68 21.51 20.94 21.22
   69 21.80 21.23 21.51
   70 22.09 21.52 21.80

1. For barcoded discount, deduct $0.03 
per parcel (machinable parcels only, 
50-piece minimum for single-piece 
rate).

Weight
Not Over
(pounds)

Single- 
Piece1 5-Digit BMC1
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5.0 FEES

Address Correction
Service Fees

5.1

Fees per correction:
a. Manual notice: $0.60.
b. Electronic notice: $0.20.

Destination Entry
Mailing Fees

5.2

Destination entry mailing fees, per 12-month period:
a. Parcel Select: $125.00.
b. Bound Printed Matter (DBMC, DSCF, DDU): $125.00.

Pickup Fees
5.3

Parcel Post only, per occurrence: $10.25. May be combined with Express Mail and Priority 
Mail pickups.

Presort Mailing Fees
5.4

Presort mailing fees, per 12-month period:
a. Presorted Media Mail: $125.00.
b. Presorted Library Mail: $125.00.

6.0 BARCODED DISCOUNT
Deduct $0.03 for machinable parcels with a barcode (see E700 for eligibility). 
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R900 Services
1.0 ADDRESS CORRECTION SERVICE (F030)

For all classes of mail:
a. Manual notice, each: $0.60.
b. Electronic notice, each: $0.20.

2.0 ADDRESS SEQUENCING SERVICE (A920)

Basic Service
2.1

Each card removed because of an incorrect or undeliverable address: $0.25.

Blanks for Missing
Addresses

2.2

Each card removed because of an incorrect or undeliverable address: $0.25.
Insertion of blank cards for missing addresses: No charge.

Missing or New
Addresses Added

2.3

Each card removed because of an incorrect or undeliverable address: $0.25.
Each address added: $0.25.

3.0 BULK PARCEL RETURN SERVICE (BPRS) (S924)

Permit Fee
3.1

Annual permit fee: $125.00.

Accounting Fee
3.2

Annual accounting fee: $375.00.

Per Piece Charge
3.3

For each piece returned, regardless of weight: $1.62.

4.0 BUSINESS REPLY MAIL (BRM) (S922)

Basic BRM
4.1

Annual permit fee: $125.00.

Per piece charge (in addition to the applicable First-Class Mail or Priority Mail postage 
(R100)): $0.35.

High-Volume BRM
4.2

Annual permit fee: $125.00.

Annual accounting fee (for advanced deposit account): $375.00.
Per piece charge (in addition to the applicable First-Class Mail or Priority Mail postage 
(R100)): $0.10.
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Basic QBRM
4.3

Annual permit fee: $125.00.

Annual accounting fee (for advanced deposit account): $375.00.
Per piece charge (in addition to the automation First-Class Mail QBRM postage 
(R100.3.0)): $0.05.

High-Volume QBRM
4.4

Annual permit fee: $125.00.
Annual accounting fee (for advanced deposit account): $375.00.
Quarterly fee: $1,800.00.
Per piece charge (in addition to First-Class Mail QBRM postage (R100.3.0)): $0.01.

Bulk Weight
Averaged

Nonletter-Size BRM
4.5

Annual permit fee: $125.00.

Annual accounting fee (for advanced deposit account): $375.00.
Monthly maintenance fee: $600.00.
Per piece charge (in addition to the applicable First-Class Mail or Priority Mail postage 
(R100)): $0.01.

5.0 CALLER SERVICE (D920)
Fees are charged as follows:

a. For each separation provided, per semiannual period (all post offices): $375.00.
b. For each reserved call number, per calendar year (all post offices): $30.00.

6.0 CERTIFICATE OF MAILING (S914)

Per Piece
6.1

Fee, in addition to postage:
a. For each Form 3817 or facsimile: $0.75. 
b. For firm mailing books (Form 3877 or facsimile), per piece listed: $0.25 (minimum 

charge $0.75).
c. For duplicate copy of Form 3817, Form 3877, or facsimile, per page: $0.75.

Bulk Quantities
6.2

Fee, in addition to postage for each Form 3606 (or facsimile):

7.0 CERTIFIED MAIL (S912)
Fee, in addition to postage and other fees, per piece: $1.90.

Service Fee
One certificate for first 1,000 pieces (or fraction thereof) $3.50
Each additional 1,000 pieces (or fraction thereof)   0.40
Duplicate copy of Form 3606   0.75
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8.0 COLLECT ON DELIVERY (COD) (S921)
Fee, in addition to postage and other fees, per piece:

9.0 DELIVERY CONFIRMATION (S918)
Fee, in addition to postage and other fees, per piece:

10.0 EXPRESS MAIL INSURANCE (S500)
Fee, in addition to postage and other fees:

a. For amount of merchandise insurance liability:

b. Document reconstruction maximum liability: $500.00.

Amount to be collected or insurance coverage desired1

1. For Express Mail COD shipments, the COD fee charged is based on 
the amount to be collected. 

Fee
$0.01        to        50.00 $4.50
50.01        to      100.00   5.50

100.01        to      200.00   6.50
200.01        to      300.00   7.50
300.01        to      400.00   8.50
400.01        to      500.00   9.50
500.01        to      600.00 10.50
600.01        to      700.00 11.50
700.01        to      800.00 12.50
800.01        to      900.00 13.50
900.01        to   1,000.00 14.50

Restricted delivery2

2. Not available with Express Mail COD.

  $3.20
Notice of nondelivery  3.00
Alteration of COD charges or designation of new addressee 3.00
Registered COD3

3. Fee for registered COD, regardless of amount to be collected or 
insurance value.

4.00

Type Fee
Priority Mail
     Electronic $0.00
     Retail   0.40
Standard Mail1

1. Only available for pieces subject to the residual shape 
surcharge.

Electronic 0.12
Package Services
     Electronic  0.12
     Retail  0.50

Insurance Coverage Desired Fee
$ 0.01  to $ 500.00 $0.00
500.01 to 5,000.00 $1.00

per $100 or fraction 
thereof over $500 in 

desired coverage
Express Mail merchandise maximum liability: $5,000.00.
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11.0 INSURED MAIL (S913)
Fee, in addition to postage and other fees, for merchandise insurance liability, per piece:

12.0 MAILING LIST SERVICE (A910)

List Correction
12.1

For each address on list: $0.25.
Minimum charge per list: $7.50.

5-Digit ZIP Code
Sortation

12.2

For sortation of mailing lists on cards into groups labeled by 5-digit ZIP Code, per 1,000 
addresses or fraction: $73.00.

Election Boards
12.3

For address changes provided to election boards and voter registration commissions, per 
Form 3575: $0.23.

13.0 MERCHANDISE RETURN SERVICE (S923)

Permit Fee
13.1

Annual permit fee: $125.00.

Accounting Fee
13.2

Annual accounting fee (for advance deposit account): $375.00.

Per Piece Charge
13.3

For each piece returned: $0.00.

14.0 METER SERVICE (P030)
Fees for on-site meter service:

a. Meter service (per employee, per visit): $31.00.
b. Meters reset/examined (per meter): $4.00.
c. Checking meters in/out service (per meter, except for Secured Postage meters): 

$4.00.

Insurance Coverage Desired Fee Bulk Insurance Fee
$   0.01 to $  50.001

1. For merchandise insured for $50 or less, Form 3813 is used with an elliptical insured 
marking (no insured number is assigned).

$1.10 $0.50
50.01 to 100.002

2. For merchandise insured for more than $50, Form 3813-P is used with an insured 
number.

 2.00 1.20
100.01 to 200.00  3.00 2.20
200.01 to 300.00  4.00 3.20
300.01 to 400.00  5.00 4.20
400.01 to 500.00  6.00 5.20
500.01 to 600.00  7.00 6.20
600.01 to 700.00  8.00 7.20
700.01 to 800.00  9.00 8.20
800.01 to 900.00 10.00 9.20
900.01 to 1,000.00 11.00 10.20

1,000.01 to 5,000.00 11.00 plus 10.20 plus
$1.00 per $100 or fraction 

thereof over $1,000 in 
desired coverage

$1.00 per $100 or fraction 
thereof over $1,000 in 

desired coverage

Insured mail maximum liability:  $5,000.00.
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15.0 MONEY ORDERS (S020)
Fees, each:

a. Domestic money order: $0.75.
b. Postal military money order (issued by military facilities authorized by the 

Department of Defense): $0.25.
c. Inquiry (includes the issuance of a copy of a paid money order): $2.75.

16.0 PARCEL AIRLIFT (PAL) (S930)
Fee, in addition to postage and other fees, per piece:

17.0 PERMIT IMPRINT (P040)
Application fee: $125.00.

18.0 PICKUP SERVICE (D010)
Available for Express Mail, Priority Mail, and Parcel Post, per pickup: $10.25.

19.0 POST OFFICE BOX SERVICE (D910)
For service provided:

a. Deposit per key issued: $1.00.
b. Key duplication or replacement (after first two keys), each: $4.00.
c. Post office box lock replacement, each: $10.00.
d. Box fee per semiannual (6-month) period:

Weight Fee
Not more than 2 pounds $0.40
Over 2 but not more than 3 pounds   0.75
Over 3 but not more than 4 pounds  1.15
Over 4 pounds but not more than 30 

pounds
 1.55

Fee Group
Box Size and Fee

   1    2    3    4    5
B2 $30.00 $45.00 $85.00 $170.00 $300.00
C3   27.50   40.00   75.00   150.00   250.00
C4   22.50   32.50   60.00   125.00   212.50
C5   19.00   27.50   50.00   87.50   150.00
D6   10.00   16.00   25.00   50.00   90.00
D7     8.50   13.00   22.50   40.00   65.00
E1

1. A customer ineligible for carrier delivery service may obtain one post 
office box at the Group E fee, subject to administrative decisions 
regarding customer's proximity to post office. See D910.

    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00
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20.0 REGISTERED MAIL (S911)

21.0 RESTRICTED DELIVERY (S916)
Fee, in addition to postage and other fees, per piece: $3.20.

22.0 RETURN RECEIPT (S915)
Fee, in addition to postage and other fees, per piece:

Insurance Status Declared Value

Fee
(in addition to 
postage and 

handling 
charge)

Handling Charge
(in addition to 

postage and fee)
Without Insurance $ .00 $7.25 —
With Insurance 

(for declared value)
$ 0.01 to 100.00 7.50 —

100.01 to 500.00 8.25 —
500.01 to 1,000.00 9.00 —

1,000.01 to 2,000.00 9.75 —
2,000.01 to 3,000.00 10.50 —
3,000.01 to 4,000.00 11.25 —
4,000.01 to 5,000.00 12.00 —
5,000.01 to 6,000.00 12.75 —
6,000.01 to 7,000.00 13.50 —
7,000.01 to 8,000.00 14.25 —
8,000.01 to 9,000.00 15.00 —
9,000.01 to 10,000.00 15.75 —

10,000.01 to 25,000.00 $15.75 plus
$0.75 per 
$1,000 or 

fraction over 
$10,000

—

With Insurance1

(for declared value)

1. Articles with a declared value of more than $25,000 can be registered, but compensation for 
loss or damage is limited to $25,000.

$25,000.01 to $1,000,000.00 $27.00 plus
75 cents for each 
$1,000 (or fraction 

thereof) over $25,000
1,000,000.01 to 15,000,000.00 758.25 plus

75 cents for each 
$1,000 (or fraction 

thereof) over 
$1,000,000

15,000,000.01+ 11,258.25 plus
amount determined by 

the Postal Service 
based on weight, 
space, and value

Type Fee
Requested at time of mailing (showing to whom 
delivered, original signature, date of delivery, and 
addressee’s address, if different)

$1.50

Requested after mailing (showing to whom 
delivered, signature, date of delivery, and 
delivery address)

3.50
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23.0 RETURN RECEIPT FOR MERCHANDISE (S917)
Fee, in addition to postage and other fees, per piece:

24.0 SHIPPER PAID FORWARDING (F010)
Annual accounting fee for (optional) advance deposit account: $375.00.

25.0 SIGNATURE CONFIRMATION (S919)
Fee, in addition to postage and other fees, per piece:

26.0 SPECIAL HANDLING (S930)
Fee, in addition to postage and other fees, per piece:

Type Fee
Requested at time of mailing (showing to whom 

delivered, signature, date of delivery, and 
delivery address if available)

$2.35

Delivery record 3.50

Type Fee
Priority Mail

Electronic $1.25
Retail 1.75

Package Services
Electronic $1.25
Retail 1.75

Weight Fee
Not more than 10 pounds $5.40
Over 10 pounds   7.50
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S Special Services

S000 Miscellaneous Services

S010 Indemnity Claims

* * * * *

2.0 GENERAL FILING INSTRUCTIONS

2.1 Who May File

[Amend 2.1 by revising 2.1a and 2.1c to read as follows:]

A claim may be filed by:

a. Only the sender, for the complete loss of a registered,
insured, COD, or Express Mail item (including mer-
chandise return service parcels to which special ser-
vices were added and paid for by the sender).

* * * * *
c. Only the merchandise return permit holder, for mer-

chandise return service parcels that are registered or
insured as indicated by the permit holder on the MRS
label.

* * * * *

S070 Mixed Classes

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

1.1 Priority Mail Drop Shipment

[Amend 1.1 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services”; and by providing for use of Delivery Confirmation
and Signature Service with enclosed mail to read as follows:]

For a Priority Mail drop shipment, enclosed First-Class Mail
may be sent certified or special handing; enclosed Standard
Mail may be sent with electronic option Delivery Confirma-
tion; enclosed Package Services mail may be sent special
handling, electronic option Delivery Confirmation, or elec-
tronic option Signature Confirmation. Enclosed mail may not
be sent registered, insured, or collect on delivery (COD). No
special services may be added to the Priority Mail segment
of the drop shipment.

1.2 Special Handling

[Amend 1.2 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *

S500 Special Services for Express Mail

* * * * *
[Amend 2.0 by changing “Standard Mail” to “Package Ser-
vices” and by providing for use of electronic option Delivery

Confirmation and electronic option Signature Service with
enclosed mail to read as follows:]

2.0 EXPRESS MAIL DROP SHIPMENT

Mail enclosed in an Express Mail drop shipment may be sent
certified (if First-Class Mail) or special handling. For an Ex-
press Mail drop shipment, enclosed First-Class Mail may be
sent certified or, if Priority Mail, with electronic option Delivery
Confirmation service; enclosed Standard Mail parcels may
be sent with electronic option Delivery Confirmation service;
enclosed Package Services mail may be sent with special
handling, electronic option Delivery Confirmation service, or
electronic option Signature Confirmation service. The en-
closed mail may not be sent collect on delivery (COD), in-
sured, or registered. For Express Mail indemnity coverage,
the content of each Express Mail pouch is considered one
mailpiece.

S900 Special Postal Services

S910 Security and Accountability

S911 Registered Mail

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

* * * * *

1.5 Additional Services

[Amend 1.5 by clarifying the additional services that can be
used with registered mail to read as follows:]

Purchasing registered mail service allows customers to then
purchase restricted delivery service or a return receipt. The
following additional services may be combined with regis-
tered mail if the applicable standards for the services are met
and the additional service fees are paid:

a. COD.

b. Delivery Confirmation.

c. Signature Confirmation.

* * * * *

S912 Certified Mail

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

* * * * *

1.4 Additional Services

[Revise 1.4 to read as follows:]

Purchasing certified mail service allows customers to then
purchase restricted delivery service or a return receipt.
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[Add new 1.5 to specify that mailers may request a receipt
after mailing to read as follows:]

1.5 Delivery Record

Mailers may request a delivery record after mailing under
S915.

2.0 MAILING

* * * * *

2.5 Procedure

[Amend 2.5 by revising 2.5a to read as follows:]

A mailer of certified mail must:

a. Enter on Form 3800 the name and complete address
of the person or firm to whom the mail is addressed.

* * * * *

S913 Insured Mail

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

* * * * *

1.2 Eligible Matter

[Amend 1.2 by changing the class names, removing the
“Standard Mail Enclosed” marking requirement, and adding
bulk insurance to Standard Mail to read as follows:]

The following types of mail matter may be insured:

a. Package Services.

b. First-Class Mail (including Priority Mail), if it contains
matter that may be mailed as Package Services.

c. Standard Mail pieces subject to the residual shape
surcharge (bulk insurance only).

d. Official government mail endorsed “Postage and Fees
Paid.”

1.3 Ineligible Matter

[Amend 1.3 by revising 1.3f to read as follows:]

The following types of mail may not be insured:

* * * * *
f. Standard Mail cards, letters, and flats (i.e., pieces that

are not subject to the residual shape surcharge).

* * * * *

1.5 Additional Services

[Revise 1.5 to read as follows:]

Insuring an item for more than $50 allows customers to then
purchase restricted delivery service or a return receipt. The
following additional services may be combined with insur-
ance if the applicable standards for the services are met and
the additional service fees are paid:

a. Delivery Confirmation.

b. Parcel airlift service (PAL).

c. Return receipt for merchandise (for items insured for
up to $50).

d. Signature Confirmation.

e. Special handling.

[Add new 1.6 to show that customers may request a delivery
record after mailing to read as follows:]

1.6 Delivery Record

Mailers may request a delivery record after mailing under
S915.

* * * * *

2.0 MAILING

* * * * *
[Effective November 30, 2000, the Postal Service revised
DMM S913.2.0 to include new information about integrated
barcodes. See PB 22038 (11-30-00). The revisions below
reflect those changes.]

2.5 Integrated Barcodes

[Amend 2.5 to include information about Signature Con-
firmation to read as follows:]

There are two other options available for mailers who print
their own labels:

a. An integrated barcode may be used by Delivery Con-
firmation electronic option mailers who wish to com-
bine insurance with Delivery Confirmation or
insurance with Signature Confirmation into a single
barcode on the shipping label to eliminate multiple la-
bels and barcodes on packages. Additional informa-
tion on the integrated barcode solution can be found
in Publication 91, Delivery Confirmation Technical
Guide, November 2000 edition (which includes the
Addendum on Signature Confirmation and integrated
barcodes).

b. Mailers have a third option for privately printed labels
with insurance. The privately printed form must meet
the specifications described in Publication 91 (see Ex-
hibit 2.4). Applicable certification procedures must be
followed, also as specified in Publication 91.

* * * * *

4.0 DELIVERY

[Amend 4.0 by changing “parcel” to “item” to read as follows:]

An item insured for $50 or less is delivered as ordinary mail.
Delivery of insured mail is subject to D042.
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S914 Certificate of Mailing

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

1.1 Description

[Amend 1.1 to read as follows:]

Certificate of mailing service provides evidence that mail has
been presented to the Postal Service for mailing. Certificate
of mailing service does not provide a record of delivery.

[Revise heading of 1.2 to read as follows:]

1.2 Eligible Matter — Bulk Quantities

[Amend 1.2 by clarifying text to read as follows:]

Form 3606 is used for a bulk mailing as a certificate to specify
the number of pieces mailed. This certificate is provided only
for a mailing of identical pieces of First-Class Mail, Standard
Mail, and Package Services. This certificate states only the
total number of articles mailed and must not be used as an
itemized list. A certificate of mailing cannot be issued for a
bulk mailing paid with a permit imprint.

[Revise heading of 1.3 to read as follows:]

1.3 Eligible Matter — Single Pieces

[Amend 1.3 by clarifying text to read as follows:]

Form 3817 is used for a certificate for a single piece of First-
Class Mail (including Priority Mail) or Package Services. Pri-
vately printed forms also may be used.

[Revise heading of 1.4 to read as follows:]

1.4 Eligible Matter — Three or More Single Pieces

[Amend 1.4 by clarifying the first sentence to read as follows:]

When requesting a certificate of mailing for three or more
pieces of single-piece rate mail presented at one time, a mail-
er may use Form 3877 (firm mailing book) or a privately
printed facsimile, subject to payment of the applicable fee for
each item listed. * * *

* * * * *
[Add new 1.7 to read as follows:]

1.7 Additional Services

The following services may be combined with certificate of
mailing on single pieces if the applicable standards for the
services are met and the additional service fees are paid:

a. Parcel airlift service (PAL).

b. Special handling.

* * * * *

S915 Return Receipt

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

1.1 Description

[Revise 1.1 to show that the return receipt is mailed back to
sender:]

Return receipt service provides a mailer with evidence of de-
livery (to whom the mail was delivered and date of delivery).
After delivery, the return receipt is mailed back to the sender.
A return receipt requested before mailing also supplies the
recipient’s actual delivery address, if the delivery address is
different from the address used by the sender. A return re-
ceipt may be requested before or after mailing.

[Revise 1.2 to read as follows:]

1.2 Eligible Matter

Return receipt service is available for Express Mail. It is avail-
able also for First-Class Mail (including Priority Mail) and
Package Services when purchased at the time of mailing
with one of the following services:

a. Certified mail.

b. COD.

c. Insurance (for more than $50).

d. Registered mail.

* * * * *
[Add new 1.7 to show additional services to read as follows:]

1.7 Additional Services

If return receipt service has already been purchased with
one of the services listed in 1.2, then one or more of the fol-
lowing special services may be combined with those ser-
vices at the time of mailing if the applicable standards for the
services are met and the additional service fees are paid:

a. Delivery Confirmation (Priority Mail and Package Ser-
vices only).

b. Parcel airlift service (PAL) (Priority Mail and Package
Services only).

c. Restricted delivery.

d. Signature Confirmation (Priority Mail and Package
Services only).

e. Special handling.

2.0 OBTAINING SERVICE

* * * * *
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2.2 After Mailing

[Revise 2.2 to clarify how to apply for a delivery record after
mailing:]

The mailer may request a delivery record after mailing for Ex-
press Mail, certified mail, registered mail, COD mail, and mail
insured for more than $50. When a delivery record is avail-
able, the USPS provides the mailer information from that re-
cord, including to whom the mail was delivered and the date
of delivery. The mailer requests a delivery record by complet-
ing Form 3811-A, paying the appropriate fee in R900, and
submitting the request to one of the following offices:

a. For items mailed to an APO/FPO, U.S. territory or pos-
session, or freely associated state (with the exception
of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands), the form
should be sent to the office of delivery.

b. For items delivered prior to activation of the signature
capture process (August 1, 2000), send the form to the
office of delivery.

c. For items delivered on or after activation of the signa-
ture capture process (August 1, 2000), send the form
to any post office.

[Add new 2.3 to show the time limits for requesting a delivery
record after mailing:]

2.3 Time Limit

A request for a return receipt after mailing for Express Mail
must be submitted within 90 days after the date of mailing. All
other requests must be submitted within 2 years from the
date of mailing.

* * * * *

4.0 REQUESTS FOR DELIVERY INFORMATION

* * * * *
[Amend 4.2 to remove references to the “actual delivery re-
cord” to read as follows:]

4.2 Form 3811-A

The mailer must complete a Form 3811-A at any post office.
The applicable fee is waived if the mailer can produce a re-
ceipt showing the applicable return receipt fee was paid.

* * * * *

S916 Restricted Delivery

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

* * * * *
[Revise the heading and text of 1.2 to clarify that restricted
delivery cannot be used with Standard Mail to read as
follows:]

1.2 Eligible Matter

Restricted delivery service is available for First-Class Mail
(including Priority Mail) and Package Services that is sent
COD, insured for more than $50, registered, or certified.

* * * * *
[Add new 1.7 to read as follows:]

1.7 Additional Services

In addition to the prerequisites listed in 1.2, the following ser-
vices may be combined with restricted delivery if the applica-
ble standards for the services are met and the additional
service fees are paid:

a. Delivery Confirmation.

b. Parcel airlift service (PAL).

c. Signature Confirmation.

d. Special handling.

* * * * *

S917 Return Receipt for Merchandise

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

1.1 Description

[Add the following sentence after the first sentence:]

* * *After delivery, the return receipt is mailed back to the
sender. * * *

* * * * *
[Revise heading of 1.2 to read as follows:]

1.2 Eligible Matter

[Amend 1.2 to add return receipt for merchandise service to
Standard Mail:]

Return receipt for merchandise is available for merchandise
sent as Priority Mail, Standard Mail pieces subject to the re-
sidual shape surcharge, and Package Services.

1.3 Additional Services

[Amend 1.3 by clarifying text to read as follows:]

The following services may be combined with return receipt
for merchandise if the applicable standards for the services
are met and the additional service fees are paid:

a. Delivery Confirmation.

b. Insurance (for up to $50).

c. Parcel airlift service (PAL).

d. Special handling.

* * * * *
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[Add new 2.7 to specify how a mailer applies for a delivery
record:]

2.7 Receipt Not Received

A mailer who does not receive return receipt for merchandise
service for which the mailer has paid may request informa-
tion from the delivery record, at no additional charge, by us-
ing Form 3811-A. Any request must be filed within 2 years
after the date of mailing. Mailers cannot request a delivery re-
cord unless the item originally was sent with return receipt for
merchandise.

3.0 DELIVERY

[Amend 3.0 to delete information about delivery records to
read as follows:]

Delivery of return receipt for merchandise mail is subject to
D042.

S918 Delivery Confirmation

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

* * * * *

1.2 Eligible Matter

[Amend 1.2 by adding availability of electronic option to Stan-
dard Mail subject to residual shape surcharge to read as
follows:]

Delivery Confirmation service is available for Priority Mail,
Standard Mail pieces subject to the residual shape sur-
charge (electronic option only), and Package Services.

[Revise the heading and text of 1.3 to read as follows:]

1.3 Ineligible Matter

Delivery Confirmation is not available for the following:

a. Mail addressed to APO/FPO destinations or to United
States territories, possessions, and freely-associated
states listed in G011 (except for Puerto Rico and U.S.
Virgin Islands, to which service is available).

b. Mail paid with precanceled stamps.

c. Standard Mail cards, letters, and flats (i.e., pieces that
are not subject to the residual shape surcharge).

* * * * *

3.0 BARCODES

* * * * *
[Effective November 30, 2000, the Postal Service revised
DMM S918.3.4 and S918.4.0c to include new information
about integrated barcodes. See PB 22038 (11-30-00). The
revisions below reflect those changes.]

3.4 Integrated Barcodes

An integrated barcode may be used by mailers printing their
own barcodes and using the electronic service option. Mail-

ers may combine Delivery Confirmation and insurance ser-
vices into a single barcode on the shipping label and
eliminate multiple labels and barcodes on packages. Mailers
must still meet existing specifications in 3.1 and 3.2. Minor
modifications allow users to request multiple special ser-
vices on Priority Mail and Package Services. Two required
changes are:

a. Change the text above the barcode to identify the ser-
vice requested. Exhibits are included in Publication
91, Delivery Confirmation Technical Guide, November
2000 edition (which includes the Addendum on Signa-
ture Confirmation and integrated barcode).

b. Change the service type code in the barcode to identi-
fy the class of mail and/or type of special services com-
bined with Delivery Confirmation. Additional
information on the Service Type Code Matrix can be
found in the Publication 91, Delivery Confirmation
Technical Guide, November 2000 edition.

4.0 ELECTRONIC FILE TRANSMISSION

* * * * *
c. Mailers using the electronic option are required to in-

clude additional fields in the electronic file when plan-
ning to use the integrated barcode. For more
information consult Publication 91, Delivery Confirma-
tion Technical Guide, November 2000 edition.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE

[Amend 5.0 by deleting the last sentence in 5.0a.]

* * * * *
[Add new S919 for Signature Confirmation to read as
follows:]

S919 Signature Confirmation

1.0 Basic Information

1.1 Description

Signature Confirmation service provides the mailer with in-
formation about the date and time an article was delivered
and, if delivery was attempted but not successful, the date
and time of the delivery attempt. A delivery record, including
the recipient’s signature, is maintained by the USPS and is
available, via fax or mail, upon request. No acceptance re-
cord is kept at the office of mailing. Signature Confirmation
service is available only at the time of mailing. Signature
Confirmation service does not include insurance.

1.2 Eligible Matter

Signature Confirmation is available for Priority Mail and
Package Services.
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1.3 Ineligible Matter

Signature Confirmation service is not available for the
following:

a. Mail addressed to APO/FPO destinations or to United
States territories, possessions, and freely-associated
states listed in G011 (except for Puerto Rico and U.S.
Virgin Islands, to which service is available).

b. Mail paid with precanceled stamps.

1.4 Service Options

The two Signature Confirmation service options are:

a. Retail option:  Available at post offices at the time of
mailing. A mailing receipt is provided. Mailers can ac-
cess delivery information over the Internet at
www.usps.com or by calling 1-800-222-1811 toll-free
and providing the article number.

b. Electronic option:  Available to mailers who apply iden-
tifying barcodes to each piece, establish an electronic
link with the Postal Service to exchange acceptance
and delivery data, provide an electronic file of Signa-
ture Confirmation pieces that are entered for mailing,
and retrieve delivery status information electronically.
No mailing receipt is provided. Mailers can access de-
livery information over the Internet at www.usps.com
or through their electronic file. Requests for delivery re-
cords can be made over the Internet or by calling
1-800-222-1811 toll-free and providing the article
number.

1.5 Fees and Postage

The applicable Signature Confirmation fee in R900 must be
paid in addition to the correct postage. The fee and postage
may be paid with postage stamps, meter stamps, or permit
imprint.

1.6 Additional Services

The following special services may be combined with Signa-
ture Confirmation if the applicable standards for the services
are met and the additional service fees are paid:

a. Collect on delivery (COD).

b. Insurance.

c. Registered mail.

d. Restricted delivery (if purchased with insurance for
more than $50, COD, or registry service).

e. Special handling.

1.7 Where to Mail

A mailer may mail articles with retail option Signature Con-
firmation at a post office, branch, or station, or give articles to
a rural carrier.

1.8 Firm Mailing Books

If three or more articles are presented for mailing at one time,
the mailer may use Form 3877, Firm Mailing Book for Ac-
countable Mail, provided by the Postal Service at no charge,
or privately printed firm mailing bills. Privately printed or
computer-generated firm mailing bills that contain the same
information as Form 3877 may be used if approved by the lo-
cal postmaster. The mailer may omit columns from Form
3877 that are not applicable to Signature Confirmation mail.
Required elements are the package identification code
(PIC), 5-digit destination ZIP Code, and applicable fees. If
the mailer wants the firm mailing bills receipted by the Postal
Service, the mailer must present the books with the articles
to be mailed at a post office. The sheets of the books are the
mailer’s receipts. All entries made in firm mailing books must
be made by typewriter or ink. Alterations must be initialed by
the mailer and accepting postal employee. All unused por-
tions of the addressee column must be obliterated with a di-
agonal line. A receipt is required for refund requests.

1.9 Signature Waiver

Customers who waive the signature requirement must ac-
cept the delivery employee’s signature and date of delivery
as proof of delivery. Customers who waive the signature re-
quirement will be provided only the date of delivery in the de-
livery record, unless a special request for the delivery
employee’s signature is made. For retail labels, detach both
parts of the gummed label and attach to the mailpiece. Waiv-
er of signature is not available when Signature Confirmation
is combined with other special services.

2.0 LABELS

2.1 Types of Labels

Mailers may use one of the three Signature Confirmation la-
bel options shown in Exhibit 2.1. Additional information may
be found in a supplement to Publication 91, Delivery Con-
firmation Technical Guide (November 2000 edition):

a. Form 153 obtained from the post office at no charge.
This form may be used only with the retail option (see
Exhibit 2.1a).

[Exhibit 2.1a, PS Form 153, will be published at a later date.]

b. USPS Label 315, available at no charge to electronic
option mailers (see Exhibit 2.1b).

[Exhibit 2.1b, Label 315, will be published at a later date.]

c. Privately printed barcoded labels that meet the re-
quirements in 2.0 and 3.0 (see Exhibit 2.1c).
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[Exhibit 2.1c, Privately Printed Label, will be published at a
later date.]

2.2 Label Placement

The barcoded label section of Label 315 or Form 153 must
be placed either above the delivery address and to the right
of the return address or to the left of the delivery address. A
privately printed Signature Confirmation label that is sepa-
rate from a privately printed address label must be placed in
close proximity to the address label. In all cases, the entire
Signature Confirmation label must be placed on the address
side of the mailpiece and not overlap any adjacent side.

3.0 BARCODES

3.1 Symbology

Labels printed by mailers must meet the following symbology
requirements:

a. Mailers printing their own barcodes and using the retail
option (1.4a) must print their barcodes using Automat-
ic Identification Manufacturers’ (AIM) Uniform Specifi-
cations for USS Code Interleaved 2 of 5.

b. Mailers printing their own barcodes and using the elec-
tronic option (1.4b) must use one of the following bar-
code symbologies:  UCC/EAN 128, USS Code
Interleaved 2 of 5, USS Code 39, or USS Code 128.
Each barcode must represent a unique Package Iden-
tification Code (PIC) as specified in 3.2. The barcodes
must meet the specifications in Publication 91.

3.2 Package Identification Code (PIC)

Each barcode symbology must represent a unique PIC:

a. For UCC/EAN 128, each barcode must represent a
unique PIC and be made up of five fields totaling from
16 to 22 characters. Additional information and specifi-
cations can be found in Publication 91. The five re-
quired data fields are:

(1)Application Identifier (AI):  two characters; identifies
the barcode as a postal barcode.

(2)Service Type Code (STC):  two characters; identi-
fies the type of product or service used for each
item.

(3)Customer ID:  nine characters; DUNS  number
that uniquely identifies the customer.

(4)Package Sequence Number (PSN):  variable from
two to eight numbers.

(5)Modulus 10 Check digit:  one character. See Publi-
cation 91 for use of the concatenated barcode for
routing purposes.

b. For USS Code Interleaved 2 of 5, USS Code 39, and
USS Code 128, each barcode must contain a
unique PIC and be made up of four fields totaling
20 characters. The four required data fields are fields

2 through 5 above with a fixed sequential number of 8
digits. Additional information and specifications can be
found in Publication 91. These symbologies do not
use an Application Identifier (AI).

3.3 Printing

Labels printed by mailers must meet the following
specifications:

a. Each barcoded label must bear a unique Signature
Confirmation PIC barcode as specified in 3.2 and have
“USPS SIGNATURE CONFIRMATION” printed be-
tween 1/8 inch and 1/2 inch above the barcode in mini-
mum 12-point bold sans serif type. Human-readable
characters that represent the barcode ID must be
printed between 1/8 inch and 1/2 inch under the bar-
code in minimum 10-point bold sans serif type. These
characters must be parsed in accordance with Publi-
cation 91. There must be a minimum of 1/8-inch clear-
ance between the barcode and any printing. The
preferred range of widths of narrow bars and spaces
is 0.015 inch to 0.017 inch. The width of the narrow
bars or spaces must be at least 0.013 inch but no more
than 0.021 inch. All bars must be at least 3/4 inch high.
Bold (1/16 inch minimum) bars must appear between
1/8 inch and 1/2 inch above and below the human-
readable endorsements to segregate the Signature
Confirmation barcode from other areas of the shipping
label. The line length must be equal to the length of the
barcode (see Exhibit 2.1b).

b. Each barcode must meet the requirements in 3.1 for
the type of service requested.

c. Mailers must obtain Postal Service certification for
each printer used to print barcoded Signature Con-
firmation labels. For certification, a mailer must forward
for evaluation and approval 20 barcoded labels/forms
generated by each printer to the National Customer
Support Center (NCSC), Attention Barcode Certifica-
tion (see G043 for address). The Postal Service will is-
sue the mailer a PS Form 3152, Delivery Confirmation
Certification, for each printer certified. All barcodes
must be in accordance with 2.0 and 3.0. Further certifi-
cation instructions are included in Publication 91.

d. Barcodes that do not meet specifications will not be ac-
cepted by the USPS. The USPS will contact the mailer
if problems with the barcodes are found and will try to
resolve the problem. The USPS may suspend a mail-
er’s certification if electronic file quality does not meet
specifications.
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e. Mailers who have previously received certification for
label printing under the Delivery Confirmation program
are not required to obtain any additional certification to
use Signature Confirmation.

3.4 Integrated Barcodes

An integrated barcode may be used by mailers printing their
own barcodes and using the electronic service option. Mail-
ers may combine Signature Confirmation and insurance into
a single barcode on the shipping label and eliminate multiple
labels and barcodes on packages. Mailers must still meet ex-
isting specifications in 3.1 and 3.2. Minor modifications allow
users to request multiple special services on Priority Mail and
Package Services. Two required changes are:

a. Change the text above the barcode to identify the ser-
vice requested. Exhibits are included in Publication
91, Delivery Confirmation Technical Guide, November
2000 edition (which includes the Addendum on Signa-
ture Confirmation and integrated barcode).

b. Change the service type code in the barcode to identi-
fy the class of mail and/or type of special services com-
bined with Signature Confirmation. Additional
information on the Service Type Code Matrix can be
found in the Publication 91, Delivery Confirmation
Technical Guide, November 2000 edition.

4.0 ELECTRONIC FILE TRANSMISSION

Mailers must meet the following standards for electronic file
transmission:

a. Publication 91 contains specifications for electronic
file transmission. A test file transmission must be
uploaded and approved before mailings begin. Upon
certification, USPS will issue to the mailer a Form
3152, Delivery Confirmation Certification.

b. Mailers using the electronic option will be required to
transmit a file with a unique record for each article
mailed. The USPS may suspend a mailer’s certifica-
tion if the electronic file quality does not meet specifica-
tions. In addition, USPS acceptance units will be
notified to charge the customer the retail option Signa-
ture Confirmation fee.

c. Mailers who have previously received certification for
electronic file transmission under the Delivery Con-
firmation program are not required to obtain any addi-
tional certification for Signature Confirmation service
use.

d. Mailers using the electronic option are required to in-
clude additional fields in the electronic file when plan-
ning to use the integrated barcode. For more
information, consult Publication 91.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE

Customers must meet the following requirements when pre-
senting electronic option Signature Confirmation mail for
acceptance:

a. Presorted or permit imprint mailings containing pieces
for which fees are paid for Signature Confirmation ser-
vice must be presented to a post office business mail
entry unit (BMEU), detached mail unit (DMU) at the
mailer’s plant, bulk mail center or auxiliary service fa-
cility business mail entry unit, or other postal facility ca-
pable of properly verifying the mailing and at which the
mailer has obtained the necessary permits or license
and paid any applicable mailing fee.

b. Mailers who use the electronic option must submit a
completed Form 3152 with each mailing. Each Form
3152 must contain the electronic file number or bar-
code equivalent, date of mailing, and, if available, the
total number of pieces by class of mail. The barcode
format must comply with standards in Publication 91.

S920 Convenience

S921 Collect on Delivery (COD) Mail

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

1.1 Description

[Amend 1.1 to show the new $1,000 limit for COD to read as
follows:]

Any mailer may use collect on delivery (COD) service to mail
an article for which the mailer has not been paid and have its
price and the cost of the postage collected from the recipient.
If the recipient pays the amount due by check payable to the
mailer, the USPS forwards the check to the mailer. If the re-
cipient pays the amount due in cash, the USPS collects the
money order fee(s) from the recipient and sends a postal
money order(s) to the mailer. The amount collected from the
recipient may not exceed $1,000. COD service provides the
mailer with a mailing receipt, and a delivery record is main-
tained by the Postal Service.

[Amend 1.2 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services” and “Special Standard Mail” with “Media Mail”; no
other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Amend title of 1.4 by replacing “Other” with “Additional” to
read as follows:]

1.4 Additional Services

[Amend 1.4 by clarifying the text to read as follows:]

Purchasing COD service allows customers to then purchase
restricted delivery service or a return receipt. The following
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additional services may be combined with COD if the appli-
cable standards for the services are met and the additional
service fees are paid:

a. Delivery Confirmation (not available with Express Mail
COD).

b. Registered mail.

c. Signature Confirmation.

d. Special handling.

* * * * *
[Effective November 5, 2000, the Postal Service completely
rewrote DMM standards for business reply mail (see
PB 22035 (10-19-00)). This rewrite was done for clarity and
consistency. The revisions below reflect those changes.]

S922 Business Reply Mail (BRM)

* * * * *

3.0 POSTAGE, PER PIECE CHARGES, AND
ACCOUNTING FEES

* * * * *

3.3 Advance Deposit Account and Annual
Accounting Fee

[Amend 3.3 to show that BRM no longer requires a unique
advance deposit account:]

A permit holder may choose to pay an annual accounting fee
and establish an advance deposit account, which qualifies
returned BRM pieces for the high-volume per piece charge.
The accounting fee must be paid once each 12-month period
at each post office where a permit holder holds an advance
deposit account. Payment of the accounting fee is based on
the anniversary date of the initial payment. The fee may be
paid in advance only for the next 12-month period and only
during the last 60 days of the current 12-month period. The
fee charged is that which is in effect on the date of payment.
An advance deposit account can be used for BRM under
these conditions:

* * * * *

7.0 ADDITIONAL STANDARDS FOR QUALIFIED
BUSINESS REPLY MAIL (QBRM)

* * * * *
[Add new 7.7 and 7.8 for the quarterly fee to read as follows:]

7.7 Quarterly Fee for High-Volume QBRM

Mailers may choose to pay a quarterly fee in addition to the
annual accounting fee; payment of the quarterly fee entitles
mailers to a lower per piece charge (the high-volume QBRM
per piece charge listed in R900.4.4). The quarterly fee (and
annual accounting fee) must be paid at each post office
where mail is returned and for each separate billing desired.
Mailers are committed to the “quarterly fee system” only for

the time they pay the quarterly fee (i.e., mailers can opt out
of the quarterly fee and high-volume QBRM per piece
charges by simply not paying the fee for the next quarter).
The quarterly fee cannot be paid or renewed retroactively to
receive a lower per piece charge on pieces already paid for
and delivered. The quarterly fee can be paid for any three
consecutive calendar months.

7.8 Payment Period for Quarterly Fee

The quarterly fee must be paid in advance for at least one but
no more than four quarterly periods. A quarterly period be-
gins on either the first day of the month (if a mailer pays on
or before the 15th of the month) or the first day of the following
month (if a mailer pays after the 15th of the month) and con-
tinues for three consecutive calendar months. A mailer who
pays the quarterly fee is entitled to the high-volume QBRM
per piece charge from the date of payment through the end
of the quarterly period. The fee paid is that which is in effect
on the date of payment.

* * * * *

S923 Merchandise Return Service

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

1.1 Description

[Amend 1.1 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services” and “Special Standard Mail” with “Media Mail” and
by deleting references to the per piece fee to read as follows:]

Merchandise return service allows an authorized permit
holder to pay the postage and special service fees on single-
piece rate First-Class Mail, Priority Mail, and Package Ser-
vices parcels that are returned to the permit holder by the
permit holder’s customers via a special label produced by
the permit holder.

* * * * *

1.3 Payment Guarantee

[Revise 1.3 read as follows:]

The permit holder guarantees payment of the proper post-
age and special service fees (except for insurance pur-
chased by the sender) on all parcels returned via a special
label produced by the permit holder.

* * * * *

1.8 Priority Mail Reshipment

[Amend 1.8 by replacing “Standard Mail” with “Package
Services”; no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
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1.11 Mailer Markings and Endorsements

[Amend 1.11 to show that unmarked pieces will be treated as
Parcel Post to read as follows:]

It is recommended but not required that permit holders pre-
print a rate marking on the merchandise return service labels
they distribute. Preprinting a rate marking guarantees that re-
turned parcels will be given service and charged postage ac-
cording to the wishes of the permit holder. Regardless of
weight, all unmarked parcels will be treated as Parcel Post
and charged Parcel Post rates.

[Remove item 1.12.]

2.0 PERMITS

* * * * *

2.3 Multiple Accounts

[Amend 2.3 to clarify the reference to the annual accounting
fee:]

When an advance deposit account is kept at each entry loca-
tion, a separate permit is needed and the annual merchan-
dise return service permit and annual accounting fees must
be paid at each office.

* * * * *

2.7 Permit Cancellation

[Amend 2.7 to remove references to the per piece fee and to
delete the last sentence to read as follows:]

The USPS may cancel a permit if the permit holder refuses
to accept and pay postage and fees on merchandise return
service parcels, fails to keep sufficient funds in the advance
deposit account to cover postage and fees, or distributes
merchandise return labels or tags that do not meet USPS
standards.

* * * * *
[Revise 3.0 to read as follows:]

3.0 POSTAGE AND FEES

3.1 Postage

Merchandise return service parcels are charged single-
piece rate postage and special service fees based on the
class or subclass marking on the label. If a parcel is un-
marked, then it is charged Parcel Post rates. If the postage
for the returned parcel is zoned and there is no way to deter-
mine its zone of origin (i.e., no postmark or return address),
then postage is calculated at zone 4 (for Priority Mail) or zone
4 Inter-BMC/ASF rates (for Parcel Post). Postage is de-
ducted from an advance deposit account.

3.2 Per Piece Charge

There is no per piece charge for returned parcels.

3.3 Permit Fee

A permit fee is charged once each 12-month period on the
anniversary date of the permit. The fee may be paid in ad-
vance only for the next year and only during the last 60 days
of the current service period. The fee charged is that which
is in effect on the date of payment.

3.4 Advance Deposit Account and Annual
Accounting Fee

The permit holder must pay postage and special service fees
through an advance deposit account and must pay an annu-
al accounting fee (see R900). The accounting fee is charged
once each 12-month period on the anniversary date of the
initial accounting fee payment. The fee may be paid in ad-
vance only for the next year and only during the last 60 days
of the current service period. The fee charged is that which
is in effect on the date of payment. A separate advance de-
posit account for MRS is not required; the annual accounting
fee is charged if MRS postage and fees are paid from an ex-
isting account.

a. For each withdrawal, only one statement is provided
for each annual accounting fee paid.

b. The permit holder must pay an annual accounting fee
for each separate statement (accounting) requested.
If only one annual account fee is paid, then the permit
holder receives only one statement.

4.0 ADDITIONAL FEATURES

[Amend heading of 4.1 by adding “Indicated by Permit Hold-
er” to read as follows:]

4.1 Insurance Indicated by Permit Holder

[Amend 4.1 by clarifying text to read as follows:]

The permit holder may obtain insured mail service with MRS.
Only Package Services matter (i.e., matter not required to be
mailed at First-Class Mail rates under E110) may be insured.
Insured mail may be combined with Delivery Confirmation
and special handling, or both. To request insured mail ser-
vice, the permit holder must preprint or rubber-stamp “Insur-
ance Desired by Permit Holder for $______ (value)” to the
left of and above the “Merchandise Return Label” legend and
below the “Total Postage and Fees Due” statement on the
merchandise return label. The value part of the endorse-
ment, showing the dollar amount of insurance for the article,
may be handwritten by the permit holder. If insurance is paid
for by the MRS permit holder, then only the MRS permit hold-
er may file a claim (S010).
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[Remove current 4.2. Add new 4.2 to read as follows:]

4.2 Insurance Added by Sender

If the permit holder has not indicated insured mail service on
the MRS label, then the sender has the option of adding in-
surance and paying the applicable insured fee. If insurance
is paid by the sender, then only the sender may file a claim
(S010). The permit holder pays postage upon receipt, but
does not pay the insured fee when insurance is added by the
sender.

[Revise the title of 4.3 to read “Insured Markings”; no other
changes to text.]

* * * * *

5.0 FORMAT

* * * * *

5.6 Format Elements

[Amend 5.6 by revising 5.6c to clarify that rate markings are
optional on MRS labels.]

Format standards required for the merchandise return label
are shown in Exhibit 5.6a, Exhibit 5.6b, Exhibit 5.6c, and Ex-
hibit 5.6d, and described as follows:

* * * * *
c. Rate Marking. If the rate marking recommended in

1.11 is used, it must be placed in the space to the right
and above the “Merchandise Return Label” legend.
The marking must be at least 3/16 inch high and
printed or rubber-stamped. Only the permit holder may
apply this marking.

* * * * *
[Amend the postage and fee markings shown in 5.6d(2) to
remove the entry for the merchandise return service fee.]

[Amend the postage and fee markings shown in 5.6e(2) to
remove the entry for the merchandise return service fee.]

[Amend Exhibits 5.6a, 5.6b, 5.6d, and 5.6d to remove the
entry for the merchandise return service fee.]

* * * * *

S924 Bulk Parcel Return Service

1.0 BASIC INFORMATION

1.1 Description

[Amend 1.1 to change “Standard Mail (A)” to “Standard Mail”
and to add payment information:]

Bulk parcel return service (BPRS) allows mailers of large
quantities of Standard Mail machinable parcels that are ei-
ther undeliverable-as-addressed or opened and remailed by
addressees to be returned to designated postal facilities.

The mailer has the option of picking up all returned parcels
from a designated postal facility at a predetermined frequen-
cy specified by the Postal Service or having them delivered
by the Postal Service in a manner and frequency specified
by the Postal Service. For this service a mailer pays an annu-
al permit fee and a per piece charge for each parcel returned.
Payment for the returned pieces is deducted from an ad-
vance deposit account.

1.2 Availability

[Amend 1.2 by replacing “Standard Mail (A)” with “Standard
Mail” and “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package Services” in 1.2i;
no other changes to text.]

* * * * *
[Add new 1.4 to indicate that bulk parcel return service can-
not be used with special services to read as follows:]

1.4 Special Services

Special services cannot be added to pieces returned via bulk
parcel return service.

* * * * *
[Amend 3.0 by replacing “Postage” with “Charges” to read as
follows:]

3.0 CHARGES AND FEES

* * * * *
[Renumber current 3.2 as 3.5. Add new 3.2 through 3.4 to
clarify the per piece charges and to describe the new annual
accounting fee to read as follows:]

3.2 Per Piece Charge

Each piece returned through BPRS is charged only the per
piece charge in R900. Postage is not charged for pieces re-
turned through BPRS.

3.3 Advance Deposit Account and Annual
Accounting Fee

The permit holder must pay BPRS fees through an advance
deposit account and pay an annual accounting fee (see
R900). This fee covers the administrative cost of maintaining
the account and provides the mailer with a single accounting
of all charges deducted from that account. The accounting
fee is charged once each 12-month period on the anniversa-
ry date of the initial accounting fee payment. The fee may be
paid in advance only for the next year and only during the last
60 days of the current service period. The fee charged is that
which is in effect on the date of payment.
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3.4 Existing Advance Deposit Account

A separate advance deposit account for BPRS is not re-
quired; the annual accounting fee is charged if BPRS fees
are paid from an existing account.

[Amend the title and content of renumbered 3.5 to clarify the
payment guarantee to read as follows:]

3.5 Payment Guarantee

The permit holder guarantees payment of all applicable fees.
The post office returns BPRS items to the permit holder only
when there are sufficient funds in the advance deposit ac-
count to pay the fees on returned pieces.

* * * * *

5.0 FORMAT

[Amend Exhibit 5.0 to change the class marking to “Standard
Mail.”]

* * * * *

5.4 Class Endorsement

[Amend 5.4 to change “STANDARD MAIL A” to “STANDARD
MAIL.” No other changes to text.]

* * * * *

S930 Handling

1.0 SPECIAL HANDLING

* * * * *

1.2 Availability

[Amend 1.2 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services” and “Special Standard Mail” with “Media Mail”; no
other changes to text.]

1.3 Additional Services

[Amend 1.3 to clarify the opening sentence, to change “Stan-
dard Mail (B)” to “Package Services,” and to add Signature
Confirmation to read as follows:]

The following special services may be combined with special
handling if the applicable standards for the services are met
and the additional service fees are paid:

a. COD.

b. Delivery Confirmation.

c. Insurance.

d. PAL (for Package Services only).

e. Return receipt for merchandise.

f. Signature Confirmation.

* * * * *
[Add new 1.7 to clarify that the nonmachinable surcharge is
not charged on pieces sent special handling:]

1.7 Nonmachinable Parcels

The Parcel Post nonmachinable surcharge is not charged on
parcels sent special handling.

2.0 PARCEL AIRLIFT SERVICE (PAL)

* * * * *
[Amend 2.2 by replacing “Standard Mail (B)” with “Package
Services”; no other changes to text.]

2.3 Additional Services

[Amend 2.3 to clarify the opening sentence to read as
follows:]

The following special services may be combined with PAL if
the applicable standards for the services are met and the
additional service fees are paid:

* * * * *
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Postage Statements
New Domestic Postage Statements

Effective January 7, 2001, all domestic and international
postage statements have been revised and some new state-
ments have been added to implement the rate and classifica-
tion changes resulting from R2000-1. Copies of the domestic
postage statements appear on pages 161–226 of this Postal
Bulletin.

Effective Date

These postage statements are dated January 2001. Ex-
cept as noted below, all previous versions of these forms are
obsolete as of January 6, 2001, and must be recycled.

Availability of New Statements

An initial distribution of the postage statements will be
made to each post office CAG level and each district mana-
ger of business mail entry. Unfortunately, those printed post-
age statements are not scheduled to arrive in the field until
early February.

Until then, new and revised domestic postage statements
are available on the Postal Service Web site
(http://www.usps.com) in Adobe PDF (print-only) format.
They can be printed locally and completed manually. Wher-
ever possible, postmasters and managers of business mail
entry should encourage their customers and staff to use the
Postal Service Web site to obtain postage statements. Post
offices also may make copies of the postage statements that
appear on pages 161–226 of this Postal Bulletin.

Mangers of business mail entry, working with their district
rate implementation coordinator, need to ensure that all post
offices and detached mail units within their district’s service
area have access to all statements needed to satisfy the
needs of local mailers. Post offices without Internet access
must be supplied by their district office until printed state-
ments are available. This is especially important for mailings
of Nonprofit and Classroom Periodicals, monthly statement
reporting of Periodicals, and mailings of Bound Printed Mat-
ter at the new destination entry discounts.

Mailers of First-Class Mail, regular rate Standard Mail let-
ters and flats (pieces not subject to the residual shape sur-
charge), Bound Printed Matter, Media Mail, and Library Mail
may use old (January 1999) postage statements and simply
cross out the old postage rates and write in the new ones.
Mailers of Nonprofit Standard Mail must use the new postage
statements, as they include the new certification language
for “substantially related” eligibility requirements announced
in Postal Bulletin 22017 (2-10-00).

Overview of Changes to Domestic
Postage Statements

General Changes

The certification statement on all postage statements has
been reformatted and clarified. Where applicable, language
regarding all CASS/MASS address matching criteria has
been amended to include a reference to PS Form 3553. All
Form 3600s, 3602s, and 3541s now have a block for “mail
enclosed within another class.” Whenever a mailing reported
on one statement is enclosed inside mail of another class,
the appropriate block is to be checked by the mailer (e.g.,
First-Class Mail enclosed inside a Standard Mail piece). See
DMM E070.

First-Class Mail

New and revised postage statements include:

� 3600-EZ, First-Class Mail – Easy – Nonautomation
Letters, Cards, or Flats – Permit Imprint

� 3600-R, First-Class Mail – Permit Imprint

� 3600-P, First-Class Mail – Postage Affixed

� 3600-PM, Priority Mail – Permit Imprint

Separate entries for (optional) 5-digit and 3-digit automa-
tion rates for flats have been added.

The Postal Service is introducing a new easy (EZ) post-
age statement for a single nonautomation rate mailing of
identical weight pieces paid with permit imprint. Form
3600-EZ can be used for letters, flats, and cards that weigh
13 ounces or less. This is a simple, single-sided postage
statement aimed at small and medium mailers preparing
nonautomation rate mailings that require no additional docu-
mentation or postage payment at the time of mailing. Form
3600-EZ can be used only by a permit holder reporting their
own mailing. Mailers will still have the option of using Form
3600-R to report their permit imprint mailings; mailers prepar-
ing mailings on behalf of others must use Form 3600-R.

Periodicals

New and revised postage statements include:

� 3541, Periodicals One Issue or One Edition

� 3541-M, Periodicals All Issues in a Calendar Month

� 3541-X, Periodicals With Ride-Along Enclosed — One
Issue or One Edition

There are significant changes to all Periodicals postage
statements. Current Forms 3541-R, 3541-N, and 3541-NC
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have been replaced with a single new Form 3541, which will
be used for all Classroom, Nonprofit, Regular, and Science-
of-Agriculture rate mailings. Similarly, Forms 3541-RX,
3541-NX, and 3541–NCX are replaced with a single Form
3541-X, which will be used for all Classroom, Nonprofit, Reg-
ular, and Science-of-Agriculture rate mailings that have en-
closed ride-along pieces.

Periodicals publications that are authorized to use month-
ly postage statement reporting under DMM P200.2.0 will
now use Form 3541-M. Monthly statement reporting will no
longer use a statement designed for one issue or one edition.
Managers of business mail entry must determine if any pub-
lishers within their district service area are authorized for
monthly statement reporting and provide Forms 3541-M to
those customers. The district manager of business mail entry
can use this opportunity to determine if monthly statement re-
porting is warranted. Publishers today, through various
means such as presort software, may be better able to pro-
vide individual statements for each issue or edition.

The new postage statements reflect that Classroom and
Nonprofit publications receive a 5% discount from the total
Outside-County nonadvertising pound rates and total Out-
side-County piece rates on subscriber and nonsubscriber
copies within the 10% limit. Nonsubscriber copies within the
10% must be reported in the “Within 10% Limit” column in the
Outside-County pound rate section. Nonsubscriber copies
over the 10% limit are not entitled to the 5% discount.

For copies eligible for the 5% discount, Classroom and
Nonprofit mailers will calculate the discount by adding Line
11 (total Outside-County nonadvertising pound rates) and
Line 30 (Outside-County piece rates), and then multiplying
that sum by .95. That result is added to Line 10 and then car-
ried to the top of page 2 of the postage statement.

Mailers with Classroom and Nonprofit nonsubscriber
copies over 10% will still be required to compute postage on
a separate Form 3541 using the “Over 10%” column in the
Outside County pound rate section. Both Forms 3541 must
be submitted with the mailing.

See the separate articles in this Postal Bulletin regarding
the procedures for reporting nonsubscriber and nonreques-
ter copies of Periodicals publications mailed at Periodicals
rates.

Standard Mail

New and revised postage statements include:

� 3602-EZ, Standard Mail – Easy – Nonautomation
Letters, or Flats – Permit Imprint

� 3602-R, Standard Mail Letters and Flats – Permit
Imprint

� 3602-RS, Standard Mail With Residual Shape
Surcharge – Permit Imprint

� 3602-P, Standard Mail Letters and Flats – Postage
Affixed

� 3602-PS, Standard Mail With Residual Shape
Surcharge – Postage Affixed

� 3602-NZ, Nonprofit Standard Mail – Easy –
Nonautomation Letters, or Flats – Permit Imprint

� 3602-N, Nonprofit Standard Mail Letters and Flats –
Permit Imprint

� 3602-NS, Nonprofit Standard Mail With Residual
Shape Surcharge – Permit Imprint

� 3602-PN, Nonprofit Standard Mail Letters and Flats –
Postage Affixed

� 3602-NPS, Nonprofit Standard Mail With Residual
Shape Surcharge – Postage Affixed

� 3602-RV, Standard Mail Letters and Flats
(Consolidated) – Permit Imprint

� 3602-PRV, Standard Mail Letters and Flats
(Consolidated) – Postage Affixed

� 3602-NV, Nonprofit Standard Mail Letters and Flats
(Consolidated) – Permit Imprint

� 3602-PNV, Nonprofit Standard Mail Letters and Flats
(Consolidated) – Postage Affixed

Because of the addition of a separate residual shape sur-
charge (RSS) for Enhanced Carrier Route mail, a parcel bar-
code discount for Standard Mail parcels, and the availability
of bulk insurance, electronic Delivery Confirmation, and re-
turn receipt for merchandise with Standard Mail parcels, the
Standard Mail postage statements have been “split” to allow
accurate reporting of postage, surcharges, and special ser-
vice fees. There now are separate statements for pieces that
are subject to the RSS. Consolidated postage statements for
use with plant-verified drop shipment (PVDS) mailings are
available for mailings of letters or flats only. The statements
accommodate both payment methods (permit imprint and
postage affixed) and regular and Nonprofit rates. Mailers are
reminded that more than one mailing can be reported on a
single postage statement (except for the new “EZ” state-
ments, which are for a single mailing only). See the separate
article in this Postal Bulletin regarding facsimile postage
statements.

The Postal Service is introducing a new easy (EZ) post-
age statement for a single nonautomation rate mailing of
identical weight pieces paid with permit imprint. Form
3602-EZ (for regular rates) and Form 3602-NZ (for Nonprofit
rates) can be used for letters, flats, and cards that weigh
3.3 ounces or less. This is a simple, single-sided postage
statement aimed at small and medium mailers preparing
nonautomation rate mailings that require no additional docu-
mentation or postage payment at the time of mailing. Forms
3602-EZ and 3602-NZ can be used only by a permit holder
reporting their own mailing. Mailers will still have the option of
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using Forms 3602-R or 3602-N to report their permit imprint
mailings; mailers preparing mailings on behalf of others must
use Forms 3602-R or 3602-N.

The Postal Service has not created new consolidated
postage statements for Standard Mail parcels that are sub-
ject to the residual shape surcharge because the majority of
these mailers will be using facsimile postage statements
generated by manifest mailing systems.

All Nonprofit Standard Mail postage statements have
been revised to include the certification language for “sub-
stantially related” eligibility requirements announced in
Postal Bulletin 22017 (2-10-00).

See the separate article in this Postal Bulletin regarding
mailers and software vendors preparing facsimile postage
statements.

Package Services

New and revised postage statements include:

� 3605-PR, Parcel Post – Permit Imprint

� 3605-SR, Parcel Select – Permit Imprint

� 3605-PP, Parcel Post – Postage Affixed

� 3605-SP, Parcel Select – Postage Affixed

� 3605-BR, Bound Printed Matter – Permit Imprint

� 3605-DBR, Destination Entry Bound Printed Matter –
Permit Imprint

� 3605-BP, Bound Printed Matter – Postage Affixed

� 3605-DBP, Destination Entry Bound Printed Matter –
Postage Affixed

� 3608-R, Media Mail or Library Mail – Permit Imprint

� 3608-P, Media Mail or Library Mail – Postage Affixed

Because of the addition of separate nonmachinable sur-
charges for Intra-BMC/ASF Parcel Post and Parcel Select
DBMC, the postage statements have been “split” into sepa-
rate statements for Parcel Post and Parcel Select to allow for
accurate reporting of postage and surcharges and destina-
tion entry and barcoded discounts. A similar split for Bound
Printed Matter statements also was made. Except for minor
edits, there are no significant changes to the postage state-
ments for Media Mail or Library Mail.

See the separate article in this Postal Bulletin regarding
mailers and software vendors preparing facsimile postage
statements.

Miscellaneous

New and revised postage statements include:

� 3540-S, Postage Statement — Supplement

� 3660-R, Combined Postage Statement for
Single-Piece Manifest Mailings — Permit Imprint
(because this form is generated by presort software
and not filled out by hand, a printed copy is not
included in this Postal Bulletin)

� 8125, Plant-Verified Drop Shipment (PVDS) —
Verification and Clearance

� 8125-C, Plant-Verified Drop Shipment (PVDS) —
Consolidated Verification and Clearance (because
this form is generated by presort software and not filled
out by hand, a printed copy is not included in this
Postal Bulletin)

� 8125-CD, Plant-Verified Drop Shipment (PVDS)
Consolidated Verification and Clearance — DSMS
(because this form is generated by presort software
and not filled out by hand, a printed copy is not
included in this Postal Bulletin)

These postage statements have been revised to reflect
new rates, fees, and classifications. Form 3660-R will no lon-
ger allow for the reporting of barcoded discounts on Package
Services (machinable) parcels. Form 8125 will continue to
be a three-ply carbonless form. Forms 8125-C and 8125-CD
are computer-generated forms only and will not be printed
and distributed in hard copy.

— Mail Preparation and Standards,
Pricing and Product Design, 12-21-00
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New and Revised International Postage Statements
Effective January 7, 2001, the following international

postage statements have been revised and some new state-
ments have been added to implement the international rates
and classification changes. These statements are all dated
January 2001. All previous versions of these forms are obso-
lete as of January 6, 2001, and must be recycled.

Mailers should not use the international postage
statements published in Postal Bulletin 22038
(11-30-00). Those statements were missing special codes
required for the Permit System. The postage statements that
appear on pages 227–237 of this Postal Bulletin have been
corrected and are the statements that should be reproduced
locally and distributed to mailers. The postage statements
distributed via the initial distribution and available via
www.usps.com will be the correct statements.

Global Priority Mail

� Form 3653, International Global Priority Airmail –
Permit Imprint

Letter-Post

� Form 3650, International Surface Air Lift

� Form 3651-LP, International Letter-Post – Permit
Imprint

� Form 3651-M, International Mail – M-Bag – Permit
Imprint

� Form 3652, International Priority Airmail

Parcel Post

� Form 3651-PP, International Parcel Post – Permit
Imprint

Summary of Changes

The Postal Service has split Form 3651 into three individ-
ual forms to allow for accurate and separate reporting of
postage rates, surcharges, and special service fees.

Form 3651-LP is required for pieces subject to rates for
postcards and postal cards, letter-post airmail, letter-post
economy, books and sheet music (bulk), and Other, which is
reserved for reporting special international customized
mailings.

Form 3561-M (Direct Sack of Printed Matter to One
Addressee) is a new statement that captures a minimum
M-Bag rate plus an excess weight charge for weights over
11 pounds.

Form 3651-PP is used for reporting pieces subject to the
parcel post airmail or economy rates.

Form 3650 is revised and reformatted to report the per-
piece and new minimum M-Bag charge and to expand the
rate groups from four to eight. The postage computation sec-
tion now appears on the reverse side.

Form 3652 is revised to expand the rate groups from four
to eight.

Form 3653 is revised to expand the rate groups.

Miscellaneous

The following domestic statements will continue to be
used for international mailings when the piece is subject to
domestic Periodicals rates or when a special service is add-
ed. Other articles in this Postal Bulletin explain how to use
new Form 3541:

� Form 3541, Periodicals One Issue or One Edition

� Form 3540-S, Postage Statement – Supplement

Availability

An initial distribution of the new and revised international
postage statements will be included with the domestic dis-
tribution of postage statements. The printed postage state-
ments are not scheduled to arrive in the field until early
February.

Until then, new and revised international postage state-
ments are available on the Postal Service Web site
(http://www.usps.com) in Adobe PDF (print-only) format.
They can be printed locally and completed manually. Wher-
ever possible, postmasters and managers of business mail
entry should encourage their customers and staff to use the
Postal Service Web site to obtain postage statements. Post
offices also may make copies of the postage statements that
appear on pages 227–237 of this Postal Bulletin.

Managers of business mail entry, working with their dis-
trict rate implementation coordinator, should ensure that all
post offices and detached mail units within their district’s ser-
vice area have access to these international statements to
satisfy the needs of local mailers. District offices must supply
their post offices without Internet access with postage state-
ment until printed statements are available.

— International Business, 12-21-00
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REMINDER

Procedures for Reporting Periodicals Revenue
Post offices must be careful to report all Periodicals post-

age revenue in the correct account identifier code (AIC). The
correct AICs for Periodicals are shown on Form 3541 and are
as follows:

� Total (domestic) Outside-County postage (Line 32)
must be reported in AIC 135.

� Total foreign postage (Line 48) must be reported in AIC
238.

� Total (domestic) In-County postage (Line 79) must be
reported in AIC 224.

The diagram on the next page shows where to find these
numbers on page 2 of Form 3541 (January 2001 edition).

Offices Supported by Permit

The Permit System automatically reports postage for all
permit imprint mailings, including Periodicals, in the correct
AIC.

Offices Not Supported by Permit

Offices not supported by the Permit System (usually
CAGs H–L) must accurately report revenues into the correct
AIC. For offices reporting revenue using standard field ac-
counting with IRTs/POS-1, AICs must be individually entered
first, followed by the revenue amount. For offices that report

revenue manually, Periodicals postage and the correct AIC
must be written onto Form 1412 in the blank spaces. Form
1551-B (page 1 of 2) and Form 1555 (page 1 of 3) has Out-
side-County Periodicals (AIC 135) and In-County Periodi-
cals (AIC 224) preprinted on the forms. Foreign Periodicals
postage (AIC 238) must be manually entered onto Form
1551-B (page 1 of 2) in one of the blank spaces below In-
County Periodicals and onto PS Form 1555 (page 3 of 3).

Other AICs

As information, all other permit imprint revenue must be
reported from the postage statements into the correct AICs
as follows:

Class or Subclass AIC
First-Class Mail 121
Priority Mail 237
Standard Mail 130

Nonprofit Standard Mail 125
Bound Printed Matter 131

Library Mail and Special Standard Mail 124
Parcel Post 223

— Mail Preparation and Standards,
Pricing and Product Design, 12-21-00

REMINDER

How to Calculate Periodicals Postage on Nonsubscriber Copies
This article describes the procedures that mailers should

use to accurately report nonsubscriber (and nonrequester)
copies of Periodicals publications mailed at Periodicals
rates. These procedures are not changing as a result of new
rate implementation; instead, this article is provided as a re-
minder for employees and customers. Any questions regard-
ing these procedures should be directed to your district
manager of business mail entry.

Effective January 7, 2001, all Periodicals mailings (all
subclasses and rates) are reported on the same Form 3541,
Periodicals — One Issue or One Edition. All Periodicals mail-
ings with a ride-along enclosed are reported on the same
Form 3541-X, Periodicals with Ride-Along Enclosed — One
Issue or One Edition. All Periodicals mailings that are autho-
rized monthly statement reporting under DMM P200.2 are re-
ported on the same Form 3541-M, Periodicals — All Issues
in a Calendar Month.

For the purposes of this article, the terms “subscriber”
and “nonsubscriber” also apply to “requester” and
“nonrequester,” as appropriate, for publications authorized

as “Requester publications.” Also, employees are reminded
that only publishers who have received authorization from
the Postal Service can mail at Preferred Periodicals postage
rates.

The “critical measurement” for Periodicals is the number
of nonsubscriber copies mailed within a calendar year. For
any given calendar year, the total number of nonsubscriber
copies mailed at Preferred Periodicals rates may not exceed
10% of the number of subscriber copies mailed at Preferred
Periodicals rates. Preferred Periodicals rates include Class-
room, In-County, Nonprofit, and Science-of-Agriculture.

All nonsubscriber copies within the 10% (calendar year)
limit (whether or not they are commingled with subscriber
copies) are eligible for Preferred Periodicals rates.

Nonsubscriber copies over the 10% (calendar year) limit
are not eligible for Preferred Periodicals rates and must be
claimed at regular Periodicals rates (if they are commingled
with subscriber copies) or claimed at First-Class Mail,
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Total Outside-County 
postage is on line 32. 
Report in AIC 135.

Total Foreign postage
is on line 48. Report 
in AIC 238.

Total In-County 
postage is on line 79. 
Report in AIC 224.
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Standard Mail, or Package Services rates (if they are mailed
on their own, i.e., not commingled with subscriber copies).

Requester publications are not entitled to any Preferred
Periodicals rates.

These limits are summarized in this table:

These copies:
Are eligible for 
these rates:

All nonsubscriber copies within the
10% (calendar year) limit
(commingled and noncommingled)

Preferred Periodicals (if
authorized) or regular
Periodicals

Nonsubscriber copies above the
10% (calendar year) limit that are
commingled with subscriber copies

Regular Periodicals

Nonsubscriber copies above the
10% (calendar year) limit that are
mailed on their own (i.e., not
commingled with subscriber
copies)

First-Class Mail, Standard
Mail, or Package Services

All requester publications Regular Periodicals

Note: Periodicals mailers should refer to DMM E212 to
make sure that they are still meeting the 50% eligibility re-
quirement for paid subscriptions.

Nonsubscriber copies are reported on Forms 3541 as
follows:

� In the Outside-County pound rate section (page 1),
“Nonsub./Nonreq. Copies,” under the column
headings “Within 10% Limit” and “Over 10%,” as
appropriate.

� In the Foreign section (page 2), under the column
heading “Nonsubscriber/Nonrequester Copies.”

� In the In-County pound rate section (page 2), under the
column heading “Nonsubscriber Copies.”

In-County Rates

For general publications eligible for In-County rates, the
“10% limit” also applies to the In-County copies. When a Peri-
odicals publication claims In-County rates, the total number
of nonsubscriber copies mailed at In-County rates may not
exceed 10% of the number of subscriber copies mailed at In-
County rates during a calendar year. Additionally, those non-
subscriber copies mailed at In-County rates must be counted
toward the overall 10% limit of all nonsubscriber copies
mailed at any Periodicals rates.

Classroom and Nonprofit Publications

Classroom and Nonprofit nonsubscriber copies (within
the 10% calendar year limit) are reported on Form 3541 as
described above. Nonsubscriber copies over the 10% limit
must be computed at Regular Periodicals rates on a sepa-
rate Form 3541, using the “Over 10%” column in the Outside-
County pound rate section (page 1 of Form 3541).

On Form 3541, for total Outside-County pound rates, add
Line 10 and Line 11, and enter the result on Line 12. Add Line
12 (total pound rate postage) and Line 30 (total piece rate
postage). Following the instructions on Line 31b, enter the
result on Line 31b, and carry to Line 31d (Page 2) of the (sep-
arate) Form 3541 used to report subscriber copies (and any
nonsubscriber copies within the 10% limit). Add Line 31c and
Line 31d for the total Outside-County postage for the mailing
(Line 32). Attach the Form 3541 reporting the nonsubscriber
copies over the 10% limit at Regular Periodicals rates to the
3541 reporting the subscriber copies (and any nonsubscrib-
er copies within the 10% limit) at the discounted rates. Both
Forms 3541 must be submitted with the mailing.

Nonsubscriber copies of Classroom and Nonprofit publi-
cations over the 10% limit are not entitled to the discount of
5% off the total (nonadvertising) Outside-County postage.
See DMM E217.1.0

Science-of-Agriculture Publications

Science-of-Agriculture (special rates for delivery unit,
SCF, and zones 1 and 2) nonsubscriber copies (within the
10% calendar year limit) are reported on Form 3541 as de-
scribed above. Nonsubscriber copies over the 10% limit
must be computed at Regular Periodicals rates (delivery
unit, SCF, and zones 1 and 2) on a separate Form 3541, us-
ing the “Over 10%” column in the Outside-County pound rate
section (page 1 of Form 3541). Both Forms 3541 must be
submitted with the mailing.

On Form 3541, for total Outside-County pound rates, add
Line 10 and Line 11, and enter the result on Line 12. Add Line
12 (total pound rate postage) and Line 30 (total piece rate
postage). Enter the result on Line 31b, and carry to Line 31d
(Page 2) of the (separate) Form 3541 used to report sub-
scriber copies (and any nonsubscriber copies within the 10%
limit). Add Line 31c and Line 31d for the total Outside-County
postage for the mailing (Line 32). Attach the Form 3541 re-
porting the nonsubscriber copies over the 10% limit at Regu-
lar Periodicals rates to the 3541 reporting the subscriber
copies (and any nonsubscriber copies within the 10% limit) at
the discounted rates. Both Forms 3541 must be submitted
with the mailing.

— Mail Preparation and Standards,
Pricing and Product Design, 12-21-00
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Computer-Generated Facsimile Postage Statements
The use of computer software to prepare facsimiles of

standard Postal Service forms is a practical way for mailers
to prepare postage statements and is encouraged by the
USPS. DMM P012.4.2 states, in part:

The mailer may submit a computer-generated facsim-
ile of the USPS form if it is in the same format as, and
includes all information required by, the USPS form. A
facsimile postage statement produced by software
certified by the USPS Presort Accuracy Validation and
Evaluation (PAVE) or Manifest Analysis and Certifica-
tion (MAC) program, appropriate for the accompany-
ing class of mail and rate claimed, is considered a
USPS-approved form for these standards. A facsimile
statement or facsimile-generating software for which
general (nationwide) approval has not been granted
under the PAVE or MAC program may be approved by
the entry office postmaster.

If PAVE or MAC approval has not been sought it is the re-
sponsibility of the mailer to contact the postmaster of the post
office where mailings will be submitted concerning the ac-
ceptability of computer-generated forms. The rates and clas-
sification service centers (RCSCs) are available to provide
guidance to postmasters, district managers of business mail
entry, and mailers with questions on this matter.

On a facsimile statement it is not necessary for mailers to
“preprint” extraneous information such as processing cate-
gories, classes of mail, and postage rate categories that do
not pertain to the mailing. In addition, facsimile forms do not
have to show the written instructions that are intended for
mailers who fill out the forms manually. However, all other in-
formation pertaining to the mailing, the complete title of the
form, form number, information block labels, and certification
statements must appear on all computer-generated postage
statement facsimiles. Mailers must place data elements on
the facsimile in locations as close as possible to where they
would be placed on the official form. Lines numbers and col-
umn heads (if applicable) must reflect those on the official
form. If a mailer is not claiming a specific rate or discount,
then there is no need for that space to appear on a facsimile
statement. Most importantly, the facsimile must fully and ex-
actly reproduce the penalty warnings, certification state-
ments, and signature blocks that appear on official forms.

Please note that mailers who are under Periodicals
centralized postage payment (CPP) procedures generally
provide computer printouts that do not exactly conform to the
current standard for Forms 3541. Although these mailers
may revise their formats to conform to current official forms,
they must continue to use the format which has been pre-
scribed under CPP procedures until notified otherwise by the
New York RCSC.

With additional rates and discounts available for mailers
of certain classes of mail, it has become necessary to pro-
duce two separate postage statements (for each payment
method) for more than one category of mail. This is most
prevalent with Standard Mail, Parcel Post, and Bound
Printed Matter. If a single mailing (or mailing job) warrants the
completion of two separate statements for the same mailing
or mailing job, then facsimile statements can be approved to
document the entire mailing. The following examples illus-
trate this point. Please refer to the January 2001 postage
statements on pages 161–226 of this Postal Bulletin or on
www.usps.com.

Example 1:  A Standard Mail mailing consisting of pieces
that are prepared as automation flats and nonletter pieces
subject to residual shape surcharge can be reported on a
single facsimile Form 3602-R/3602-RS. That is, if the pieces
weigh 8 ounces (0.50 pounds) each, then the automation
rate pieces are reported in Section D of Form 3602-R and the
pieces subject to residual shape surcharge are reported in
Section G of Form 3602-RS. The (approved) facsimile would
“roll-up” the information from Sections D and G to Page 1 of a
facsimile Form 3602-R/3602-RS.

Example 2:  A Bound Printed Matter mailing consisting of
pieces that qualify for single-piece rates and pieces that are
eligible for destination entry rates can be reported on a single
facsimile Form 3605-BR/3605-DBR. The single-piece rate
pieces are reported on Section A of Form 3605-BR and the
destination entry rate pieces are reported in Sections E, F, G,
or H of Form 3605-DBR. The (approved) facsimile would
“roll-up” the information from Section A and the applicable
Sections E through H to Page 1 of a facsimile Form
3605-BR/3605-DBR.

— Mail Preparation and Standards,
Pricing and Product Design, 12-21-00
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